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Virtual lab - 
Real Results 
Intuitive schematic capture 

Fast, accurate analog/ 
digital simulation 

Full- featured pcb layout 

Built -in autorouting 

CircuitMaker 2000 provides all the tools 

necessary to quickly and easily design 

circuits, test them in the real world and generate 

prototype boards - the complete virtual 

electronics lab solution. 

With all the features you'd expect from a 

professional design system - plus exceptional 

ease -of -use, you'll spend less time learning and 

more time designing. 

Available in both standard and professional editions, 

CircuitMaker 2000 gives you full design capability at 

a price that is simply unmatched 

by the competition. 

[rrtr,r 1- iCErí'r Frfrr 

Upgrade from $95 

Comprehensive educational and computer -based 
training packages also available 

Contact us for your Free 
CircuitMaker 2000 brochure 

Çlrcu¡tMakee2000 

crr'r Maker !í /íií 
the virtual electronics lab 

Call your local CircuitMaker sales & support 
center on 800 419 -4242 

or visit www.circuitmaker.com 

C rcu [Maker and CircuitMaker 2000 are registered trademarks of Protel Internetional limited. 

CircuitMaker 
the virtual electronics lab 
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O tron/CS ® 
THE MAGAZINE FOR THE HANDS -ON ELECTRONICS ACTIVIST! 

29 TRAIN YOUR PETS WITH 
THE SCATCAT 

Although you might love the four -foot- 
ed, fur -covered members of your 
household, they sometimes decide that 
they're allowed to go wherever they 
want -even if it's a "no -no" area like the 
kitchen counter, the dining -room table, 
the living -room sofa, or if Kitty likes to 
play "Godzilla" on the toy -train layout! 
Animals aren't dumb; they're clever 
enough to realize that they can "get 
away with it" if you're not around -especially at night. This 
month's cover story describes a training device that will sound a 
high -pitched alarm and flash a light whenever an animal enters a 
`forbidden zone. "After a few startling episodes, even the most 
stubborn pet will `get the hint!" -Russ Shumaker 

39 SOLAR -CELL INVERTER 
Solar cells are a wonderful, non -polluting source of electricity, but 
the voltage that they put out is too low for most transistor -based 
circuits. With this device, you can boost the voltage level of any 
solar cell to usable levels. -Fred Nachbaur 

42 ALL ABOUT ELECTRONICALLY -TUNABLE 
ACTIVE FILTERS 

Active filters, being one of the fundamental circuits in electronics, 
are even more valuable if you can change their response with a 
control voltage. Learn how they are designed and work with this 
"hands -on" approach using tested designs. -Ron Tipton 

PRODUCT REVIEWS 

DEPARTMENTS 
6 NET WATCH 
Joe Black uses the Net to buy cellular -telephone service. 

8 SURVEYING THE DIGITAL DOMAIN 
This new column by Reid Goldsborough touches on the subjects 
that affect every computer user, neophyte and power user alike. 
This month he takes a quick look at computer viruses and alterna- 
tive operating systems to the one that came on your computer. 

14 PEAK COMPUTING 
Ted Needleman sets your machine on FireWire as he explores 
high -speed data -transfer busses. 

17 PROTOTYPE 
Polymers for high -speed communication, new -generation batteries 
for an electric motorcycle, "intelligent" robot competitions, medical 
imaging technology, and atom traps. 

22 O &A 
Michael Covington answers your most perplexing questions. 

25 SERVICE CLINIC 
Sam Goldwasser digs deeper into VCR control problems. 
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Charles Rakes races to the finish line with this marathon of simple 
circuits. 

3 GIZMO® 
Network Walkman, direct -view HDTV, wireless e -mail, clock radio, 
still /motion digital camera, THX- certified speakers, music soft- 
ware, portable tablet computer. 
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Copyright Tyranny 
This month, I'm going to step aside and turn the podium over to Gary Shapiro, the presi- 
dent of the Consumer Electronics Manufacturers Association. While I only gave one small 
example of this escalating problem back in June, Gary takes a look at some of the under- 
lying issues and the somewhat chilling direction that we might be heading. 

So without further ado, I'll tum things over to Gary. 

Joseph Suda 
Managing Editor 

Content (or copyright) owners and the consumer -electronics (CE) industry need each other. 
Hardware needs good content to sell new products. Copyright owners need consumer 
electronics so consumers can buy and enjoy their content. 

But the two industries often have had a strained relationship. The greatest tension occurs 
because each new technology has been feared by content providers -yet each technolo- 
gy has created vast new revenue opportunities to the content community! 

Think back. Movie studios argued that the TV and VCR would reduce their revenues. They 
fought video rentals and tried to make the VCR illegal. The music industry opposed the ana- 
log cassette, the CD, and every other new digital -audio format. 

Limiting Consumer Choices 
Today, Hollywood and the recording industry are fighting digital delivery of content. They are 

using lawsuits, licensing, and withholding of programming to pressure everyone from Web - 
site owners to hardware makers to restrict the customer's ability to receive, enjoy, or even 
modify programs. Thus, consumers are blocked from getting digital -TV programming and 
are in litigation over access to MP3. 

The copyright community envisions a world where consumers pay for every use of a copy- 
righted work or, as we said in recent Congressional testimony, "the 'play' button will become 
the 'pay' button." 

The threat to consumer rights and technology growth is real. The copyright lobby gives millions 
of dollars to politicians much more than other groups. Twice they have successfully per- 
suaded Congress to extend the "limited" constitutional term of a copyright. Before 1978, copy- 
right lasted for 28 years and was renewable (after registration) for another 28 years. In 1978, 

the term was increased to the life of the author plus 50 years. Today a copyright lasts the life of 

the author plus 70 years and corporate works, or `works for hire," are protected for 95 years. 

In 1995, Congress gave the recording industry the right to control performances of their 
records. In 1998, Congress passed sweeping legislation that allows copyright owners to lock 
works in technological protection measures and criminalizes the circumvention of those mea- 
sures. This continued expansion of the monopoly breadth of copyright owners has not only cre- 

ated complex new regulatory schemes, it has increased the cost of technology, slowed the 
development of digital television, and kept older works out of the public domain. 

Speak Out 
Only rarely will a politician stand up to these copyright tyrants. Recently, Telecommunica- 
tions Committee Chair Billy Tauzin (R -LA) momentarily stopped the copyright lobbying jug- 
gernaut. He said he grew up by leaming from Bookmobiles, a possibility that may not exist 
in a future pay -per -use society. Chairman Tauzin recognized that Congress creates and 
expands the copyright monopoly, and as copyright owners' rights increase, the "digital 
divide" widens. 

If politicians yield to copyright tyranny, consumers will lose their ability to gain access to 

information, education, and entertainment. Restrictions on technology (which can even limit 
fair -use rights or access to non -copyrighted works) also restrict the growth of new tech- 
nologies and limit the value of broad public access. 

We must be aggressive on this issue. Future generations of technology, and ultimately con- 
sumers, depend on our action. 
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GIZMO® 
Network Walkman 

The Walkman for the 2I st century is Sony's NW -E3 Network Walkman digital music player ($330). 
Music files are stored on 64MB of embedded flash memory. Measuring just 31/8 X I x 1/2 inches and 
weighing in at 1.6 ounces (including a single AAA battery, said to provide up to five hours of continu- 
ous playback), the Network Walkman is tiny enough to fit into the change pocket of a pair of jeans.A 
shuttle switch lets you navigate through audio track information, with details such as title and length 
displayed on the backlit LCD. 

The digital music player allows you to capture and collect your favorite music from the Internet or 
download CD tracks to your hard drive to create your own digital music collections.An hour of music 
can be transferred to the NW -E3 in about 90 seconds.The player comes bundled with Sony's PC -based 
OpenMG Jukebox music -management software to organize music and play lists.The player is compliant 
with the SDMI (Secure Digital Music Initiative) framework for secure digital music downloads. 

Sony Electronics Inc., I Sony Drive, Park Ridge, NJ 07656 -8002; 800 -222 -SONY; www.sony.com. 
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Pocketful of E-Mail 
Receive instant messages and e-mail wirelessly with the VTech IMprompt2 

(less than $200), a handheld device that's small enough to fit in a pocket. 
The portable design provides easy -to -use, one -touch access to e-mail 

from any standard RJ- I I phone jack through vtechworld.com, 
VTech's service provider. You can opt to receive wireless 
notification of waiting e-mail or choose from one of sev- 
eral "enhanced" wireless service plans that allow you to 

instantly receive actual short e-mail messages (limited to 
300 characters). SkyTel will provide both wireless messag- 
ing and information services for the IMprompt2. Flexible 
rate plans for both wireless and wire -line services will start 

at less than $10 a month. 
The IMprompt2 features a filter to keep out unwanted e- 

a Sender Buddy List that lets you know when you have a message from a specific sender. More than 500 e-mail 
messages can be stored. Other features include an address book, e- cards, a calculator, and built -in golf and arcade clas- 
sic games. 

VTech Industries, LLC, 101 East Palatine Road,Wheeling, IL 60090 -6500; 847 -215 -9700; www.vtechworld.com. 
CIRCLE 51 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

mail and 

Direct -View HDTV 
According to Thomson, its F383I0 HDTV set, which measures 38 inches diago- 

nally across its widescreen tube, is the world's largest direct -view high -definition 
television -and its $3999 suggested retail price makes it one of the most affordable 
HDTV sets yet. Available in "Venetian Suede" as RCA F38310 and as the Proscan 
PS38000, the set is capable of displaying more than one million pixels of picture 
information with a 1080i scanning format.The fully integrated set allows reception 
of over -the -air analog and digital signals as well as built -in standard DirecTV service 
and high -def programming from the DirecTV satellite network. The 38 -inch 
Performax picture tube uses a precision -focus HD resolution electron gun and 
.78mm -pitch Invar shadow mask to support the resolution requirements of HDTV. 
The set also features up to 20 watts of audio power and the Syncroscan HD com- 
ponent input for easy compatibility with digital cable TV boxes that useYprPb com- 
ponent video connections. 

Thomson Consumer Electronics, 10330 North Meridian St., Indianapolis, IN 
46290; www.thomson- multimedia.com. 
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GIZMO® 
Digital DualCam 

JVC's GR- DVL9800 Digital DualCam ($1999.95) combines a 

680,000 -pixel progressive -scan CCD and high -band processing 
technologies to deliver digital images with 520 lines of horizon- 
tal resolution and 480 lines of vertical resolution. The MiniDV 
camcorder's progressive mode setting allows the progressive - 
scan CCD to capture all lines in one scan, making it possible to 
freeze and grab clear, sharp, full -frame still shots for transfer to a 

PC. A removable card stores still images. 

Besides the ability to capture freeze frames, the camera's dual shooting capability 
provides, in effect, a separate still camera within the camcorder. It allows you to snap still pic- 

tures while recording moving images. In digital still camera mode, images can be recorded in resolutions 
up to 1024 X 768 pixels (XGA). 

An i.LINK (IEEE 1 394) in /out terminal makes it simple to download still and video images to a similarly equipped com- 
puter. Still shots can also be downloaded via a serial connection.The included image- editing and -processing software - 
JVC's PictureNavigator, Presto! PhotoAlbum, Presto! Mr.Photo, Presto! ImageFolio, and JLIP Video Producer -lets you transform 
your videos into impressive multimedia productions. A full set of analog inputs and outputs lets you re- record VHS or 
S -VHS tapes in DV format, and a printer port allows direct connection to JVC's GV -SP2 Digital System Printer. 

The DualCam offers 2X /4X high -speed recording at speeds of up to 240 images a second, and "Pro Slow" playback 

at 1/8 the speed of normal playback. It's equipped with a 3.5 -inch LCD monitor as well as a 180,000 -pixel color TFT 

viewfinder. It has a 10X optical zoom for close -in shots and a 200X digital zoom for shooting from a great distance.The 
progressive super -wide mode is ideal for shooting a panoramic vista. 

JVC Americas Corp., 1700 Valley Road, Wayne, NJ 07470; 973 -315 -5000; www.jvc.com. 
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Wake -Up Call 
Start your day off on the right foot with Philip's AJ3965 CD clock radio ($89.95). Its 

"gentle wake" setting gradually increases the volume of the wake -up buzzer or radio sta- 

tion. It starts out barely audible and increases to a volume loud enough to rouse the 
soundest sleeper. You can select minimum or maximum volume levels, depending on 
how much of a jumpstart you need each morning. At bedtime, the gentle wake feature 
works in reverse. It acts as a sleep timer that gradually decreases the volume.The clock 
radio is equipped with a digital AM /FM tuner.Two separate and independent alarm set- 
tings each offer the option of waking to a CD, radio station, or the buzzer.The "weekend 
sleeper" function instructs the clock's alarm to sound only on weekdays. 

Philips Consumer Electronics, 64 Perimeter Center East, Atlanta, GA 30346 -6401; 770- 
82 I -2400; www.philips.com. 
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Music Management System for PCs 
Threefifteen is an extremely powerful yet easy -to -use, desktop PC music - 

management system developed by Open G, L.L.C. It is an audio -file player, 

encoder, and digital audio -file manager that offers a total solution for manag- 

ing, storing, finding, and playing digital music on a personal computer. 

The history log shows all songs that have been played all the way through. 
Using the log, you can choose some or all music played on a single date, and 

add them to a queue for instant playback or to a mix for future playback. 

One unique feature of the software is its search capability that makes it 
easy to find and queue up music by using keyword search criteria on any com- 

bination of song title, album title, genre, and song comments.Available for free download from the Web site for a 30 -day 

free trial, the threefifteen music system sells for $19.95. 

Open G, L.L.C, 1075 Broad Ripple Ave., PMB 315, Indianapolis IN 46220 -2034; 317 -931 -1763; www.threefifteen.net. 
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Personal Computing Tablet 
Lightweight and compact, the Qbe Cirrus Personal Computing Tablet ($4745) is 

a truly mobile computer. (It is an updated and expanded version of the unit we 
reviewed in "PC Gizmo," January 2000.) The Qbe Cirrus is barely larger than a 

pad of composition paper and just about as easy to carry around, weighing 
approximately six pounds and measuring just 14 by 10 by 1.6 inches. The first 
Aqcess Personal Computing Tablet with a Pentium II 400 MHz processor, it 
comes equipped with a I2GB hard drive, 128MB of upgradeable memory, 56K 
modem, and a network card.Additional tools include Internet access along with 
multimedia features. 

TouchPen technology provides handwriting recognition, and the included 
software provides voice recognition. The voice command will navigate the sys- 

tem, create documents, and send e-mail. At 140 words per minute, the voice 
function is considerably faster than the most efficient typist. In addition, the dig- 
ital camera allows users to take photos, shoot a video, and even videoconfer- 
ence. Screen images are provided on the I 3.3-inch active matrix color display 
with resolutions up to 768 by 1024. There's also a Smartcard magnetic strip 
reader for identification or e- commerce purposes. 

Housed in a sturdy case of magnesium, ABS plastic, and rubber, the Qbe 
Cirrus allows users to perform most tasks while in the field, directing the cur- 
sor with a touch of a finger. If preferred, they can plug a mouse into the PS /2 port, open the on- screen keyboard, or even 

plug in a conventional keyboard.A lithium ion battery allows the user to work up to two hours before plugging the unit 
into a wall socket or recharging the battery. 

Aqcess Technologies Inc., 1 6800 Aston, Irvine, CA 92606; 888 -818 -0055 or 949 -567 -1 000; www.qbenetcom. 

GIZMO® 
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Invisible THX 
You can enjoy THX -certified sound from speakers hidden within your walls with Atlantic 

Technology's THX Ultra- certified System 20, which includes the System 20 LCR front -channel 
satellite ($799 each) and the System 20 SR switchable Dipole /Bipole surround speaker 
($ 1 199 /pair). 
The 20 SR can be flush -mounted in a standard two -by -four studded wall with I6 -inch cen- 

ters.Thanks to a clever rotating and tilting midrange /tweeter baffle, the front satellites are cer- 
tified for both vertical and horizontal installation. The 
System 20 LCR is a three -way design with a 

"D'Appolito" (midrange /tweeter /midrange) module that 
can be rotated 90 degrees. The mid -high baffle can also 

be tilted 5 degrees up or down to compensate for less - 

than -ideal placement. Front -mounted high- and mid -fre- 
quency level controls allow further tweaking of the sonic 
balance. 

The System 20 SR THX Ultra surround speaker will 
normally be used as a frequency- enhanced dipole, creat- 
ing a diffuse, non -directional sound field.Yet it maintains 
full -range output, as only one woofer operates below 

200 Hz.A front -mounted switch changes the System 20 SR to bipole operation (all drivers in- phase) for those few instal- 
lations where speaker placement issues defeat the benefits of dipole surrounds. 

Atlantic Technology advises using its 372 PBM THX Ultra- certified subwoofer to complete a fully THX -certified 
System 20 installation. 

Atlantic Technology, 343 Vanderbilt Ave., Northwood, MA 02062; 781- 762 -6300; www.atlantictechnology.com. Q 
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NET Aygy 
JOE BLACK 

nNlilJ.': nett,'trrrlrrïgerraahrlr/s.roIll 

I 
f you are now sitting at the six-month 
point in a 12 -month cell -phone ser- 

vice contract, you are likely to be one 
unhappy camper. Cellular -telephone 
costs have been dropping -rapidly. 
Probably under the terms of your exist- 
ing contract, you are paying more -pos- 
sibly much more -than the current -rate 
service would cost. 

While I cannot help you get out of 
your current agreement, I can tell you 
where you can find help when it's time to 
find a new cell -phone service supplier. 
The secret is right there on the Internet. 
You can check out several places. I have 
a couple of favorites, and those are the 
ones we will cover here. 

Before we do, I have a couple of per- 
sonal suggestions. Look for a plan that 
does not require a contract. This way, if a 

lower rate comes along that suits your 
usage, you can switch at the end of the cur- 
rent month. Remember when selecting the 
number of minutes to check your current 

a I. malm phone Inrmmalmn lu.m Panty con. 

to<.IOa+" 

usage. A plan that provides 500 minutes for 
$50 is great iÎ you use almost all of the 
minutes. When you use those 500 minutes, 
your cost is ten cents a minute. However, if 
you use only 250 minutes, your cost dou- 
bles to twenty cents a minute. You don't 
want to cut too close to actual usage unless 
you first check the cost of additional min- 
utes. You have to weigh that cost against 
the higher price of a plan that includes 
more minutes. 

If you do a lot of long -distance tele- 
phoning, you need to consider those plans 
that include long distance at no extra 
charge. If you do a lot of traveling, you 
need to look for plans that do not have 
roaming charges. A slightly higher per - 
minute charge is worth it if you can save 
several dollars a day in roaming charges. 

Now on to the Web! 

point.com 
You'll find this site at www.point.com; 

Fig. 1 shows the opening screen. As you 

n., arstw<r<ar"e <oeraas <as,oar< Su <r 

/Mr 

Alil ui 0m Aem 

200. 
anyllme minutö a 

Itroatb Ior 

ótaenths! 

The SmorMSi Piece to Boy Wireless 

All Ille 

n@6tsoU1H' 
BellSouth 
Rollover! 

They're 
yow 
minutes. 
Keep 'Nm 

tote say t aaao 

Yield err arm meet's 
Ytied mews In 
imam* 

Yu 

yet Yap tlW 
yttrpa 

Click 
Here 

Choose now from among Use our research tool to Select from hundreds of 
sernce plans sold In your compare mom than 200 accessories, including 
cey phones batteries, chargers, 

headsets and mom 

with the wireless Web 
More carriers are offenng enreless Web browsing for 

(Memel access on the go. Hem's a look at what's 

available and what's coming, See article 

Acceecon ahonel11 em 
Here are some ideas for the Warne wireless phone user 
in voue life 

'Best cellular phone 
resource 

Fig. 1. Welcome screen at point.com. You'll find lots of help and many 
6 choices here. 

Plan Comparison 

Total Plans: 4 

click on through, you will find three 
major areas to help you. The first and 
what I consider the most important is 

the "PLAN" section. Go here, fill in 
your zip code or city and state, and you 
can look at all of the cell -phone plans 
that are available in your area. Then you 
can select the features that are important 
to you -no contract, number of min- 
utes, etc. The site will help search out 
the plans that fit your parameters. Next, 
you can select a number of plans you 
would like to compare. That will give 
you a side -by -side comparison of the 
selected plans. I selected four plans to 
compare. The plan comparison I found 
is shown in Fig. 2. Note that only three 
comparisons are visible; to get to the 
fourth one, you need to click on the 
"Next 1>" button at the top right. 

For an even more complete compar- 
ison, one more click is needed - 
"Expand to see Features" at the lower 
right. Once you have studied all of the 

Next 1> 

AT &T Wireless Alltal Nevada Bell 

Plan Details Wireless $]9.99 SI ply Free 125 JCS Value 65Q 
(3iaital pigital Tell-Free oil 

Monthly Fee $19.99 $29.95 $29.95 

Minutes Included 60 125 150 

Peak Airtime Rate $0 40 $0.33 $0 28 

Off-Peak Airtime Rate $0 40 $0.33 $0 28 

Activation Fee $25.00 $30.00 $25 00 

Contract Period 1 Yr(s) i Yr(s) 1 Yr(s) 

Technology 
Digital Cellular Digital Cellular 

(TDMAr800 MHz) DMA1H00 MHz 

Digital PCS 
(GSM/1900 

MHz) 

Call Quality See Map See Map See Mao 

Coverage Ms See Map See Mae See Map 

Provider Specials See Detaile None None 

(Expand to see Features) 

Fig. 2. Typical Plan Comparison chart created by the point.com search 
engine. 
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A Decide.com - Cell phones. Long Distance Service. Prepa.d Caine Cends 

Welcome to Decide.com. The easy ur,-asao way to compare, buy, aria 

n;ng distance service, and prepaid calling cards 
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'Join Our Affiliate 
Program 

.Take Our Visitor 

Fig. 3. Welcome to decide.com. Just a few more clicks and you're on your way 

options, you can move on and sign up. If 
you need a new telephone, continue on 
to the "PHONE" section and then on to 
"ACCESSORIES." In just a half -hour 
or so, you will have gone through all of 
the possible options, phones, and acces- 
sories without having to contact or visit 
each cellular provider separately. 

Elsewhere in this site, you will find 
promotional offers and some advertis- 
ing. Don't let that distract you from 
doing the comparisons you need and 
selecting the service that does the best 
possible job for you. You never want to 
lose sight of the fact that the dollars you 
are spending are your dollars. 

decide.com 
When you click on through to 

www.decide.com, you see the screen in 
Fig. 3. Again, a variety of options and 
tools are available to help you find a cell - 
phone provider. In addition to service 
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Fig. 4. Using the decide.com comparison engine, I got this screen of my 
five plan choices. 

plans, telephones, and accessories, it is 
possible to select and purchase prepaid 
long- distance calling cards here. 

In a slightly different format, you can 
again punch in your zip code or 
city/state information. Then you can 
examine a variety of available plans 
including current promotions. If you 
select and then compare, you'll get a 

screen like the one in Fig. 4. After 
selecting the plan, you can move on to a 

choice of telephones and accessories. 
Here, I have a suggestion. If you are 
going to need a new telephone, select 
one that has an earpiece and micro- 

HOT SITES 

Point.com 
www.point.com 

Decide.com 
www.decide.com 

phone attachment, if available. In Las 
Vegas, where I live, Sprint is offering 
their customers a free earpiece and mike 
add -on at no charge. It's a safety feature 
that provides handy hands -off usage. 
However, if you are not careful, people 
around you may think that you are talk- 
ing to yourself. On the other hand, per- 
haps that's not so noticeable in this day 
and age... 

WINDING DOWN 
Knowing the Internet the way I do, I 

realize that there are likely to be many 
other sites of use to those looking into 
new cell -phone providers. If you have 
any suggestions, pass them on to me and 
I'll look them over. I can add them into 
a future column to help other readers. 
Just e-mail me at the address at the top 
of the column. 

Now back to the net I've got three 
weeks to come up with another column! P 

If you know a child with a life- 
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COMPUTER ViRUSES 

ANd OPERATING SySTEMS: 

ChoosiNq YOUR POiSON 

How many times have you heard 
a comment like this: "My corn - 

puter is acting up. It must be a 
virus." The truth is, most computer 
glitches are caused by software 
conflicts or "user error." Viruses do 
get a lot of publicity, and it's easy 
to see why. They have an ominous 
and mysterious aura. How can a 
machine catch a virus? Can com- 
puter viruses, like such human virus- 
es as HIV, be deadly? 

Computer viruses are simply 
small computer programs whose 
sole aim is to do harm. They're writ- 
ten by disturbed individuals, the kind 
of sociopaths who indiscriminately 
slash tires or poison bottles of 
Tylenol. Like human viruses, corn - 
puter viruses can replicate, spreading 
like a disease from one computer 
to another through shared floppy 
disks, infected CD -ROM discs, or 
over the Internet. 

Some viruses -more hoaxes 
than true viruses -are innocuous, 
doing no more harm than scaring 
people with a message flashing on 
their screen that reads "Gotcha!" 
Other viruses can destroy all the 
data on your hard drive. Computer 
viruses can't harm your hardware. 
The first line of defense, as with 
every potential computer disaster, 
is to make regular backups of the 
vital data stored on your hard drive 
and to ensure that the backups 
themselves are reliable. 

8 The next safety step is to consid- 
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Computer Virus Myths 
Lmbrmed. Houston no sty n oul rname. 

webmaster (updated 5/24/20001 
This site is NOT sponsored by antivirus companies 
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Advhwy Cpobthty (CLAC) 

Read all about computer virus myths & hoaxes 
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Several Web sites, such as this one, tell the tales behind some of the more well -known virus hoaxes. 

er using antivirus software. Some 
people suspect that new viruses 
are created and spread by the very 
companies who develop antivirus 
programs. After all, there's a lot of 
money to be made here. Sales of 
antivirus software are over $100 mil- 
lion a year, according to market 
research firm PC Data. According to 
Ziff -Davis' Market Intelligence, five 
of the ten top -selling utility pro- 
grams are antivirus packages. 

Virus -protection developers do 
what they can to keep viruses in 
the mind of the public. A survey by 

the National Computer Security 
Association indicated that 99.33% 
of medium and large organizations 
in North America have experienced 
at least one virus infection, and 
that every year on average four out 
of every ten computers in these 
organizations become infected. 
That sounds dire indeed. But who 
paid for the survey? Virus- protection 
companies. 

It should be pointed out that the 
National Computer Security Association 
includes as one of its aims the pro- 
motion of ethical practices among 
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BeOS, from Be, Inc., is an alternative operating system to the one that carne bundled on your 
machine. 

virus -protection companies. There's 
no evidence that a virus -protection 
company has ever let loose a virus 
it was studying in its labs. What's 
more, despite the sensationalism, 
investing in an antivirus program is 

still a prudent course of action if 
you do a lot of program down- 
loading or otherwise try out lots of 
new software- especially if several 
people have access to your PC, or 
if your PC is part of a local -area net- 
work. Whether you buy an antivirus 
program or not, don't become para- 
lyzed by fear of viruses. 

Some people avoid the Internet 
entirely for fear of catching a virus. 
A few words of reassurance: There's 
virtually no chance that your com- 
puter can become infected by 
reading e-mail messages. Viruses, as 
programs, must be run, or "execut- 
ed," to do their damage and sim- 
ply reading an e-mail message 
doesn't run anything except the 
programs you already have on 
your system. The situation becomes 
more complicated with e -mail 
attachments. These appendages 
to e -mail messages can potentially 
include "macro" viruses, which can 
infect your system and are the fastest 
growing type of virus. However, you 
have to initiate action beyond just 
reading the e-mail message, such as 
clicking on the attachment with your 

mouse, for these mini -programs to do 
their dirty work. 

WHAT CAN YOU DO? 
Fortunately, you have protec- 

tion here as well. The latest versions 
of antivirus programs include pro- 
tection against macro viruses. To 

be on the safe side, many people 
simply delete e-mail attachments, 
particularly if they come from some- 
one they don't know. Even if they 
seem to come from someone you 
do know, it can be a good idea to 
phone the sender to verify this, 
since some viruses can play tricks 
here. You might have been sent an 

POINT AND CLICK 

BeOS 
wwwbe.com 

Computer Virus Myths 
kumite.com /myths 

Corei Linux 
linux. corei. com 

Department of Energy Virus Hoaxes 
ciac.finl.goy/ciac/CIACHoaxes.html 

Microsoft Windows 2000 
www.microsoft.com/windows2000 

NewDeal 
www.newdealinc.com 

infected attachment without the 
sender even knowing it. 

It's theoretically possible for your 
system to become infected with a 
virus by visiting a Web site whose 
creator coded in land mines in the 
form of malicious Java applets or 
ActiveX controls, but there have 
been no reports of such sites. If one 
did appear, it would be shut down 
quickly. 

Along with curtailing your activi- 
ties, the threat of viruses can also 
make you scramble needlessly. If 

you receive an e -mail message 
warning about a hideous- sounding 
virus, it might be a hoax. The U.S. 

Department of Energy has created 
a Web page at ciac.11nl.gov /ciac/ 
CIACHoaxes.html that describes 
virus and other Internet hoaxes. 
Another good virus hoax site is 

Computer Virus Myths at kumite. 
com /myths. Still, virus infections do 
occur, and they can cause consid- 
erable damage. Norton AntiVirus is 

the best all- around antivirus pro- 
gram, though McAfee VirusScan 
has many loyal supporters as well. 
Both cost less than $50 for the sin- 

gle -user versions. 
Finally, be careful out there. 

Download files only from reputable 
Web sites or FTP file repositories. 
Avoid "pirate" sites and the "Warez" 
newsgroups where people illegally 
trade commercial programs. These 
files are more likely than others to 
be infected with viruses. 

OPERATING SYSTEMS 
UPDATE 

The recent release of Windows 
2000, the successor to Microsoft's 
business -oriented Windows NT, is 

forcing many people to look 
again at their operating- system 
strategy. Whether you use a per- 
sonal computer at work or home, 
its operating system affects your 
choice of software and hardware 
peripherals, your ease in loading 
programs and managing files, 
and your computer's resistance 
to crashes and security breaches. 
If the central processing unit, or 
CPU, is the heart of your machine 
pumping out data, the operating 
system, or OS, is the brain deter- 
mining where data should go. 
Here's a run -down on the state of 9 
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NewDeal is a combination suite of applications and operating system that can run on a 10 MHz '286 
with only 640K of memory. The SchoolSuite has the ability to network together perfect for that 
mountain of ancient systems collecting dust in the closet. 

today's operating systems. 

Windows 2000 -This is Microsoft's 
best attempt yet to bring the 
enhanced stability and security of 
Windows NT to the masses. 
Windows 2000 (www microsoft.com/ 
windows2000) still doesn't match 
the stability and scalability of many 
Unix -based systems, but it's a good 
upgrade for most users of Windows 
NT 4.0, with an easier -to -use inter- 
face and support for USB peripher- 
als, DVD drives, and Plug- and -Play 
upgrading. It's not a good choice 
for most Windows 98 or 95 users. 
Despite compatibility improve- 
ments, Windows 2000 may not sup- 
port all of your programs or periph- 
erals. You need a relatively recent 
computer and at least 64 
megabytes of memory to run it 
effectively. It's also expensive, as 
are all Microsoft OSs -one of the 
few software categories that hasn't 
dropped in price over time. 

Windows Millennium-For most 
people, the successor to Windows 
98 will be a better upgrade. 
Windows Millennium, abbreviated 
as Windows ME, is scheduled for 
release later this year and will 
improve support for the hottest 
new technologies, such as the 
Internet audio format MP3, digital 

10 video editing, and home network- 

ing. Reports from beta testers, 
however, indicate that Microsoft 
may remove some business net- 
working features from Windows 
ME that exist in Windows 98 and 
95; they allege that it's an 
attempt to force business users to 
upgrade to the more expensive 
Windows 2000. When it comes to 
Microsoft operating - system upgrades, 
the best decision can sometimes 
be to wait to upgrade until you 
buy a new computer that comes 
preinstalled with the new OS. This 
saves time and money and avoids 
potential upgrading glitches. 

Linux- Microsoft may be the OS 
Goliath, but there are a few 
Davids out there, slingshots in 
hand, with the U.S. Justice 
Department keeping a benevo- 
lent watch on them. The most 
promising is Linux, the Unix -like OS 
once strictly for geeks but now 
moving slowly toward the main- 
stream. Corel, the Canadian 
company behind CorelDraw and 
WordPerfect, is now distributing 
Corel Linux (linux.corel.corn), an 
easier -to -use version that looks like 
Windows 98. More Linux software 
is available, including Corel's own 
WordPerfect for Linux, though the 
selection is still dwarfed by the 
available Windows titles. You also 
may have problems getting all of 

your peripherals to work with Linux 
systems. Linux is commonly used 
as a midrange server OS for deliv- 
ering data and programs over 
networks. Never -theless, it will like- 
ly show up in the future in more 
budget -priced computers as well 
as Internet appliances-Inexpen- 
sive computer -like devices specif- 
ically for connecting to the Net. 

Low -Cost Darkhorse -Two other 
inexpensive, upstart OSs, less widely 
known than Linux, are BeOS and 
NewDeal. BeOS (www.be.com) is 

available as a free download for 
individuals and, like Linux, will be 
bundled with some Internet appli- 
ances. BeOS was originally the OS 
for a custom -designed PC (not an 
IBM clone that we usually associate 
with the term). When Be found that 
selling hardware was a money -los- 
ing proposition, they targeted their 
OS to Apple Macintosh users. When 
Apple backed out of negotiations to 
buy it, Be shifted focus. Be cus- 
tomized the latest version of BeOS 
for Windows 98 and 95 users. Unlike 
Linux, you can use BeOS without 
having to create a separate parti- 
tion on your hard disk. Still, unless you 
use it with an Internet appliance, it's 
a tool mainly for multimedia experi- 
menters. 

NewDeal (wwwnewdealinc.com) 
can be a good choice if you have 
a '286 clunker that's headed for a 
landfill. The product, created by 
the people behind GeoWorks, a 
former Windows competitor now 
used primarily in wireless devices, is 

a new graphical OS designed for 
old PCs. Its minimum requirements 
are just ó40 kilobytes of memory, a 
10- megabyte hard drive, CGA 
graphics, and DOS 3.0. 

Old Soldiers -Once heralded as 
the successor to DOS, IBM's OS /2 is 

still around, but it's not being active- 
ly marketed or upgraded anymore 
and is used mainly by IBM's corpo- 
rate customers. Finally, with its legion 
of loyal followers, the eminently 
usable Mac OS continues to 
improve. Mac OS 9, though still avail- 
able only for Macs, makes it easier to 
conduct an Internet search and 
helps different people using the 
same Mac keep their desktop and 
Internet settings separate. P 
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LETTERS 
mailto: letters@gernsback.com 

Socket To Me 
I noticed an error in the article "The 

PIC Replicator" (Poptronics, May 
2000) on page 37 regarding information 
on the PIC Replicator's "Socket Farm." 

The error begins in the second sen- 
tence of the third paragraph. The text 
indicates that socket SO 1 serves the 18- 
pin and 28 -pin devices and that socket 
SO2 serves the 40 -pin and 8 -pm devices. 
An examination of the PC board and the 
schematic (which agree) would suggest 
that the reverse is true. Socket SO1 
serves the 40 -pin and 8 -pin devices, 
while socket SO2 serves the 18 -pin and 
28 -pin devices. I don't believe that con- 
struction and use of the PIC Replicator 
would be adversely effected, but readers 
could be confused just the same. 

Also, unless I just missed it, the arti- 
cle didn't indicate how to position pin 1 

of each device to be programmed in the 
respective 48 -pin socket (SOI or S02). 
That too might be helpful to some read- 
ers. As always, this project is great, and I 

will be building and using it soon. 
THOMAS SADDLER 
via e-mail 

[You are, of course, correct in that the 
designation in the text for the PIC 
Replicator got SO1 and SO2 backwards. 
Thanks for pointing that out. 

While we didn't specifically say where to 

put the target chips when programming 
them, the schematic diagram on page 30 
shows the relationship between the pins of the 
chip being programmed and the socket's pins. 
For example, if you were to program an S- 

pin PIC, the schematic shows that you would 
use SO1; pin 1 of the PIC would be inserted 
into pin 21 of the socket. 

If you buy an etched PC board from the 

source given in the Parts List, it comes with a 
silk screen that indicates where the target PICs 
should be inserted. You can see that somewhat in 

the photograph on page 39. Editor] 

PIC Replicator Update 
An updated version of the PIC 

Replicator software ( Poptronics, May 
2000) is up on the www.edtp.com site. 
PETER BEST 
via e -mail 

Errors Detected 
Joseph Carr's article "Non- Linear 

Configurations For Linear ICs" 
(Poptronics, June 2000) on "op -amp 
rectifiers" was interesting, but a few 
items seemed incorrect. I know that Mr. 
Carr has written many books and arti- 
cles, so I expect that some of these 
things occur when an article is prepared 
for publication. 

On Fig. 3, the current flow conven- 
tion for I4 (in D4) was opposite to all 
others. 
On p. 47, the inverting amp gain for- 
mula mysteriously changed to 2Rf/Rin 
(from the correct version: Rf/Rin). 
Same area: D2's voltage drop "is 

KEEP IN TOUCH 
We appreciate letters from our 

readers. Comments, suggestions, 
questions, bouquets, or brickbats ... 
we want to hear from you and find 
out what you like and what you dis- 
like. If there are projects you want to 
see or articles you want to submit - 
we want to know about them. And 
now there are more ways than ever 
to contact us at Poptronics. 

You can write via snail mail to: 

Letters 
Poptronics 
275 -G Marcus Blvd. 
Pauppauge, NY 11788 

Please note the above address is 

the snail -mail way to get the quickest 
response. Some readers send letters 
to fur subscription address, and 
although the mail is forwarded to our 
editorial offices, it does increase the 
time it takes to answer or publish 
your letters. 

he e-mail address can be found 
at the top of the column. 

Of course, e -mail is fast. 
Check your favorite columns, too. 

All of our columnists can be reached 
through the e-mail addresses at the 
head of each column. 

And don't forget to visit our Web 
site: www.gernsback.corn. 

about 10.6 to 10.7 volts" should, I 
believe, read "about .6 to .7 volts." 
Below Fig. 7, the filter description 
should read " -that has a LONG 
enough time constant -" 
Dead -band circuits: The author did 
not show any; I was looking forward 
to a short piece on Schmitt triggers 
here. 

One small point: the term "voltage 
follower" is usually reserved for UNITY 
GAIN, NON -INVERTING amps, typ- 
ically used as buffers to drive filter sec- 
tions, or to provide a high input imped- 
ance to avoid loading previous stages, or 
a circuit under test. 

Notwithstanding these points, I 
enjoyed the article. I greatly enjoy 
Poptronics, and was a Popular Electronics 
subscriber as early as the 70s. Keep up 
the great work. 
BRIAN KELLY 
North Bay, ON, Canada 

Sorry Wrong Number 
There was a typographical error in the 

telephone number for Sensory, Inc. in the 
"New Gear" column in the June issue. The 
correct number should be 408 -744 -9000. 
All the rest of the company information is 

correct. Our apology for any inconvenience 
this error may have caused our readers, 

Sensory Inc., and the neighboring bakery 
that is getting inquiries for a speech recogni- 
tion kit. Editor 

Out of Business 
We have been advised that Allegro 

Electronic Systems that was mentioned as 

the source for the ferrite core step -up trans- 
former in the article "High- Voltage 

Generation" in our June issue is no longer in 

business. 
We always validate our parts sources at the 

time the article is edited, but unfortunately we 

cannot guarantee its availability when the 

magazine gets to the readers.-Editor 

Information Please 
I can find nothing on the step -up 

transformer (T1) in the "Amazing 11 
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Science" column on the Geiger Counter 
( Poptronics, March 2000). Please pro- 
vide more information. 
RICHARD NELSON 
Phoenix, AZ 

[We asked John ¡ovine that question 
when preparing the column for publication. 
He did respond before our deadline, but his 
e -mail got stuck in the gernsback.com mail 
server's "bit bucket" and was never forward- 
ed to the editorial office network. The infor- 
mation follows: part number- TR -02, turns 
ratio -57:1, DC resistance, primary -3.3 
ohms, and secondary -117 ohms. - Editor] 

Robots Rule 
No question about it. Poptronics defi- 

nitely has something for everyone who is 

into electronics! I have subscribed to Radio 
Electronics, Electronics Now, and now 
Poptronics since I was 13 years old. Even 
though I am now 26, it is still exciting when 
the magazine comes in the mail. 

I am especially excited about the new 
addition "Robotics Workshop." With the 
ever -growing craze over robotics (myself 
included), this column will definitely be of 
great interest. I am looking forward to 
many more great robotic tips and ideas. 

Keep up the great work! 
BOBBY JACKSON 
Roebuck, SC 

Whet Is a Synchro? 
The "Tech Musings" column on syn- 

chros, selsyns and accelerometers (Pop - 
ironies, May 2000) calls the synchro a 
three -phase system. It is not. A three -phase 
system has at any instant three identical volt- 
age amplitudes differing in phase by 120 
degrees. The voltages in the synchro system 
are never equal and at any instant add to 
zero. They are in fact three single phase volt- 
ages, which are either in phase or 180 
degrees out of phase with each other. 

The term Selsyn is a Sperry trade name, 
as are Autosyn for Bendix, Telesyn for Ford 
Instrument Co., and many others. The 
British call them Magslips. 

I enjoy your magazine very much and 
look forward to many other thought - 
provoking articles. 
DON BURNS 
Comox, British Columbia, Canada 

More on Midi Materials 
Michael Covington in his "Q &A" 

12 column (Poptronics, May 2000) in the 

item on Midi Materials seems to have 
overlooked the ad on page 66 of the 
same issue: Advanced MIDI Users Guide 
(Catalog # PCP114) from Electronic 
Technology Today, Inc. 

Also, The Midi Manual is an excellent 
source, although there is a typo on page - 
21, figure -2.13, where the code for 
"Note -Off" is incorrect. Aside from that 
it's an excellent book. It is available in 
most book stores, music stores, and 
some electronic stores. 

There's also a group of MIDI -based 
equipment manufacturers, a kind of 
consortium. They would be the best 
source of MIDI info. After all, it's their 
standard. 

Happy hunting. 
PARTEV SARKISSAN 
via e -mail 

[The moral of the story is check our 
advertisers first. Editor] 

Kirlian Comment 
I have an interesting note in relation 

to the Kirlian photography effect, the 
subject matter of two columns of 
"Amazing Science" ( Poptronics, May 
and June 2000). The spring issue of 21st 
Century Science dy Technology (http: / /www. 
2lstcenturysciencetech.com/) has an inter- 
view with a Russian biologist, Vladimir 
Voeikov, who said that Konstantin 
Korotkov reported to the Gurwitsch 
Conference the use of the Kirlian effect 
in Tbilisi, Georgia to diagnose cancer 
with a 95% accuracy. 
WES GORDON 
via e-mail 

A Job Well Done 
My compliments on the fine editing of 

my manuscript, "Two Simple Zener -Diode 
Testers" (Poptronics, May 2000). 

However, I did notice some items 
that might cause a reader some confu- 
sion. On page 43 and page 44, "micro - 
ammeter" should be "milliammeter" 
since, although it is technically measur- 
ing microamps, the current level is 
beyond most standard microammeters; a 
milliammeter is a safer bet. This is, of 
course, a minor terminology correction. 

However, the reference to a dual - 
trace oscilloscope might keep many 
readers from building these testers. 
Actually, a regular single -trace scope 
that has a horizontal input can be used in 
the same manner. I've used two old sin- 

gle -trace scopes this way; and most old 
scopes have an "H" input, which can be 
selected by the sweep control. 

It is a pleasure to see my work in your 
magazine. 
FRED BLECHMAN 

[In spite of the misteaks, we hope...00ps... - Editor] 

Car Talk 
I strongly agree with Tony Neiburg's 

letter (Poptronics, April 2000). We would 
profit greatly by automobile electric/elec- 
trical articles. We need information such as 
how sensors work and can be tested, what 
function(s) they perform, and what results 
when they don't work properly. 

Even if today's cars are so complicat- 
ed that some faults require computer 
analysis, this is worthless in the hands of 
someone without the basic knowledge of 
the automobile system's operation. Also, 
many troubleshooting procedures don't 
require any more than a DMM. 
FRANKLIN SWAN 
Paw Paw, IL 

Haues & Needs 
I have a 1920 Crosley 1 -tube regen- 

erative receiver that uses the type 0/A 
tube. The volume control rheostat does 
not have the resistance wire wound on it. 
I intend to rewire this resistance, but I 
don't know the wire diameter nor what 
the total resistance of the rheostat was 
before the wire was removed. (I bought 
this set at a yard sale.) 

I would sure appreciate this information. 
LESTER S. HAUGSDAL 
105 2nd Avenue SW 
Choteau, MT 59422 P 

Frontier Engineering LLC 
Over 20,000 components & 

electronic products to choose from: 

www.freng.com 
628 S Sunset Longmont CO 80501 

Tel 303 776 6242 Fax 303 776 6080 

To learn how to talk with your kids 
about tough issues, like sex, 
AIDS /HIV and violence, call 

1- 800 -CHILD -44 
and get your free guidebook. 

CHILDREN 

NOW KAISER 
FAMILY 
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fCD ROM based resources 
for learning and 

designing 

Electronic Circuits d Components 
The Parts Gallery 

Onlyet 
TOoley 

$50 
student/homel 

Analog Electronics 

by Mike Tooley 

igital Electronics 

by Mike Tooley 

Electronic Projects 
ay Max Horsey 

Analog Filters 
by Steve Winder 

Digital Logic Simulation 

bj Dave Barber 

Photo slows PCne o 
development kit supplied with 

instlutron VersialS et C for 

PlCmicros and P,Clutor 

The internationally renowned series of CD ROMs from 

Matrix Multimedia has been designed to both improve 

your circuit design skills and to also provide you with sets 

of tools to actually help you design the circuits 

themselves. 

Electronic Circuits and Components provides an 

introduction to the principles and application of the most 

common types of electronic components and how they 

are used to form complete circuits. Sections on the disc 

include: fundamental electronic theory, active 
components, passive components, analogue circuits and digital drcuits. 

The Parts Gallery has been designed to overcome the problem of component and 

symbol recognition. The CD will help students to recognize common electronic 

components and their corresponding symbols in circuit diagrams. Quizzes are included. 

Digital Electronics details the principles and practice of digital electronics, induding 

logic gates, combinational and sequential logic circuits, docks, counters, shift registers, 

and displays. The CD ROM also provides an introduction to microprocessor based 

systems. 

CUM 
matrix 
multimedia 

Analog Electronics is a complete learning resource for this most difficult subject. The 

CD ROM includes the usual wealth of virtual laboratories as well as an electronic circuit 

simulator with over 50 pre -designed analog circuits which gives you the ultimate learning 

tool. The CD provides comprehensive coverage of analog fundamentals, transistor circuit 

design, op -amps, filters, oscillators, and other analog systems. 

Electronic Projects is just that: a series of ten projects for students to build with all 

support information. The CD is designed to provide a set of projects which will 

complement students' work on the other 3 CDs in the Electronics Education Series. Each 

project on the CD is supplied with schematic diagrams, circuit and PCB layout files, 

component lists and comprehensive circuit explanations. 

PICtutor and C for PlCmicro microcontrollers both contain complete sets of tutorials 

for programming the PlCmicro series of microcontrollers in assembly language and C 

respectively. Both CD ROMs contain programs that allow you to convert your code into 

hex and then download it (via printer port) into a PIC16F84. The accompanying 

development board provides an unrivaled platform for teaming about PIC 

microcontrollers and for further development work. 

Digital Works is a highly interactive scalable digital logic simulator designed to allow 

electronics and computer science students to build complex digital logic circuits 

incorporating circuit macros, 4000 and 74 series logic. 

CADPACK includes software for schematic capture, circuit simulation, and PCB design 

and is capable of producing industrial quality schematics and circuit board layouts. 

CADPACK includes unique circuit design and animation/simulation that will help your 

students understand the basic operation of many circuits. 

Analog Filters is a complete course in filter design and synthesis and contains expert 

systems to assist in designing active and passive filters. 

Shareware /demo CD ROM with more than 20 
programs $4.99 refundable with any purchase. 

Order Form 
Please circle the products you would like to buy on 
the table below calculate the total cost, fill in the 
rest of the order form and send it to us. Please 
allow 6 weeks delivery. 

Student Institution 

Name 

Address. 

Zip: Phone. 

Electronic Ccts. & Comps. 
Digital Electronics 

Analog Electronics 
Electronic Projects 

PlCtutor 
C for PlCmicros 

Digital Works 
CADPACK 

Analog Fitters 
Postage - USA 

Postage - Canada 

$50 
$50 
$50 
$75 
$179 
$179 
$50 
$75 
$75 
$0 
$5 

$99 
$99 
$99 
$159 
$350 
$350 
$99 
$159 
$159 
$0 
$5 

Card Type: 
Mastercard, Vela, or Discover only 

Card number: 

I have enclosed my check for $: 

Please charge my credit card for $. 

Signature: 

Phone your order to us on: 

631- 592 -6721 

or send your order to: 

CLAGGK Inc ., 
275 -G Marcus Blvd., 

Hauppauge, NY 11788 

Expire date: 

CLO2 

Order online NOW from: www.gernsback.com /poptronics 
13 
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PEAK 
TED NEEDLEMAN 

maìlto: peakcomputing@genrshack.con: 

SmiNq YOUR PC ON FiREWiRE 

ong before there were even 
L PCs, computer scientists were well 
aware that one of the greatest lim- 
itations to computer system perfor- 
mance wasn't processor speed, 
but input /output (I /O) and internal 
bus speed. Moore's Law, postulat- 
ed by Intel founder Gordon Moore, 
predicted that component micro- 
processor density would double 
every 18 months. That's proven fair- 
ly accurate, but there's no equiva- 
lent prediction, or improvement, in 
the way data moves in and out of 
the system. 

The real problem in this area isn't 
technology -we can make much 
faster interfaces than we can cur- 
rently employ, and vendors offen 
do construct these for special pur- 
poses. What slows down interface 
speeds are cost and standards. PC 
vendors have to have a com- 
pelling reason to add more com- 
ponents to their motherboards, 
while peripheral vendors need 
assurances that enough PCs will 
have a new interface to make it 
worthwhile to incorporate into their 
products as well. 

The last interface to face this 
test was USB, or the Universal Serial 
Bus. It started off slow and has 
taken a few years, but USB is fast 
becoming truly universal. The origi- 
nal versions of Windows 95 didn't 
support USB at all, though the ser- 
vice releases of this operating sys- 
tem added supplemental support 
for the interface. With the release of 
Windows 98, however, USB support 
was completely integrated into the 
operating system. Plug a USB periph- 
eral into a USB port, and Windows 
98 usually finds it and looks for a 

14 device driver. 

Studio DV from Pinnacle transfers full -screen 
full -video from your digital camcorder to your 
PC. This high -speed interface 
above the USB. 

is a generation 

That's worked out well, and 
you'll now find at least one USB port 
on most desktops, laptops, and 
even Apple's Macintosh comput- 
ers. On the other side of the usage 
equation, peripheral vendors are 
incorporating USB interfaces into 
printers, scanners, and even digital 
still cameras. For the most part, 
everyone is very happy with the 
way USB has turned out. 

NEED MORE SPEED 
That "for the most part" is the 

real kicker. While USB is easy to use 
and can support up to 127 USB 

devices on a single PC, it has one 
limitation that's becoming more 
evident and annoying the more 
popular the interface becomes - 
speed. USB was originally devel- 
oped to provide a higher -speed 
interface than those currently in 
use. Although it's done just that, the 
data transfer speed hasn't kept up 
with the growth in data -transfer 
requirements. Consider the output 
to an inkjet printer. Several years 
ago, printer resolution was in the 
neighborhood of 300 dpi. Today, 
average print density has jumped 
to 1200 dpi or higher, and new 

inkjets from HP and Lexmark boast 
2400 by 1200 dpi. Printing at that 
high a resolution takes a lot of 
data, and the interface speed 
really does begin to put a crimp in 
system throughput. Similar situa- 
tions exist when you're scanning at 
high resolution or downloading 
image or video files. 

Current USB interfaces top out 
at about 1.5 MB /sec. That's really 
fast compared to the parallel 
port's speed of 0.115MB /sec. USB 

version 2 ports are expected to 
start showing up in equipment this 
year, and they double the USB 

transfer rate to 3 MB /sec. Unfortunately, 
that just doesn't cut it when you're 
trying to use one of the new con- 
sumer camcorders that record the 
image digitally, rather than in ana- 
log format. 

FIREWIRE INTERFACE 
Apple Computer came up with 

the answer several years ago -a 
very fast serial type of interface that 
it called FireWire. Apple offen does- 
n't get much of the credit it 
deserves for the technical innova- 
tions it's introduced over the years. 
From the first Macintosh, Apple 
standardized on the SCSI interface 
for its hard disk drives. This interface 
not only set a level of high perfor- 
mance on disk operations, but 
enabled the easy connection of 
image scanners, which were SCSI - 

only devices when they were first 
introduced to the consumer market. 

After Apple developed and 
introduced its FireWire interface in 
the Mac, it submitted the specifica- 
tions to the IEEE. The specifications 
were published to the industry, and 
after the politicking and other spe- 
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cial interest infighting that usually 
happens when trying to get a stan- 
dard established, the Institute final- 
ly issued the IEEE -1394 interface 
standard. Apple's current FireWire 
interface meets this standard, and 
the industry as a whole frequently 
uses Apple's FireWire term to refer 
to the IEEE -1394 interface. 

The IEEE -1394 is a serial inter- 
face, in that data is sent over the 
bus in sequential bits. It even looks 
a bit like a USB port; while the con- 
nector is almost the same size, it is 

shaped slightly different and polar- 
ized so that the cable can only be 
inserted correctly. 

Where FireWire /IEEE -1394 really 
shines is speed. The absolute trans- 
fer speed depends upon the precise 
implementation of the port, but the 
maximum speed (which is what 
vendors usually talk about) is up to 
50MB /sec. That's not just a bit faster 
than even the new USB2 standard, 
but a lot faster. 

With this type of data through- 
put, it's likely that many of the ven- 
dors that now support USB on their 
peripherals will also start to bring 
out versions with an IEEE -1394 inter- 
face. The biggest problem is the 
same one that slowed down the 
adoption of USB -not many PCs 

sport IEEE -1394 ports. 
That's changed a bit recently. 

Many large- screen laptops, those 
with 14 or 15 -inch displays, have 
added an IEEE -1394 port. And most 
of Compaq's Presario line now 
sport two IEEE -1394 ports -one on 
the front panel of the PC and the 
other on the rear panel. Sony has 
also adopted the IEEE -1394, calling 
theirs an iLink port and adding it to 
almost all of its VAIO models. 

The largest incentive to add an 
IEEE -1394 port to your PC is that it's 
almost a "must- have" if you've pur- 
chased, or intend to purchase, a 
digital camcorder. Many of the 
consumer -grade digital cam- 
corders, like the Canon Optura, 
also will output video in S -Video 
analog format. If, however, you 
plug the camcorder into an IEEE - 

1394 port, not only is the video 
downloaded much more rapidly, 
but you can use software on the 
PC to edit video in the camera, as 
well as control the camcorder from 
your PC. 

1.:70 

-- 
W two ì.'NE W. 

Evergreen Technologies produces this fireLine 

PCI card that provides high -speed data commu- 
nications between your computer and up to 63 

peripherals. 

BUYING THE BUNDLE 
Adding IEEE -1394 FireWire capa- 

bility to your PC is one of the easier 
upgrade projects you can under- 
take. You will, however, need at 
least a Pentium CPU in your system 
because both an open PCI expan- 
sion slot and overall system perfor- 
mance are needed to support the 
leve of performance that a Fire - 

Wire peripheral provides. 
It's also a good idea to be run- 

ning Windows 98. Windows 95 was- 
n't really designed with IEEE -1394 
support in mind. Like USB support, if 

you can get a FireWire port running 
under Windows 95, it won't be near- 
ly as stable as it will be under 
Windows 98. In fact, some vendors 
state Windows 98, Windows NT, or 
Windows 2000 as a requirement. If 

your PC meets these requirements, 
adding IEEE -1394 is as easy as 
opening up the case, plugging in a 
PCI card, and installing the requi- 

VENDOR INFORMATION 

Adaptec, Inc. 
691 South Milpitas Blvd. 
Milpitas, CA 95035 
408- 945 -8600 
www.adaptec.com/products 

Evergreen Technologies, Inc. 
808 NW Buchanan Ave. 
Corvallis, OR 97330 
541 -757 -0934 
wwwevertech.com 

Pinnacle Systems, Inc. 
280 N. Bernardo Ave. 
Mountain View, CA 94043 
800 -474 -6622 (800- 4PINNACLE) 
www.pinnaclesys.com 

site drivers when Windows 98 finds 
the new hardware. 

IEEE -1394 interface cards are 
available from a growing number 
of sources. Adaptec offers a 
HotConnect 8920 card with three 
IEEE -1394 ports on it. The Hot - 
Connect operates at 25 MB /sec. As 
with all IEEE -1394 interfaces, the 
card can support up to 62 devices 
by daisy chaining them together 
(plugging one IEEE -1394 device 
into another; with at least one of 
the devices plugged into the interface 
card). 

Evergreen Technologies, best 
known for its line of CPU upgrades, 
also now offers an interface card it 

calls fireLINE. The fireLINE card also 
provides a trio of IEEE -1394 connec- 
tors and for under a hundred bucks 
even includes an IEEE -1394 cable. 
Evergreen Technologies will also be 
offering a PCMCIA card version of 
the interface for laptop owners 
who want to add this capability. 
Evergreen has a vested interest In 

promoting IEEE -1394; it already is 

shipping an external FireWire hard 
disk drive and has a FireWire CD- 
RW drive in the works. 

Depending on the applications 
that you Intend to run, you may 
want to purchase just the interface 
card, as above, or a bundle con- 
taining a card and software. Since 
the most common application 
requiring IEEE -1394 capability is 

video editing from a digital video 
source, a number of popular soft- 
ware applications already contain 
FireWire support. These include the 
latest version of Adobe's upscale 
Premiere, as well as the more afford- 
able MGI VideoWave 111 and Ulead's 
Video -Studio 4.0. Add one of the 
cards and a digital -video source, 
and you're ready to go. 

For this month's upgrade, how- 
ever, we selected a complete bun- 
dle from Pinnacle Systems. The ven- 
dor's Studio DV is a complete digital - 
video- editing solution, priced at an 
affordable $ 199. The interface card 
installs easily -it just plugs in -and 
an automated installation process 
on the CD -ROM installs the required 
drivers and Studio DV soffware. 
Unlike the two IEEE -1394 cards 
detailed above, the interface card 
in the Studio DV package has only 

(Continued on page 63) 15 
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I f you are using a new PC or Mac, it's 
I more than likely that there is a USB 

(Universal Serial Bus) jack on its rear 
panel. This port is a boon. To it, you can 
connect a variety of new peripherals. 
I have an HP scanner, an HP color - 
inkjet printer, and an lomega Zip drive 
connected there. However, to do 
that, I needed to expand the single 
port. My solution was to obtain a 
Keyspan 4 -port USB Hub. 

Before going further into the hub 
itself, let me tell you about one little 
trick it has made possible. Before I 

got the color inkjet printer, I was - 
and still am -using a Panasonic 
laser printer. I still have that printer 
connected to the regular printer 
port. Now it's a cinch to select the 
desired printer right from the 
Windows Print menu, with no switch 
box to deal with. 

Piled Higher and Deeper. If four USB 

ports are not enough, you can add 
more hubs. You can add as many 
as four 4 -port hubs in succession. 
Therefore, you can end up with 
3 +3 +3 +4 or 13 USB ports. If you cas- 
cade hubs, any hub that is down- 
stream from a bus -powered hub 
must be used in its self -powered 
mode (more details about that 
later). However, the more devices 
that you attempt to use at the 
same time, the slower the connec- 
tion. In my case, I never use any of 
the three devices that I have con- 
nected at the same time, so it 
makes no difference at all to me. If 

I were to print a long document 
while using my scanner, it would 
work; both the printer and scanner 
speeds would be somewhat re- 
duced. How much depends on the 
specific actions being performed. 

My Keyspan hub is housed in a 
small, somewhat transparent tan- 
gerine- colored box that measures 

16 a mere 41/4 x 31/2 x 1 inches that 

Keyspan 4 -Port USB Hub 

It's easy to add USB ports to any computer with 
this inexpensive little device. 

you can tuck in just about any little 
corner. They do come in a wide 
spectrum of seven different colors; 
you're bound to find one that suits 
your tastes. 

Installing it was a cinch. After tak- 
ing it out of the box, I plugged the 
cable that comes with it between 
the computer and the hub, con- 
nected the power supply, and my 
computer running Windows 98 told 
me "new hardware detected." A 
few moments later, it found and 
installed the software. With the 
three peripherals plugged in, it was 
up and running. 

Supplying Power. An important point 
here is that the Keyspan hub offers you 
two different power modes. You can 
run it as a powered hub (with a power 
supply plugged into the wall) or you 
can run it unplugged and let the hub 
draw its power from the USB port. Of 
course, you will have to find a place to 
plug in the little power supply if you 
want to use it. As a self- powered hub, 
each downstream port gets 5 volts DC 
at 500 mA. If it is not plugged in, only 
100 mA is available to the peripherals. 
As I mentioned earlier, if you cascade 
hubs, any hub that is downstream from 
a bus -powered hub must be used in its 

self- powered mode. 
All devices connected to the 

hub are connected via a USB 

device cable. Full -speed devices 
(printers and scanners fall into this 
category) are restricted to a maxi- 
mum cable length of about 16 feet 
(5 meters). Low -speed devices 

(mice, keyboards, joysticks, and 
most adapters -USB -to- serial, USB - 
to- parallel, and USB -to- Ethernet) 
restrict cable length to about 10 

feet (three meters). 
There are six LEDs on the top of 

the hub. Two of them are red. One 
lights when the hub is operated in 
its self -powered mode. Both stay 
dark if the hub operates in the bus - 
powered mode. The four port LEDs 
turn green as soon as the hub has 
registered on the USB. 

Problems, Problems. I haven't had 
any problems with the hub, but 
problems do come up from time to 
time. Most of them can be cured 
by disconnecting the hub from its 
power source for a moment just 
unplug and replug the power sup- 
ply. If one of the devices that you 
have connected to the hub does 
not operate as it should, here are 
some things that you can try: 
Check to see that the cables are 
securely connected -you'd be sur- 
prised how often a cable manages 
to work itself loose; also, the hub or 
the device may have created a 
power over -limit condition. Usually 
your computer will alert you to this 
kind of problem. 

Keyspan maintains support for its 
products. You can go to www. 
keyspan.com on the Internet, or 
during normal business hours, Pacific 
Time, call 510 -222 -8802 and ask for 
technical support. By the way, this 
$39 device comes with a five -year 
warranty. 

The Keyspan device works for 
me. If you need a USB port, take a 
look at it. For more information, 
contact Keyspan at either www. 
keyspan.com or write to Keyspan, 
a division of InnoSys, Inc., 3095 
Richmond Parkway, Suite 207, 
Richmond, CA 94806 or circle 80 on 
the Free Information Card. P 
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A LOOK AT TOMORROW'S TECHNOLOGY 

type 
"Faster Than a Speeding Bullet" 

New polymers developed by chemists 
and engineers at the University of 

Washington (UW) and the University 
of Southern California (USC) appear to 
achieve speed and capacity increases so 
great that they will revolutionize tele- 
communications, data processing, and 
sensing and display technologies. 

The materials are used to create 
polymeric electro -optic modulators, or 
"opto- chips." These microscopic devices 

perform functions such as translating 
electrical signals -television, computer, 
telephone, and radar -into optical sig- 
nals at rates up to 100 gigabytes per sec- 
ond (a gigabyte is 1 billion bytes). 
Polymeric electro -optic materials can 
achieve information- processing speeds 
as great as ten times those of current 
electronic devices and have significantly 
greater bandwidths than electro -optic 
crystals currently in use. In addition, the 
new materials require a fraction of a volt 
of electricity to operate, less than one- 
sixth of what crystals require. 

Real Time Communications 
"These electro -optic modulators 

will permit real -time communication. 
You won't have to wait for your comput- 
er to download even the largest files," 
said Larry Dalton, a chemistry professor 
at both UW and USC, who is the over- 
all leader of the research and has full 
research teams at both universities. 

The breakthrough resulted from 
research by Dalton; William Steier, a 

USC electrical engineering professor; 
Bruce Robinson, a UW chemistry pro- 
fessor; and USC graduate students 
Cheng Zhang and Hua Zhang. (Their 
work is described in the April 7 edition 
of Science.) 

Technology With Bandwidth to Burn 
Polymeric electro -optic modulators 

New polymers that are being developed appear to achieve great speed and capacity increas- 
es. Larry Dalton, a chemistry professor at both the University of Washington and the University 
of Southern California, is the overall research leader in this area at both universities. 

can be used for information processing, 
to steer radio waves and microwaves to 
and from telecommunications satellites, 
to detect radar signals, to switch signals 
in optical networks, and as optical gyro- 
scopes to guide planes and missiles. 

They serve as a bridge between elec- 
tronics and fiber optic, providing huge 
capacity with very low noise disturbance 
and very low power requirements. They 
are being tested for ultra -fast analog -to- 
digital conversion, optical switching ele- 
ments in flat -panel displays, and voltage 
sensing for the electric utility industry, 

Dalton said. Currently, the most com- 
monly pursued applications include sig- 
nal transducers for cable television, 
directional couplers or routing switches 
in optical communications networks, 
and modulators in phased -array radar 
systems. 

"It's a critical decision -determining 
technology because bandwidth, band- 
width, bandwidth -like location, loca- 
tion, location in real estate -is critical in 
making decisions in communications 
technology," Dalton said. 

"This technology has bandwidth to burn." 
17 
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A researcher works with the polymeric elec- 
tro -optic modulators or "opto- chips" in a 
clean room. 

Testing and Applications 
During testing at Tacan Corp. in 

Carlsbad, CA, two other co- authors of 
the Science article -lead author Yongqiang 
Shi (now of Lucent Technologies) and 
James Bechtel -used the devices to 
translate electronic cable television sig- 
nals into optical signals using less than 
one volt of electricity. Researchers at 
Lockheed Martin Corp.'s research labo- 
ratory in Palo Alto, CA have since repli- 
cated those results in tests involving 
other applications. 

Tests indicate that a single modulator 
measuring one micron (about .000039 
inch) can provide more than 300 
GHz of bandwidth -enough to 
handle all of a major corpora- 
tion's telephone, computer, tele- 
vision, and satellite traffic. 

Other applications are so far 
ranging, Dalton said, that they 
even create the capability of full 
three -dimensional holographic 
projection with little or no image 
flicker. That makes possible a 

device such as the science- fiction- 
al holodeck, where characters in 
the "Star Trek: The Next 
Generation" television series and 
movies create elaborate holo- 
graphic worlds in which they live 
their fantasies. 

The research, funded by the 
National Science Foundation, the U.S. 
Air Force Office of Scientific Research, 
and the Office of Naval Research, is 

aimed at developing new materials based 
on the principles of condensed -matter 
theory. Design and molecular synthesis 
are done at UW; and materials are then 
sent to state -of -the -art production facil- 
ities at USC, where the modulators are 
fabricated and integrated with both sili- 
ca fibers and VLSI silicon chips. 

The electro -optic modulators in use 
today are grown as lithium niobate crys- 
tals and, rather than being integrated 
into silicon chips, must be hard wired. 
Besides having far less capacity and 
requiring substantially more electrical 
power than the new materials, they also 
have greater signal loss because of elec- 
tronic interference and generate sub- 
stantially more heat. The special 
properties of the new polymers, includ- 
ing low heat generation, are particularly 
important for futuristic device applica- 
tion, Dalton said. 

More Power to You 
The "KillaCycle" set the current 
record as the world's quickest elec- 

tric motorcycle. It was set by 23 -year- 
old Kerry Hogan the first day she drove 
the bike on a dragstrip on March 18, 
2000 -10.539 seconds @116.565 mph. 
Designed, built, and until recently dri- 
ven by engineer Bill Dube, the Killa- 
Cycle does 0 to 60 mph in 2.9 seconds. 
That's a lot like being shot out of a can- 
non, according to Dube. 

Designer and engineer Bill Dube (left) and 
another team member assemble a new 
pack of Bolder TMF cells into the 
KillaCycle. 

in such a way as to produce a nominal 
open -circuit voltage of 304 volts and up 
to 3000 amps (at about 150 volts). The 
92 -pound battery pack supplies a peak 
power of about a third of a million watts 
during a run down the dragstrip, 
enabling the two 7- inch -diameter trac- 
tion motors to churn out well over 300 
horsepower. 

"Based on the performance I have 
seen to date, I believe that when the full 

power potential of TMF cells is 
exploited, electric vehicles can 
have a power -to- weight ratio 
greater than that found in high - 
performance engines," Dube 
said. "The TMF cells have the 
greatest power -to- weight ratio 
of any battery currently in pro- 
duction. This makes TMF cells 
ideal for applications requiring 
high amperage for short periods 
or the ability to recharge very 
quickly." 

Constructed with an extremely 
thin lead foil, TMF batteries are 
wound tightly to achieve the 
maximum amount of surface 

area in the smallest volume. More sur- 
face area equates to more power. Unique 
cast -on end connectors transfer the 
energy efficiently in and out of the bat- 
tery cell, eliminating the "power bottle- 
neck" common with ordinary batteries. 
Think of it as a battery built like a capac- 
itor. 

Manufactured using inexpensive, 
readily available raw materials, the bat- 
teries have numerous advantages. This 
technology does not suffer from the 
memory effect that reduces the capacity 

Record -breaking driver Kerry Hogan on the KillaCycle. 

The bike is a product of the marriage 
between state -of -the -art battery tech- 
nology and old- fashioned "do- it- in -the- 
garage" workmanship, using a converted 
`77 Kawasaki KZ100 frame. The batter- 
ies are thin -metal -film lead -acid cells, 
each about the size of a roll of 
Lifesavers, developed and manufactured 
by Bolder Technologies, Inc. in Golden, 
CO, for their new SecureStart automo- 
bile jump -starter. Six of these powerful 
little cells are enough to start a car. The 
cycle uses 456 of them, interconnected 
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of nickel- cadmium batteries when they 
are discharged and recharged repeatedly. 
In high -power applications, such as 
engine starting and standby -power sys- 
tems, TMF batteries can do the same 
amount of work as much larger, com- 
mercially available rechargeable batter- 
ies. They can be recharged rapidly; have 
very stable voltage, even during high 
rate discharge; and their low impedance 
greatly reduces the amount of heat gen- 
erated by the battery, simplifying prod- 
uct design. 

All batteries lose capacity as the tem- 
perature drops. TMF batteries lose sig- 
nificantly less of their room temperature 
capacity at lower temperatures than 
other commercially available batteries. 

TMF technology is a breakthrough 
technology enabling new applications 
that were previously impossible. Designed 
to quickly and efficiently deliver high 
bursts of power, TMF cells may enable 
new applications such as high- power- 
performance hybrid electric vehicles. 
The KillaCycle is one example of such 
an application, and Dube hopes to con- 
tinue breaking new records with it. m 

High School Robot 
Competition 
.r eams consisting of two robots each 

competed with similar robot buddy 
pairs during a high school "botball" 
tournament at NASA Ames Research 
Center on March 18th. There were 26 
teams from 19 California high schools 
participating in the tournament, in 
which approximately 50 student -made 
robots attempted to put the most Ping - 
Pong balls into a moveable target within 
a set time limit. Each team had two 
small robots that cooperatively worked 
together to accomplish the goal, one of 
which had a bigger computer processor 
than the other. The machines operated 
on a smooth, 4- by 8 -foot surface. 

Organizers designed the event to 
excite high school students about engi- 
neering, science, and mathematics. 
Teaming up with engineers from busi- 
nesses and universities, students get a 

hands -on, inside look at the engineering 
profession. In six intense weeks, students 
and engineers work together to brain- 
storm, design, construct and test their 

"champion robot." 
"If you talk to the kids, you'll find 

that they've seen robot wars on TV dur- 
ing which machines try to destroy one 
another; we don't do that in the botball 
tournament," said NASA Ames engineer 
Terry Grant, who volunteered to help 
students and teachers. He added that the 
robots are allowed to block each other. 

"The challenge is for the team to 
design their buddy robots to work 
together," Grant said. 

This year's tournament had about 50 
percent more participants than a similar 
contest last year. Schools receive robot 
kits, each with hundreds of parts as well 
as sensors, motors, two battery- powered 
microcomputer /controllers, and pro- 
gramming software. 

The botball program teaches stu- 
dents C computer programming, as well 
as increases their skills and interests in 
physics and design. Teachers attend a 

three -day hands -on tutorial to learn how 
to use the robotics kits. 

Students assemble the mini- robots 
with help from teachers and representa- 
tives of the sponsoring organization, but 
the students themselves program the 
robots. The robots must operate on 
their own; no remote control is permit- 
ted during the contest. The schools pro- 
vide desktop computers and workspace. 
Assembly of the robots requires no 
machine tools or electronics laborato- 

One of the California high school teams 
participating in the tournament at NASA 
Ames, in which the student -made robots 
attempt to put the most Ping -Pong balls into 
a moveable target within a set time limit. 

ries. The schools retain the robotic 
equipment for educational use. 

The program provides hands -on 
education by connecting students with 
companies, government agencies, and 
colleges. The project is co- sponsored by 
NASA Ames and the non -profit KISS 
Institute for Practical Robotics, 
University of Oklahoma, Norman, OK, 
and numerous other organizations. m 

Looking Forward 
'n the 21st century, particle -atom 
trapping experiments will provide 

scientists with more accurate measure- 
ments of particle lifetimes and with 
improved understanding of the weak 
force, which controls radioactive decay. 
Weak force is one of the four forces that 
order the universe. The others are grav- 
ity, electromagnetism, and the strong 
force. Cosmologists eventually will use 
the data from trapping experiments to 
refine models of the early formation of 
the universe. 

Atoms and the fundamental units 
they are made of- electrons, neutrons, 
and protons -typically zip around the 
universe at speeds that make them 
extremely difficult to study. In recent 
years, however, researchers have slowed 
atoms to a relative crawl by capturing 
them in optical and magnetic traps. This 
ability to trap large numbers of atoms 
allows researchers to conduct funda- 
mental physics experiments with greater 
precision than previously possible. 

Researchers at Los Alamos National 
Laboratory developed an atom trap in 
1997 that held up to six million radioac- 
tive atoms, 100 times as many as any 
previous effort. The magneto -optical 
trapping technology uses lasers to trap 
and cool radioactive rubidium -82 atoms 
from room temperature down to less 
that one -millionth of a degree above 
absolute zero. The process uses six laser 
beams to trap the atoms as a glowing, 
millimeter -sized cloud in the center of a 

chamber. Researchers count the number 
of atoms in the trap by measuring the 
amount of fluorescent light emitted by 
the cloud. 

Antiproton trapping research at the 
Laboratory involves long- standing col- 
laborations with scientists around the 
world. Los Alamos scientists are partici- 
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> Medical Image 
Developments 
Using medical robotics and imaging com- 
bined to improve surgical procedures and 
success rate is the goal of the Epidaure 
project. Based in southern France in the 
Sophia Antipolis INRIA Unit (France's 
National Institute For Research in 
Information Technology And Automation), 
Epidaure is directed by Nicholas Ayache, 
who leads a team of twenty researchers. 
Its objective is the design and develop- 
ment of new tools for the analysis of 
medical images, including tomography, magnetic resonance imaging, 
ultrasound, and nuclear medicine. 

The combination of these tools and images makes it possible to con- 
struct virtual models of patients' organs. Surgeons are then able to 
interact with these models and perform surgical simulations. Using the 
simulator, the surgeon can manipulate the organ model interactively 
and virtually repeat the precise surgical movement before intervention 
without risk to the patient. This tool is particularly suitable for laparo- 
scopic surgery. 

Recently, the Epidaure team, in collaboration with outside partners 
and teams from INRIA, successfully detected and measured changes 
in multiple sclerosis lesions from cerebral brain images that were 
acquired at regular intervals. These researchers are on the verge of 
extracting movement parameters from cardiac images that can be 
used for the early diagnosis of cardiovascular disease. In collaboration 
with Ircad, Ayache and his team designed an experimental prototype 
simulator for liver surgery, pictured above, for the training of manual 
dexterity in laparoscopic surgery. 

In forthcoming work, Epidaure is hoping to develop the modeling of 
physiological phenomena, such as blood pressure and flow rate, and 
the use of heads -up display devices for other applications. 

Shown here is an experimental 
prototype simulator for liver 
surgery, designed by the Epidaure 
project for the training of manual 
dexterity in laparoscopic surgery. 

pating in the ATHENA (AnTiHydrog- 
ENApparatus) Experiment now under 
way at CERN, which hopes to produce 
anti- hydrogen atoms at low energies, 
capture the atoms in a magnetic trap, 
and compare the energy levels of antihy- 
drogen to those of hydrogen. 

In 1999, Los Alamos researchers 
were part of a collaboration that success- 
fully confined neutrons in a three - 
dimensional magnetic trap to determine 
how long it takes them to decay. Using 
the reactor at the Center for Neutron 
Research in Gaithersberg, MD (part of 
the National Institute of Standards and 
Technology), neutrons were directed 
down the beamline into a neutron trap 
filled with helium chilled to minus 
460 °E A fraction of the billions of neu- 
trons created by the reactor beam were 
confined in the long, narrow trap, which 
held the neutrons in the supercold liquid 
helium until they decayed approximate- 
ly 12 minutes later. 

Atom trapping holds the promise for 
developing sophisticated tools for use in 

basic nuclear physics research, cold atom- 
ic physics, and ultrasensitive detection for 
nonproliferation applications. Because the 
atomic trapping process is extremely 
selective and sensitive, it can make iso- 
topic ratio measurements in samples as 
small as 10,000 atoms. This makes it an 
important tool for nuclear treaty verifica- 
tion and nonproliferation. 

Reducing Medical 
Errors 

cn 

At a time when President Clinton has 
announced that he will order all hospi- 
tals in the United States to take steps to 
reduce medical errors, Motorola's Healthcare 
Communications Solutions group has 
developed a message -alert system that is 

designed to facilitate the communica- 
tion needs of physicians. DocLink, in its 
final stage of development, could signif- 
icantly increase the timeliness of deliver- 
ing critical patient information to 

physicians. 
The DocLink system is a hardware, 

software, and communications services 
solution that improves the time -con- 
suming, manual notification process 
now in place at most health systems and 
large hospitals. DocLink's clinical infor- 
mation routing system is designed to 
send clinical information systems' mes- 
sage alerts to clinician's current commu- 
nications devices, including pagers, 
cellular telephones, fax machines, office 
telephones, and personal computers. 
The system routes each message alert 
based on the clinician's pre -determined 
schedule and the alert's priority. Core 
features include escalation capabilities 
that route message alerts to another des- 
ignated clinician if the primary alert 
recipient doesn't respond to the mes- 
sage; forwarding capabilities to ensure 
that the message alerts get delivered to 
the right clinician; and password -pro- 
tected access to the system. All these 
features enhance timely delivery of mes- 
sage alerts to clinicians when, where, 
and how they specify. 

The DocLink system has completed 
its "alpha" test at Washington University 
School of Medicine and its teaching 
institution, Barnes Jewish Hospital. The 
results of the DocLink system alpha test 
showed a reduction in cycle time (mea- 
sured from "drug order start to drug 
order stop. "). The cycle time improved 
from 27 hours in daily batch processing 
mode to four hours in real -time, a 33 
percent improvement in the pharma- 
cists' response time when he or she con- 
curred with the system- generated message 
alert. In addition, pharmacist response 
times were also reduced when the phar- 
macist did not concur with the alerts 
because the dose had already been 
changed, drug discontinued, patient dis- 
charged, or the lab result changed. 

"Inadequate communication technolo- 
gy is considered one of the factors con- 
tributing to the medical errors problem," 
said Jim Hubbard, business director of 
Motorola's Healthcare Communications 
Solutions group. "More effective and 
timely communication between physi- 
cians, labs and pharmacies creates the 
need for a better system that can assist 
physicians and hospitals in obtaining 
critical information on an immediate 
basis." 
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TEST 
PROCEDURES 
for Basic Electronics 

PROMPT 

Build Your Own Home Lab. 

#61108 - $29.95 

Shows you how to assemble an efficient 

working home lab, and how to make it 

pay its own way. Includes projects for 

creating your own test instruments too. 

7 3/8 x 9 1/4", 249 pp, paperback. 

Howard W. sans & Company 
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01.1 
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Complete Camcorder 

Troubleshooting and Repair. 

#61105. - $34.95 

Learn everything you need to know 

about the upkeep and repair of video 

camcorders. Start by examining cam- 

corder troubleshooting procedures, then 

move into more advanced repair 

techniques. 8 1/2 x 11 " 208 pp, 

paperback 

Test Procedures for Basic 

Electronics. #61063. -- $19.95 

Many useful tests and measurements 

are covered. They are reinforced by the 

appropriate basic principles. Examples 

of test and measurement setups are 

given to make concepts more practical. 

7 3/8 x 9/1/4", 356 pp, paperback. 

Ll.ILI) 
YOUR 
ow N 

0 L 

LAB 

PROMPT 

Complete VCR Troubleshooting and 

Repair. #61102. - $34.95 

Though VCRs are complex, you don't 

need complex tools or test equipment to 

repair them. This book contains sound 

troubleshooting procedures that guide 

you through every task. 8 1/2 x 11", 

184 pp, paperback. 

Howud W. Sams a Company 

Complete Camcorder 
Troubleshooting and Repair 

Troubleshooting and Repair 

Guide to TV. #61146. - $34.95 

Repairing and troubleshooting a TV is 

very simple and economical with help 

from the information in this book. It is 

the most complete and up -to -date TV 

repair book available, with tips on how 

to handle the newest circuits. 

8 1/2 x 11", 263 pp, paperback. 

Howard W. Sams & Company 

Computer Monitor 
Troubleshooting and Repair 

loe Carr's Circuit Toolkit. 

#61181. - $29.95 

Easy -to- build, useful circuits from Carr's 

workbench to you. They will spark new 

ideas in your day -to-day use of circuits 

and help solve frustrating problems. 

256 pp, paperback. 

Contact Jim Surface. 

Oscillator Circuits and Projects. 

#61111. - $24.95 

A Textbook and project book for those 

who want to know more about oscillator 

circuits. You can build and enjoy the 

informative and entertaining projects 

detailed in this book. Complete informa- 

tion is presented in an easy -to- follow 

manner. 7 3/8 x 9 1/4 ", 249 pp, 

paperback. 

Computer Monitor Troubleshooting 

and Repair. #61100. -- $34.95 

This book can save you the money and 

hassle of computer monitor repair by 

showing you how to fix it yourself. 

Tools, test instruments, how to find and 

solve problems are all detailed. 

8 1/2 x 11", 308 pp, paperback. 

Joe Carr' 
Circuit Toolkit 
Easy -To- Build, Useful Clrcutts 
From Can's Tooiberlch to Yours? 

Please circle the products you would like to buy on the page above, calculate the total cost, include shipping charges, 

using in the form below and send it to us. Please allow 4 - 6 weeks for standard delivery. 

Name: 

Address: 

Zip: Telephone: 

I have enclosed my check for $: 

Please charge my credit card for $: 

Card Type: 

Mastercard, Visa or Discover only 

Note: The delivery address and the address at which 

the credit card is registered must be the same. 

Signature: 

Number: 

Expiration Date: 

Claggk Inc. 

PO Box 12162 

Hauppauge, NY 11788 

Tel: 631 -592 -6721 

Fax: 631-592-6723 

email: claggk@gernsback.com 

SHIPPING CHARGES IN USA. 

CANADA ADD $5.00 

Book $ 5.00 

2 Books 8.00 

each add'I book 3.00 

2 Day UPS $10.00 extra 

Next Day UPS $20.00 extra 

SORRY No orders accepted 

outside of USA & Canada No. of Books Ordered E 
Total price of books. 

Shipping (see chart) $ 

Subtotal S 

Sales Tax (NYS only $ 

Mount Endosed $ 

AI payments must be ki US. MEW CLO4 
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Q &A 
mrùltn: q&a(àgernsback.com 

Sound Spectrography 
QIn the February 2000 issue, you 
answered a question about measuring 

voice frequency by recommending an oscillo- 

scope or frequency counter. How about a 
sound spectrograph, such as Spectrogram, 
available free at http: / /www:monumental. 
com/rshorne /gram.html? This software 
works with your sound card to analyze any 
sound into its component frequencies and will 
even display the pitch of the dominant tone 
in standard musical notation. 
-Peter Schneider, Worcester, MA 

AD'oh! I'm especially embarrassed 
because, for my day job, I'm a com- 

putational linguist, and I use such things 
in the classroom. Usually I use a differ- 
ent piece of software, SpeechVrew, avail- 
able free from http: / /cslu.cse.ogi.edu /toolk 
it/ (the Oregon Graduate Institute); it's 
depicted in Fig. 1. Although it doesn't 
do musical notation, it has more features 
for analyzing speech and has a cursor 
that you can place anywhere to read out 
the pitch of the voice. 

Both of these programs are good. 
Spectrogram is smaller and downloads 
more quickly. SpeechVrew is part of a 
much larger download (a total of about 
28 megabytes) that includes many other 
software tools. 

Thanks also to Joe Heck, who wrote 
with a similar suggestion. 

Laser Pointer as 

Remote Control 
Ql need a circuit to control super- bright 
LEDs that are used to substitute for can- 

dles on a wreath high above the altar of a 
church. Running wires to it is not feasible, 
but I need a way to turn it on and off, as well 
as very long battery life. Also, could I use a 
pulse circuit to keep the lights from steadily 
draining the battery ? -E. A., West 
Hartford, CT 

ATry the circuit shown in Fig. 2, pow - 
ered by a 6 -volt lantern battery. The 

load can consist of LEDs with resistors 
or incandescent lamps; you might get a 

22 very nice candle effect by running 12- 

READERS' QUESTIONS, EDITORS' ANSWERS 
CONDUCTED BY MICHAEL A. COVINGTON, N4TMI 
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Fig. 1. SpeechView, from the Oregon Graduate Inst'tute, has many different features and tools for 
analyzing speech and the human voice. 

volt lamps on 6 volts. 
Turn the lights on and off by hitting 

one or the other CdS photocell with a 

laser pointer. In the "off" state, less than 
one mA is drawn from the battery. 

The circuit uses the hysteresis (latch- 
ing) property of the LM555 IC, but you 
should actually use a CMOS version of 
the chip (LMC555, TLC555, or 7555) 
to save power. When the input is below 
1/3 of the supply voltage, the output 
turns on. When the input is above 2/3 of 
the supply voltage, the output turns off. 
When the input is in between, the out- 
put stays in whatever state it was already in. 

Thus, when the two photocells are 
receiving the same amount of light - 
whatever that might be -the load stays 
on or off. When you hit one photocell 

PC1 
(CdS) 

PC2 
(CdS) 

with the laser pointer, you lower its 
resistance dramatically and the input 
voltage swings to +V or ground as the 
case may be; then, the 555 switches state. 

You'll need two photocells that are 
reasonably well matched. One way to 
get them is to buy an assortment (such as 
RadioShack 276 -1657) and use an ohm- 
meter to find two that are alike. At very 
low light levels, they are unlikely to be 
well matched no matter how carefully 
you pick them; resistors Rl and R2 
swamp out the unpredictable, high resis- 
tance of the photocells in the dark. You 
may be able to further save battery 
power by using higher values for Rl and 
R2, such as 47k or even 220k. 

Unfortunately, there's no way to avoid 
having a steady drain on the battery 

R1 

10K 

Cl 
0.1 R2 
uF 10K 

IC1 

TLC555 

V+ 

TH RS 

TR OUT 

8 

4 

3 

T 
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01 _+ 
IRF510 B1 
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Fig. 2. This .simple circuit will let you turn a load on or off depending on which photocell is lit. 
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when your artificial candles are on. The 
battery has to supply the energy that 
comes out of the LEDs in the form of 
light. Pulse circuits save power by flash 
ing the LED (see this column, last 
month). If you try to smooth out the 
pulses with a capacitor, you'll find the 
voltage is too low -you can't get more 
energy out than you put in. 

N Becomes Video 

Projector? 
QHow can I make a video projector by 

adding a lens to a TV set? I know the pic- 
ture needs to be upside down and the bright- 
ness needs to be increased. -M. K., 

Plainview, NY 

AThe short answer is you can't The bright - 
ness of a TV can't be increased very much 

without burning up the phosphor on the 
screen. A video projector requires a lot more 
brightness and hence a special CRT. 

To see why, suppose you're projecting 
onto a screen 5 times the width of the 
CRT. This is 25 times the original area, so 

you'll need 25 times as much light-and 
that's assuming that your lens picks up all of 
the light emitted by the screen. In real life, 

the lens picks up only a small fraction, so 

you need far more brightness than a con- 
ventional CRT can deliver. 

Stuck VCR Problem Solved 
QIn your February issue, E. A. asked about 
a Magnavox VCR that seemed to be stuck 

in play mode. The problem has to do with 
how the VCR distinguishes ordinary tapes 
from prerecorded tapes. When an ordinary 
tape is inserted, the VCR closes the write - 
protect tab switch to pull a logic line low for 
normal operation. The switch is located in 

the lower left -hand area of the chassis under 
the cassette basket. 

However, the contacts occasionally oxi- 

dize, which means that the switch is never 
closed. That activates a `feature" of the 

VCR called AutoPlay. The VCR believes the 

tape is pre- recorded, automatically playing it 
as soon as it is inserted. With this feature 
activated, the tape will automatically rewind 
at the end, eject, and the VCR will shut 
down. 

To solve the problem, the switch can be 

replaced or its contacts cleaned. 
-Roy L. Huether, Glendive, MT 

AThanks! We also thank Richard Reed, 
who wrote in with the same informa- 

tion and points out that sometimes the 
problem is in the tape cartridge rather 
than the VCR. 

Another Ham Theory 
QRegarding your January column, I think 
the term "ham" radio came from 

Hammarlund Manufacturing Company, 

which made equipment used by early 
hams. -L. J. H., Portland, OR 

ANice theory, but Hammarlund started 
business in 1910 and amateur tele- 

graph experimenters were called "hams" 
before that, in fact before radio was even 
invented. See http: / /www.arrl.org /why 
ham.btml. 

I stand by my opinion that "ham 
radio" is related to "ham actor," which 
dates from 1882 (if not earlier), or 
maybe from "ham- handed" or "ham - 
fisted" (describing an inept telegrapher). 
There may be historical evidence some- 
where that will tell us which is correct. 
Anyone can guess the origin of a word, 
but proving that a guess is right is not 
always easy. 

Zenith Mystery Solved? 
QI'll bet that the late -1980s Zenith TV 
with the intermittent failure described in 

your April column is a 25-inch color console. 

Unplug your television, discharge the picture 
tube, and pull the main circuit board -the 
wires are numbered to make it easy to put 
them back. Look for a shiny tin cover next to 

the flyback transformer. Unsolder it. Inside 

it is a 100 -AF, 25-WVDC capacitor that 
controls the brightness /contrast voltage to 

the picture tube. This capacitor has shifted in 
value, making the high -voltage system shut 
down. Replace it. 
Matthew Martin, Alliance, NE 

Have your reader check the main circuit 
board for a burned open (intermittent) sol- 

der connection on one lead of a large power 
diode in the low- voltage power supply. 

-Larry Jacob, Goodyear, AZ 

Look for a defective capacitor in the 

power -supply circuit, probably near the VR 

chip. An ESR meter is the best troubleshoot- 

ing tool. Capacitor failures are often temper- 
ature- related. -Stan Bogovich, Daytona 
Beach, FL 

AThere you have it, folks -three possi- 
bilities, two of which involve capaci- 

tors Electrolytic capacitors are the sec- 

ond most failure -prone parts in modern 
equipment. Connectors and solder joints 
are the first. 

Repairman's Blues 
QI have owned and operated a consumer- -elec- 

tronic repair shop fir over 12 years. Lately 

more than ever, I have been frustrated trying to 

tackle intermittent problems. Some of these 

complaints simply would not reveal themselves 

while the equipment is on the test bench. 

The real problem in some cases is trying to 

explain to the customer that there is nothing 

that I can do to pinpoint the problem because as 

long as the circuit operates properly, everything 

tests OK Sometimes a customer says, "With all 

that fancy equipment, you should be able to tell 

what the problem is," or "Maybe you just don't 

know what you're doing," and "I'll tell all my 

friends not to come here!" 
Is there anything that can be said to even 

the most simple -minded customers to make 

them understand the situation? If not, can 

you at least confirm what I've said so I can 

at least show the customer your maga- 
zine?-S. B., Daytona Beach, FL 

AYou're right- intermittents are very 
frustrating (try fixing computers, 

which is what I do a good bit of the 
time!) I assume that you've tried all the 
usual things, such as warming the equip- 
ment up, raising or lowering the line 
voltage, and using hair dryers and cool- 
ing spray to induce temperature shifts. 

Sometimes, simply transporting the 
equipment will shake up a loose connec- 
tion and cure the problem, temporarily 
or permanently. Sometimes the inter- 
mittent problem is actually at the cus- 
tomer's site, in a wall outlet or an RF- 
interference source. 

Often, though, intermittents are impos- 
sible to track down. There is a solution - 
simply replace the whole circuit board. It's 

expensive, but it's how intermittents are 
handled in industrial electronics. It's also 
how auto repair is often done. How many 
cars have had their whole microcontroller 
system replaced because of one loose con- 
nection? The customer doesn't want it 
diagnosed; he wants it fixed and will pay a 

high price for it. 
Tell the customer that the equipment can 

be repaired, but it's not cheap. Explain it this 

way: "One of the parts is just starting to wear 
out, but because it's not worn out yet, I can't 
tell which one. The best thing to do is to 
keep using it until the defective part wears 

completely out. Then it will be cheap and 
easy to find and fix. If you want it fixed now, 23 
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it will cost more because the problem is not 
yet identifiable, so I have to replace all the 
parts that might be at fault. If I test every- 
thing, I'll find that lots of parts are showing 
their age, but I still won't know which one is 
causing this particular problem." 

Writing To Q&A 
As always, we welcome your ques- 

tions. The most interesting ones are 
answered in print. Please be sure to: 

(1) include plenty of background 
information (we'll shorten your letter 
for publication); 

(2) give your full name and address 
on your letter (not just the envelope); 

(3) type your letter if possible, or 
write very neatly; and 

(4) if you are asking about a circuit, 
include a complete diagram. 

Questions can be sent to Q &A, 
Poptronics Magazine, 275 G Marcus 
Blvd., Hauppauge, NY 11788, or e- 
mailed to gdba@gernsback.com, but please 
do not expect an immediate reply in these 
pages (because of our backlog) and please 
don't send graphics files larger than 100K 
Due to the volume of mail, we regret that 
we cannot give personal replies. 

HOW TO GET INFORMATION ABOUT ELECTRONICS 
On the Internet: See our Web site at 
www.gemsback.com/poptronirsfor information 
and files relating to Poptronics and our former 
magazines (Electronics Now and Popular 
Electronics) and links to other useful sites. 

To discuss electronics with your fellow 
enthusiasts, visit the newsgroups sci.elec 
tronics.repair, sci.electronics.components, 
sci.electronics.design, and rec.radio.ama 
teurhomebrew. "For sale" messages are per- 
mitted only in rec.radio.swap and misc. 
industry. electronics. marketplace. 

Many electronic component manufac- 
turers have Web pages; see the directory 
at www.hitex.com /chipdir /, or try address- 
es such as www.ti.com and www.motoro 
la.com (substituting any company's name 
or abbreviation as appropriate). Many IC 
data sheets can be viewed online: 
www.questlink.com features IC data 
sheets and gives you the ability to buy 
many of the ICs in small quantities using a 
credit card. You can also get detailed IC 
information from www.icmaster.com, which 
is now free of charge although it formerly 
required a subscription. Extensive informa- 
tion about how to repair consumer elec- 
tronic devices and computers can be 
found at www.repair faq.org 

Books: Several good introductory electron- 
ics books are available at RadioShack, 
including one on building power supplies. 

An excellent general electronics text- 
book is The Art of Electronics, by Paul 
Horowitz and Winfield Hill, available from 
the publisher (Cambridge University Press, 
800 -872 -7423) or on special order through 
any bookstore. Its 1125 pages are full of 
information on how to build working circuits, 
with a minimum of mathematics. 

Also indispensable is 77me ARRL Handbook 
for Radio Amateurs, comprising over 1000 
pages of tteory, radio circuits, and ready-to- 
build projects, available from the American 
Radio Relay League, Newington, CT 06111, 
and from ham -radio equipment dealers. 

Copies of past articles: Copies of past 
articles in Electronics Now, Popular 
Electronics (post 1995 only) and Poptronics 

P 

are available from our Claggk, Inc., Reprint 
Department, P.O Box 12162, Hauppauge, 
NY 11788; Tel: 631 -592 -6721. 

Poptronics and many other magazines are 
indexed in the Reader's Guide to Periodical 
Literature, available at your public library. 
Copies of articles in other magazines can 
be obtained through your public library's 
interlibrary loan service; expect to pay 
about 30 cents a page. 

Service manuals: Manuals for radios, TVs, 
VCRs, audio equipment, and some comput- 
ers are available from Howard W. Sams & 
Co., Indianapolis, IN 46214; (800- 428 -7267). 
The free Sams catalog also lists addresses of 
manufacturers and parts dealers. Even if an 
item isn't listed in the catalog, it pays to call 
Sams; they may have a schematic on file 
which they can copy for you. 

Manuals for older test equipment and 
ham radio gear are available from Hi 
Manuals, PO Box 802, Council Bluffs, IA 
51502, and Manuals Plus, PO Box 549, 
Tooele, UT 84074. 

Replacement semiconductors: Replace- 
ment transistors, ICs, and other semicon- 
ductors, marketed by Philips ECG, NTE, 
and Thomson (SK), are available through 
most parts dealers (including RadioShack 
on special order). The ECG, NTE, and SK 
lines contain a few hundred parts that sub- 
stitute for many thousands of others; a 
directory (supplied as a large book and on 
diskette) tells you which one to use. NTE 
numbers usually match ECG; SK numbers 
are different. 

Remember that the "2S" in a Japanese 
type number is usually omitted; a transistor 
marked D945 is actually a 2SD945. 

Hamfests (swap meets) and local orga- 
nizations: These can be located by writing 
to the American Radio Relay League, 
Newington, CT 06111; (www.arrl.org). A 
hamfest is an excellent place to pick up 
used test equipment, older parts, and other 
items at barg ' prices, as well as to meet 
your fellow erectronics enthusiasts -both 
amateur and professional. 

TIPS FOR MAIL ORDER 
PURCHASE 

It is impossible for us to verify the claims of ad- 
vertisers, including but not limited to product 
availability, credibility, reliability and existence 
of warranties. The following information is pro- 
vided as a service for your protection. It is not 
intended to constitute legal advice and readers 
are advised to obtain independent advice on 
how to best protect their own interests based 
upon their individual circumstances and juris- 
dictions. 

1. Confirm price and merchandise information 
with the seller, including brand, model, color or 
finish, accessories and rebates included in the 
price. 

2. Understand the seller's return and /or refund 
policy, including the allowable return period, who 
pays the postage for returned merchandise and 
whether there is any "restocking" or "return" 
charge. 

3. Understand the product's warranty. Is there 
a manufacturer's warranty, and if so, is it for a 

U.S. or foreign manufacturer? Note that many 
manufacturers assert that, even if the product 
comes with a U.S. manufacturer's warranty, if you 
purchase from an unauthorized dealer, you are 
not covered by the manufacturer's warranty. If 
in doubt, contact the manufacturer directly. In 
addition to, or instead of the manufacturer's war- 
ranty, the seller may offer its own warranty. In 

either case, what is covered by warranty, how 
long is the warranty period, where will the prod- 
uct be serviced, is there a charge for service, what 
do you have to do to obtain service and will the 
product be repaired or replaced? You may want 
to receive a copy of the written warranty before 
placing your order. 

4. Keep a copy of all transactions, including 
but not limited to cancelled check, receipt and 
correspondence. For phone orders, make a note 
of the order including merchandise ordered, price, 
order date, expected delivery date and salesper- 
son's name. 

5. If the merchandise is not shipped within the 
promised time, or if no time was promised, with- 
in 30 days of receipt of the order, you generally 
have the right to cancel the order and get a re- 
fund. 

6. Merchandise substitution without your ex- 
press prior consent is generally not allowed. 

7. If you have a problem with your order or the 
merchandise, write a letter to the seller with all the 
pertinent information and keep a copy. 

8. If you are unable to obtain satisfaction from 
the seller, contact the consumer protection 
agency in the seller's state and your local Post 
Office. 

If, after following the guidelines, you experi- 
ence a problem with a mail order advertiser 
that you are unable to resolve, please let us 
know. Write to Advertising Department, 
Gernsback Publications Inc., 5006 Bi- County 
Blvd. Farmingdale, NY 11735. 

Be sure to include copies of all correspondence. 
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VCR Control- System Problems 

0 K, now we are ready to look at con- 
trol- system problems that occur in 

VCRs. One of the most common prob- 
lems is when the VCR is alive but will 
not do anything. Typical symptoms are 
that the front -panel display is active; the 
clock, timer, or channels can possibly be 
set; but all transport- related buttons are 
totally inert. Perhaps there is no 
response to any button. The VCR may 
or may not refuse to accept or eject a 

cassette. 
This could indicate a variety of prob- 

lems, including motor problems as well 
as a general power -supply or control - 
system failure. However, you should 
first try these possible solutions: 

Check for cockpit errors. Someone 
may have accidentally set the VCR 
for timer record or turned on the 
parental -lock mode. See if you can 
spot a little clock or key symbol on 
the display. Is there an "L" (or some- 
thing else you don't understand) dis- 
played? Inspect the position of all 

slide or push -push switches. Timer 
mode may be set by a pushbutton, 
push -on/push -off, or slide switch, or 
from the remote control. Parental 
lock is usually accessible only from 
the remote control. Consult the user 
manual if in doubt about how the 
thing is supposed to work! 
Cycle the power by unplugging the 
VCR from the wall (don't just use its 
power switch) for a minute or two to 
see if the microcontroller simply got 
into a confused state. This is more 
common than you would think. A 

random power surge can do it. The 
VCR may have gotten into a bad 
(mechanical or electrical) state. 
Unplug the VCR and remove the 
covers. Rotate the shafts of each of 
the motors (cassette -loading and 
tape- loading or main motors depend- 
ing on your VCR) clockwise a couple 
of turns (assuming there is no resis- 

tance to turning). Now plug it back 
in and listen for initialization sounds; 
it should detect that the mechanism 
has been moved and then reset to a 

safe position. See if it is now behav- 
ing. If it still doesn't do anything, try 
several turns counterclockwise 
instead. If there is still no improve- 
ment, there may be a more serious 
power -supply, motor, or control -sys- 
tem problems. 

If any of the previous steps appear to 
solve the problem, it is quite possible 
that you will never experience it again. 
However, a dirty mode switch may have 
resulted in an overshoot to a bad 
mechanical state and without cleaning 
or replacement, the same thing may 
happen again. 

VCR Clock Does Not Run 
The clock runs either off the power 

line (zero crossings of the 50- or 60 -Hz 
waveform) or from a crystal (possibly a 

reference derived from one of the other 
frequencies used elsewhere in the VCR). 
Conceivably, a bad backup battery or 
"supercap" might result in the clock 
remaining in setup or power -fail mode. 
Unfortunately, this probably isn't much 
help since identifying and locating the 
relevant components will be next to 
impossible without a schematic. 

VCR Attempts to Play Non -existent 
Cassette 

You turn power on or just plug in the 
VCR to the AC outlet, and it goes 
through the whirring sounds of playing 
a cassette, but there is no cassette pre- 
sent. Try unplugging it for 30 seconds or 
so and plugging it in again. The micro - 
controller may just have had a bad day 
and gotten confused -either a bad reset 
or a power glitch. If that doesn't help, 
there could be a faulty end sensor or a 

bad LED or light bulb that provides illu- 
mination for the end sensors. 

SAM GOLDWASSER 

If either sensor's output is the same 
as when a cassette is present (blocked), it 
is likely that the microcontroller will be 
confused. In some designs, this is indis- 
tinguishable from a cassette actually 
being loaded. If the "cassette -in" indica- 
tor is on, then this is likely. If a VCR 
uses an actual light bulb for that central 
light source and it is not lit when you 
attempt to load a cassette, then it is 

burnt out and obviously needs to be 
replaced. However, the LEDs used in 
most modern VCRs are of the infrared 
variety and therefore invisible to the 
human eye. 

With somewhat similar symptoms, it 
is also possible that the VCR is not able 
to complete the startup initialization due 
to a slipping belt, gummed -up lubrica- 
tion, or other mechanical or motor 
problem. The clincher would be if you 
manually load a cassette (by turning the 
appropriate pulleys, etc. with it unplugged) 
and then the cassette plays properly and 
acts normally until you try to eject it. 

However, don't try this unless you are 
sure of how the mechanism works, as it 
is easy to cause damage. 

Erratic Behavior in Various Modes 
You press PLAY; the VCR gets 

halfway through loading the tape, sud- 
denly aborts, and shuts down. Another 
scenario is that you put a cassette in, and 
it is immediately spit out as though it 
tasted bad to the VCR. Better still is 

pressing PLAY and the VCR goes into 
rewind mode. Perhaps you pressed 
REVIEW, and it ejected or attempted to 
eject the cassette. Before you break out 
the screwdriver or shotgun, cover up the 
IR remote sensor and cassette slot. Some 
types of electronically ballasted fluores- 
cent lights may confuse the remote -con- 
trol receiver. On the other hand, some- 
one or something may be sitting on the 
remote hand unit, or it may be defective 
and continuously issuing a rewind com- 
mand! Excessive general illumination 25 
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may even make its way into the tape start 
and/or end sensors and trick the VCR 
into thinking that the tape is at one end. 
If you are working on the VCR with its 
cover removed, block any stray light 
from hitting the area of the tape trans- 
port to see if behavior returns to normal. 
If you have determined that none of the 
above is the source of the problem, let's 
see what can be done: 

Eliminate the possible mechanical 
causes such as slipping belts or a bad 
idler tire that could prevent the VCR 
from completing your requested 
action; it instead shuts down or 
attempts to return to a safe position. 
Bad connections are a possibility, but 
not as likely as in a TV or monitor, 
for example. However, some VCRs 
(including certain JVC units and 
clones) ground parts of the circuitry 
via the circuit board mounting 
screws; simply tightening these is all 
that is needed to effect a cure. 
The microcomputer or its associated 
circuitry could be defective as well, 
but this is not as common as most 
people fear. 
A faulty power supply may occasional- 

ly result in similar behavior. Its output 
voltages may be marginal, drop under 
load, or have excessive ripple due to 
dried -up filter capacitors. 
A sensor assembly present on most 
VCRs called the Mode Switch or Mode 
Sensor is dirty or bad. 

VCR Mode (Sensor) Switches 
For the microcontroller in a VCR to 

confirm correct functioning and com- 
pletion of operations like cassette and 
tape loading and roller -guide position, 
some mechanical sensor feedback is nor- 
mally used. The most important sensor 
assembly in most VCRs is called the 
"Mode Switch" or "Mode Sensor." The 
purpose of the Mode Switch is to inform 
the microcontroller of the gross position 
of the mechanism at all times. For exam- 
ple, the Mode Switch may have five 
positions: 

Tape unloaded and cassette out 
Tape unloaded and cassette in 
Tape half -loaded against A/C head 
but not around drum 
Tape fully loaded around drum and 
roller guides at V- Stoppers 
Pinch roller pressed against cap- 

stan- play /record position 

The microcomputer monitors the 
outputs of the Mode Switch continuous- 
ly when it is executing a mechanical 
operation (some monitor it at all times - 
even with the power off). If an operation 
takes too long to move from state to 
state or an incorrect state transition 
occurs, the operation will be aborted and 
an attempt- possibly several -will be 
made to return the transport to a safe 
position, unloading the tape and possi- 
bly ejecting the cassette. 

Most Mode Switches are actually 
mechanical rotary or linear switches 
with sliding contacts. However, some 
VCRs use optical Mode Switches such as 
IR LEDs, a slotted wheel or sliding 
mask, and photosensors. These are 
much less common, and failures are even 
less likely. Most of the comments that 
follow apply only to mechanical devices. 

If the Mode Switch contacts are dirty 
or worn, or if it has somehow loosened 
on its mountings and shifted slightly, 
one or more of these positions will 
report back incorrectly or erratically sig- 
naling an error condition. For example, 
a transition from state 1 to state 4 direct- 

New and Pre -Owned Test Equipment 
New Equipment Specials 
SI N1('I I F('K"I lse l'1.1'S - Nlotlule Tester 

Tests SIMMs /168 pin DIMMs Identifies Module properties 
Stand alone /portable Built -in Serial Interface 

Only $1,995.00 

AN ('ONI l'SA-37D - Spectrum Analyzer 
Satellite Downlink - Installation - Maintenance & Service 
Band 1: 10 - 1750 MHz 
Band2:3.7- 4.2GHz 
Carrying Case Included 

Line or Battery Powered 

SOnly $2,395.00 

Built -in DC B ock & Power for 

Instek (:OS-6103 - Analog Oscilloscope 
100 MHz Bandwidth Time Base Auto -range 
2 Channel, High Sensitivity Includes Two Probes 
Trigger Signal Output 2 Year Warranty 
Cursor Readout Only $899.00 

Leader IT 941 - (A I Signal Lind NIeter 
TV /CATV Coverage from 46 - 870 MHz 

V Video/Audio Carrier Measurements Only $489.00 

I Ink(' 87 IV - Digital \Iultimeter 
Basic DC Accuracy of 0.025% at 50,000 Count 
True-RMS AC, AC +DC, dBm, & dBV Onl $319.00 i ", [71-1 ¡AMEN C.O.D. 

Pre -Owned Oscilloscope Specials 
B +K Precision 1466 10 MHz $185.00 
Tektronix 465 100 MHz $599.00 
Tektronix 465B 100 MHz $729.00 
Tektronix 475 200 MHz $829.00 
Tektronix 475A 250 MHz $999.00 

Professionally Refurbished 
Aligned & Calibrated to Original Specifications 
The Industry Standard of Oscilloscopes 
1 Year Warranty - The Longest Available!!! 
See Website for Complete Specifications 

See its oll the Web! 
www.testequipmentdepot.com 

We Buy Surplus 
Test Equipment 

Test Equipment Depot 
A FOTRONIC CORPORATION COMPANY 

99 Washington St. Melrose, MA 02176 
(1- 800 -996 -3837) (781) 665 -1400 FAX (781) 665 -0780 

TOLL FREE 1- 800 -99 -METER e -mail: sales @testequipmentdepot.com 

CIRCLE 313 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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ly would totally confuse the poor con- 
troller. A Mode Switch that shifted out 
of place (or where other timing relation- 
ships in the VCR are messed up) might 
result in certain operations stopping at 
the wrong position as well. For example, 
if the Mode Switch shifts one way, the 
pinch roller may never quite press 
against the capstan or the roller guides 
may not snuggle up to the V- Stoppers as 

they should in play mode. If it shifts the 
other way, operations may fail to com- 
plete and run against the mechanical 
stops. Stripped or broken gears may 
even result. 

A dirty or worn Mode Switch can 
result in cassette- or tape -loading, 
unloading, or eject operations aborting 
and resetting or the VCR shutting 
down. For example, some Emerson 
VCRs will move part-way when loading 
and then shut down. Repeated attempts 
may get them to fully load and play the 
tape, with other tape- movement opera- 
tions working properly. However, 
unloading will result in similar cranky 
behavior. 

Mode Switches are usually linear or 
rotary slide switches with four or more 
output terminals. They may or may not 
be easily accessible. Some are visible 
once the bottom cover is removed. 
Others are buried beneath a bunch of 
mechanical "doohickies" (a sophisticated 
technical term). Some are held in place 
by a screw or two and a connector. 
Others require desoldering and the 
removal of a whole lot of stuff -all of 
which must be carefully replaced with 
exactly the same timing relationships- 
just to gain access. 

Once, you get at them, you can often 
snap the housing apart and use contact 
cleaner on the sliding contacts and sur- 
faces. I usually do not use any kind of 
lubricant as it can gum up on the contact 
surfaces resulting in erratic outputs; pos- 
sibly the cause of the original problems 
in the first place. Some may not come 
apart, and replacement is the only 
option if squirting contact cleaner 
through any visible openings does not 
help. Note that without disassembly, 
there is no way of knowing if there is still 
dirt or gummed -up grease inside or if 
the contacts are actually pitted. 
Conversely, if squirting in some contact 
cleaner does not help, the Mode Switch 
may still be the problem since you have 
no way of knowing how far the contact 
cleaner penetrated or whether it had any 
effect. Sometimes, bad solder connec- 

tions to the Mode Switch are the only 
problem. 

In any event, be very careful about 
not moving anything and take careful 
notes on the position of any parts that 
you disconnect as critical timing rela- 
tionships are controlled by the gear 
positions. Stripped gears or other bro- 
ken parts may result when the mecha- 
nism cycles. Also, in certain positions, 
levers or sliders operated by the mecha- 
nism that you remove may spring out of 
position. You will need to make sure that 
they get put back into the correct slots in 

any cams when you are done. Mark all 

gear positions even if they do not seem 
to be critical. 

There are even some poorly 
designed VCRs where extraneous light 
through the vent holes or tape door 
affect sensors and causes erratic opera- 
tion. If a bright light is shining on the 
VCR, block it and see if anything 
changes! 

Mechanical Relationships in VCRs 

The complexity of the mechanism in 
a VCR can be quite intimidating. To 
avoid total frustration and really messing 
up your day, take careful notes -before 
you remove anything mechanical -of 
the precise relationships of any gear, 
lever, switch, or anything that might 
possibly get put back together in a dif- 
ferent way. Often there are "timing" 
marks on the gears just as you would 
find in a lawnmower or automobile 
engine. These would be little arrows or 
holes that will line up with stationary 
marks or with each other on adjacent 
gears when the mechanism is in a partic- 
ular position. Often, it is best to put the 
mechanism in the position where the 
timing marks line up because there may 
be fewer levers, cams, etc. that might be 
under pressure or tension in this posi- 
tion. Not only will it be easier to take 
apart, but also fewer things will pop out 
at you. If there are no apparent timing 
marks, make your own with a scribe or 
pen. Sometimes mechanisms that at first 
appear not to be critical really do control 
critical timing. When in doubt, make 
more notes than necessary and include a 

sketch. 

Intermittent Behavior 
This may mean that pressing on a 

circuit board, flexing a cable, or operat- 
ing the VCR in different orientation 
affects behavior. Sometimes tempera- 
ture plays a role as well. If this only hap- 

pens while servicing, confirm that exces- 
sive light is not affecting the start/end 
sensors. Do not confuse these sorts of 
symptoms with those indicating a faulty 
or dirty mode (sensor) switch. 

Unlike TVs and monitors that have 
high -power circuitry and are prone to 
cold -solder joints from poor manufac- 
turing or thermal cycling, most of the 
circuitry in a VCR is low voltage and 
low power. Although problems with bad 
connections to these components are 
relatively rare, visual inspection should 
still be performed where erratic behav- 
ior is noted. Exceptions include: 

Power -supply regulator or switch - 
mode power transistor (depending 
on type). 
Motor -driver (power) transistors or 
ICs -particularly those for the main 
(capstan/reel) drive and video -head 
drum. 
RF, video, and audio jacks since they 
may be stressed mechanically. 
Internal multiconductor (crimp -ter- 
minated) cable connectors. These 
may just deteriorate with age and 
use. Clean and reseat the connec- 
tor(s). 
Circuit board ground screws. One or 
more of the screws holding a circuit 
board may also be providing a 

ground connection. These can work 
loose or corrode. Remove screw, 
scrape corrosion, and/or tighten. 
Hairline cracks in circuit boards. If 
the VCR has been dropped, this is 

very common. Sometimes, these are 
very difficult to locate visually but 
locate them you must! 
Broken or shorted wires. Some of the 
individual wires that are in various 
signal cables are quite thin and frag- 
ile. Overzealous movement of circuit 
boards while replacing belts or other 
maintenance operations can easily 
pinch these resulting in immediate 
or delayed failure. This may also take 
place when replacing boards. It 
seems that the manufacturers seem 
to make it impossible to squeeze all 

the wires back in where they came 
from! 

That last point brings up an impor- 
tant caution when working inside any 
type of equipment: Always try to avoid 
pulling on the wires when removing a 

connector. This will minimize a stress 
that could result in the wire conductor 
breaking off inside the insulation- 27 
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something that's very difficult to locate. 

VCR Does Not Work After Cassette 
was Forcibly Removed 

You were watching your favorite tape 
when suddenly the VCR emitted a 
mechanical "eek" and is now dead -or 
you press EJECT and the VCR shuts 
down without regurgitating your tape. 
Worse yet, someone (we will not point 
fingers) forcibly removed the tape to 
return it to the video store. Assuming 
that "forcibly" does not mean that per- 
manent damage was done, then the first 
place to check, as always, is the idler tire 
and then all other rubber belts. At this 
point, it is hard to say whether your 
problem was compounded by the 
removal of the tape. If any gears were 
shifted with respect to one another, parts 
bent, or springs sprung, then it would be 
difficult for a technician (let alone some- 
one not familiar with your VCR) to 
repair it without a service manual. 

An error at power on usually means 
that the microcomputer thinks that it is 
unable to put the mechanism into a 

"safe" position. This could be due to 
slipping belts, broken gears, a bad 

motor, shifted sensors, or faulty elec- 
tronics. The original symptoms may 
have been a slipping idler preventing the 
takeup reel from rotating allowing tape 
to spill into the machine. 

Hope you enjoyed the visit. Next 
time, we will continue with what the 
VCR expects to happen when you apply 
power. Until then, check out my Web 
site: www.repairfag.org. I welcome com- 
ments (via e-mail only, please) of all 
types and will reply promptly to requests 
for information. See you next time! P 
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Are you interested in Microprocessors & Embedded 
Control Systems? If not you should be! Look around. 
just about everything these days has an embedded 
microprocessor in it. TVs, cars, radios, traffic 
lights & even toys have embedded computers 
controlling their actions. The Primer Trainer is 
the tool that can not only teach you how these :# 

devices operate but give you the opportunity 
to program these types of systems yourself. 
Examples & exercises in the Self Instruction 
manual take you from writing simple programs to 
controlling motors. Start out in Machine language, 
then move on to Assembler, & then continue on with optional C. Basic, or Forth Compilers 
So don't be left behind: this is information you need to know! 

Examples 
Include: 

Measuring Temperature 
Using a Photocell to Detect Light Levels 
Making a Waveform Generator 
Constructing a Capacitance Meter 
Motor Speed Control Using Back EMF 
Interfacing and Controlling Stepper Motors 
Scanning Keypads and Writing to LCD/LED Displays 
Bus Interfacing an 8255 PPI 
Using the Primer as an EPROM Programmer 
DTMF Autodialer & Remote Controller (New!) 

The PRIMER is only $1 19.95 in kit form. The PRIMER Assembled & Tested is $169.95. This trainer 
can be used stand alone via the keypad and display or connected to a PC with the optional upgrade 
($49.95). The Upgrade includes: an RS232 serial port & cable, 32K of battery backed RAM, & 
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TEACH YOUR PET 
WHO'S BOSS WITH 

THE SCATCAT! 
If the family pet ventures into 

or onto forbidden areas of 
the house when you're not 

around, like beds, furniture, 
or kitchen countertops, 

this device could help. 

The family feline, an indoor cat 
named Fred, had taken to explor- 

ing the tops of the kitchen counters 
during his nocturnal sojourns. He 

usually got into something he should- 
n't, as well as making the kitchen's 
sanitary condition questionable. Since 

this is the work area where the resi- 

dent techie builds his braunschweiger 
sandwiches, immediate action had 
to be taken! At a family meeting 
called to discuss the problem, solu- 
tions included: 

High -voltage electric shock 
(vetoed!) 
Donating the cat to a tennis - 
racket factory (vetoed!) 
Falling anvil (vetoed!) 
Scaring the bejeebers out of him. 
(A contender, but one with severe 
limitations) 

Rather than traumatize him, the 
majority voted to just startle him a 
bit. This pretty much ruled out the 
solutions above or a cranked -up 
version of the finale to the 1812 

Overture. 
Since no one volunteered to stay 

up and lie in wait for Fred with the 
primary cat -training device (a Big - 

Blaster squirt gun), the resident techie 
rubbed his hands together gleefully, 
cackled, and took up the challenge. 
The solution would be electronic, of 
course. That device, presented here, 
is appropriately called the ScatCat. 

RUSS SHUMAKER 

How It Works. The ScatCat is rela- 
tively simple, efficient, and...humane. 
The pet's presence is detected by 
a passive -infrared (PIR) motion detec- 
tor. The detector sends a signal to 
the main control unit, activating it. 

The control unit then emits four 
one- second bursts of high- frequen- 
cy, low -power sound, accompa- 
nied by four one -second flashes of 

bright light. That combination is 

quite startling to cats as well as 

dogs...especially when they think 
they're putting one over on you! 

The sound bursts are approxi- 
mately 18 kHz. Since higher -fre- 
quency sound is directional and 
the ScatCat's output is low power, 
it has not yet awakened any of the 
family. The light source is a com- 29 
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Fig. 1. The ScatCat's control module consists of six simpler sections: On -off control, clock, power - 
up reset, cycle counter, intrusion counter, and audio -output circuit. 

mon 100 -watt bulb in a light fixture 
that plugs into the main control 
unit. 

A clamp -on utility light with a 
reflector (quite reasonably priced 
in most hardware stores, and a 
good addition to the home work- 
shop) is the most versatile, but a 
table lamp with the shade removed 
also works. A bare bulb seems to 
be more effective; more so in a 
darkened room. 

Each time there is an intrusion 
that activates the unit, a digital - 
counter readout increments to let 
you know if your pet is indeed tres- 
passing, and how often. This is the 
only way to know if the device has 
been activated and is effective. 

The unit also has an internal 
power -up reset feature to switch 

30 off the sound and light outputs and 

insure that the counter is reset to 
zero. 

About the Motion Sensor. The 
motion sensor selected for the 
ScatCat is a self- contained, bat- 
tery- operated unit that sounds an 
audible tone when activated. Two 
reasons made it an ideal choice: Its 
sensitivity and detection pattern is 

ideal, and it goes on sale at 
RadioShack quite regularly. A two - 
conductor cable replaces its inter- 
nal speaker. That cable connects 
the speaker output to the Scat - 
Cat's main control. The modifica- 
tion is simple to do, as you'll see 
later in the construction section. 

The sensing medium is dual pyro- 
electric, which means that it senses 
body heat as well as motion. 
Reliable detection occurs when 

R4 
100K 

2 

IC5 
LM555 

1 C5 

T°1 

C6 
441100µF 

SPKR1 

the subject walks across the beam, 
rather than towards it; something 
to keep in mind when setting it up. 

The motion detector's detection 
pattern is a two- dimensional fan- 
like shape that spreads at a 60- 
degree angle and is sensitive to a 
range of about 30 feet. A Fresnel 
lens sets the pattern. With the 
detector raised above the floor 
and the fanout horizontal, a pet 
can walk on the floor below the 
sensing area without setting it off. 
Sensors sold for use in home- securi- 
ty systems call that a "pet" pattern. 
Positioning the fanout vertically 
results in a vertical detection -area 
curtain, which could monitor a 
doorway. 

Outdoor security sensors have a 
three -dimensional sensitivity pat- 
tern. They can be used for this 
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Fig. 2. The power module contains the circuits that deal with AC power: A 12 -volt DC supply, which 

powers the control circuitry; and a solid -state relay circuit, which controls the AC -lamp output. 

application if the pattern is taken 
into account when setting up and 
aiming the sensor. 

There are many motion detec- 
tors available at reasonable costs 
from electronics -surplus vendors. 
Most can be used with this system. 
Many have relay- contact outputs. 
The hookup for a motion sensor 
with a relay contact output will be 
discussed later. While we're talking 
about different types of motion 
sensors, a break -the -beam "elec- 
tric -eye" type can also be used 
with the ScatCat. 

The novelly market is awash with 
big green plastic frogs that "ribbit" 
when someone passes by. Some 
are as low as six dollars. Although 
they don't have a Fresnel lens and 
the range is somewhat shorter, they 
most likely have a conical detec- 
tion pattern, and would probably 
work. It might be fun to recall high - 
school Biology 101 (frog dissection), 
and examine one's "innards." The 
frog alone might be enough to 
spook your pets, unless of course 
you have a Rottweiler, who will 
probably eat it! 

Circuit Description. The circuit for 
the ScatCat's Control Module is 

shown in Fig. 1. It seems complex at 

EXISTING 
HOLES (4) 

3 11/32 

HOLE SIZES 
A - 5/32 DIA. 
B - 5/16 DIA. 
C - 1/4 DIA. 
D - 2 DIA. 

f-1 11/16 

3/4 

first glance, but you'll see that it is 

made from six simpler circuits. Each 
section will be explained and tied 
together. 

The first section handles on -off 
control. When SENT, the PIR motion 
sensor, is activated, it generates a 
6 -volt squarewave at about 900 Hz, 

followed by a 700 -Hz squarewave. 
Originally fed to a speaker, which 
generated a "bing- bong" tone, 
that signal is instead sent to the 
control module through connec- 
tors Pl and J1. It then turns on LEDI 

as a "sensor on" indicator located 
on the front panel and activates 
the LED input of optoisolator IC8. A 
feature of the placement of LEDI in 

the circuit is that it is powered sole- 
ly by SEN1, so that the motion 
detector may be set up and aimed 
without having to turn on the main 
unit. That will prevent the sound 
and light outputs from being acti- 
vated during the set up. 

Optoisolators are current -acti- 
vated devices and can be used 
with most sensor inputs with little 
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Fig. 3. The ScatCat's front panel needs several holes and cutouts. This arrangement was used in the 

author's prototype. Some of the cutouts depend on the items that will be mounted in them. 31 
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Fig. 4. The circuit boards are mounted to the rear of the front panel as shown here. 
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T 

INTEGRATED 
CIRCUIT 

regard for voltage levels or corn - 
mon grounding. When using a sen- 
sor other than the RadioShack unit 
specified, select R1 so that IC8's 
input current is between 10 and 60 
milliamps. 

The input to ICl -a is held high 
through R2. When the output tran- 
sistor of IC8 is turned on, IC1 -a's 
input is pulled to ground, sending a 
high pulse to clock IC2 -a. The 
beauty of the flip -flop is that any 
positive -going signal can set it, be it 
a squarewave, as it is here, or 
switched DC- another example of 
the ScatCat's versatility; any type 
of motion- sensor input can be 
used. 

The next circuit section is the 
clock. It is an astable multivibrator 
consisting of inverters IC1 -c and 
IC 1 -d, R4, and 02. The 1 -Hz square - 
wave sets the on -off times of the 
sound and light outputs, and incre- 
ments the four -cycle on -off count. 

The third section is the power -up- 
reset circuit. Its function is to gener- 
ate a momentary pulse when 
power is first turned on, which 
assures that the light and sound 
outputs are switched off, and that 
the counter is reset to zero. The 
momentary pulse is generated by 
Cl and Rl. When the power is first 
turned on, the input to ICI -b and 
the reset input to IC6 are momen- 
tarily held high until 01 charges; 
the pulse is then pulled low by R3. 

The momentarily low output of IC 1- 

b connects to one of the inputs of 
IC3-c. Although that gate is techni- 
cally a NAND gate (the output goes 
low when both inputs are high), it can 

32 also be thought of as a negative- 

input OR gate (the output goes high if 
either input goes low). This isn't tricky 
quibbling over semantics. Note that 
we're talking about an active -low 
pulse from ICI -b. 

In any case, the output of IC3 -c 
goes momentarily high, resetting 
flip -flop IC2 -a; its output then goes 
low. The same reset pulse from IC3 - 
c initializes IC4, setting its active 
output to pin 3 (designated "QO "). 

The fourth circuit, the Cycle 
Counter, is built around decade 
counter I04. Its operation is simple: 
When the reset input (pin 15) and 
clock -enable input (pin 13) are 
both low, the IC will switch its out- 
puts high one at a time with each 
clock pulse. Normally, the chip will 
count ten separate outputs before 

recycling, but we're using output 
Q5 to send a pulse to IC3 -d, which 
sends another "power -up" pulse 
through IC3 -c and back to the 
reset input of IC4. That gives the 
four -count timing for the four out- 
put bursts of sound and light. 

When flip -flop IC2 -a is reset along 
with IC4, its output at pin 2 is high, 
disabling IC4. Although IC4 always 
sees a clock pulse, this keeps it from 
incrementing. Each time there is 

motion -sensor input, IC2 -a "sets," 
enabling IC4 to count the four 
increments before resetting the cir- 
cuit with the "fifth" count. 

When IC2 -a is "on," its other out- 
put goes to IC3 -a. That gate allows 
the clock pulses from ICl -c and 
IC1 -d to pass through to IC3 -b dur- 
ing an "intrusion." That second 
NAND gate inverts the clock signal, 
with IC1 -e and ICI -f re- inverting the 
signal to normal as well as buffering 
IC3 -b's output for greater output 
current; we'll discuss where that 
high -powered signal gets used 
later. 

The fifth section is the Intrusion 
Counter. This consists of a BCD 
(binary -coded decimal) counter 
(106), a BCD -to-7- segment decoder 
(107), current- limiting resistor net- 
work R7, and a common -cathode 
7- segment LED display (DISPI). 

With each system activation, IC4 
counts to four, resetting on the fifth 
count. That reset pulse also clocks 

Ii 

11, 

I9 

/9 . 

19 

1,. 

Fig. 5. Here is the control module. Note that DISP I is mounted on the other side of the board. Using 
wire -wrap techniques, the locations need not be exact; this photo can be used as a guide in build- 
ing your own board. 
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Fig. 6. The power module is built using similar techniques to the control module. Note that you'll 
have to drill several holes for screw -mounted items, such as T1 and 1C10. 

IC6, incrementing it each time. The 
value stored in IC6, therefore, is the 
number of times that the ScatCat 
has been set off. The magic of the 
binary -coded decimal format is 

that you can't count above nine, 
making it easy to display the value 
in a human -readable fashion. The 
BCD value of IC6 is decoded by 
IC7 and displayed on DISP1 with R7 

limiting the amount of current 
available to each LED in the dis- 
play. Without R7, the display (and 
possibly IC7) would burn out in short 
order. The reason that we use a 
resistor network instead of individ- 
ual 680 -ohm resistors is mere con- 
venience; you could substitute 
standard resistors if you have 
enough of the right value in your 
"junkbox." 

36 The last section of the ScatCat's 

control module, finally, is the Audio - 
Output Circuit. It is a standard 
astable -oscillator circuit built around 
IC5 and its timing components, 
and SPKR1, a high- frequency piezo 
"tweeter" normally used in home - 
audio speaker systems. 

The LM555 operates as a free - 
running multivibrator; it is activated 
by IC3 -b's "on" signal being applied 
to pin 4 (enable) of IC5, Each pulse 
from IC3 -b results in an 18 -kHz burst 
from IC5. That signal is coupled 
through C6 to SPKR1. 

Power Module. The circuit for the 
power module portion of the Scat - 
Cat is shown in Fig. 2. Optoisolator 
109, together with R1 and R2, form 
a solid -state relay. The isolated 
control signal is boosted by TR1 to 
handle the load connected to J2. 

The load, in our case, is 11, a 100 - 
watt light bulb. Note that the 
ScatCat, through Si, must be 
turned on for any power to reach 
I1. The signal to control the solid - 
state relay comes from IC1 -e and 
ICI -f on the ScatCat's main board 
(see Fig. 1) that we discussed earli- 
er. The current needed to drive this 
relay is why we used two gates as a 
current -boosting circuit. The logic is 

arranged so that when the "OFF" 
signal is high, I1 is off. 

The rest of the power module cir- 
cuit concerns, surprisingly, the Scat - 
Cat's power supply. Wall current is 

reduced to 12.6 volts by T1, rectified 
to DC by BRA, and smoothed by C7. 
This raw DC voltage is regulated by 
IC10. Capacitors 08 and C9 help sta- 
bilize ICI's operation. 

The solid -state relay portion of 
the circuit could be replaced by a 
single -piece solid -state relay, such 
as a RadioShack 275 -310. 

While IC10 is a precision regula- 
tor, there are possible situations 
where the DC voltage could occa- 
sionally exceed the 15 -volt maxi- 
mum limit of the CMOS ICs used in 
the ScatCat. This could be prevent- 
ed by using Motorola CMOS 
chips -which have an 18 -volt max- 
imum rating -or by changing 
Transformer T1 to a unit with a 10- 
volt output. Those changes would 
allow 1010, C8, and C9 to be elimi- 
nated. The entire DC supply could 
be removed by using a 9 -volt DC 
wall transformer, such as Radio - 
Shack 273 -1455. This would, howev- 
er, provide an additional external 
plug to contend with. 

Construction. The ScatCat is simple 
enough to be built on perfboard 
using standard construction tech- 
niques. Because of that, no PC- 
board patterns are available. Should 
you want to use printed -circuit tech- 
niques in building the unit, you'll have 
to design your own patterns. 

We'll start actual construction by 
modifying the motion detector. 
While these instruction are specific 
to the unit mentioned in the Parts 
List, they can be applied to other 
devices in a general manner; it is 

up to you as to how to go about 
modifying any detector that you 
want to use. 

Remove the mounting bracket, 
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Fig. 7. The completed ScatCat front panel carries all of the various components. Note how they form 
a neat and handy unit. 

open the battery compartment, 
and remove any battery that might 
be inside. Open the case by 
removing the single screw inside 
the battery compartment. Unsolder 
the speaker wires from the PC 
board. In their place, solder a two - 
foot (minimum) length of small - 
gauge paired wire, such as inter- 
com twin -pair wire. Two conduc- 
tors peeled from the edge of a 
scrap of ribbon cable will work as 
well. Note the polarity of the con- 
nections as marked on the PC 
board; maintain it through the con- 
nectors to the ScatCat's control 
board. Reassemble the sensor, 
bringing the new wire pair out 
through the battery compartment. 
File a small notch in the edge of the 
battery cover to allow an exit for 
the new wire. Reinstall the battery 
and cover. Insure that the sensor 
switch is turned off. Add connector 

Pl to the free end of the wire, 
observing the correct polarity. 

The enclosure used for the 
ScatCat prototype is a simple 6- x 
8 -inch project box. Approximate 
locations of the various holes need- 
ed in the front panel are shown in 
Fig. 3. Keep in mind that there is 

nothing sacred here about the size 
or shape of the enclosure or the 
component locations. You should 
hold off cutting the holes for the 
jacks and DISP1 until you have an 
actual board to measure from. 
When you have those measure- 
ments, you can cut the rectangular 
holes by first drilling an appropriate- 
ly -sized hole and using a nibbling 
tool (such as RadioShack 64 -823) to 
make the final cuts. 

The exact location of the mount- 
ing holes for the boards should be 
measured from the actual board 
being used; the dimensions shown 

should be close enough to get you 
started. Install DISP1 into a 16 -pin 
wire -wrap socket and insert the 
socket into a blank board's solder - 
ring side at the approximate posi- 
tion indicated in Fig. 3. Mount the 
board onto the rear of the front 
panel with standoffs; see Fig. 4. 

Temporarily place the face of DISP1 

against the rear of the front panel. 
Mark the outline of DISP1 on the 
back of the front panel, remove 
the board, and cut out the hole. 
After cutting, remount the board 
on the standoffs, set DISP1 so that it 
is flush with the topside of the front 
panel, and tack -solder the socket 
in place. 

The control -module board con- 
tains all of the circuitry shown in Fig. 

1 with the exception of J1, LED 1, 

and SPKR1; we've already taken 
care of SEN1 and P1. While you can 
use any layout that you wish, the 
author's prototype is shown in Fig. 

5, with labels showing the locations 
of some of the major components. 

As you did with the socket for 
DISP1, tack -solder the IC sockets in 

place. When installing the discrete 
components (resistors, capacitors, 
etc.), leave about 1/4 -inch of lead 
protruding when you trim them 
after soldering. That "pin" will be 
used to make circuit connections. 
Details are shown in Fig. 4. 

Note that a bank of screw -type 
terminals are located on the side 
opposite DISP1; wire connections 
to the rest of the circuit will be 
made from there. While using such 
a terminal is not mandatory, it does 
make building the project easier 
when it comes time to do the final 
wiring. 

When all of the components are 
mounted on the board, make the 
circuit connections using wire -wrap 
techniques. Follow the Fig. 1 schemat- 
ic diagram as you wire the circuit. 
Work slowly and carefully, double - 
checking each connection as you 
go. Care at this point will prevent 
many frustrating hours of trou- 
bleshooting a wiring error later. 

Wire wrap was designed with 
square posts in mind. The wire -wrap 
style IC sockets have such posts. 
Note that when you wrap wire 
around them the corners of the 
posts "bite" into the wire. The result is 

a mechanically- and electrically- 37 
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POWER 
SUPPLY y 

38 

SENI 
MOTION 
SENSOR 

WITH 
RELAY 

OUTPUT 

oso 

12V DC SUPPLY 
FROM POWER 

MODULE 

Fig. 8. This alternative wiring arrangement lets you use a motion sensor with a relay output. 

solid connection that needs no sol- 
dering and can be easily removed 
for troubleshooting or modification. 
The only down side to modifying 
wire -wrap connections is that the 
wrapped portion of the wire must 
be cut off and re- stripped; the biting 
action weakens the wire so that it 
can only be wrapped once. When 

you make wire -wrap connections to 
the round component leads, you 
must solder those connections so 
that they will not degrade over time 
due to corrosion. 

The power -module circuit is built 
on a second board as shown in Fig. 
6. The same comments and sug- 
gestions made for the control -mod- 

ule board applies to this board as 
well. Note that IC9 and BR1, a 6 -pin 
and 8 -pin DIP component respec- 
tively, are placed in a single 14 -pin 
socket. You'll have to drill some 
holes for screws and nuts to hold T1, 

IC10, and TR1 in place. Don't forget 
to use a heatsink on ICI. 

Because of the higher currents 
involved -especially in the power - 
supply section -use 24- or 26- 
gauge insulated wire with point -to- 
point soldered techniques; wire - 
wrap is not really suitable for these 
components. 

The circuitry for the two modules 
certainly could have been com- 
bined onto a single larger circuit 
board, but placing AC -power cir- 
cuitry and DC- control circuitry in 
close proximity is not a good design 
practice. In some circuits, AC -to- 
DC coupling interference can cause 
circuit malfunction. If there is a mis- 
wiring or a short circuit, a cata- 
strophic failure could occur. All of 
the AC is therefore confined to its 
own board and opto- isolated from 
the DC circuitry. 

All of the ScatCat components 
are mounted onto the backside of 
the front panel. See Fig. 7 for the 
rear view of the author's prototype. 

(Continued on page 58) 

SEMICONDUCTORS 

IC1- CD4049 CMOS inverting hex 
buffer, integrated circuit 

IC2- CD4013 CMOS dual D -type flip - 
flop, integrated circuit 

IC3- CD4011 CMOS quad 2 -input NAND 

gate, integrated circuit 
ICI CD4017 CMOS decade counter, 

integrated circuit 
IC5 -LM555 timer, integrated circuit 
IC6 CD4510 CMOS BCD up /down 

counter, integrated circuit 
IC7 -74C48 CMOS BCD -to -7- segment 

decoder /driver, integrated circuit 
IC8 1N28 optoisolator with transistor output 

1C9- MOC3010 optoisolator with Triac 
output, integrated circuit 

IC10- LM7812 12 -volt, 1 -amp positive 
fixed voltage regulator, integrated 
circuit 

BR1 -Full -wave bridge rectifier, 50 -volt, 
1 -amp, DIP package 

DISP1- Light- emitting diode 7- segment 
display, common cathode 

PARTS LIST FOR THE SCATCAT 

(RadioShack 276 -075 or similar) 
LED1- Light -emitting diode, red 
TR1 -Triac, 400 -volt, 6 -amp 

RESISTORS 

(All resistors are I/4 -watt, 5% units unless 
otherwise noted.) 

R1-680-ohm 
R2- 10,000 -ohm 
R3- 1- megohm 
R4- 100,000 -ohm 
R5- 1000 -ohm 
R6 -33,000-ohm 
R7-680 -ohm, 8- resistor network, 

isolated units (Bourns 4116R -001- 
681 or similar) 

R8-470-ohm 
R9 -180 -ohm 

CAPACITORS 

Cl, C3, C8- 0.1 -RF, ceramic -disc 
C2- 10 -11F, 16 -WVDC, electrolytic 
C4- 0.002 -µF, ceramic -disc 
C5- 0.01 -pF, ceramic -disc 

C6- 100 -pF, 16 -WVDC, electrolytic 
C7- 1000 -RF, 35 -WVDC, electrolytic 
C9- 220 -p,F, 16 -WVDC, electrolytic 

ADDITIONAL PARTS AND MATERIALS 

J1-2-conductor socket to mate with P1 

J2 -AC -style receptacle, panel -mount 
SEN1- Infrared motion detector /alarm 

(RadioShack 49 -425 or similar), 
modified (see text) 

P1 -2- conductor plug to mate with Jl 
PL1 -AC line cord with plug 
S1- Single -pole, single -throw switch 
SPKR1 -Piezo -style "tweeter" speaker 

(RadioShack 40 -1383 or similar) 
T1- 12.6 -volt AC, 300 -mA transformer 

(RadioShack 273 -1385 or similar) 
Circuit boards (RadioShack 276 -158 or 

similar), terminal blocks (RadioShack 
276 -1388 or similar), heatsink for 
IC10, mounting hardware for LED1, 
wire -wrap IC sockets, 9 -volt battery, 
wire, case (RadioShack 270 -1809 or 
similar), hardware, etc. 
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Get usable solar energy with this 

SOLAR -CELL INVERTER 
Build this beginner's -level circuit and harness the energy 

of the sun to power your next electronics project! 

Solar -cell technology has come 
a long way in the past decade. 

It's not uncommon in areas that 
have strong year -round sunlight to 
find homes powered primarily by 
solar energy. One of the spin -offs of 
large -scale solar -battery manufac- 
ture is that several companies are 
wiring solar -cell fragments together 
to form inexpensive packages (small 
solar arrays) for use by hobbyists 
and experimenters. Those arrays are 
usually comprised of several odd - 
sized chunks of solar cells wired in 

parallel and enclosed in a plastic 
frame, complete with lenticular cover 
to help improve output capability 
when the cell is not exactly at right 
angles to the Sun. 

Such arrays typically are able to 
provide output voltages ranging from 
about 0.5 to 12 volts or more at cur- 
rents of 0.05 amps or more. Unfortu- 
nately, with such low energy outputs, 
the arrays are of little use in powering 
most electronic devices. That's where 
the subject of this article -the Solar - 
Cell Inverter -comes in. 

The solar array used in our pro- 
ject measures 21/2 x 33/4 inches 
and can supply up to 500 mA at 0.5 
volts in full sunlight, representing a 
respectable output power (about 
1/4 watt) for such a small package. 
The half -volt output of the array is 

adequate to operate low -power 
DC loads such as small high -effi- 
ciency motors. However, there are 
very few other electronic devices 
that can be powered by such a 
low voltage, regardless of the avail- 
able output current. That's primarily 
because most electronic devices 
(such as silicon transistors) require 
at least 0.6 volts to turn them on, 
due to the nature of the semicon- 
ductor material from which the 

FRED NACHBAUR 

AVL>> 

device(s) are made. 
The most common solution to the 

low- voltage- output dilemma is to 
place several identical cells in 

series, effectively multiplying the 
output voltage by the number of 
cells in the series string. But taking 
that route can get very expensive. 
Another solution is to use semicon- 
ductors that, by their very nature, 
have a lower forward -bias thresh- 
old. Devices (e.g. transistors and 
diodes) made from germanium are 
one possibility. Specially designed 
silicon diodes called "Schottky 
diodes" are another. Unfortunately, 
I'm not aware of any "Schottky 
transistor;" so if amplification or 
active switching is required, we're 

pretty much limited to germanium 
for our transistors. 

Interestingly, germanium was the 
first material used extensively in the 
mass -production of solid -state devices. 
But, in more recent times, germani- 
um has fallen out of favor because 
of its high leakage currents, tem- 
perature dependence, and the rel- 
atively expensive manufacturing 
processes involved. Even so, there 
has been renewed interest in ger- 
manium devices simply because of 
their ability to operate at very low 
voltages. Thankfully, they are still 

available in "substitute" lines such 
as NTE and ECG, albeit at a much 
higher cost than in their heyday. 

Another source of germanium 39 
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02 
NTE102 

NTE102 
(BOTTOM VIEW) 

'SEE TEXT 

Fig. 1. The Solar -Cell Inverter can take the low -voltage output from a photovoltaic cell and boost 
it to a usable level. You can switch the output to increase voltage or current. 

transistors is your junk box. The junk 
boxes of many experimenters are 
chock full of old "transistor radios," 
small discrete audio amplifiers, and 
similar bits of circuitry that include 
germanium transistors and other 
salvageable parts. Because the 
great majority of germanium tran- 
sistors were of the PNP type, most of 
the gear that used them used a 
positive -ground system. 

A Little Background. The Solar -Cell 
Inverter is useful for a variety of 
applications requiring higher volt- 
ages than afforded by a single 
solar cell. The inverter's output volt- 
age can exceed 15 volts in direct 
sunlight at currents up to several 
milliamps. That's adequate for 
powering low -power op -amps and 
comparators, 555 -based timing 
circuits, and a variety of other 
devices. With no modifications, the 
circuit can also be used to directly 
charge 9 -volt NiCd batteries. 

The total parts cost of assembling 
the inverter depends on what you 
can scrounge from your junk box. 
The transistors are (or rather, were) 
very common in the output stages 
of small audio amplifiers. And it 
wasn't uncommon to find a pair of 

ao them configured for push -pull oper- 

ation and used to drive an audio - 
output transformer. Note that, in 
this application, we're using the 
same transformers. However, we're 
reversing the primary and sec- 
ondary windings to provide the 
needed voltage boost. 

About the Circuit. A schematic dia- 
gram of the Solar -Cell Inverter is 

shown in Fig. 1. The circuit is com- 
prised of a pair of germanium tran- 
sistors (Ql and Q2), six diodes (D1- 
Do), a pair of transformers (.1 and 
T2), a solar array (B1), and a hand- 
ful of support components. At the 
heart of the circuit is an astable 
multivibrator, better known as a 
free -running oscillator, formed from 
germanium transistors -one of the 
oldest constructs in electronics. To 
produce an oscillator, the inputs 
and outputs of the two transistors 
are cross -wired via two resistor - 
capacitor (RC) networks, com- 
prised of R1 and Cl, and R2 and 
C2. In that circuit arrangement, a 
portion of the output voltage of 
one transistor is diverted to the 
input of the other -in effect, rout- 
ing a positive signal (feedback) 
from the output of one transistor to 
its counterpart. The result is that 
one transistor turns on as the other 

turns off. The time constant (TC) of 
the RC networks determines the oper- 
ating frequency of the oscillator. 

The oscillator produces a square - 
wave output that is applied across 
the series -connected primary wind- 
ings of Tl and T2. The negative ter- 
minal of B1 (the photocell) con- 
nects to the junction of the two 
transformers. Note that there is a 
diode connected across each 
transformer's primary winding. Those 
diodes act as dampers to prevent 
inductive kickback (voltage spikes 
generated by the collapsing elec- 
tromagnetic field that encompass- 
es the coils of the transformer), 
especially under no -load condi- 
tions, from damaging the transistors 
as they switch off. 

It's rather unfortunate that the 
transformers commonly available 
generally have a tap on the high - 
impedance side (which we don't 
need), but not on the low- imped- 
ance side, where we do need it. 
However; using two transformers, 
one for each transistor, can circum- 
vent that problem. The advantage 
to that arrangement is that it allows 
a double -pole, double -throw switch 
to be connected to the outputs of 
the transformers so that their sec- 
ondaries can be easily switched 
from "series" to "parallel" connec- 
tions and vice versa. The series con- 
nection gives the highest output 
voltage, whereas the parallel con- 

PARTS LIST FOR THE 
SOLAR -CELL INVERTER 

SEMICONDUCTORS 

Dl, D2- 1N4148 general -purpose 
silicon diode 

D3 D6- 1N4002 silicon rectifier diode 
Ql, Q2-NTE102 or ECG 102 general - 

purpose PNP germanium transistor 
(see text) 

CAPACITORS 

Cl, C2- 0.05 -11,F, polyester -film 
C3- 100 -11F, 25 -WVDC, electrolytic 

ADDITIONAL PARTS AND MATERIALS 

R1, R2-680 -ohm, 1/4 -watt, 5% resistor 
TI, T2 -1200 -ohm primary, 8 -ohm 

secondary audio -output transformer 
S1-Double-pole, double -throw switch 

(optional; see text) 
Wire, hardware, etc. 
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Measuring just 21/2 X 33/4 inches, the solar 
battery shown here can supply up to 500 mA at 
0.5 volts in full sunlight. 

nection gives a lower voltage, but 
delivers a higher current to the load. 

The output of the transformers is 

applied to a full -wave bridge recti- 
fier, comprised of four 1N4002 diodes. 
The resulting pulsating DC output 
voltage is then filtered by a 100 -µF 
electrolytic capacitor, C3, to remove 
the ripple from the output voltage. 

Building the Inverter. There's noth- 
ing critical about the construction 
of the circuit, so feel free to lay it 

out in any convenient configura- 
tion using the assembly method 
with which you are most comfort- 
able. The author's prototype was 
assembled on a small section of 
perfboard, measuring 11/2 x 2 inch- 
es, with component inter- connec- 
tion accomplished through point - 
to -point wiring. When assembling 
the circuit, be sure to observe the 
polarity of all polarized compo- 
nents (the transistors, diodes, and 
filter capacitor). Don't omit the 
damper diodes; the circuit will not 
deliver the rated output without 
them. Besides, leaving out those 
components could damage the 
transistors. 

Note that in the schematic dia- 
gram (Fig. 1), the transformers have 
polarity marks (dots) at the pri- 
maries and secondaries. To help 
insure that you don't make polarity 
errors, mark one side of the trans- 
formers with a permanent marker. 
That's done to prevent the trans- 
formers from being wired into the 
circuit with a phasal difference. 
That's because a phasal difference 
(in effect, opposing voltages) 
across the transformer windings 
can cause the transformers to 
overheat and prematurely fail. 

The primaries and secondaries of 
the transformers can easily be dis- 

tinguished by their leads: One side 
of the transformer (the primary) has 
two wires, while the other side (the 
secondary) has three. The center 
tap of the secondary won't be 
used in this application. 

Switch S1 is included in the circuit 
for experimenting with the circuit. 
Once you've established which 
transformer -output configuration 
works best for your particular pro- 
ject, you can remove it and hard- 
wire the transformer secondaries as 
desired. In the author's prototype, 
the output has a 9 -volt battery clip. 
That setup allows easy connection 
of a 9 -volt, 50- milliamp -hour (mAh) 
NiCd battery for charging by the 
Solar -Cell Inverter. 

Testing. Once the circuit assembly 
is complete, it's time to check the 
circuit for the usual construction 
errors -cold -solder joints, incorrect- 
ly wired or polarized (with respect 
to the other circuit elements) com- 
ponents, etc.- correcting each 
fault as it is encountered. Powering 
the circuit while construction errors 
exist could cause damage to the 
semiconductors (diodes and tran- 
sistors) or cause a reverse -polarized 
electrolytic capacitor to explode! 

If all checks out OK, connect the 
solar cell to the input. Note that the 
polarity is opposite to what you might 
be used to! Since we're using PNP tran- 
sistors, the "common" input (emitters of 
the transistors) is positive. You might be 
worried at this point if you're going to 
have to go to a positive -ground sys- 

tem. Short answer: Not at all. Thanks to 
the transformers, the input and output 
of the circuit are completely isolated. 
Your system ground can be either pos- 
itive or negative, depending only on 
your preference. 

Connect a DVM (or analog equiv- 
alent) set to read voltage to the cir- 
cuit's output terminals and bring the 
solar cell close to a light source. The 
meter should indicate an output volt- 
age of up to several volts or more, 
depending on the distance between 
the light source and its intensity. You 

can also use a milliammeter (in the 
20-mA or greater scale) to measure 
"short- circuit output current." With 
the component values shown, the 
circuit will tolerate short circuits at the 
output indefinitely. 

Experiment with the two settings 

of the series -parallel switch. In series 
mode, the circuit will develop over 
15 volts open- circuit and in parallel 
mode about 8 volts. 

Using the Inverter. In full sunlight, 
the inverter can charge a 9 -volt 
battery at about 4 milliamps, 
meaning that full charge will be 
attained in about 16 hours. Note 
that the series connection is 

required for this application. 
if you're using the inverter to 

power other circuits, the parallel 
connection may be preferred for its 

higher output- current capability. 
You should have no trouble power- 
ing several low -power op -amps 
(like the LM358) with no changes to 
the circuit. If you use a resistive volt- 
age divider to derive your "split - 
supply ground" for op -amps, your 
circuit should work over a wide 
variance of supply voltage, and 
regulators will not be required. 

For applications requiring a regu- 
lated voltage (such as low -power 
TTL or CMOS logic), you'll have to 
follow the inverter with a regulator, 
since the voltage regulation of the 
inverter is pretty poor. Lower power 
TO -92 versions of the 7800- (posi- 
tive) or 7900- (negative) series fixed 
three- terminal regulators would be 
ideal. 

Shown here is the author's prototype, which was 

assembled on a small section of perfboard. 

The possibilities are only limited 
by your imagination. Use, for instance, 
large -value "super- capacitors" (the 
one -Farad varieties used as battery 
backup in some computers) as a 
"reservoir" instead of a battery. Spy 
on birds, squirrels, and other local 
wildlife with a small FM transmitter 
powered by this combination. You 
could also use a similar arrange- 
ment for short -distance telemetry 
projects. Yet another use is for pow- 
ering ancillary control circuits in a 

(Continued on page 63) 41 
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ALL ABOUT 
ELECTRON ICALLY- TUNABLE 

ACTIVE FILTERS 
Learn about these almost indispensable 

building blocks of most electronic circuits. 

RON TIPTON 

mummiummlummummionm 
ommumnumummunumniumm 

ifters-low-pass, band -pass, high- 
pass, and band -reject -are used 

everywhere. Whenever we need to 
enhance the signal -to -noise ratio 
of a signal or reject a particular fre- 
quency or noise signal, we grab a 
filter. 

Filters come in two basic "fla- 
vors:" active and passive. Active fil- 
ters use "active" components such 
as op -amps or transistors, along 
with resistors and capacitors, to 
replace the bulkier passive filters 
that are built with inductors and 
capacitors. Besides being smaller, 
active -filter designs can have volt- 
age gain (of unity or higher) as 
opposed to the insertion loss inher- 
ent in the passive types. Active fil- 
ters are available as integrated cir- 
cuits (ICs), encapsulated modules, 
or units built from discrete compo- 
nents. With that last variety, you 
have complete control over the 
circuit's response instead of relying 
on "off- the -shelf" specifications. 
Often, a fixed -frequency design will 
do the job, but sometimes a tun- 
able filter is needed. 

We're going to look at five differ - 
42 ent varieties of tunable filters. The 

first three use an analog voltage to 
control the center, or cutoff, fre- 
quency: the last two use a digital 
input for control. 

Although simulation is a useful 
design tool, all of the response 
curves shown in this article were 
measured from actual circuits. They 
work as described! You can incor- 
porate them into your designs "as 
is" or you can modify them as 
needed. For easy reference, I've 
summarized the strong and weak 
points of each of the five designs in 
Table 1. 

A FET As A Variable Resistor. The first 
problem that we encounter in 
designing tunable filters is the limit- 
ed number of active -filter types 
that permit independent control of 
the cutoff frequency, gain, and 
"Q." State -variable designs are 
especially suited to tunable filters; 
we'll use them in four examples. 
First, however, there is a special 
case that I want to cover because 
it's a simple and inexpensive way 
to make a tunable- band -pass filter. 

Look at the multiple- feedback 
(MFB) filter shown in Fig. 1. The cen- 

ter frequency can be controlled by 
varying R2 as demonstrated by the 
formula 

fa=1/(2 x Q-A) x (2arR2 x C) 

where A is the gain at the center 
frequency (fo) and both Cl and C2 
are the same value (C). 

If we replace R2 with a junction - 
type field -effect transistor (JFET), 
the result is shown in Fig. 2. This is a 
band -pass filter with a voltage -tun- 
able center frequency. With the Q 
set to 5 and the center frequency 
tuned to about 2000 Hz, the gain- 

cl 

R1 

R2 

SIGNAL 
INPUT 

BANDPASS 
SIGNAL 
OUTPUT 

C2 

Fig. I. This multiple feedback band -pass filter 
can be tuned for a particular center frequency 
by varying the value of R2. 
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TABLE 1 

TUNABLE FILTER COMPARISON TABLE 

TYPE TUNING RANGE STRONG POINTS WEAK POINTS 

Variable- resistor 
FET 

3:1 Simple, inexpensive Must block DC- operating voltage 

Variable- 
transconductance 
op -amp 

280:1 Fairly wide tuning range; LM3080 cost 
less than one dollar 

Large DC -offset voltage 

Analog multiplier 524:1 (practical 
ran e) 

Linear -cutoff -frequency tuning; Low output 
noise 

Can't think of any! 

Digitally -variable 
resistor 

1 Easy -to -use serial tuning Clock noise may be a problem 

Multiplying DAC 366:1 Linear -cutoff -frequency tuning Output noise and DC offset 

vs.- frequency response is shown in 

Fig. 3. 

There aren't too many situations 
where we can use a JFET as a vari- 
able resistor because of the neces- 
sary DC operating voltage. In this 
case, however, capacitors Cl and 
C2 isolate the DC voltage from the 
op -amp's input as well as partici- 
pate in setting the frequency response. 

In the tunable circuit, R2 is the series 

combination of R3 and the JFET's 

SIGNAL 
INPUT 

TUNING 
VOLTAGE 

problem because we can tailor the 
control circuit to match the filter's 
tuning needs. 

So how could we use this "beast - 
ie" in a real application? One use is 

in an adaptive filter according to 
the block diagram shown in Fig. 5. 

The output voltage varies the filter's 
center frequency to maximize the 
output voltage. That is, the filter tracks 
in input frequency. When applied 
to a noisy input signal, the output 

BANDPASS 
SIGNAL 
OUTPUT 

Fig. 2. By substituting a field -effect tram istor for R2 of the previous circuit, we get this voltage -tun- 

able band -pass filter. Note that Cl and C2 isolate the FET's supply voltage from the op -amp. 

resistance in parallel with R2. This 

makes the design a bit tedious to 
do by hand, so I simulated this cir- 
cuit in Spice. I've included the 
Spice file in a file that can be down- 
loaded from the Poptronics FTP site. 

That file, located at ftp.gernsback. 
com/pub/pop/tunable_filter.zip, 
includes some other software as well 
that I'll mention later. 

The measured tuning response 
for this filter is shown in Fig. 4. We 
can see that it's rather nonlinear, as 

is the tuning of three of our five 
examples. The exceptions are the 
analog and digital multipliers, 
which we'll get to later. In practice, 
this nonlinearity isn't much of a 
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will be much "cleaner." 
All equations in this article are 

stated without formal proof. The 

example circuits work, so that 
seems to be proof enough. If you 
want to see where the equations 
come from, look at one or both 
books I've listed in the "Resources" 
sidebar. 

I've already mentioned some 
"filter- centric" terms that you may 
already be familiar with or at least 
be able to figure out from the con- 
text of this article; terms like cutoff 
frequency are somewhat self - 
explanatory. However, there are 
probably several "newbies" out 
there that are scratching their 
heads wondering, "What, exactly, 
is a 'Q ?" 

That's a good question. Aside 
from the obvious reference to cer- 
tain characters that appeared in 

the Star Trek television series, the 
term Q in electronics refers to the 
"quality factor" of a filter circuit. It is 

the relationship between a filter's 
resonant frequency and band- 

30 
200 000 10000 

FREQUENCY (Hz) 

Fig. 3. Here is the response curve of the single -pole voltage- tunable hand -pass filter. 
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Fig. 4. This graph plots the relationship between the center frequency vs. the tuning voltage for the 
single -pole band -pass filter. The tuning is linear over short spans only. For example, it's fairly lin- 
ear from 1500 to 2500 Hz. 

width. A bandpass filter can be 
thought of as a combination of a 
low -pass and a high -pass filter. The 
frequencies above the low -pass fil- 
ter's cutoff and below the high - 
pass filter's cutoff are the ones that 
are passed. If you plot the response, 
you'll see that it can represent a 
peak or a dip, depending on the 
direction that the plotline goes. The 
"steepness" of the slopes indicate 
the Q factor; the more vertical the 
slope, the higher the Q. The result is 

a filter that has greater "sharpness" 
in passing or blocking the target 
frequencies. 

State -Variable Low -Pass Filters. As 
I've already mentioned, the other 
four examples use state -variable 
designs. These come in several 

INPUT 
SIGNAL 
PLUS 

NOISE OUTPUT 
o 

VOLTAGE -TUNABLE I 
BANDPASS FILTER 

1 
FILTER- TUNING VOLTAGE 

IFILTER BIAS NETWORK I 

l 
ERROR SIGNAL 

PHASE DETECTOR h- 
Fig. 5. The block diagram for an input-frequen- 
cy-tracking filter. When the filter is tuned to the 
input frequency, there is a 180° phase shift 
between the input and output signals, resulting 

44 in a minimum error signal. 

slightly different "flavors," and the 
two that we're going to look at are 
shown in Fig. 6. These are both 
basic 2 -pole "building blocks." 

SIGNAL 
INPUT 

Each one uses four op -amps, eight 
resistors, and two capacitors. These 
2 -pole blocks can, of course, be 
cascaded to create any even - 
order filter that we might need. 

In both circuits, the cutoff fre- 
quency, fc, is given by 

fc=1/(2TrR3 x C) 

where C =C1 =C2 and R3 =R4. 
If we use a component for R3 

and R4 whose resistance we can 
vary, we will have a low -pass filter 
with a tunable cutoff frequency. 
The Q and passband gain will be 
constants unless we choose to 
make them tunable too. For exam- 
ple, using a variable resistor for R6 in 
Fig. 6A would make the Q tunable. 
That's because the Q is set by the 
ratio of R6 and R7; dividing the first 
value by the second yields the Q of 
the circuit. Likewise, the gain is set, 
the same way as in basic op -amp 
design, by the ratio of R5 to R1; 

LOWPASS 
OUTPUT 

BANDPASS OUTPUT 

SIGNAL 
INPUT 

BANDPASS OUTPUT 

LOWPASS 
OUTPUT 

Fig. 6. There is more than one way to design a state- variable 2 -pole filter. The circuit shown in (B) 
is sometimes called a "universal" active filter. 
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INPUT 
o 

R1 

100K 

R2 

2200 

Cl 
620pF 

IC1 

LM3080 

R6 
100K W 

R3 
2200 

R4 
100K 

C R7 
100K R11 

100K 

R8 
100Kì 

R9 
100K 

R10 t 
2200 i 

C2 
620pF 

IC4 

LOWPASS 
OUTPUT IC7 

LF356 

+ 
C3 

620pF 

-K 
R13 
100K 

W 

R14 22052 

IC6 

TUNING - 
VOLTAGE o 

INPUT 

R5 
61K 

*R12 
4 61K 

Fig. 7. On this tunable 3 -pole Butterworth low -pass filter, the power -supply connections have been 

omitted for clarity. 

again, divide the first by the sec- 
ond for the actual gain value. 

The same formulas work for Fig. 

6B as well: R5 and R1 set the gain 
while R6 and R5 set the Q. 

One final note: If you want to 
experiment with the Fig. 6 circuits, 
you should set R2 and R8 (in Fig. 6A) 
to the same convenient value; 10K 

or 100K will do. For Fig. 6B, R2 and 
R7, and R5 and R8 should match 

VARIABLE -FREQUENCY s 
SQUAREWAVE INPUT 

off frequency. 
Although the LM3080 control pin 

is really a current input, we can use 
a series resistor as a simple voltage - 
to- current converter. The 61,000 - 
ohm, 1% resistors in series with pin 5 

of each of the LM3080s (as shown 
in Fig. 7) let us tune the filter with a 
control voltage between -14.5 
volts and +15 volts. Although the 
circuit uses a dual (plus and minus) 

VOLTAGE - 
TUNABLE 

LOWPASS FILTER 

FREQUENCY -TO- 
VOLTAGE 

CONVERTER 

TUNING VOLTAGE 

VARIABLE -FREQUENCY 
SINE -WAVE OUTPUT 

Fig. 8. A voltage- tunable low -pass filter was used to track the input frequency in a piano -tuning aid 

developed by the author 

each other in value. 
In the following examples, we will 

look at using variable- transconduc- 
tance op -amps, analog multipliers, 
digital potentiometers (VR5), and 
multiplying digital -to- analog con- 
verters (MDACs) as the controlled 
resistor. We'll start with... 

Variable 7Wansconductance Op -amps. 
The LM3080 (or CA3080) exhibits vari- 
able transconductance that is 

controlled by the current (la,x) into 
pin 5. In other words, the resistance 
of the op -amp from its input to its 

output appears to vary with the 
control current. By substituting an 
LM3080 for both R3 and R4 of the 
Fig. 6 circuits, we can tune the cut- 

o 

-10 

20 

30 

40 

50 

-6 

R15 
61K 

15 -volt power supply, we can't 
drive the control pin all the way to 
the negative supply voltage. Doing 
so just turns the LM3080 off, and 
there will be no signal at the filter 
output. 

I developed this circuit in the mid 
1970s to solve a particular design 
problem. I was developing a piano- 
tuning aid for the Baldwin Piano 
and Organ Company, and I used a 
programmable- frequency divider 
to generate the tone for each 
piano key. The divider's output was 
a squarewave that was "too rich" 
in harmonics for the application. 
This called for some low -pass (or 
band -pass) filtering. I determined 
that a 3 -pole Butterworth (maximal- 
ly flat amplitude) response with a 
rolloff of -18 dB per octave was the 
simplest filter that would do the job. 

TUNING VOLTAGE = -10V 

TUNING VOLTAGE = +10V 

100 1000 10000 100000 
FREQUENCY (Hz) 

Fig. 9. This graph charts the low -pass frequency response of an LM3080 -based 3 -pole Butterworth 

filter. For both tuning - voltage values, there is a -18 -dB rolloff per octave. 45 
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0 

Fig. 11. Here is the author's 3-pole Butterworth 
low-pass filter module using LM3080s. After the 

46 module is potted, it measures 2 X 2 X t/2 inches. 

10000 

1000 

100 

10 

-10 -5 0 5 
TUNING -CONTROL VOLTAGE (DC) 

10 15 

Fig. 10. This cutoff - frequency- tuning curve for the 3 -pole Butterworth filter shows how the circuit 
turns off at tuning voltages below -14.5 volts. 

Then I used a frequency -to- voltage 
converter to tune the filter. This 
combination, wired in accordance 
with the Fig. 8 diagram, tracked the 
divider's output frequency and 
neatly solved the problem. 

Amplifiers ICI and IC2 form the 
real (third) pole. The rest of the filter, 
IC3 through IC7 and associated 
resistors and capacitors, is just the 
Fig. 6A circuit; that might not be 
obvious at first glance. Because the 
complex pole pair in a 3 -pole 
Butterworth response has a Q of 1, 

we are able to leave out one op- 
amp. The 103,030-ohm resistor between 
the IC7 output and the IC3 input 
replaces IC4, R6, R7, and R8 in Fig. 6A. 

The design equations in Fig. 6 
apply here as well, but we need to 
account for the effective resis- 
tance of the LM3080s. At the mini- 
mum control current ('abc)' this resis- 
tance is over 12 megohms, which 
explains how we are able to get a 
cutoff frequency of 20 Hz with 620 - 
pF values for Cl and C2. The 

100,000-ohm /220 -ohm voltage dMder 
is needed at each LM3080 inverting 
input because the gain becomes 
nonlinear for inputs larger than 
about 10 millivolts. Notice that the 
LM3080s are operating open loop - 
there is no feedback resistor! This 
lets us get a useful swing of several 
volts at the filter's output. As you 
can see, this filter design includes a 
couple of "tricks" that you may find 
worth keeping in mind. 

I measured the output noise at 
less than one millivolt rms with a 
"true" rms voltmeter (an HP 3400A). 
That represents broadband random 
noise with some burst or "popcorn" 
noise -probably from the LM3080s. 

INPUT 
o 

10K 

-AviS#1, 

10K 

10K 

The output's DC offset varies with the 
tuning -control voltage, so the output 
must be capacitively coupled for 
most applications. 

Response curves for two values 
of tuning voltage, the tuning volt- 
age vs. cutoff frequency curve, 
and a photograph of the filter 
module are included as Figs. 9, 10, 
and 11. 

Analog Multiplier. An analog multi- 
plier produces an output voltage 
that is the product of two input volt- 
ages, so we can use a multiplier as 
a variable resistor to tune our filter. 
This is perhaps easier to understand 
by looking at it this way: The control 
voltage multiplied by the AC signal 
changes the voltage of the AC sig- 
nal; that is, it changes the gain. 
Nevertheless, a gain change at an 
op -amp's inverting input appears 
like a change in the value of the 
series resistor (for constant -feed- 
back impedance). 

If we replace R3 and R4 from Fig. 
6A with analog multipliers, we get the 
circuit shown in Fig. 12. The Analog 
Devices AD633 is a low -cost multiplier 
with a 1 -MHz small- signal bandwidth. 
Its transfer function is given by 

Output Voltage = (X Input x Y 
Input) /10 

and the low -pass cutoff frequency 
is 

fc = V°/(207rR3 x C) 

LOWPASS 
SIGNAL o 
OUTPUT 

10K 

-+ 
LF356 

+15V 
o 

-15V 
° 10K 

WA 

AD633 

TUNING 
INPUT ° 

10K 

10K 

RQ 
7.071K 

.0033 

K- 
.0033 

K- 
+15V -15V 

o 

10K 

AD633 

Fig. 12. This 2 -pole Butterworth filter uses analog multipliers fòr cutoff - frequency tuning. 
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6000 

5000 

4000 

3000 

2000 

1000 

o 

o 2 4 6 8 

TUNING VOLTAGE (V0) 

10 12 14 

Fig. 13. Here is the measured cutoff - frequency- tuning curve for the 2 -pole Butterworth filter using 

analog multipliers. 

where V, is the tuning -control volt- 
age, R3 = R4, and C = Cl = C2. 

Figure 12 is a 2 -pole Butterworth 
low -pass filter; the design equations 
in Fig. 6A apply here as well. The 
measured cutoff frequency tunes 
from 11 Hz to 5766 Hz as shown in 

Fig. 13. The tuning is linear up to a 
V, of 12 volts, just as we would 
expect from the above equation. 
We can also see another interest- 
ing point from this equation: The fil- 

ter theoretically tunes all the way to 
zero frequency as V, goes to zero. 
However, the cutoff frequency is 11 

Hz at a V, of 30 millivolts, so very 
good control -voltage stability is 

needed to go to lower cutoffs. 
This is a "quiet" filter; the output 

noise is about 300 microvolts rms 

o 

with the filter's input either open or 
shorted. That was measured with a 
wideband true rms voltmeter; the 
noise is indeed wide -band random 
noise with no hint of any single -fre- 
quency components. The DC offset 
was less than 5 millivolts and is pri- 
marily set by the op -amps. 

A measured frequency- response 
curve is included as Fig. 14. 

Digital Potentiometer. A digital 
potentiometer is ideally a digitally - 
controlled variable resistor. Real com- 
ponents, such as the 8 -bit Analog 
Devices AD8402 (dual) and AD8403 
(quad), are not quite ideal. Their limi- 

tations do not really interfere with per- 
formance, but they must be kept in 

mind to assure a successful design. 

5 

-10 

15 

20 

25 

30 

35 

40 

45 

-50 
100 1000 

FREQUENCY (Hz) 

Fig. 14. A plot of the analog -multiplier -based 2 -pole Butterworth low -pass filter shows that the 

rolloff at a tuning voltage of 2.2 volts is -12 dB per octave. 

10000 20000 

The variable resistor is easy to 
understand. It is literally a resistor 
with 256 different values (8 -bit 
selectable). If we replace R3 and 
R4 in Fig. 6A with a 10,000 -ohm 
AD8402, we get the circuit dia- 
grammed in Fig. 15. This is again a 
2 -pole Butterworth design. 

The Fig. 6 design equations again 
apply, but we have to work with 
the practical limitations I mentioned 
above. The first of these is "wiper 
resistance." The variable resistor has 

some resistance (about 50 ohms) 
when the digital input is all zeros. 

Also, this resistor is a "5 -volt IC." That 
is, it is designed to work between +5 

volts and ground; and it works best 
with op -amps using the same 
power -supply voltage. This requires 
a +2.5 -volt "virtual" ground to bias 
the op -amps to the power -supply 
midpoint. This limits the output volt- 
age swing to -*2.5 volts even with 

RESOURCES 

There's a bunch of books on filter design. 
Some are more readable (and useful) 
than others; two in this category are list- 

ed below: 

Active -Filter Cookbook (D. Lancaster), 
Synergetics, Thatcher, AZ 

Electronic Filter Design Handbook (A.B. 

Williams and F.J. Taylor), McGraw -Hill 

The file mentioned in the text, tunable_fil 
ter.zip, is available on a 31/2 -inch disk 
from the author for $5, postpaid. Send 
check or money order to: TDL 
Electronics, 5260 Cochise Trail, Las 
Cruces, NM 88012; 505 -382 -8175; Fax: 
505 -382 -8810. 

All of the components used in the exam- 
ples are readily available. I've listed some 
suggested sources below (you should 
have these catalogs anyway!): 

Digi -Key Corporation 
701 Brooks Ave. South 
Thief River Falls, MN 56701 -0677 
800 -344 -4539 
www.digikey.com 

Jameco Electronic Components 
1355 Shoreway Road 
Belmont, CA 94002 -4100 
800 -831 -4242 
www. jameco. corn 

Mouser Electronics 
2401 Hgwy 287 North 
Mansfield, TX 76063 -4827 
800 -346 -6873 
www.mouser.com 47 
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7.071K 

10K 
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47pF 
1 MH 47pF 

)I 
+SV CLOCK 

12111 10 

SDI CS 

9 I8 

AD8402 

5 6 7 

18 17 16 15 

o 
LOW PASS 
OUTPUT 

+5v 

14 13 12 11 110 

PIC16C71 

AM 
10K 

+5v 

+ 
2.2µF 

1 

RESET 

5 6 7 8 19 

ff 
Fig. 15. This 2 -pole Butterworth filter uses digital potentiometers to tune the cutoff frequency. Note 
the use of a "virtual" ground to center the output - voltage swing of the op -amps. 

"rail -to- rail" op -amps such as the 
AD484 that I used in the test circuit. 

Both the AD8402 and AD8403 
have a 3 -wire, SPI- compatible, seri- 
al -data input and are very easy to 
program. For this example, I used a 
PIC microprocessor from Microchip 
to read a set of eight toggle switch- 
es, generate an 8 -bit control byte 
from them, and program the 
AD8402 with that value. The C pro- 
gram that I wrote for this proved to 
be too large for a 16C54 with its 512 
bytes of EPROM, so I used a 16C71 
with its 1K of program memory. This 
program is included in the tun loo 
able filterzip file mentioned before. 
An assembly language version 
could possibly be made to fit the 
smaller memory of the former 
microcontroller, but it didn't seem 

48 worth the effort for this example. 

9200 

1000 

50 
o 

The cutoff -frequency tuning is 

shown in Fig, 16 as a continuous 
curve for clarity. It is, of course, a 
set of 256 discrete frequencies. The 
frequency response is still the same 
-12 -dB -per- octave rolloff as shown 
in Fig. 14, so there didn't seem to 
be any good reason to repeat it. 

This filter is somewhat "noisy" 
because of the microprocessor 
clock. I measured about 3- millivolts 
rms output noise that is predomi- 
nately 1 -MHz spikes. If that amount 
of noise is a problem, one solution 
would be to put the microproces- 
sor to "sleep" (stopping the clock) 
except when actually program- 
ming the variable resistor. Both the 
AD8402 and AD8403 have latches 
that store the last programmed 
data until it is updated or power is 

turned off. 
The program as written checks 

the toggle switches every 100 mil- 
liseconds and reprograms the vari- 
able resistor only if the data has 
changed, so the 1 -MHz spikes are 
all clock noise. 

At first glance, you may think 
that this filter should have a linear 
cutoff- frequency- tuning response. 
After all, each step of the AD8402 is 

an equal resistance change of 
about 39 ohms. However, this 
arrangement doesn't give linear 
tuning. You can easily verify this by 
plugging some equal -step resis- 
tance values into the cutoff fre- 
quency equation from Fig. 6. 

Digital -To- Analog Converter. A multi- 
plying digital -to- analog converter 

50 100 150 200 250 

DECIMAL TUNING NUMBER (8 -BIT) 

Fig. 16. Although the cutoff - frequency- tuning plot for the 2 -pole Butterworth filter using digital 
potentiometers should have 256 discrete steps, a continuous curve is shown here for clarity. 
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TABLE 2 

4 -POLE PAPOULIS FILTER COMPONENT VALUES 

Component Section 1 Section 2 

R1 20K 10K 

R2 10K 10K 

R5 20K 10K 

R6 11.9K 21K 

R7 10K 10K 

R8 20K 10K 

Cl 42 -pF 28 -pF 

C2 42 -pF 28 -pF 

Cc -none- 27 -pF 

(MDAC) is very much like an analog 
multiplier except the control input is 

digital data instead of a voltage. 
Our final example uses four 

National Semiconductor 12 -bit 
MDAC's (type DAC1222) to tune 
the cutoff frequency of a 4 -pole 
low -pass filter. I also decided to use 

the Fig. 6B "universal" filter this time 
to show you how to use another 
response instead of our old, familiar 

J11 

Butterworth. 
In 1958, A. Papoulis published a 

paper in the Proceedings of the IRE 

on a filter response with a steeper 
rolloff than a Butterworth but with 
no amplitude ripple in the pass - 
band such as you get with a 
Chebychev response. This was appar- 
ently the first English- language pub- 
lication on this "monotonic" pass - 

band response, so it got the name 

. 
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R7 
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Fig. 17. This 2 -pole section of a 4 -pole Papoulis,filter uses digital- to-analog converters for cutoff - 

frequency tuning. The second section cascades onto the output of the first. 

" Papoulis," The Butterworth has a 
maximally -flat passband. 

The 4 -pole Papoulis response is 

given by 

(52 + 1.0995s + 0.43079) x (s2 + 

0.46338s + 0.94767) 

and each quadratic term can be 
built with one of the 2 -pole filters 
shown in Fig. 6. We can then just 
cascade them to get the 4 -pole 
response. 

Each of the above quadratics 
corresponds to: 

S2+(sw /Q) + w2 

so we can equate coefficients and 
solve for the normalized frequency 
and Q for each 2 -pole filter section. 
Since it's normalized, we can write 
frequency as f rather than w: 

fi = 0.65635, QI = 0.5970 
f2 = 0.97348, Q2 = 2.101 

You don't have to go through 
this for Butterworth filters because 
the cutoff frequency of every sec- 
tion (single -pole or 2 -pole) is the 
same as the overall cutoff frequen- 
cy. This is true for every order 
Butterworth filter. But the above 
method of equating coefficients is 

general and works for Bessel, 

Chebychev, etc. as well as for 
Papoulis. 

We can use the design equa- 
tions in Fig. 6B to find the resis- 

tances and capacitances, but first 

we need to look at one character- 
istic of a practical MDAC. The data 
book for this chip says the Vfef (volt- 
age- reference) input resistance 
has a typical value of 15,000 ohms, 
but can vary from 10,000 to 20,000 
ohms. That is too large of a range 
to get the filter response that we 
want using four unmatched, off - 
the -shelf MDACs. The solution is to 
use a large enough resistor in series 
with each Vfef input to "pad" out 
most of the input- resistance differ- 
ence. Making Rpad equal to ten 
times the resistance variation (10 x 
10,000 = 100,000 ohms) should do it. 

Let's design the filter for a maxi- 
mum cutoff frequency of 50 kHz. At 
that frequency, R3 will equal Rpad 

plus the typical Vref input resis- 

tance, that is, 115,000 ohms. Using 49 
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Fig. 18. This plot of the 4 -pole Papoulis low-pass filter shows a -24 -dB per octave with a DAC set- 
ting of 79 (decimal). 

10000 

the Fig. 6 equations, we get the 
component values shown in Table 
2; those values can be plugged 
into the Fig. 17 filter- circuit diagram. 
I used LM318 op -amps, which have 
a gain -to- bandwidth product of 15 
MHz, a pretty fast amplifier. Even so, 
the second filter section has a Q of 
a little over 2, so compensation 
capacitor C, is needed in parallel 
with R8 to "tweak up" the band- 
width. Twenty -seven picofarads 
worked fine in my circuit, but the 
value will depend on physical lay- 
out. If C, is too small, the passband 
at the maximum cutoff frequency 
won't be flat -it will have a peak 
greater than unity gain in it. If C, is 

too large, the filter will oscillate at 
some high frequency -probably 

60000 

50000 
Ñ x 
Ú 40000 z 
w 

w 
LL 
LL 
LL 

20000 
U 

30000 

10000 

o 

about 1 to 2 MHz -so it's fairly easy 
to find the right value. 

I used one set of pull -up resistors 
and one set of toggle switches to 
control all four MDACs. With a digi- 
tal input of 4095, I measured the 
maximum cutoff frequency as 
55,636 Hz, so the calculated capaci- 
tors are a bit too small. I found the 
minimum cutoff frequency to be 
152 Hz at a digital input of 11 (dec- 
imal). For inputs of 0 through 10, the 
filter simply stops working; the MDAC 
resistance is huge (it's about 38 
megohms at an fc of 152 Hz). 

Figure 18 shows the measured 
frequency response at a 1 -kHz cut- 
off. The straight line is what we 
would expect from a 4 -pole Butter- 
worth ( -24 dB per octave), so the 

400 799 1198 1597 1996 2395 2794 3193 
DECIMAL TUNING NUMBER (12 -BIT) 

3592 3991 

Fig. 19. Note the linearity of the 4-pole Papoulis filter when digital -to- analog converters are used. 
50 Although there should be discrete steps, a continuous curve is shown for clarity. 

Papoulis is better if we don't need 
a maximally -flat passband. 

The cutoff- frequency tuning is 

graphed in Fig. 19; you can see that 
it looks pretty linear. The tuning aver- 
ages about 13 Hz per digital step, 
but there is some variation that 
would probably be improved by 
using MDACs with better linearity. 
The DAC1222 has a maximum non - 
linearity of 0.2%, while it's only 0.05% 
in the more expensive DAC1220 
(which has the same pin -out). 

We pay a price for the wide tun- 
ing range and good tuning resolu- 
tion both in output noise and DC- 
offset level. Both of these vary with 
the cutoff frequency; that is, they 
vary with the equivalent resistance 
of the MDACs. At the minimum fc 
(maximum resistance), the noise is 

about 6 millivolts rms with 4.3 volts 
of offset. At an fc of 1000 Hz, this 
decreases to 2 millivolts rms of noise 
and a 1.6 -volts offset. At the maxi- 
mum fc (minimum resistance), the 
noise is still about 2 millivolts rms, but 
the offset is down to 60 millivolts. 

The MDAC resistance (R3) is so 
large and the capacitors so small 
that I built a PC board for this exam- 
ple. This minimizes stray capacitance 
and other variations. I also simulat- 
ed the circuit in SPICE to get a 
"warm, fuzzy feeling" that it would 
really work! The SPICE model is 

included in tunable filterzip. 
These examples will, I think, give 

you some valuable tools the next 
time you need a tunable filter! r7 

THE COLLECTED WORKS OF 
MOHAMMED ULLYSES FIPS 

#166 -By Hugo Gernsback. 
Here is a collection of 21 April 
Fools Articles, reprinted from 
the pages of the magazines 
they appeared in, as a 74- 
page, 8h x 11 -inch book. The 
stories were written between 
1933 and 1964. Some of the 
devices actually exist today. 
Others are just around the corner. All are fun and 
almost possible. Stories include the Cordless 
Radio Iron, The Visi- Talkie, Electronic Razor, 30- 
Day LP Record, Teleyeglasses and even Elec- 
tronic Brain Servicing. Get your copy today. Ask 
for book #166 and include $9.99 (Includes ship- 
ping and handling) in the US (First Class), Cana- 
da and Overseas (surface mail), and order from 
CLAGGK Inc., P.O. Box 12162, Hauppauge, 
NY 11788. Payment in US funds by US bank 
check or International Money Order. Allow 6-8 
weeks for delivery. MA05 
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NEW GEAR 
USE THE FREE INFORMATION CARD FOR FAST RESPONSE 

Mobile E -Mail Device 

CIRCLE 60 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

USERS OF PALM COMPUTING 
platform -based devices now have the 
PocketMail Back Flip available. It allows 
them to send and receive e-mail or fax 
messages from any land -line or wireless 
phone, without having to connect to a 

computer. No phone jack, cradle, or 
cable is needed. 

It provides a fast, inexpensive, and easy - 
to -use mobile e-mail solution. Simply dial 
a toll -free number, hold the device against 
a telephone handset, and push the 
PocketMail button. There is no limit to the 
number of toll -free calls to access the ser- 
vice or to the volume of e-mail messages 
sent and received. (Unlimited PocketMail 
service is $9.95 a month.) 

The BackFlip consists of a small key- 
board and a screen that will display eight 
lines of text. About the size of a calcula- 
tor, the device measures 31/4 by 6 by 1 

inches and weighs only 5.5 ounces. It 
snaps on to the back of the Palm orga- 
nizer, transferring e-mail messages 

directly to the Palm device where they 
can be read, stored, replied to, or for- 
warded to another address. 

This small device offers many conve- 
nient features for the e-mail user on the 
go. Personalized mailboxes store incom- 
ing and outgoing messages. There are 
nine customizable folders to manage 
PocketMail messages. Users can access 
their Palm Address Book to look up pre- 
viously stored e-mail addresses and fax 
numbers. The BackFlip handles attach- 
ments, sendi °ng and receiving vCard 
and vCalendar attachments. Additional 
features in -dude SPAM and Pocket - 
Rules filters and fax functionality. 

The PocketMail BackFlip, only avail- 
able for purchase from the PocketMail 
Web site, sells for $99. 
POCKETSCIENCE INC. 
2075 de la Cruz Blvd., Suite 100 
Santa Clara, CA 95050 
800 - 390 -5036 or 408 -919 -7444 
www.pocketmail.com 

Desoldering Station 
FEATURING A CERAMIC HEATER 
inside the iron, the Model 17.510 Digital 
Soldering Station maintains the heat at a 

consistent temperature at all times. This 
ceramic heating element also enables the 
iron to heat up and cool down very 
quickly with less stress on the element 
than conventional units. It also has a 

"set" feature that accurately holds the 
desired temperature. 
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The unit is ideal for most soldering 
applications, including surface -mount 
components. Available with six different 
tips as accessories, and with a tempera- 
ture range of 160 to 480 degrees Celsius, 
the soldering station comes in an ESD- 
Safe housing. 

The 17.510 Digital Soldering Station 
has a list price of $132.65. 
AVEN TOOLS, INC. 
4595 Platt Road 
Ann Arbor, MI 48108 
800 -624 -8170 or 734 -973 -0099 
www.aventools.com 

Piercing Probe 
DESIGNED TO ACCURATELY PIERCE 
wires from .030 to 1/4 -inch in diameter, 
the Wire -Tap piercing probe from 
Precision Instruments, Co. comes in two 
lengths: 10 -inch and 15 -inch. Long 
enough to get into deep crevices, this 
probe is also small enough to get into 
those tight spots for isolating one wire in 
a bundle. Rather than plunging a needle 
into a wire, the Wire -Tap uses a thread- 
ing action to precisely control the 51 
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amount of penetration. Its silver -plated 
beryllium copper needle can be removed 
and resharpened. 
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The Wire -Tap is meant to be used 
with multimeters, lab scopes, and graph- 
ing multimeters to test automotive, con- 
sumer, and industrial electronics. The 
probe accepts all standard and 4 -mm 
banana plugs, including sheathed and 
retractable ones. 

The Wire -Tap 10 -inch probe sells 
for $84 and the 15 -inch sells for $89. 
AUTOMOTIVE ELECTRONICS 
SYSTEM (AES) 
3849 N. Fine Ave. #102 
Fresno, CA 93727 
559- 292 -7851 
www.aeswave.com 

Single -Board Computer 
IDEAL FOR MACHINE CONTROL 
and for applications that typically call for 
a BASIC STAMP or PIC controller, the 
Jackrabbit (BL1800 series) is a high -per- 
formance single -board computer stocked 
with I/O, memory, and communication 
ports. Measuring just 2.5 by 3.5 inches, 
the Jackrabbit is perfect for embedded 
control, providing over 40 multifunc- 
tional 1/0 pins that include digital I/O, 
RS- 232/485 serial ports, A/D and D/A 
converters, and high -voltage outputs. At 
its core, the Rabbit 2000 microprocessor 
performs fast number crunching. 

Software for the Jackrabbit is devel- 
oped using Dynamic C, an integrated C- 
language development package that 
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includes an interactive compiler, editor, 
and debugger. The complete develop- 
ment kit includes the Jackrabbit model 
BL 1810 controller, Dynamic C/Rabbit 
software, manual, schematics, AC adapter 
prototyping board, programming cable, 
documentation CD ROM, and addi- 
tional parts. 

The Jackrabbit itself is priced from 
only $49 and the complete development 
kit sells for $139. 
Z -WORLD 
2900 Spofford St. 
Davis, CA 95616 
888- 362 -3387 or 530 -757 -3737 
www.zworld.com 

Paperless File System 
EASILY ADAPTED FOR USE BY 
any type of business that needs to man- 
age, store, and retrieve documents, the 
Virtual Paperless 2000 document- storage 
program is an electronic format for 
archives and for distribution on a CD or 
to hard disk. Each CD can store thou- 
sands of 81/2 by 11 sheets and/or draw- 
ings, and all files can be stored as images. 
The CDs contain their own viewer soft- 
ware, the Virtual Viewer, that allows the 
recipient to find, view, or print files. 

The program is easy to implement. 
Stored files can be viewed in the applica- 
tion's viewer, or a launch button appears 
to launch the file in its native applica- 
tion. The image -editing tools allow 
users to edit and clean up the image files 
using de- speckle, de -skew, and crop, 
among others. 

The Virtual Paperless 2000 storage 
program sells for $495. 
SIMPLE SOFTWARE, INC. 
P.O. Box 68 
Mogadore, OH 44260 
800 -839 -9260 
www.simple -so ftware. coin 
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Remote -Control Car 
FUN AND EDUCATIONAL TO 
build, the RCC7L Radio- Controlled Car 
Kit is a complete 7- function R/C car. The 
RCC7L is fast and has a remote -control 
range of at least 50 ft. The finished car 
measures 4.7 by 4 by 1.5 inches and 
requires one 9 -volt and four AA batteries. 

Designed as a learning experience in 
electronics, the kit comes with a manual 
of well -illustrated step -by -step assembly 
instructions that are easy to follow. It 
teaches proper soldering techniques; 
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and has a theory section, block diagrams, 
and schematics and other technical 
information. After every assembly sec- 
tion, there is a simple test to help 
builders troubleshoot only a small sec- 
tion if problems occur. There is also a 

master troubleshooting section. 
The RCC7L Radio -Controlled Car 

Kit has a list price of $33.25. 
ELENCO ELECTRONICS, INC. 
150 W. Carpenter Ave. 

Wheeling, IL 60090 
847 -541 -3800 
www.elenco.com 

Inductance Analyzer 
COMBINED INTO A 20 -HZ TO 
1 -MHz tester, the 1910 Inductance 
Analyzer features 0.1% measurement 
accuracy, DC resistance measurements, 
sequential testing, and internal DC cur- 
rent biasing. The 1910 provides over 
27,000 user -programmable test frequen- 
cies for inductance measurements up to 
1MHz. Within the instrument's internal 
memory, the tester has the ability to store 
and recall up to 30 single test setups and 
10 sequential setups. Up to six tests can be 
linked and executed in sequence. 
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The unit's internal DC bias current 
source of 0 to 1 Amp allows components 
to be tested under real operating condi- 
tions. Additionally, the unit can display 
the current through or voltage across 
the test device, which guarantees the 
real test conditions. 

The 1910 Inductance Analyzer has a 

list price of $4995. 
QUADTECH, INC. 
5 Clock Tower Place 
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210 East 
Maynard, MA 01754 
800 -253 -1230 or 978 -461 -2100 
www.quadtech.com 

Grounding Straps 
THE SERIES 2050 HER7, GROUNDING 
Assemblies in combination with a conduc- 
tive or dissipative floor offer personnel a 

way to move between work areas while 
staying properly grounded. To meet cus- 
tomers' varied needs, the 2056 contains a 

one- megohm resistor, the 2056 -M2 has a 

two -megohm resistor, and the 2057 comes 
with a 240k -ohms resistor. 
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One size fits most shoes. After trim- 
ming the conductive ribbon to a desired 
length, the user inserts the extra -long 
ribbon between the shoe and sock to 
complete the ground path. 

Prices for the Series 2050 Heel 
Grounding Assemblies range between 
$4.95 and $9.45. 
3M ELECTRONIC HANDLING & 
PROTECTION DIVISION 
2892 Cleveland Ave. North 
Roseville, MN 55113 
800 -814 -8709 
www.3M.com 

Ethernet for Smart A/D 
THE MODEL 2518/19 IS A COMBI- 
nation of a Smart AID for sensors with a 

10- base -T interface. The combination 
allows data acquisition of eight or six- 
teen channels via an Ethernet connec- 
tion. Each channel is software program- 
mable for a different sensor type. 

The Smart A/Ds that are attached to 
the Ethernet board provide sensor exci- 
tation, linearization, software filtering, 
auto standardization, and alarm moni- 
toring. The unit accepts a wide range of 
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input power from 12 to 24 VDC. A tem- 
perature sensor for each group of eight 
channels is used as a cold reference for 
thermocouples. 

The prices are $653 for eight chan- 
nels and $949 for sixteen channels. 
SENSORAY 
7337 SW Tech Center Drive 
Tigard, OR 97223 
503- 684 -8005 
www.sensoray.com 

Electronics Trainer 
HELPING STUDENTS LEARN 
how to follow schematic diagrams and 
make them into working circuits, the 
Electro- Trainer is designed for any elec- 
tronics, electricity, or automotive voca- 
tional course. A wide range of electron- 
ics training is available from creating 
series and parallel circuits; measuring 
voltage, current, and resistance in series 
or parallel; working with Ohm's Law; 
and performing voltage drop calculations. 
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The panel has 64 milled holes for 
inserting individual modules during train- 
ing as well as 7 red and 7 black holes for test 
leads. All the modules are mounted on 
white acrylic plastic with silk -screened 
schematic diagrams and labeling, and they 
all have banana plugs mounted on the back 
for inserting and removing from the test 
board. The unit has a locking top that lifts 
for convenient storage of the training com- 
ponents and test leads. An illustrated 

guidebook is included with explanations, 
examples, and questions. 

The complete Electro- Trainer 
tern sells for $495 plus shipping 
handling. 
IDAHO INSTRUMENTS 
624 4th Avenue West 

Twin Falls, ID 83301 
208 - 733 -5636 
www.idahoinstrument.com 

sys- 
and 

Biodegradable Cleaner 
A SAFE REPLACEMENT TO 
aerosol, the EcoAir VCI -414 water - 
based, biodegradable, heavy -duty clean- 
er comes with the convenience of a 

handy power spray application in a recy- 
clable can. The user can spray the liquid 
concentrate in any direction, even 
upside down, to clean and degrease 
metal and painted surfaces. It clings to 
ceilings and vertical surfaces, effectively 
removing dirt, oils, and greases in hard- 

Cleaner 
'Degreases 
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to -reach areas 
For cleanup of heavily greased or 

soiled equipment, engine blocks, and 
tools, the air -powered spray, which pro- 
vides 100 pounds of compressed air 
force, penetrates crevices and recessed 
areas to remove oily residue and dirt. 
EcoAir cleans and protects both ferrous 
and non -ferrous metals. 

A single spray can of EcoAir VCI- 
414 sells for $10.99. 
CORTEC CORP. 
4119 White Bear Parkway 
St. Paul, MN 55110 
800 -4- CORTEC or 651- 429 -1100 
www.cortecvci.com 53 
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Telephone Cable Tester 
OFFERING TECHNICIANS A QUICK 
means of troubleshooting telephone 
cable problems, the Model 6332 Tel -Line 
Tester automatically splits the central 
office from the field, allowing for fast 
identification of the problem line. 
Ideally suited for cable installation and 
repair, the tester eliminates the need for 
cutting, stripping, disconnecting, and 
reconnecting cable pairs. 
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The Tel -Line Tester plugs into any 
5 -pin connector block located at a build- 
ing entrance or central office. To trou- 
bleshoot, the technician simply clips a 

buttset or voltmeter to the appropriate 
metal tabs and checks the switch to 
determine whether the problem is locat- 
ed in the field or at the central office. 
The Tel -Line Test Kit comes complete 
with tester, looping tool, and craft access 
wall cord. 

The Model 6332 Tel -Line Tester 
sells for $555. 
POMONA ELECTRONICS 
1500 E. Ninth St. 
Pomona, CA 91766 
909 - 623 -3463 
www. pomonaelectronics. corn r] 

"Like 1 told you over the phone, 
Mr. Rolland, your daughter, Kathy, 

54 decided to major in computer games." 

Books that Bridge 
Theory & Practice 

Many electronics enthusiasts discovered that the bridge from class- 
room theory books to hands -on project building is difficult to span 

at times without a handy pocket guide. Even the equipment manual to 
operate a gadget often makes things murkier rather than clearer. A com- 
pact text authored by a seasoned expert with hands -on knowledge and a 
knack of writing in an easy -to- understand style is many times more valu- 
able than the price of ponderous theory and equipment manuals or the 
parts for a project that could be damaged. Here's a sampler of some titles 
you may want to own! 

ELECTRONIC HOBBYIST DATA BOOK -The info you need to transport you 
from the schematic diagram to project parts. Pin -outs, color codes, truth tables, 
parts parameters, etc. Order BP396- $10.99 Includes S & H 

PRACTICAL INTRODUCTION TO SURFACE MOUNT DEVICES -A technolo- 
gy that spun off the automated assembly line into the grasp of experimenters 
and project builders. Order BP411- $9.99 Includes S & H 

THE PRE -COMPUTER BOOK -Aimed at the absolute beginner with little or 
no knowledge of computing. A non -technical discussion of computer bits and 
pieces and programming. Order BP115- $2.99 Plus $2.00 S & H 

PRACTICAL OSCILLATOR CIRCUITS -If your budding project requires an 
oscillator, you can design it and build it from the many types described here in 
a hobbyist -friendly style. Order BP393- $9.99 Includes S & H 

PRACTICAL PIC MICROCONTROLLER PROJECTS -This book covers a 
wide range of PIC based projects. In most cases the circuits are very simple and 
they are easily constructed. Order BP444- $7.99 Includes S & H 

J 
Electronic 
Hobbyists 
Data Book 

I 

''ai The Pre- computer 
Book 

A Practical 
Introduction to 
Surface nt 
Devices 

r 
BP396 BP411 BP115 

MOM let 

Practical 
Oscillator 
Circuits 

BP393 B P444 

Electronics Technology Today Inc. 
P.O. Box 240 
Massapequa, NY 11762 -0240 

Number of books ordered 
I I 

Amount enclosed $ 

Please send me the following book(s) that I checked: 
BP396 - Electronic Hobbyist Data Book -$10.99 
BP411 - Practical Introduction to Surface Mount Devices -$9.99 
BP115 - The Pre -Computer Book -$2.99 + $2.00 S & H 
BP393 - Practical Oscillator Circuits -$9.99 
BP444 - Practical PIC Microcontroller Projects -$7.99 

Most above prices include shipping and handling 

Name /Company 
Address Apt. 
City State Zip 
Sorry, no orders accepted outside the USA and Canada. All paynents must be in US 
funds! NY state residents must include local sales tax. Allow 6 -8 weeks for delivery. 

ET05 
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NEW LITERATURE 

MP3: The Definitive Guide 
by Scott Hacker 
O'Reilly & Associates 
101 Morris St. 
Sebastopol, CA 95472 
800- 998 -9938 or 707 -829 -0515 
www.oreilly.com 
$29.95 
A complicated, digital, music -encoding 
algorithm, MP3 has changed the dynam- 
ics of music distribution. According to the 
author, MP3 "could radically restructure 
the way we select music." Hacker states 
"For the first time in history, artists and 
musicians can potentially be heard by 
anyone on the planet with Web access, 
and those artists don't need any part of 
the recording industry to make it happen." 

11ru+em.p are 11Pi AiL P:.ry..niu 

The nlfinitite cuide 
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His book introduces the power -user to 
all aspects of MP3 technology. It delves 
into detail on obtaining, recording, and 
optimizing MP3 files using both commer- 
cial and Open Source methods; and it cov- 
ers four platforms: Windows, Macintosh, 
Linux, and BeOS. In addition, readers will 
learn all about the complex legal issues sur- 
rounding MP3 files. 

2000 Technical Library CD -ROM 
from .VIicrochip Technology Inc. 

2355 W Chandler Blvd. 
Chandler, AZ 85224 -6199 
480 - 786 -7668 
www.microchip.com 
Free 

This CD -ROM contains a complete 
selection of technical documentation on 
Microchip's PlCmicro microcontrollers 
and associated development tools, ana- 
log /interface products, non -volatile mem- 
ory devices, and related microperipheral 
products. Giving users the flexibility to 
edit, compile, emulate, and program 
PlCmicro microcontroller devices from 
a single user interface, the library includes 
the most current release of Microchip's 
popular MPLAB Integrated Development 
Environment software. 

All documents are readable in Adobe 
Acrobat Portable Document Format 
(.pdf) and run under Adobe Acrobat 
Reader 3.0 or higher, and WinZip may 
be used to access the very large files. 
Copies of these programs can be down- 
loaded from the Web site, which offers 
both text search and parametric search 
capabilities. 

Lmux Command Summary 
by Clarica Grove and Phil Hughes 
Specialized Systems Consultants, Inc. 

P.O. Box 55549 
Seattle, WA 98155 -0549 
206 - 782 -7733 
www.linuxjournal.com 
$8 
Linux is a free, UNIX -like operating sys- 
tem used by millions of people around 
the world. The operating system excels 
in many areas -from end -user concerns, 
such as stability, speed, and ease of use, 
to development and networking. A com- 
prehensive reference and learning tool, 
this book summarizes over 500 Linux 
commands. 

Informative for every level of Linux 
user, the pocket -sized reference guide 

LINUX JOURNAL LIBRARY 

COMMAND SUMMAR 
The indispensable reference 

for everyone using Linux 

contains the same information as large 
manuals. Sections of the book cover 
User Commands, System Administration, 
Configuration Files, and AWK. 

Relay, Circuit Breakers, and 

Accessories Catalog 
fì-om NTE Electronics Inc. 

44 Farrand St. 
Bloomfield, Ivy 07003 
800 -631 -1250 or 973 - 748 -5089 
www.nteinc.com 
Free 
This cross- reference and technical cata- 
log features updated NTE replacements 
for over 44,000 industry part numbers. 
Seven new series of relays have been 
added to their line of U.L. and C.S.A. 
listed relays and circuit breakers. These 
include plug -in, multifunctional time - 
delay, voltage -monitoring, and phase - 
monitoring relays, as well as alternating 
relays, solid -state relays, and AC buzzers. 

4N 
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All NTE catalogs, technical specs, 
and a complete distributor list are avail- 
able at the Web site. 

Maintaining and Repairing VCRs 

and Camcorders 
by Robert L. Goodman 
McGraw -Hill 
1221 Avenue of the Americas 
New York, NY 10020 
800- 2MCGRAW 
www.books.mcgraw-hill.com 
$34.95 
Written and illustrated with the techni- 
cian or advanced hobbyist in mind, this 
book is designed to eliminate guesswork 
from VCR and camcorder troubleshoot- 
ing and repair. An all -in -one resource, 
this manual shows readers how to per- 
form every type of VCR repair and 
analysis. All the major brands are cov- 
ered, including Sony, GE/RCA, Toshiba, 
JVC, 3M, Magnavox, VCR Plus, Philips, 
Sencore, RadioShack, and Matsushita. It 
has all the features to help readers trou- 
bleshoot, pinpoint problems, and handle 
repairs. 

Maintaining 
and Repairing VCRs 

and Camcorders 

Hobert I. Goodman 

There are practical techniques for 
repairing the latest 8 -mm and stereo 
VHS technologies. The clear, well -illus- 
trated steps make every job easier, as do 
the case histories that provide solutions 
to frequently encountered malfunctions. 

$ The Essential Guide to RF and 

Wireless 
Q by Carl J. Weisman 
8 Prentice Hall 
o One Lake Street 

ti Upper Saddle River, N7 07458 
800 -282 -0693 
www.phptrcom 

56 $34.99 

Whether you're a customer, investor, hob- 
byist, professional, or student, this com- 
plete guide presents wireless and RF tech- 
nology at every level. Everything from fun- 
damental concepts, basic terminology, 
components, and system building blocks to 
complete systems are all covered. 

The 

Essential 

Guide to 

RF and Wireless 

sDaa,em, cauk,wlí, tsn, 
tMDS, nna ntecr het 1MMetá.áes 

í n:apt..terminology. 
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CARL I. WEISMAN 

Topics include spread spectrum and 
CDMA: how they work and where 
they're used; wireless local loop (WLL); 
and ISM -based LANs. The author also 
looks at Local Multipoint Distribution 
Service (LMDS): a new alternative for 
broadband wireless and RF technology. 
Dozens of charts, diagrams, and pho- 
tographs make advanced wireless and 
RF technology easier to understand. 

AutoCAD and Its Applications: 

Basics, AutoCAD 2000 
by Terence M. Shumaker 
and David A. Madsen 
Goodheart - Wilkox Co. 

18604 W Creek Drive 
Tinley Park, IL 60477 -6243 
800- 323 -0440 or 707 -687 -5000 
www.goodheartwilkox.com 
$43.96 

This edition provides comprehensive 
coverage of introductory and two - 
dimensional AutoCAD drafting. Organized 
in an easy -to- understand sequence, the 
text allows students to progress at a pace 
that makes them comfortable with the 
commands and drawing techniques. 

There are discussions of every major 
feature, command, and option. Topics 
are keyed to the AutoCAD User Guide, 
and Professional Tips explain how to use 
AutoCAD efficiently. Hundreds of exer- 
cises, questions, and drawing problems 
help students master AutoCAD. 

Sourcebook for Electronics 

Calculations, Formulas, and Tables 
by Newton C. Braga 
Prompt Publications 
Howard W Sams dr Company 
2647 Waterfront Parkway, East Drive 
Indianapolis, IN 46214 -2041 
800 -428 -7267 
www.hwsams.com 
$34.95 
This book is written for the engineer, 
student, technician, or hobbyist who 
designs or needs to understand more 
about electronic circuits. It contains an 
assortment of all the basic information 
necessary to make calculations when 
designing new projects -a one -stop 
guide. 

Sourcebook for 
Electronics Calculations, 
Formulas, and Tables 

Arranged by subject, the informa- 
tion ranges from the simplest elemen- 
tary operation to the more complex 
trigonometric and calculus functions. 
Physical property tables of circuits 
and materials are included, and many 
of the formulas are accompanied by 
application examples. Units, conver- 
sions, reduced formulas, and "non - 
conventional" notations are also 
included to make design work easier 
and less frustrating. 
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2000 Communications Catalog 
from Universal Radio, Inc. 
6830 Americana Parkway 
Reynoldsburg, OH 43068 -4113 
800 -431 -3939 or 614- 866 -4267 
www.universal-radio.com 
Free 

This catalog (#00 -33) covers equipment 
for the amateur, shortwave, and scanner 
enthusiast. An extensive selection of 
antennas, headphones, books, and acces- 
sories is also featured. 

Among the new items are the TEN - 
TEC RX -340 and Palstar R30 Com- 
munications Receivers, the ICOM IC- 
R3 and Yaesu VR -500 Wideband 
Portable Receivers, the Sangean CC 
Radio, and ICOM 756 Pro HF Amateur 
Transceiver. 

The ARRL RFI Book 
Edited by Ed Hare, W1 RF1 
American Radio Relay League 
225 Main Street 
Newington, CT 06111 -1494 
888 -277 -5289 or 860 -594 -0200 
www.arrl.org. 
$20 
There are two kinds of hams: those who 
don't have interference problems and 

PrJCtILAi cures lUr flamm I venufmcy Int crier ence. 

sieo-usten 
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those who actually get on the air. The 
latter type of enthusiast needs the tips in 
this book. The author and a team of RFI 
experts have compiled the best advice 
available on every type of interference, 
from automotive to TVI, from comput- 
ers to lamps, from VCRs to stereos, and 
from intermodes to telephones. If it's a 

device that can be affected by interfer- 
ence, including the station receiver, 
readers will find practical cures here. 

This extensively rewritten material 
brings hams and anyone else interested 
in this subject the most up -to -date and 
proven techniques for curing all kinds of 
interference problems. All the chapters 
from a previous ARRL interference 
book have been either revised or rewrit- 
ten. The latest RFI regulations are cov- 
ered, and the list of suppliers and the 
bibliography have been updated and 
expanded. 

Relay & Accessory Guide, 9th 

Edition (ET- 2700 -2) 
from Philips ECG 
1001 Snapps Ferry Road 
Greeneville, TN 37744 
800 - 526 -9354 
www.ecgproducts.com 
Free 
This complete and comprehensive ref- 
erence guide contains 102 different 
series, including over 800 types of relays, 
proximity switches, photoelectric sen- 
sors, and accessories. It's an easy -to -use 
reference with its pictorial/tabular selec- 
tor guide. The two -part replacement 
directory cross -references over 64,000 
U.S., Asian, and European industry part 
numbers and 281 brand names to ECG 
replacements. 

Complete specifications are provided 
for new products, with detailed electrical 
and mechanical data. Among the new 

series are miniature and sub -miniature 
gullwings, inside "L" and through -hole 
PC mounts, industrial 12 -pin plug -ins, 
and 2 -coil motor -reversing contractors. 
The guide is also available on CD: 
Microsoft Windows Cross -Reference Disc 

Version 2.0 (ET- 2604W2.0). P 

Practical PIG 
Microcontroller Projects 

Practical PIC 
Microcontroller 
Projects 

Inn add. and arousòxc 
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This book covers a wide 

range of PIC based projects, 

including such things as digi- 

tally controlled power supplies, 

transistor checkers, a simple 

capacitance meter, reaction 

tester, digital dice, digital locks, 

a stereo audio level meter, and 

MIDI pedals for use with elec- 

tronic music systems. In most 

cases the circuits are very sim- 

ple and they are easily con- 

structed. Full component lists 

and software listings are provided. For more information 

about PICs we suggest you take a look at BP394 -- An 

Introduction to PIC Microcontrollers. 

To order Book #BP444 send $7.99 plus $3.00 for 

shipping in the U.S. and Canada only to Electronics Technology 

Today Inc., P.O. Box 240, Massapequa Park, NY 11762 -0240. 

Payment in U.S. funds by U.S. bank check or International Money 

Order. Please allow 6 -8 weeks for delivery. ETtp 

FREE CONSUMER 
INFORMATION CATALOG. 

Call toll -free 1 -888 -8 PUEBLO. 

Col DesIgnind 
Construction 
r..r 

YOU CAN WIND 
YOUR OWN COILS? 

There's no trick to it except 
knowing what you are do- 
ing. In a unique, 106 -page 
book you can become ex- 
pert in winding RF, IF, 

audio and power coils, chokes and trans- 
formers. Practically every type of coil is dis- 
cussed and necessary calculations are given 
with the mathematical data simplified for 
use by anyone. Get your copy today! 

I_Mail coupon to: 

Electronics Technology Today, Inc. 

P.O. Box 240 
Massapequa Park, NY 11762 -0240 

Please send me my copy of Coil Design and 
Construction Manual (BP160). I enclose a check or 

money order for $8.99 to cover the book's cost 
and shipping -and- handttng expenses. NY state 
residents must add local sales tax. 

Name 

Address 

City State ZIP 

All orders must be paid in U.S. funds only. Sorry, 

no orders accepted outside of USA and Canada. 

Llease allow 6 -8 weeks for delivery. ET07 
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SCATCAT 
(continued from page 38) 

After mounting the stand -alone 
items (J1, J2, LED1, Sl, and SPKR1), 
connect suitable lengths of wire to 
them. After the boards are mount- 
ed using screws and threaded 
standoffs, it is a simple matter to 
make the appropriate connections 
to the screw -type terminals on the 
boards. 

Drill a hole in the rear of the case 
for the line cord. Use a rubber 
grommet to protect the cord from 
chafing; wall- socket current will be 
passing through these wires. Add a 
cable tie or tie a strain -relief knot in 
the line cord inside the box. 

As an alternative, you could 
have the line cord pass through the 
front panel in one corner. While 
that might not look as attractive, it 
does make working with the com- 
pleted unit a breeze; everything 
comes out when the front panel is 

removed without worrying about 
dangling wires being yanked. 

The completed ScatCat is ready to teach your 
pet a lesson about where they shouldn't go! 

When you've completed wiring 
the ScatCat, double -check your 
work again for any mistakes such 
as miswirings, wrong components, 
polarized semiconductors or capaci- 
tors installed backwards, and the 
like. A good approach is to inspect 
everything and set it aside. Go do 
something else not related to elec- 
tronics: Watch television, play a 
recreational sport, or visit with friends. 
The idea is to let your mind shift 
mental gears for a while. After a 
day or so, go back to the ScatCat 
and inspect it again. You'd be 
amazed how many seemingly 

58 "simple" errors can be overlooked 

when you've been staring at them 
for hours at a stretch. After taking a 
break as outlined above, you can 
approach the unit as if it is new to 
you. 
Setup and Operation. If a motion 
sensor with a relay- contact output 
is being used, Fig. 8 shows a sug- 
gested setup arrangement. Power 
from the 12 -volt supply is connect- 
ed to J1 's "shield" side. That goes 
to one side of the motion sensor's 
relay. The other side of the relay 
feeds back to Jl, as well as to the 
anode of LED1. 

If the specified RadioShack unit is 

being used, insure it has a 9 -volt 
battery installed. Plug P1 into Ji on 
the control unit's front panel. Turn 
the incandescent -lamp fixture 
(with 11) on and plug it into J2. 
Without turning on the ScatCat, 
switch SENT to its "chime" position; 
the system won't work in the 
alarm" position. Wave your hand in 
front of it; LED1 should light when- 
ever SEN 1 is activated, which is 

handy when setting up and aiming 
SEN 1. 

Position the sensor horizontally 
and aim it toward the area that 
you want to protect from animal 
intrusion. Observing LED1 while 
waving your hand will allow it to be 
set up to go off exactly where nec- 
essary. The sensor should be near 
the control unit so that the controls 
can be accessed, and the intrusion 
counter read, without setting it off 
yourself. 

With LED] off (no intrusion), turn 
on the ScatCat with Si. The 
"Intrusion Count" display on DISP1 
should light, indicating "O." Set off 
the motion sensor. Four one -sec- 
ond high frequency sound bursts 
will occur, synchronized with four 
lamp flashes. The "Intrusion Count" 
display will increment by one 
count. 

Effectiveness. Dogs are easy...and 
trainable. After a few incidents, 
they don't go there anymore. Cats, 
as any cat owner will tell you, are 
not trainable; they can, however, 
be conditioned. It just takes a little 
longer. Fred took about four or five 
days to convince. During this peri- 
od, the intrusion counts grew fewer 
and less offen. The first night, the 
counter showed two intrusions. 

After he stopped, the ScatCat was 
left set up for a few more days, just 
to be sure. 

A few weeks later, there was evi- 
dence of a cat on the counter 
again. The unit was set up again to 
give a little positive reinforcement. 
After one more intrusion count, he 
was apparently convinced, and 
hasn't been back since. Several 
friends and relatives borrowed the 
unit, and it has been successful in 
all cases. 

The ScatCat will give pet- owning 
techies an opportunity to finally 
outwit their cats! Happy hunting! ¡] 

INSIDE CRYSTAL SETS 
An easy -to -read book 

on crystal set theory 
and construction opens 

vistas for novices and 

pros alike. Build radios 

like Grandpa did, do it 

better, and know what 

you are doing. The 

Crystal Set Handbook, 

published by The 

Crystal Set Society, is an authentic guide on 

the topic. 
To order The Crystal Set Handbook, send 

$10.95 plus $4.00 for shipping in the U.S and 
Canada only to Electronics Technology Today 
Inc., P.O. Box 240, Massapequa Park, NY 11762- 
0240. Payment in U.S. funds by U.S bank check or 
International Money Order. Please allow 6 -8 weeks 
for delivery. MA03 

TN CRYSTAL_ SET 
HAND SOOK 
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"What high -pitched sound, KA2GUN? 
Your signal sounds fine to me." 
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manto: basiccircaitry @gertrsback.com 
CHARLES D. RAKES 

Marathon of Simple Circuits 

T his month, we're going to sponsor a 

marathon of simple circuits that 
hopefully will be the catalyst needed to 
turn a stalled project into a completed 
device or to spark an interest in starting 
a new project. We'll start out by looking 
at three basic audio circuits and see 
where that leads us. 

Broadband Audio Amplifier 
Our first audio circuit (see Fig. 1) is a 

two- transistor broadband audio amplifi- 
er. The amplifier circuit has a voltage 
gain of about 60 in the boost position 
and 15 in the non -boost position. In 
both gain positions, the amplifier's fre- 
quency response is almost flat from 200 
Hz to over 100 kHz. Transistor Q1 is 
connected as a common -emitter ampli- 
fier, with resistors Rl, R2, and R3 set- 
ting the transistor's operating bias. The 
amplifier's AC voltage gain increases 
from 15 to 60, when Q l's emitter 
impedance is lowered by paralleling R5 
with R4. Capacitor C4 couples the AC 
signal through resistor R5, when the 
boost switch is closed, without changing 
the transistor's biasing arrangement. 
The amplifier's output is isolated from 
external loading by transistor Q2, an 
emitter- follower amplifier. Almost any 
NPN audio transistor with a minimum 
hfe gain of 100 can be used for Q1, and 
Q2 can be any PNP audio transistor. 

This amplifier can supply a 2 -volt 
peak -to -peak output to an external 
1000 -ohm load or can be used to drive a 
low- impedance headphone pair if we 
add a 470 -ohm resistor in series with the 
output. 

Audio -Signal Tracer 
Troubleshooting audio equipment or 

tracing audio signals is as difficult today 
as it was when grandpa spent his youth 
working on tube- and early transistor - 
audio gear. Long before the oscilloscope 
became an affordable test instrument, 
the audio -signal tracer was one of the 

60 most often used and probably the most 

Cl 
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C2 
.47µF 

AUDIO 
o N+ 

R3 
10K 

R2 
220K 

R6 
1K 

+9V 
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Q2 
2N3906 

R5 
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Q1 

2N3904 INPUT 

R1 S 
22K 7 

:; R4 

4700 

C4 
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1N 
s1 
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SWITCH 

I 

Fig. 1. A simple audio amplifier can be used to drive a low- impedance headphone or to supply a 2- 
volt peak -to -peak output to an external 1000 -ohm load. 

valuable test instrument available for the 
serious -minded technician or home 
experimenter. Even in today's high -tech 
world of microelectronics, a modern 
solid -state version of the time- proven 
audio tracer is still a useful tool. Our 
version uses that ever -popular low -volt- 
age audio power amplifier IC, the 
LM386. This little 8 -pin mini -dip IC is 
designed for battery- powered operation 
between 4 and 15 volts; the quiescent 
current is less than 10 mA. The amp's 
voltage gain can be as high as 200. Best 
of all, the LM386 is very affordable, 
going at most electronic retail stores for 
about a buck -twenty. If the few remain- 
ing parts can be salvaged from discarded 
electronic gear, the audio tracer can be 
built for less than the cost of a street hot 
dog. 

Sinusoidal Tlransistor Phase -Shift 
Oscillator 

Our next circuit is a great companion 
for the audio tracer. If you are going to 
be a signal scout, you've got to have a 

signal to track or you'll go nowhere at 
all. If your troubleshooting takes you 
down the path where no signals flow, 
then build the sinusoidal transistor 
phase -shift oscillator shown in Fig. 3 

and use it to produce your own signal to 
trace. 

PARTS LIST FOR THE 
BROADBAND AUDIO AMPLIFIER 

(FIG. 1) 

SEMICONDUCTORS 

Q1- 2N3904 NPN silicon transistor 
Q2- 2N3906 PNP silicon transistor 

RESISTORS 

(All resistors are I/4 -watt, 5% units.) 
R1-22,000-ohm 
R2- 220,000 -ohm 
R3- 10,000 -ohm 
R4-470 ohm 
R5 -100 -ohm 
R6 -1000 -ohm 

CAPACITORS 

C 1- 0.1 -µF, ceramic -disc 
C2- 0.47 -µF, 25 -WVDC, electrolytic 
C3- 4.7 -µF, 25 -WVDC, electrolytic 
C4-47 µF, 25 -WVDC, electrolytic 

ADDITIONAL PARTS AND MATERIALS 
S1-Single-pole, single -throw, normally - 

open pushbutton switch 

The heart of the oscillator circuit is 
the RC phase shift network that con- 
nects between Q I 's base and collector. 
The network is made up of C1, C2, C3, 
R1, R2, and R5. Those components 
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Fig. 2. An audio- signal tracer can be a valuable tool when troubleshooting all kinds of audio circuitry. 

PARTS LIST FOR THE 
AUDIO -SIGNAL TRACER 

(FIG. 2) 

RESISTORS 

(All fixed resistors are I/4 -watt, 5% units 
unless otherwise noted.) 

R1 -1000 -ohm 
R2- 20,000 -ohm potentiometer 

CAPACITORS 

C 1, C2- 0.1 -µF, ceramic -disc 
C3- 10 -µF, 25 -WVDC, electrolytic 
C4, C5 -47 -p.F, 25 -WVDC, electrolytic 

ADDITIONAL PARTS AND MATERIALS 

IC1 -LM386 audio power amp, 
integrated circuit 

Si, S2- Single -pole, single -throw, 
normally -open pushbutton switch 

SPKR1 -8 -ohm speaker 
9 -volt battery, case, ground clip, etc. 

determine the oscillator's frequency. 
Resistor R5 serves as the frequency -con- 
trol potentiometer, which gives the 
oscillator a tunable frequency range of 
about 500 to 1000 Hz. Transistor Q 1's 

gain can be adjusted with R6 for maxi- 
mum output signal with minimum dis- 
tortion. Transistor Q2 operates as a 

non -inverting buffer amplifier with R7 

acting as a variable output control. The 
maximum output is about 6 volts peak - 
to -peak when powered by a 9 -volt 
source. 

Cl C2 C3 R3 
.015 .015 .015 220K 

K 

R1 

10K 

R2 
4.7K 

R5 
10K 

Turn-Signal Reminder 
Moving right along to our next entry, 

we find ourselves far away from the 
world of audio and into the world of 
road rage. Often as I travel the high- 
ways, I'll find myself following a vehicle 
that has the turn signal stuck in the ON 
position flashing for miles and miles. I 

don't know if it is the constant distrac- 
tion or just not knowing what that per- 
son is going to do next, but in either case 

it sure can increase the blood pressure 
and take the fun out of the journey. We 
may not be able to make the other dri- 
vers more attentive to their driving 
habits, but we can build the turn- signal- 
reminder circuit in Fig. 4 and become a 

positive role model for other travelers. 
A single CD4049 CMOS hex- invert- 

ing- buffer IC is the heart of the 
reminder circuit. Two of the inverters, 
ICI -a and IC1 -b, are connected in a 

simple variable -frequency squarewave 
audio -oscillator circuit. The oscillator 
drives the remaining four paralleled 
inverters, which in turn drive the piezo- 
electric sounder. The anodes of the two 

R4 
3.3K 

R6 
1000 

R7 
5K 1. 

02 
2N3906 

ri +9V 

4.7µF 
AUDIO 

OUTPUT 

Fig. 3. Signal injectors like this one work hand-in -hand with the audio tracer in Fig. 2. 
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BZ1 

2 5 
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S 47K 

R2 C2 

250K 

1/6 CD4049 

.01 
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10 

IC1-d 
1/6 CD4049 

12 

IC1-e 
1/6 CD4049 

15 

IC1-f 

11 

1/6 CD4049 

14 

Fig. 4. You won't forget to disengage your car's 

turn signal if you install this warning device. 

diodes, D1 and D2, are connected to the 
left and right turn- signal outputs, which 
is normally at zero volts when neither 
signal is activated. Operating either of 
the turn signals supplies a pulsing posi- 
tive voltage to the anode of one of the 
diodes, powering the circuit and making 
it emit a beeping audio tone. 

Most piezo speakers or sounders pro- 
duce maximum output power when they 
are operated at their natural resonant fre- 

PARTS LIST FOR THE 
PHASE -SHIFT OSCILLATOR 

(FIG. 3) 

SEMICONDUCTORS 

Q1- 2N3904 NPN silicon transistor 
Q2- 2N3906 PNP silicon transistor 

RESISTORS 

(All fixed resistors are I/4 -watt, 5% units 
unless otherwise noted.) 
R1- 10,000 -ohm 
R2 -4700 -ohm 
R3- 220,000 -ohm 
R4 -3300 -ohm 
R5- 10,000 -ohm potentiometer 
R6- 100 -ohm potentiometer 
R7 -5000 -ohm potentiometer 

CAPACITORS 

C lC3- 0.015 -µF Mylar 
C4-4.7 p,F, 25 -WVDC, electrolytic 61 
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PARTS LIST FOR THE 
TURN -SIGNAL REMINDER 

(FIG. 4) 

SEMICONDUCTORS 

ICI- CD4049 hex -inverting -buffer 
D1, D2- 1N4002 1 -amp silicon diode 

RESISTORS 

(All resistors are 1/4 -watt, 5% units 
unless otherwise noted.) 

R1-47,000-ohm 
R2- 250,000 -ohm potentiometer 

CAPACITORS 

CI-0.111F, ceramic -disc 
C2- 0.01 -PF, ceramic -disc 

ADDITIONAL PARTS AND MATERIALS 

BZ1 -Piezo speaker 

quency. Adjust R2 for the loudest output 
tone. If the natural resonant frequency can- 
not be reached, try changing the value of 
C2. Smaller capacitance values will give 
higher output frequencies, and larger val- 
ues will produce lower frequencies. Have 
fun and build one of these for yourself or a 

forgetful friend. 

Positive -Voltage Booster Circuit 
Our next entry, shown in Fig. 5, is a 

positive- voltage booster circuit. This 

ICI-a 
1/4 CD4093 

2 

handy little circuit can increase your 
operating voltage by as much as 175% 
with an output current capacity of 10 to 
20 mA. Gates ICI -a and ICI -b of a 

CD4093 dual -input NAND Schmitt -trig- 
ger CMOS IC are connected in a 
squarewave- oscillator circuit with the 
output buffered by gate ICI -c. The 
buffered output drives a complementary 
transistor pair, Ql and Q2. The square - 
wave output at the emitters drives the 
voltage -doubler circuit made up of D1, 
D2, C2, and C3 to produce a boost out- 
put. With a 12 -volt supply, the boost cir- 
cuit will output 21.5 volts at about 10 
mA and about 18.5 volts with an output 
current of 20 mA. Be sure to tie the 
inputs of the unused gate to circuit 
ground. 

Variable DC Power Converter 
Our next entry in the circuit 

marathon is a simple variable 5- to 9- 
volt DC power converter that requires 
only a single IC and two resistors. Its 
schematic is shown in Fig. 6. Best of all, 
with some parts scrounging, the cost 
should be only a buck or two. The cir- 
cuit is ideal for use in an automobile or 
at home with a 12 -volt bench supply. 
The converter can be used to power 
gadgets that require no more than 1 amp 
at any voltage between 5 and 9. If the 
converter were going to be used at or 

14 

6 

R1 

22K 7. 

IC1-b 
1/4 CD4093 

10 

IC1-c 
1/4 CD4093 
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Fig. 5. A positive- voltage booster can increase your operating voltage by as much as 175% and still 
deliver an output current capacity of 10 to 20 mA. 

PARTS LIST FOR THE POSITIVE -VOLTAGE BOOSTER 
(FIG. 5) 

SEMICONDUCTORS 

IC 1- CD4093 CMOS quad 2 -input 
NAND Schmitt trigger, integrated 
circuit 

Q1- 2N3904 NPN silicon transistor 
Q2- 2N3906 PNP silicon transistor 
D1, D2- lN4002 1 -amp silicon diode 

RESISTORS 

(All resistors are 1/4 -watt, 5% units.) 
R1-22,000-ohm 
R2-470-ohm 

CAPACITORS 

C 1- 0.1 -µF, ceramic -disc 
C2, C3-47- aF, 25 -WVDC, electrolytic 

+12 -14V 

ici 

+5 -9V 

Fig. 6. This DC power converter makes it easy to 
operate AC devices from a 12 -volt car battery. 

PARTS LIST FOR THE VARIABLE 
DC POWER CONVERTER 

(FIG. 6) 

ICI- LM7805 5 -volt voltage regulator, 
integrated circuit 

R1-1000-ohm, 1/4 -watt, 5% resistor 
R2 -1000 -ohm potentiometer 

+9V 

IC1 

LM555 

Fig. 7. Here's an ultrasonic "whistle" to help 
you train your dog. 

PARTS LIST FOR THE 
ULTRASONIC DOG TRAINER 

(FIG. 7) 

RESISTORS 

(All resistors are 1/4 -watt, 5% units 
unless otherwise noted.) 

R1-27,000-ohm 
R2- 25,000 -ohm potentiometer 

CAPACITORS 

C1- 680 -pF, ceramic -disc 
C2- 47 -p.F, 25 -WVDC, electrolytic 

ADDITIONAL PARTS AND MATERIALS 

ICI -LM555 timer, integrated circuit 
BZ1 -Piezo speaker (RadioShack 40- 

1383 or similar) 
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near its maximum current capacity, it 
wouldn't hurt to bolt the IC to a piece of 
aluminum and keep the operation run- 
ning cool. 

Ultrasonic Dog Trainer 
Our next circuit is an interesting and 

fun device that can be used to confuse, 
irritate, and hopefully help train your 
four -legged, tail- wagging friends. Of 
course, I can't guarantee that Fido will 
agree with the training part. 

When it comes to the sense of smell 
and hearing, our best friends have us 

..., =a6 

beat hands down. Just about where our 
hearing drops off the chart, Fido's is still 

going strong. The circuit in Fig. 7 will 

generate ultrasonic frequencies from 
about 15 kHz to about 45 kHz. The 
lower frequency end of the range is an 
excellent area to use in experimenting 
with training your dog. Your pet's hear- 
ing is very sensitive to the high- frequen- 
cy output so be sure that you keep the 
exposure time to a minimum. 

The heart of the ultrasonic generator 
is a 555 IC. It is connected in a variable - 
frequency square -wave oscillator circuit 

with its output, at pin 3, driving a 2 -inch 
piezo speaker. The oscillator is tuned to 
the desired frequency by R2, a 25K 
potentiometer. A standard 9 -volt tran- 
sistor battery powers the circuit. 

That is about all we have time for this 
month. Between now and our next visit, 

put some of these basic circuits to work. 
Revive an old project, or, better yet, cre- 
ate a new one and let me know how it 
turned out. I can be reached via snail mail 

at Charles D. Rakes, P.O. Box 445, 
Bentonville, AR 72712, or via e-mail as 

listed at the top of the column. P 

PEAK COMPUTING 
(continued from page 15) 

two external IEEE -1394 connectors 
rather than three. With IEEE- 1394's 
daisy- chaining capability, it doesn't 
much matter. 

Once installed, Studio DV operates 
very much like most video -editing 
applications. You need to capture 
the video to your hard disk, select 
clips from the captured video, 
arrange them, and add in transition 
and special effects to make a corn - 
plete video. When finished, you either 
save the video in one of the common 
video formats, perhaps burning it to a 
CD -R, or output the completed video 
back to tape. 

As with all video -editing appli- 
cations that provide IEEE -1394 
support, using Studio DV is a blast. 
The IEEE -1394 support lets you use 
the software to control most digi- 
tal camcorders, such as the Canon 

Optura that we used for testing. 
There's no going back and forth 
between the camcorder and the 
PC's keyboard, which makes the 
whole process a lot smoother. 
Down -loading the video from 
camcorde to PC is a whole dif- 
ferent experience, as well. Many 
of the other video capture solu- 
tions we've tried over the years 
have trouble moving full- motion 
30 -fps video and audio into a PC 
without dropping frames or losing 
synchronization with the audio 
track. That simply didn't happen 
with Studio DV. 

However, the way that Studio DV 
differs most from other lower -end 
editing products is how it handles the 
capture process. While most other 
editing programs capture video at 
full- resolution, Studio DV performs the 
initial video capture at a lower resolu- 
tion, saving lots of hard disk space. 
You mark the clips that you want to 

actually work with, which can be 
done even over several different 
tapes. When you're finished, Studio 

DV will go back to the tapes and 
recapture only those segments that 
you actually want to include at a 
much higher resolution. Therefore, 
when you are capturing at preview 
resolution, the video takes up only 
about 50 MB of space for 20 minutes 
of captured video. At "real" finished 
resolution, you'll need about 4 GB of 
space for the same 20 minutes of 
high -quality video. 

Pinnacle's Studio DV provides an 
easy and complete solution to 
adding both IEEE -1394 and digital - 
video- editing capabilities to your 
PC. Don't be afraid to go a differ- 
ent route if your needs are differ- 
ent. IEEE -1394 interfaces are inex- 
pensive enough and easy to install 
and run; you should consider one if 

only to add a high -performance 
external disk drive. P 

SOLAR -CELL INVERTER 
(continued from page 41) 

"BEAM" robot; see the June, 1997 
issue of Electronics Now for more 
information on BEAM robots. 

Modifications. You can get even 
higher output voltages by putting 
two solar cells in series at the input 
to provide a one -volt source volt- 
age, which would yield an output 
of up to 30 volts. The inverter hasn't 
been tested with voltages greater 
than one volt, so you're on your 

own beyond the one -volt mark. 
You might want to experiment 

with the values for the coupling resis- 

tors and capacitors. The resistors 
control the maximum drive avail- 
able at the bases of the transistors, 
and the capacitors control the fre- 
quency of oscillation. The trade -offs 
involved here are a bit too complex 
to easily lend themselves to a theo- 
retical treatment, so the empirical 
approach is the best here. Be cau- 
tious about choosing resistor values 
too low, however, especially if you 
are using more than one cell in series 

at the input. 
If you want to experiment with 

two or more cells in series, you can 
switch to silicon transistors such as 
2N3904 or 2N4401 NPN units, or 
2N3906 or 2N4403 PNP units. If you 
use NPN transistors, don't forget to 
reverse your input voltage; the neg- 
ative side goes to the emitters of 
the transistors. Don't get too car- 
ried away; beyond a certain point, 
you won't get any higher voltage 
at the output because of saturation 
of the transformer cores. 

Have fun! P 

SEE WHAT TAKES SHAPE. EXERCISE. American Heart Association 
©1992, American Heart Association 63 
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RETAILERS THAT SELL OUR 
MAGAZINE EVERY MONTH 

Arizona 

Circuit Specialists, Inc. 
220 S. Country Club Dr. 

Bldg 2 
Mesa, AZ 85210 

Elliott Elec. Supply 
1251 S. Tyndell Ave. 
Tucson, AZ 85713 

California 

All Electronics 
14928 Oxnard Street 
Van Nuys, CA 91411 

California Electronics 
221 N. Johnson Ave. 
El Cajon, CA 90202 

Electronics Plus, Inc. 
823 4th St. 
San Rafael, CA 94901 

Electronics Warehouse 
2691 Main Street 
Riverside, CA 92501 

Ford Electronics 
8431 Commonwealth Ave 
Buena Park, CA 90621 

HSC Electronics 
6819 S. Redwood Drive 
Cotati, CA 94931 

HSC Electronics 
4837 Amber Lane 
Sacramento, CA 95841 

Halted Specialties Co. 
3500 Ryder Street 
Santa Clara, CA 95051 

Inland Electronic Suppliers 
1012 N. Carpenter Rd. 
Modesto, CA 95351 

Kandarian Electronics 
1101 19th Street 
Bakersfield, CA 93301 

Mar Vac Electronics 
2001 Harbor Blvd. 
Costa Mesa, CA 92627 

Mar Vac Electronics 
1759 E. Colorado Blvd. 
Pasadena, CA 91106 

Mar Vac Electronics 
4747 Holt Blvd. 
Montclair, CA 91763 

Mar Vac Electronics 
5184 Hollister Blvd. 
Santa Barbara, CA 93111 

Mar Vac Electronics 
2537 Del Paso Blvd. 
Sacramento, CA 95815 

Mar Vac Electronics 
2000 Outlet Center Dr. #150 
Oxnard, CA 93030 

Mar Vac Electronics 
12453 Washington Blvd. 
Los Angeles, CA 90066 

Metro Electronics 
1831 J Street 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

Minute Man Electronics 
37111 Post St., Suite 1 

Fremont, CA 94536 

Orvac Electronics 
1645 E Orangethorpe Ave. 
Fullerton, CA 92631 

Say -On Electronics 
13225 Harbor Blvd. 
Garden Grove, CA 92643 

Whitcomm Electronics 
105 W. Dakota 106 
Clovis, CA 93612 

Colorado 

Centennial Elec. Inc. 
2324 E. Bijon 
Colorado Springs, CO 
80909 

Connecticut 

Cables & Connectors 
2198 Berlin Turnpike 
Newington, CT 06111 

Illinois 

BB &W Inc. 
2137 S. Euclid Ave. 
Berwyn, IL 60402 

Tri State Elex 
200 W. Northwest Hwy. 
Mt. Prospect, IL 60056 

Indiana 

King of the Road Elec. 
409 E. Center Rd. 
Kokomo, IN 46902 

Maryland 

Mark Elec. Supply Inc. 
11215 Old Baltimore Pike 
Beltsville, MD 20705 

Massachusetts 

Electronic Hook -Up 
104 Main St. 
Milford, MA 01757 

"You- Do -It" Electronics 
40 Franklin Street 
Neeham, MA 02494 

Michigan 

Norwest Electronics 
33760 Plymouth Rd. 
Livonia, MI 48150 

Purchase Radio Supply 
327 East Hoover Avenue 
Ann Arbor, MI 48104 

The Elec. Connection 
37387 Ford Road 
Westland, MI 48185 

Minnesota 

Acme Electronics 
224 Washington Avenue N. 
Minneapolis, MN 55401 

Missouri 

Gateway Electronics 
8123 -25 Page Blvd. 
St. Louis, MO 63130 

New Jersey 

Lashen Electronics Inc. 
21 Broadway 
Denville, NJ 07834 

New York 

LNL Distributing Corp. 
235 Robbins Lane 
Syosset, NY 11791 

T &M Elec. Supply, Inc. 
472 East Main Street 
Patchogue, NY 11772 

Unicorn Electronics 
Valley Plaza 
Johnson City, NY 13790 

Ohio 

Parts Express 
725 Pleasant Valley Drive 
Springboro, OH 45066 

Philcap Electronic Suppliers 
275 E. Market Street 
Akron, OH 44308 

Oregon 

Norvac Electronics 
7940 SW Nimbus Avenue 
Beaverton, OR 97005 

Texas 

Computers Electronics Etc. 
110 E. Medical Center Blvd. 
Webster, TX 77598 

Electronic Parts Outlet 
3753 B Fondren 
Houston, TX 77063 

Tanner Electronics 
1301 W Beltine 
Carrollton, TX 75006 

Washington 

Supertronix Inc. 
16550 W. Valley Hwy. 
Tukwila, WA 98188 

If you'd like to sell our magazine in your store, 
please circle 180 on free information card 

or Contact 
Gina Gallo at (631) 592 -6720 ext 215 
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 SUPPLEMENT TO POPTRONICS AUGUST 2000 

Poptronics ° 

SHOPPER 
Thé LeäáeLr Ln LNI 

Wireless Camera System Flat 
Color 
Camera/Transmitter 
GFC -5001 $159.95 

4-Channel 
A/V Receiver 

GFR-5002 $119.95 

-..... w, #:- a.. rro-. aa-. .,r,.zne2uvs3r±°,..^.g=T+. °rte... 

Micro Video CáLmelrcas' 
Screen TFT -LCD Wireless Transmitter & Receiver 

Transmi: 
Monitors' Surveillance 

ts From 
Camera VCR 

Digital Video Disc Cable TV 
Laser Disc Player CD Player 
Satellite Receiver Camcorder 
Wireless Cable AN Receiver 
Stereo Audio 

WR -2400 
wireless Receiver 
$129.95 

Features: 1- Camera /Receiver Package 
2.4 Ghz Wreless CCD Camera GFP -5005 $249.95 
with 4- channels selection switch. 
Operating frequency of ISM band 
2.4 - 2.4835GHz on 4- channels. 
Patch Antennas 
Digital Image Fitter to enhance 
picture clarity. 
Connects to any PC Video capture 
card, TV or VCR. 
Unequaled quality and reliability. 
5- minutes to install. 

Package Contents: 
1- Transmitting Camera 
& 1- Receiver 
2 -Patch antennas 
2 -Power supplies 
1 -RCA Cable 
1- Mounting Bracket 

Live Remote Video Server 

Receiver 

TFT4 $179.95 
4" Screen. (Size: 6 "(W) x 4.5 "(H) x 2"(D) 
An excellent monitor for one camera 
monitoring or for setting up cameras 
during installation or maintenance. 
Several Sizes Available. 

r Dimensions: 
1.5" Sq 

CM- 500c ec 
$129.95 WT -2400 
Aluminum cased, Wireless Transmitter 
Color camera $129.95 
with mounting 
bracket. 

Transmitter 

Back of 
Transmitter 
8 Receiver are 
Identical. 

NETVID-6x6M 
ude4 g4) ll 

. .----,..'. '.3-Systems 
Amdahl(' to, 
chóólcM 

Rutter 
Proof 

Camera with Vari -Focal Lens 
14 1.27" 

I 

View Up To Six Live Camera 
Locations on Your PC! 

NETVID -6x6M Server...Works 3 -Ways! 
1. Over standard phone line or ISDN. 
2. Internet using Internet Explorer or 
Netscape Navigator. 3. PC - LAN /Network 
PC remote software allows user to dial into 
NETVID-6x6M Server from any location! 
includes: NE7VIDIBZBM server, Software & Modem. 

Cameras are Not included. 
Dial -Up Video Security for: 
Security/Intrusion Detect & Photograph Intruders 
Corporate management tool Beach House, Cabin 
View your home while at work Save to a Hard Drive 

Viewer 

LP -850w 
$169.95 

Built -In Infrared 
Illuminator, Camera 
can See in the Dark 
without Additional 
Light Source! 

s t.e°(L) wto .cena 

1.25 inch sq. 

Micro 
"ZOOM" 

Lens 
MB- 1250HRVF 

$199.95 

470 TV Line Color Board Camera 
with a 4 -8mm Vari -focal lens. 

MB- 1250HRVF $199.95 
High -Res Vari -Focal Color Camera 

MB- 1250HRp $149.95 
High -Res Pinhole Color Camera 

MB -1250p $99.95 
Low -Res Pinhole Color Camera 

Polaris Industries 
www.polarisusa.com ) 800.752.3571 

Polaris Industries 470 Armour Dr. Atlanta GA 30324 Tech Info: 404.872.0722 FAX: 404.872.1038 

Color 
weatherproof 
video camera. 
WP -300c 
$229.95 
0.16 "(DI.) v 2 6 "iL I 

w/o stenti 

Free 
Polaris Model Vitl eo 31T a 4 
Catalog MD 

d , 
1P 

LIPSTICK , : CAMERAS 
LP -850i 
$109.95 

LP-850p 
$119.95 

Length: , 9- 
Diameter: .9,- 

CIRCLE 300 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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Visit our catalog on -line kris instru manta .corn 

Or call roll free: 800/356 -4920 
Fax: 800/356 -1250 

603/627 -5144 Fax 603/624 -4710 
PO Box 10158 Bedford. NH 03110 -01581 
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MOUSER 
E L E C T R O N I C S 

sales @mouser.com 
(800) 346 -6873 817 -483 -6828 

FAX 817-483-6899 

CIRCLE 220 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Accredited B.S. Degree in 
Computers or Electronics 

by studying at Home 

Grantham College of Engineering 
offers 3 distance education programs: 

B.S.E.T. emphasis in Electronics 
B.S.E.T. emphasis in Computers 
B.S. in Computer Science 

-Electronics Workbench Professional 5.0 
included in our B.S.E.T curriculums 
-Approved by more than 200 Companies, 
VA and Dantes, (tuition assistance avail.) 

For your free catalog of our programs dial 

1 -888- 919 -8181 Ext. 15 

http: / /www.grantham.edu 

GCE 
Your first step 
to help yourself 
better your future! 

Grantham College of Engineering 
34641 Grantham College Road 

Slidell, LA 70460 -6815 

Digital Panel Meters!! 
LCDs LEDs 31/2 digits 41/2 digits 

loop powered adjustable voltage input 

bezel mount surface mount 

miniatures big digits 

black red 

amber green 

negative backlighting 

positive backlighting 

RF resistant EMI resistant 

displayed engineering 

units snap -in 

Wa asso haw Krey tape 
and shrink tube labeLing llnç 
systems and supplies! 

, *sa''m= 

1-800- 

356-4920 

ro.fsr-. Carti 

Turn Your Multimedia PC into a Powerful 
Real -Time Audio Spectrum Analyzer 

Features 
20 kHz real -time bandwith 
Fast 32 bit executable 
Dual channel analysis 
High Resolution FFT 

Octave Analysis 
THD, THD +N, SNR measurements 
Signal Generation 
Triggering, Decimation 
Transfer Functions, Coherence 
Time Series, Spectrum Phase, 
and 3 -D Surface plots 
Real -Time Recording and 
Post- Processing modes 

Applications 
Distortion Analysis 
Frequency Response Testing 
Vibration Measurements 
Acoustic Research 

System Requirements 
486 CPU or greater 
8 MB RAM minimum 
Win. 95, NT, or Win. 3.1 + Win.32s 
Mouse and Math coprocessor 
16 bit sound card 

PHS 
Pioneer Hill Software 
24460 Mason Rd. 
Poulsbo, WA 98370 

a subsidiary f Sound Trchnofogr. Inc. 

Priced from $299 
(U. S. sales only - not for export/resale) 

DOWNLOAD FREE 30 DAY TRIAL! 
www. spectraplus. corn 

Sales: (360) 697 -3472 

s 
Fax. (360) 697 -7717 

Spectra Plus 
FFT Spectral Analysis System 

e -mail: pioneer @telebyte.com 
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Ag/Dayton LoudpoHkor Co.° 

6 -1/2" Round Coaxial System 
Designed for the home 
and office, these 6- 
1/2" round in -walls 
are ideal for ceiling 
installations, or for 
use as rear channel 
surround speakers. 

#300 -408 $fi995(1 -3PRS) $fi275 (4PRS -UP) 

D25 Multimedia Speaker System 
Two amplified, 
magnetically 
shielded speak- 
ers with bass, 
treble, volume 
and mute con- 
trols. Headphone 
jack and heavy 
duty 9V, 1 Amp 
power supply. 

#299-510 CompareTo $29.95 

Color Video Camera 
With Audio 

Single chip 1/3" format camera 
310 TV line resolution 
Built -in audio 
Focusable lens 
Automatic gain control 
Auto white balance 
Pick -Up device: 1/3" CMOS 
Light sensitivity: 10 Lux 
Lens: 4.3mm 
S/N Ratio: >38dB 
Power: 8- 12VDC, 30mA (9VDC adaptor included) 

#335 -485 $9995(1 $955014 -uP) 

$99 EACH 

Ag/Dayton Loudapookor Co.° 

6 -1/2" Two -Way System 
Great for front or 
rear speakers in 
your surround 
system. The 6 -1/2" 
polypropylene 
woofer and 1" 
textile dome tweeter 
were specially 
designed with home 
theatre in mind. 

#300 -036 $8990 $7950 
(1 -3 PRS) (4 PRS -UP) 

Sound King OFC 
Speaker Wire 
Super flex, 100 feet, 12 
guage, extra soft 60 °C clear 
PVC insulation. Oxygen 
free, bare copper rope lay 
construction. 
Máde in the U.S.A. 

100 -155 3590(1 299° 
(4-UP) 

v1er/uncaIT 
WLC100 Soldering Station 
The Weller WLC100 
solderering station is 
ideal for the professional, 
serious hobbyist, or kit 
builder. Power is adjust- 
able from 5 to 40 watts. 
Includes 40 watt pencil 
iron. UL approved. Net 
weight: 1 -3/4 lbs. 

#372-120 $3995. EACH 

5" LCD Monitor With Audio 
Perfect for any portable or fixed audio/ 
video monitoring application 
True high resolution display: 224,640 dots 
Durable plastic housing with tilting display 
Stereo sound with built -in speakers 
and headphone jack 
Over 60% more viewing area 
than a 4" screen 
Controls for power, volume, 
tint, brightness and color 
Video inversion switch for 
roof mount applications 

Sugge ted 
Resale 

#205 -060 $29995 
EACH 

Regularly 

$21980ACH 

A. A 

/ 

ELECTRONICS & MORE 

"The Sound Bridge" 
FM Stereo 
Wireless 
Transmitter 
The Sound Bridge 
is a mini FM wire- 
less transmitter 
that can be used 
to broadcast ste- 
reo sound from 
any audio source 
like portable CD 
players, TVs, 
electronic 
games, CD- 
ROM, even computer soundcards, to your 
home stereo receiver! Simply plug the unit's 
audio connector (includes 3.5mm mini stereo 
plug and standard 1/4 "stereo plug) into the 
headphone or audio output jack of the device 
you want to broadcast, tune your stereo re- 
ceiver to 90 MHz (can be adjusted from 89 to 
95.5 MHz), and stereo sound is now being 
broadcast over your sound system with excel- 
lent sound quality. Requires two "AAA" batter- 
ies, not included. Limited availability. 

$1495ACH #249 -220 

201 PanaVise Jr. 
This mini vise is an 
invaluable bench top 
companion for the 
home hobbyist. PV 
Jr. uses the famous 
PanaVise design that 
turns, tilts, and 
rotates for a full range 
of movement. Ideal for 
soldering, gluing, and 
general work. Feat- 
ures jaws that open to 
and horizontal grooves 
fine adjustment knob. 

2 -7/8 ", both vertical 
to hold work, and a 
Net weight:1 -1/4 lbs. 

#365-300 $1995ACH 

DMM and LCR Meter 
In addition to functions 
found in regular DMMs, 
this meter can also 
measure inductance in 
5 ranges (4mH, 40mH, 
400mH, 4H, 40H), 
capacitance in 5 ranges 
(4nF, 40nF, 400nF, 4uF, 
400uF), frequency in 4 
ranges (4kHz, 40kHz, 
400kHz, 4MHz), TTL 
logic test, diode test and 
transistor hFE test. 5 AC /DC 
ranges up to 1000V (AC75OV), 
3 AC /DC current ranges up to 
10A and 7 resistance ranges up to 4000 M 
ohms. Includes test leads, battery, spare 
fuse, and manual. Net weight: 1 lb. 

#390-513 $859°E. EACH 

30W Stereo Amplifier Kit 
This small amplifier is 
constructed around the 
TDA1521 IC, capable of 
delivering 2x15W RMS 
(4 ohm) or 2x10W RMS 
(8 ohm). The IC is 
thermally and short 
circuit protected. THD: 
.07% (1 W/1 KHz). 
Frequency response: 7 to 
60,000Hz ( -3dB). Requires 2x12 VAC, 2A 
transformer, our #129 -050. Net weight: 1 lb. 

#320 -212 (Kit) $2995 EACH 

#320 -213 (Assembled /Tested) $4495 
EACH 

\I LARGEST 
SELECTION 

OF SPEAKER 
DRIVERS 

IN THE 
I COUNTRY!- 

\ \ 725 Pleasant Valley Dr.. Springboro. OH 45066 -1158 KEY CODE: POM 
Phone. 513 -743 -3000 FAX: 513- 743 -1677 E -Mail: salesta_'partsexpress.com 

Visit Us On The Web At 
www_ partsexpress_ corn 

Or Call Toll Free i -800- 338 -0531 
CIRCLE 257 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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EARN 
MOR E 

MONEY: 
Be an FCC 
LICENSED 
ELECTRONIC TEÇR ICIAN! 

Earn up to 
$60 an hour 
and more! 

Learn at home in spare time. 
No previous experience needed! 

No costly school. No commuting to class The 
Original Home -Study course prepares you for the 
"FCC Commercial Radiotelephone License." This valu- 
able license is your professional "ticket" to thousands of 
exciting jobs in Communications, Radar, Radio -TV, 
Microwave, Maritime, Avionics and more...even start 
your own business! You don't need a college degree 
to qualify, but you do need an FCC License. 
No Need to Quit Your Job or Go To School 
This proven course is easy, fast and low cost! 
GUARANTEED PASS -You get your FCC License or 
money refunded. Send for FREE facts now. 
Call 1-800-932-4268 Ext. 210 

Fax 1- 415 -332 -1901 
Email: fcc @commandproductions.com 

Visit our Website: www.LicenseTraining.com 
r 
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COMMAND PRODUCTIONS 
FCC LICENSE TRAINING - Dept. 210 
P.O. Box 2824 San Francisco, CA 94126 -2824 

Please rush FREE details immediately! 
Name 

Address 

City 

State Zip 

Mail This Coupon Today! 

CIRCLE 231 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

PIC'rì Books 
LEARN ABOUT PIC MICROCONTROLLERS 

See Table Of Contenta: httpJhvww.sq -1.com 
Secure Online Ordering Is Available 

PIC Is a trademark of Microchip Technology Inc. 

tQ 1 ELECTRONICS 

Voice (707) 279 -8881 Fax (707) 279 -8883 

http://www.sg-l.com 

Flart7771. 
The best in electronics anywhere in the galaxy 
Here s a tiny sample of the things you II find at 

www.fort777.com 
Resistors 1/4W 

High quality metal -film. 
Only 9¢ for pack of 10. 
Also 0.6W to 10W available. 
Capacitors 
Ceramic 0.1 pF 16V. 
Only 25¢ for pack of 5. 
100's of other types in stock. 
White LEDs T -1 and T -1% 
Only $2.99 each. 
Red, Green, Yellow, Blue 
and super bright available. 
Diodes & Rectifiers 
1N4001 thru 7, 1N914, 
1N4148 all these types: 
Only 25¢ for pack of 10. 
Connectors 
RCA Plug only 15¢ each. 
1 /a" Plug mono 35¢ each. 
1 /e" Plug stereo 59¢ each. 

4 Plug mono 49¢ each. 
BNC Crimp Plug 35¢ each. 

Computer Accessories 
Fully shielded printer cable 
6 feet. Only $1.99. 
Motorcycle Intercom 
Talk to your passenger in 

comfort. Only $19.99. 
Rechargeable Flashlight 
Plugs directly to power. Auto 
on if power fails. Night light. 
Only $11.99. 
Auto-tuning FM Radio 
Super mini, weatherproof, 
twin earphones. Only $7.99. 
Audio Patch Cables 
Twin RCA -type 3ft 79¢. 
+ gold -plated contacts $1.19. 
+ gold -plated plugs $4.99. 
Many other types in stock. 
TV Flylead 
Low -loss RG6 cable, gold - 
plated F male plugs screw - 
on or push -on 3ft $1.49. 

Contact us sales @fort777.com 
Items shown here and on the website www.fort777 corn are only available by 

mail from the website. The address below is for returns and servicing. 

Fort777.com North American Service Agents, Frontier 
Engineering, 628 S. Sunset St., Longmont, CO 80501 
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THE SIGN OF INTELLIGENT LIFE 
IN THE UNIVERSE ... 

Big Bang offers top -quality name -brand electronic equipment and home 

theater components for lower prices than anywhere else in the galaxy. Make 

contact Toll Free: 1-888-314-2620 or www.bigbangelectronics.com. 

TACTILE SOUND 
DON'T JUST WATCH THE MOVIE - FEEL THE MOVIE. 

Tactile Sound is sound you feel. It's the exhilarating 

rumble of F -16 afterburners, the gentle pluck 

of a guitar...it's every action and special 

effect built into the movie's soundtrack. 

Now you can experience your favorite 

movies with your entire body. 

ioneer Dennon MB Quart Philips Pioneer Dennon MB Quart Ph 
s 

Pronto Intelligent/Universal 
Remote controls unlimited 

number of components 

MP3 Player records up to 

80 hours of music 

Rewritable CD Rom 

PC Camera 
HandsFree 

Cell Phone Holder /Charger 
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EEIIL LCDs 
Serial LCDs work great with BASIC StampsR and 
other microcontrollers. One -wire interface simple 
serial protocol low cost high quality in stock 

r Low power, easy 
serial interface 

SGX -120L 
Mini graphics LCD 

2400/9600 bps 
just $99 

Many other models available -see www.seetron.com! 

BP1 -216N 
2x16 text LCD 

2400/9600 bps 
$45 (non -backlit) 

Scott Edwards Electronics, Inc. 
www.seetron.com 520 -459 -4802 

EPROM+ 
A device programming system 
for design, repair and experimentation 

EXCEPTIONAL POWER FOR THE PRO 

EASY -TO-USE FOR THE NOVICE 
INCLUDES STEP -BY -STEP TUTORIAL 

Here's what you get: A rugged, portable programming unit including the power pack 

and printer port cable both of which store inside the case. A real printed user and technical manual 

which includes schematic diagrams for the programming unit plus diagrams for all teclmology family 

adapters.. Comprehensive, easy -to-use software which is specifically designed to run under DOS. 

Windows 3.1. 95 and 98 on any speed machine. The software has features which let you READ, 

PROGRAM. COPY and COMPARE plus much mom. You have full access to your system's disk 

including LOADING and SAVING chip data plus automatic processing of INTEL HEX. MO- 

TOROLA S- RECORD and BINARY files. For detailed work the system software provides a full 

screen buffer editor including a comprehensive bit and byte tool kit with more than 20 functions. 

Broad device support: AnasT GENERATION EPROMS (2708, TMS2716, 25XX) 

SECOND GENERATION EPROMS (2716- 28C080), 40 AND 42 PIN EPROMS (27C1024- 27C160) 

FLASH EPROMS (28E29C,29EE,29F), EEPROMS (2816- 28C010), NVRAMS (12XX.X2210/12) 

8 PIN SERIAL EEPROMS (24, 25, 85, 93, 95, 80011A) PLUS ER1400/M58657 .11.11 I R5901 

BIPOLAR PROMS. (725/82S), FPGA CONFIGIIRATORS (17CXXX) 
MICROCONTROLLERS (874X, 875X, 87C5XX, 87C75X, 89C5X) 

ATMEL MICROS. (8-401 PIN 89CX051. 89SXXXX (AVR) 905XXXX 

PIC MICROS. 8. 18. 28.40 PIN (12CXXX- 16CXXX. 16FXX, 17C) 

MOTOROLA MICROS. (68705P3/U3/R3. 68HC705, 68HC711) 
UMPIRES SNAP.M ADAPTER (ORDER FACTORY DIRECT OR ROOD YOURSELF) $5.00 SHIPPING $5.00 C.O.D. 

I YEAR WARRANTY - 30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE VISAMASTERCARD AMEX 

$289 
ANDROMEDA RESEARCH, P.O. BOX 221, MILFORD, OH 45150 

(513) 831 -9708 FAX (513) 831 -7562 website - www.arlabs.com 

Future Horizons Advanced Technology 

Po Box 125 Marquette, MI 49855 www.futurehorizons.net 

Traffic Light Buster 
This device will turn traffic 
lights green in many cities by 
the touch of a button. 

Emergency vehicles use this to pass 
through traffic lights quickly. Can be 
dash mounted or handheld. 
TLBU Plans- $15,00 
TLBZ Ready to Use-S250.00 

Ambient Power Module 
r. ï Low cost circuit 

provides up to 9 watts 
of electrical power 

from free -energy in the air. Can 
replace batteries in many devices. 
PWRM Plans- $20.00 
PWRZ Ready to use -$97.0--0 

lonocraft 
AM Proven electrical 

a s_ po s 
produces anti 

gravity levitation of small craft. 
Solid State, no moving parts, easily 
scaled up. Larger craft can exceed 
lifting efficiency of modern 
helicopters. Uses HIDZ pwr supply. 
/ONO plans -$20.00 
HIDZ Power supply- $225.00 

Lightsaber 
Produces brilliant 
blade of glowing 
humming light 36" 
long by the flick of 
a switch. Virtually 
identical to those 
seen in the movies 

but this one is REAL. Completely 
safe.(available in red,green,blue) 
LIGH Plans -$20.00 
LIGZ 24" Lightsaber- $140.00 
LIGZ -36 36" Lightsaber- $160.00 

Cordless Phone Estender 
Learn to extend your cordless 
phone range to 50 miles. 
Place calls all around town. 

Great alternative to cell phones. 
CPHE Plans- 520.00 

Electronic Mind Control 
Rra:. Control minds 

with this simple 
technology. 

Others will do anything you program 
them to. Get that raise you always 
wanted or reprogram your mind. 
MIND Plans- S15.00 
MINZ Ready to use- $124.00 

Please add $5.00 Shlpping/Hand1ing, Overseas $11.00 

(906)249 -5197 24 hr order only line (906)249 -1525 Fax 
Pay by \-isa \I(',AnuX,Disc,Chk,llo,('ash Send S3 for ratalot 

LASERS 
AT GREAT PRICES 

Complete Ruby Laser Assembly less than $300 
He -Ne Lasers, complete, for less than $50 
American 60X Argon Lasers from $595 
Laser Diode Modules from under $40 
X Y Scanners from $79 

FREE CATALOG 
Ruby Lasers Helium -Neon 

Argon Lasers 
Diode Lasers 
Holography 
Books 

Email: mlp@nlenx.com 

Scanners 
Lightshow Equipment 
Pointers 
Optics 

http://www.midwest-laser.com 

A Midwest Laser Products 311 Day Sotolctl "n Guarantee. 

P.O. Box 262, Frankfort, IL 60423 VISA / MC Accepted 

Phone: (815) 464-0085 FAX: (815) 464 -0767 

Learn to Hack! 
The Happy Hacker is nothing less 

than a step -by -step, easy to follow 
course on computer hacking. In it you'll 
learn all the ins and outs of hacking like 
the pros. You'll also learn how to hack 
safely, without getting busted or fired. 
This brand new 3rd edition has it all! 
Everything from breaking in to computers 

to hacking web sites, forging email - you 
name it! 

P32 P' E PAPERBACK, $3.9.95 SHIPPING $3 
The Hacker's Companion CD -ROM is chock 
full of hacking software and information. It 

includes everything from phones, cellular 
and satelite hacking to password 
crackers, war dialers, sniffers and 
exploit programs. Even a video of dutch 
hackers breaking into a classified US 
military computer. An excellent 
companion to the Happy Hacker, includes 
many of the programs discussed there. 
Brand new for the year 2000! 

PC CD-ROM, $29.95 SHIPPING $3 
Or call or write for FREE CATALOG of hard -to -get information 

about computer viruses, computer hacking, security and 
cryptography!! Check our web site www.ameaglepubs.com for 

lots more about these books and CD's! 

American Eagle Publication, Inc. 
P. o Box 1507, Dept E. 

Show Low, AZ 85902 
(800)719 -4957 
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i_r-rr- rf E_ L_ a. _ 
uccmewt antun 

Perfect for hobbies, repair, prototype, 
OEM and equipment modification 

Low cost, high quality boards are fully 
assemblec and 10000 tested at the factory 

Each includes full specifications 
and application information 

These Ind over 100 additional modules 
TO RELIEVE SALE PRICING, tocked exclusively at MCM Electronics 
You Must Provide This Complete Information 
source code: at www.cebek.com 

i 

PRE -ASSEMBLED CIRCUIT MODULES 
Prices effective May 23 through October 27, 2000. 

el, FM 
Transmitters 

t) 

Accepts mic level input 
Transmits from 88- 108MHz 

Requires single 9- -15VDC supply 

Description 
Order # 

FM transmitter 
28 -4850 FM -1 $195 
High power FM transmitter 
28 -4851 FM -2 2495 
Pre -amplifier with compression 
28 -6230 PM -9 

Mfr. # Reg. Sale 

Digital 
Message Recorder 
Records any audio signal 
Retains information with power 
removed *Includes an electret 
microphone TR-4 and TR-6 
have on -board 5W amplifiers 

$10.90 

22.39 

13,66 10.20 

Description 
Order # Mfr. # Reg. Sale 

16 second 
28 -4855 TR-1 $30 $28.99 
16 second with repeat 
28-7854 TR -3 

16 second with repeat 
28 -7856 TR -4 

60 second with repeat 
28 -6245 TR -6 

Check 

3¡90 35.90 

5150 47.20 

87-.90 79.00 

OUT$ 
full line catalog at: tl 

ÿ 

Counters 
Up /down count *LED display *Contact 
closure count and reset input *Requires 
single 12VDC supply 

Order # Mfr. # Description Reg. Sale 

28 -5150 CD -3 Three digit $39 
28 -5155 CD -5 Three Digit 9 

w /relay output 
28 -4785 CD -9 Two digit 

$35.50 
58.00 

11.55 

Timer Modules j *Operates from a 

single 12VDC 
supply *Provides 

d0, precise time delay r 

for a variety of uses 
SPDT, 5A relay output 

Description 
Order # Mfr. # Reg. Sale 

$1 $12.45 
Single event 1 -180 second 
28 -4735 1 -1 

Single event 2 -45 minute 
28 -4736 l -2 

Single event 30 -240 minute 
28 -4737 1 -3 '9 
Repeat cycle 0.3 -60 second 
28 -4740 I -10 

Repeat cycle 1 -30 minute 
28-4741 I -11 

Repeat cycle 20 -150 minute 
28 -4742 1 -12 

1}. 

189 

12.45 

13.85 

13.85 

17.75 

15.85 

DC Power Supplies 
Includes AC transformer *Provides tight 
voltage regulation *Short circuit protected 

Order # Mfr. # Output Reg. Sale 

28-4772 FE-2 12VDC, $1,445 $11.85 
300mA 

28-4775 FE-4 12VDC, 1A 19.4 16.70 
28-4776 FE-7 24VDC, 1A 

3 

20.65 
28-4777 FE-11 12VDC, 2A 4.90 29.95 
28-4778 FE-13 12VDC, 5A 429.90 44.50 

Audio Amplifiers 
*Perfect for repair and equipment 
modification *Operates from a single 
12VDC supply *Accepts line level input 

Description 
Order # Mfr. # Reg. Sale 

0.5W single channel 
28 -5165 E -13 
1W single channel 
28 -4795 E -1 

1W two channel 
28-5170 ES -1 

5W single channel 
28 -4796 E -2 

5W two channel 
28 -4800 ES -2 
15W single channel 
28 -4797 E -4 

15W two channel 
28 -4801 ES -4 

634 $5.60 

5.60 

1,06 11.25 

l j5 10.99 

24..A$ 20.85 

1955 17.20 

3,9-9.6 35.50 

Audio 
- --- Pre-Amplifiers 

*Use with Cebek or any amplifier with 
line level input *Operates from a single 
6 -18VDC supply *Gain adjusted via 
board -mounted potentiometer 

Description 
Order # Mfr. # Reg. Sale 

Microphone preamp, Hi -Z 
28 -7962 PM -1 

Microphone preamp, Low -Z 
28 -4805 PM -2 

Preamp for general use 
28 -7960 PM -4 
Electric guitar preamp 
28 -4815 PM -7 

Voice activation "VOX" relay 
28 -4825 PM -11 

$ $6.90 

1ÿ,9t 

6.50 

7.09 

6.49 

13.15 

Programmable 
LCD Displays 
*Provides one or two line x 16 character 
display *Fully programmable with easy 
menu programming *Stores up to 14 
alpha numeric messages *EC-3 and EC-4 
are backlit 

Order # Mfr. # Description Reg. Sale 

28-6135 EC-1 

28-6140 EC-2 

28-4765 EC-3 
28-4766 EC-4 

Single line $8 . $79.95 
Two line a .9t 89.95 
Single line 1 103.50 
Two line 1 9400 126.00 
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 "We Have Great Connections' 

72 

Any waveform rau want! 
New 
Features: 

21.5 MHz 

.01 Hz steps 

multi -unit 
phaselock 

Telulex Inc. model SG -100A 

I 
I'll 

titl 

DC to 21.5 MHz linear 
and log sweeps 

Pulse Generator 

lefulc Inc. 

ll 

lnt/Ext AM, SSB, 
Dualtone Gen. 

ti0Air*0 
Noise 

Synthesized Signal Generator 
Clean sinewaves DC -21.5 MHz, .001% accuracy! 
.01 Hz steps. DC Offset. RS232 remote control. 

Arbitrary Waveform Generator 
40 Megasamples /Second. 32,768 points. 12 bit DAC 

Function Generator 
Ramps, Triangles, Exponentials & more to 2 MHz! 

Pulse Generator 
Digital waveforms with adjustable duty cycle 

UMW 
Int/Ext FM, PM, 

BPSK, Burst 

Arbitrary Waveforms 

2455 Old Middlefield Way S Tel (650) 938 -0240 

Ramps, Triangles, 
Exponentials 

Unlimited Possibilities! 

http://www.Telulex.com 
Mountain View, CA 94043 Fax (650) 938 -0241 

CIRCLE 311 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Email: sales @Telulex.com 

(800)366 -0579 Roger's Systems Specialist 
re 24895 Avenue Rockefeller 

(661)295 -5577 
fax( 661)295 -8777 

V) 
Iw J CC- VGA -4C 

< CC- VGA -5C 
U CC- VGA -25CX 

CC- VGA -50CX 
< CC- VGA -I00CX 

o U CC- VGA -3C 

Q CC- VGA -9C 

C7 CC -VGA -I IC 
CC- VGA5OMM 
CC -VGA 100CX 

Case fan system exhaust 
4pin $1200 

Cat.no.TM -I AN -SLUT 

Valencia, California 91355 

III 

1111111111 

Computer Communications 
Network Audio Video 

III 

ELECTRONIC CPU SWITCH 
Includes: 
D One MiniView KVM switch 
D 2 Sets of Premium Grade 
D KVM Cables 
D One PS/2 to AT keyboard adapter 
D One PS /2 to Serial mouse adapter 
D One User Guide 
Features: 
D Keyboard & mouse emulation for error 
D Free PC booting 
D No external power required 
D Works virtually with any operating system 
D Fully hot plugahle DS- 102 -Kr lIiPS 

ADAPTORS 
HUBS 

D SWITCH BOXES 
PATCH PANELS 

D SCSI CABLES 
MOTHERBOARDS 
CPU'S 

EXTENSIONS, male to female 
6FT 

I OFT 

25FT 
5OFT 
I00FT 

SWITCH BOX, male to male 
6FT 
10FT 
25FT 
SOFT 

I ()OFT 

St?" 

5800 

S1b0O 

f2bO0 

S4y00 

Acert ' 
r'T 1J_ 

$500 
cat.no. TM-290-PS 

Category 5 Patch Cable 
TE- 038 -15 3ft. Straight Patch $115 

TE- 068 -IS 7ft. Straight Patch 52° 
TE- l28 -L5 l4ft. Straight Patch 54" 
TE- 258 -L5 25ft. Straight Patch 5540 

TF.- 358 -L5 3511. Straight Patch $740 

TE- 508 -L5 50ft. Straight Patch $8°° 
TE- 758 -L5 75ft. Straight Patch $1704 

TE- 108-L5 100ft. Straight Patch 51601 
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CREDIT CARD COMPUTER 
$14.20 OEM (1000 .) rice 

EVAL KIT (Qty 
pc p 

l) S50 

Includes: 
-serial and parallel 
-256kbit nvmem 
-A to D converter 

-ISA/PC104 bus 
-BASIC and ASSY 
-Calendar /Clock 

NEW, improved version with . -. 

PLUG-N-GOtm !!! 
COMPLETE! No cables or power supply to buy. 

:.Af'.0 t;U61VI1I L-Pt 

ivr..o7 se. d'J riY',í'rtI drr .. 

,,...- _ 

$95 UNIVERSAL 
PROGRAMMER 

FLASH,EPROM,NV RAM,EEPROM 
to 8meg (27080). Adapters for micros, 
PLCC, etc.. Parallel port version for 
notebooks. FAST and EASYTO USE. 

LCD VGA $27 
OEM (1k), eval $95 

640x480 controller 
use with PC or SBC 

PC SOLID 
STATE DISK 

$21 OEM (1k), EVAL $75 

FLASH,NVRAM,ROM 
256K-16M DIP/PCMCIA 

PC WATCHDOG! 
NO MORE HANGUPS.. 
Reboots PC on hardware 
or software hangup.. 
oem $21, eval $75 

ADC/DAC cards 
S I N G L E CHIP C 8/12/16/18bit up to 32 channel for 

PC or SSC starting at $14.20 oem 

$27 MINI PC 
eval $95, oem $27 includes: 
DOS,3 ser,2par,rtc,nvmem, 
built -in LED display,ISA bus, 
Keyboard and LCD interface 

COMPLETE! 
Not a "core" or "engine ". All 

utilities and tutorial included. 
Use Turbo C,Basic,MASM. 
386 version 542 oem $195 eval 

WWW.STAR.NET/PEOPLE/-'MVS 
MVS Box 850 

Merr., NH 03054 
(508) 792 9507 

Syr Limited Warranty 
Free Shipping 

Mon -Fri 10 -6 EST 

99 
OEM (1 K) 
EVAL KIT 
(1) $7.00 

- Zero External Components 
- Built -in BASIC / Assembly 
- RS232 Program Download 
- 1K flash, 64ee, 3irq, 2timers 
- 15 I/O bits, A/D comparator 
- 20mips, faster than pic/80S1 
- 20 pin DIP part #MV1200 

NEW! 8K SUPER CHIP 
Improved BTERP with 40 times the BASIC program capacity 

- 40 pin DIP part #MV8515 - 32 I/O, 12 irq, 3 timers, bus 

- 8K flash, 512 ee, 512 nvram - Watchdog with internal osc. 

$5.40 OEM (1 k), Eval Kit $19.00 
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n v FREE CALL TOLL FREE Look For Other Sales (800) 292 -7711 Monthly Specials 

Orders Only On Our Website 

Se Habla Espaliol Excellence in Service www.cs-sales.com 

D/A Trainer 
Elenco Model XK -150 

Soldering Stations 
Weller Low Cost Soldering Iron 

Model WLC -100 

$34,95 
Venable power 

5 
envol produces 

-4o watts. 
Ideal for hobby- 
sis. Divers and 
students 

Complete with 
40W iron. 

Weller Soldering Station 
Model WES50 

Deluxe Electronic Soldering Station 
Elenco SL -5 Series 

Electronically controlled, ideal for profes- 
sionals, students, and hobbyists. 
Available in kit form or assembled. 

A low cost, full- function digital /ana- 
log trainer that meets the needs of 
electronic training programs. 
Rugged construction, can be used 
as fixed lab equipment or be 
portable. An economical zipper 
case is available. 

50 watts of 
controlled 
power - 

designed for 
continuous 
production 
soldering. 

$119 

Wo-ks w/ any 
iron! Turn any 
soldering iron 
into a variable 

iron. 

As Low As 

$29 95 

Ordering Information: 

Model 515 uo iron, 

(Nn SLMq $29.95 
Moor so-540 Include: dow uL don. 535.95 
(Nn 5I--51(401 

Modal SL-540 Includes 6eww000 $36.95 
INIt St :sxcer 

-Limited Time Otter ^ 
FREE SP -IA Solder Precoce Kir wr Ka Order! 

Features: 
Ip Handle 

So daring Iron (optional) 
with (founded Tip for 
Sold 
Sens. 
Easil 

- --.: ---1 Lon 

g Static- 
e Devices. 
eplacable. Uses 

de, Plated 
Con Tip. 

Heady Steel, Non -Slip 
Nase. 

memorlrs irokki er Funnel - 

Reversi5t 54 ft or right 
side. 

Steel Tay t Sponge 
Pad 

Sponge Pad 

Generators & Counters 
B &K 20MHz Sweep /Function Generator 

with Frequency Counter Model 4040 
AM& 

FM $445 AM 8 FM 
Burst Operation 
External Frequency counte I: 
Linear and Log sweep 

21.5MHz Model 4070 
10MHz Model 4017 
5MHz Model 4011 

$1295 
5319 
S249 

Four Functions in One 
Elenco Model MX -9300B 

er. ur ,r, # u , }>,,, 
BK PREri x{i.. 

Elenco RF Generator with Counter 
GOSH/ - 1 GGeHz, Model SG -9500 

Features internal AM mod. of 1 kHz, 
RF output 100MV - 35MHz Audio 
output /kHz itt 1V EMS. 

$225 
SG -9000 $119.95 
(analog, w/o counter) 

Features: 5450 
One Instrument with four test ane rneasunng 
systems: 

1.3GHz Frequency Counter 
2MHz Sweep Function Generator 
Digital Multimeter 
Digital Triple Power Supply - 0 -3V ® 2A, 5)./ 
8) 2A. 15V w IA 

Elenco Sweep Function Generator 
w/ built -in frequency counter Model GF -8046 $195a95 

This sweep function generator with counter is an 
Instrument capable of generating square, triangle, 
and sine waveforms, and TTL, CMOS pulse over a 
frequency range from 0.2Hz to 2MHz. 

GF -8025 - Without Counter $139.95 

Elenco Handheld 
Universal Counter 

1MHz - 2.8GHz 
Model F -2800 

Features 10 digit display, 16 seg- 
ment and RF signal strength bar - 
graph. 

Includes antenna. NiCad battery, 
and AC adapter, 

e -2eoe Case with Belt Clip $14.95 

Kit Corner 
over 100 kits available 

Quantity Discounts Available 

Model RCC -7K 
Radio Control Car Kit 

Fun & Easy to Assemble 
7 Functions 
Radio Control Transmitter 
Included 
Also available as Model 
AK-870 (No Soldering) $24.95 

Model AM -780K 
Two IC Radio Kit 

Model AK -700 
Pulse/Tone 

Telephone Kit 

$11.95 
Also available 

Model AM /FM -108K 
AM /FM Radio Kit 

$29.95 

Model OWI -007 
Robotic Arm 

(Wired Control) 

Teaches the basic robotic 
sensing and locomotion princi- 
ples while testing motor skills. 

$55.95 

Action Lab Kit 
Model MX -902 

Sale. Soldeness, Educational. and Fun! 

Easy -to -read, Illustrated, Lab -Style Manual 
Included. 

Requires 2 -AA- Batteries 

o mot o wn operating motet - les easy. We fun, 
Ilol 

. Ages 

00 

and up. 

4 

$2 w 95 

300-in-1 ̀J 
Experiment Kit 

Model MX -908 
Everything you need to build 300 
exciting electronic projects! 

Easy -to -read, Illustrated, Lab -Style 
Manual included. 

Requires 6 "AA" Batteries 

For Ages 10 and up. 

S54a95 

Guaranteed Lowest Prices 
UPS SHIPPING' 48 STATES 5% 
OTHERS CALL FOR DETAILS 
IL Residents add 8.25% Sates Tax 

C &S SALES, INC 15 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 
2 YEAR FACTORY WARRANTY 

150 W. CARPENTER 
WHEELING, IL 60090 

FAX: 847 541- 9904 847 541 -0710 

PRICER SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 
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SAME DAY CALL OR WRITE 
FOR OUR 

SHIPPING Sales FREE 
Secure on -line 64 PAGE CATALOG! 

ordering Excellence in Servic (800) 445 -3201 

Elenco Oscilloscopes Digital Multimeters 
Free Dust Cover and 2 Probes 

_ - - 

-- r 

4S 
1114.1111';';''' 

yL 

+115,.._. ® 
S -1325 25MHz Dual Trace $325 

S -1330 25MHz Delayed Sweep $439 
-1340 40MHz Dual Trace $475 

S -1345 40MHz Delayed Sweep $569 
-1360 60MHz Delayed Sweep $725 

S -1390 100MHz Delayed Sweep $895 

DIGITAL SCOPE SUPER SPECIALS 
S 203 20MHz1OMs /s Analog/Digital $695 
S -303 40MHz/20Ms/s Analog/Digital $850 Quantity 

Fluke 87111 Elenco LCR & DMM 
LCM-1950 

Elenco Model M -1740 
$34. 

. 

9 

I unctions 
Freq. to 20MHz 

AC/DC VQltage 

(çr. 
AC /DC Current 

l.. _- Beeper 
L -- DAde Test 

` Transistor Test 

- ' 
Meals UL-1244 5aletY SPC5. v Model M -2760 - ., $19.95 :. 

(9 functions) 

8 
í 

,..- 

' 

' 

$31 9 
Features high 

voltage 
and current 
measurement, 

cycle, 
duty 

CYCIe, feSle-- 
tame, condoC- 
tance, and 
capacitance 

-Model 

i i J' . 1 

t - t i 

7 

'- 
- 

i+e +Té- -° ' -'^ 

X69 
Large 1' 3 vd digit LCD 

Autoranging Ireq ncy 

to 4MHe 

Capecllanot to 4WpF 

Inductance to 40H 

' Res stance to 40neMtl 

. Logc rest 

D do5Trans e'er Test 

Audeie Continuity Test 
measurement 

Dual -Display LCR Meter 
w/ Stat Functions 

B &K Model 

$225 `J`'- +' L i . ,. Auto /manual 

.. range 

Many features 
, with 0 factor 

High Accuracy 

Elenco LCR Meter 
Model LCR -1810 
- 

$ WU 99. 95 

Elenco DMM Kit 
Model M -1005K 

$1 
9.95 

' = r . 

I ,,, ` I =_)) 

Caappa=tance 1pFt° 

Inductance tiHro2OO 
Resistance mu ° 
20221.1 
Temperature to roc Temperature 

Frequency °p to 

5MHz 

Diode/Audible Ee 
Continuity Test 

ut 

elgna Output Fund' wn 

gn 

laRanges 
31/2 Digit LCD 

) ) Transistor Test 

d. Diode Test - Training 
Course "an{ 

10 ` ` M -108 
M 

(Assembled: 

$15.95 S -603 60MHz/20Ms /s Analog/Digital $950 
Discounts 

3 Digit 

, 

B &K Testers Available CCTV Cameras 
Deluxe Multi- Network Cable Tester 

Model 231 

$75 ` 
Tests 108eseT, 100BeseTx, 1Oease2, RJ45, Bill ,'`rI 

C~ 
356A, TIA -568A, TIA-568B, and Token Ring cables. 

Detects pen, short, cross, and continuity. 
v 

Z 
Tests Point-to-Point, rather than Pair -to -Pair ,1f' ÿ +,,.- Z 

Quick and easy -to-use. % _ - Tests cables on well plate or patch panel up to 1,000 ft. "4! 

away with the remote kit. 

Easy -to-read LED display. 

Cameras have 420 lines (360 color) of resolution, 0.08 Lux, 3.6mm /F2 90° field of view. 

Power requirement is 12VDC e 100mA (order SC -1). 

MONOCHROME CAMERAS COLOR CAMERAS 

it 
.- -- , , = 1 

_y 

Aà,. '}- l ~ J r S , 

.. 
w, 

SC -12 - 35mm Lens (1.25 "x1.25 ") e69 SC -20 Pin Lens 
SC -21 3.6mm Lens 

SC -15 - Pin Lens (1.25 "x1.25 ") s69 360 Lines 1.25" x 1.25" 

Add $10 for lens Add $10 for audio Infrared Sensitive, Audio Included 

Accessories: $109 
SC-1 - 12V 100mA adapter `6.95 Add $10 for case 

s ss Call for complete catalog. 
SC -2 - 50' cable with connectors 19. p g' 

Multi- Network Cable Tester 
Model 230 to ` 

$69 t 
} lb 

Auto scans thin Ethernet (3NC), 10Baser 
100BaseTx, RJ45, 356A, TIA -568A, , ; 

TIA -5686, and Token Ring cables in seconds. 4 S1 J 
Detects miswinn g, polarization, and continuity. ` " 
Also tests the ground of shielded twisted pair yd' 
cables. 

Tests cables before or after installation with the 
remote unn. 

LED display for clear indication of problems. 

Power Supplies 
Elenco Quad Power Supply Model XP -581 

- $79.95 PA v ., e 

4 Fully Regulated DC Power Supplies in 1 Unit 
4 DC voltages: 3 fixed - +5V )4: 3A, +12V a 1A, -12V d 1A 

1 Variable - 2.5 - 20V 0 2A 

Elenco Power Supply Kit Model XP -720K 
1.5VDC - 15VDC a IA 
-- 1.5VDC - --15VDC e 

5VDC 3A 
6.3VAC 4 1A & 12,6VAC 
center tapped @tA 

" 
XP -720 Full Assembled 111 

$85 

Remote Network Cable Tester 

$195 
Model 235 

11 

1r ,. e;7 

Detects open. short, reversed, crossed, and split 

clear LED display for the fault status. 
!MK High Current DC Power Supply Elenco DC Power Supply 

Model SPL -603 3A 0 -30VDC 

$79.95 
The SPL -603 is a solid -state 1I 
DC power supply providing the °- ° ', 
exact output voltage no matter 
what 

protected 
you 

from 
o. Output 

fully protected from overload - 

Simple and easy -to-use. 

Test cable length. Minimum 4 ft (1 2m ) 

Maximum 492 ft (150m) 
re.n..ur a e 

Identify up to 4 different cables at one end by provid - 

i 

n 

! ^; 

Venable 3 -14VDC 

Thermal Function 

Current Limiting 

Model 1686 12A 

Model 1688 28A 

$249 
ed remote identifiers. _._... -._ -. _.. _ .. 

.. Mod 13.68 Fixed DC Power Supples 
Tests: IAB68A, 5685, T, Ring (coax), RJ45. '.I r Model 1682 65 _.. $45 

358A, TIA -568A, TIA -5688, Token Ring, etc. w Model teat t50 .. ...... fie 

Guaranteed Lowest Prices C &S SALES, INC. 15 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 

UPS SHIPPING. 48 STATES 5 °ó 150 W. CARPENTER AVENUE 
2 YEAR FACTORY WARRANTY 

OTHERS CALL FOR DETAILS WHEELING. IL 60090 - 

IL Residents add 8.25% Sales Tax FAX, (847) 541 -9904 (847) 541 -0710 » r'RICES SUBJECT ro CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 

ON THE WEB > www.cs- sales.com SEE US 

CIRCLE 290 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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TiePieScope HS801 PORTABLE MOST 

50 MHz ARBITRARY WAVEFORM GENERATOR - 
100 MHz STORAGE OSCILLOSCOPE - 

50 MHz SPECTRUM ANALYZER - 
6 DISPLAY MULTIMETER - 

200 DAYS TRANSIENT RECORDER- 

The HS801: the first 100 Mega 
samples per second measuring 
instrument that consists of a 
MOST (Multimeter, Oscil- 
loscope, Spectrum analyzer and 
Transient recorder) and an AWG 
(Arbitrary Waveform Gene- 
rator). This new MOST portable 
and compact measuring instru- 
ment can solve almost every 
measurement problem. With the 
integrated AWG you can 
generate every signal you want. 

A user defined toolbar with 
which over 50 instrument set- 

tings quick and easy can be accessed is offered 
by the versatile software. An intelligent auto 
setup allows the inexperienced user to perform 
measurements immediately. Through the use of 
a setting file, the user has the possibility to save 
an instrument setup and recall it at a later 
moment. The setup time of the instrument is 
hereby reduced to a minimum. 

Analyzing signals is done with an 8 bit resolution 
and a maximum sampling speed of 100 MHz. 
The input range is 0.1 Volt full scale to 80 Volt full 
scale. The record length is 32K/256K samples. 
The AWG has a 10 bit resolution and a sample 
speed of 25 MHz. 

Mealwin 3,'.,+PU^ryam Pm BMMaM+. q.unp., ¡yip 

YAP co t . 2 
3270 

2270 

1270 

250 

,50 

750 

free 
GO 

P.. N..... on rM.b.m TM1yÇp g,,o,. @a.r.nc.. Somva. Hap LC','IáIIJ 

lï I, 
i- 

Convince yourself and download the demo software 
from our web page: www.tiepie.nl. When you have 
questions and / or remarks, contact us via email: 
support@tiepie.nl. The HS801 is delivered with a user 
manual, two probe's, Windows and DOS software. 

US dealer: 
Feedback Incorporated: Tel 800 -526 -8783, 
Fax 919- 644 -6470; www.fbk.com 

Outsite US: 
TiePie engineering P.O. BOX 290, 8600 AG SNEEK, 
The Netherlands. 
Tel: +31 515 415 416 Fax: +31 515 418 819 
Web: www.tiepie.nl 

CIRCLE 217 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

ABC ELECTRONICS 315 7TH AVEN. MPI.S. MN. 55401 
(612)332 -2378 FAX (612)332 -8481 E- MAILSIJRPI(îc'VISI.CONI 
WE BUY TEST EQUIPMENT AND COMPONENTS. 
VISIT US ON THE WEB AT WWW.ABCTEST.COM 
IIp 5150IA I0OMH"7.IHGI'lT!.IN..1 SC( )PE $130000 HP 4935n.TRANS.IMPAIR".1ENI'TEST SET $90000 
11P5120ID300MH71\IGIiWING SCOPE $100000 FIP 5006A SIGNI7IJRT ANALYZER $1500i) 
HI' 54201A 30001117 DRG11'IZIN+i St'OPl`. $1000 00 HP 8oÓ0213 lMH7.1300MHZ RF PLUG $400 00 
HP 5.1200:\ 5G N1117 \\':\Vr:F,-tRM :\NAI.Y7.I:R $-0000 BIP 5'5 MICROWAVE CI )ETiTER $1500.0,) 
lip 3312A 1i\1117 ECK( Tli (N GENERATOR $250.00 FLUKE 95 50MH7. SCOPEMETRR $550 00 
HP 53'0A 10001111. 1.1.1- I. GNTER $400 00 LFCRCri- 7200 100MH7. n-scopi: $1000.00 
1il' 3580C LE\'HI. METER 9'50.00 1'1:K 4"S 200MHZ O-SCOI'F. $50000 
HP-130,\P( AVER METLR\\'OSENSOR<CC'AHI.E $50000 TEK 105 100MHZ U-SC'OPF. $400 00 
HI' 835011 SWEEP US;'II.1.AToR MAINFRAME $2000.00 TEK 496P IKHLI 8GI17 SPEC ANALYZE.R $350000 
HP313-A3 1DItTTSYS'I'F\I VOLT METER $250.00 TEK 12401.0(,R'ANALYZER $750 00 
HP 3111A DIGITAL 111.1.TIME7'EiR $25(100 TEK 1TD0320 I00MI17. D1 11'l'AL O-S('bPE $1100.00 
HP 3-1\64 DI(2T.\L il il: rlMl' I FR $400.00 'rER 11401A 50001147. PRO, 1 (l-S( 'UPE FRAME $750.00 
HP 33361 SYNTHESIZER. LEl'E1. GENERATOR $800.00 TEK 7854 40641117 ( ;SCII U-lC('(7PF. FRAME $50000 
HP 3325:\ SYN.-111E54/ER fl: \t Ti( t\ (.1I.\FR A rUR $1000 00 Tr:K -00140001117.001 P,1.11SCUPF: FRAME 
IIP 5335.\ 20;)\71I1 ('t 71 : I I_li $000.00 TEK'A2o 200MH7. b`Ela'ItAl. 
li f' 8105A PRO( iR'.0141 AI3I.I f SIGNAL SOI R;'F $1100.0') 1EK'A21 I00MH7\'EFC HUAI_ FLUG . 

IIP8558H'181 100K-17,00\11ILSPIit`IRI:NIANALl'LER $1000.00 TEK '680400MHZ'l'IME I',.'ti 
FiF' 85591'. 1;,3 I0M11.7-21GH7 SPEC1'R1 01 ANALYZER. $3000.00 
HP 1 -.10,\ IOOM11i $25000 
HP o031.\ 00\ I)( I 11A P) 1 F K SI,PPI.\ 
FIP( o^H 10`:0, 50AFt :;l:Pi' 1 

IIPt553:\ I 25\ FU AVER St !PITY OPT .101 

HI'0n32A 20\'Di -5A Pt 0,.\ 

HP 6013 \ 15\ DC'-1 3\ l'( '.1'FR AIJPE'I.S VpT !; ,3 

$ 750 00 

$800 00 

$1200 00 

$500 00 

$ -50 00 

TCK,H92A 500MHLi'I;V. 11\II BASE 517° 
TER "."C SAMPLING PLI c: 

TEK'Ll4 I0KFIZ-1 80H7 SPEC .\NAi,Y7E:P. $1000 .,. 
TER .\\1503 CUR REM fPkc I.E.AMIIIEER $-)5000 
Wa\'FiE'K 145 2041H7.PlI,\EFCNC fIt)^:GEN $40000 
WAVETEK I82A 401147. FEN `fp )N (;EN $150.00 
WA\'ETER 955 "1,-12 .1611/. \11,'RC!SOI,ItC'P. 5110000 

MEMBRANE 

SWITCHES 

Stock Layouts! 

Eliminate tooling costs... 

* *From 2 to 128 keys ** 

Optional Stainless Steel 
Tactile "Clickdomes ". 

Industry * Hobbyist 
Production * Prototyping 

Popular tactile types are available as 

complete kits, with bezel, connector 
& overlay! 

4 key DTK -4 kit $14.67 
12 key DTK -12 kit $24.43 

many more layouts... 

Sil- Walker 
(805) 491 -0654 

FAX (805) 491 -2212 
P.O. Box 3220 

Camarillo, CA 93011 -3220 
silwkr @vcnet.com 

www.vcnet.com /silwkr/ 

MASTFRrARr1NISA 

FotZ 26 QASY 

\NAYS to heLp 
sAve 

eAR-I GALL 

1-800-4138- . t,/ 

!J. 
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Power Tools for 

More Features 
More Power 
Less Money 

Ivex Spice is the latest 
addition in affordable EDA 

solutions. Use Ivex Spice 
with WinDraft Schemati 
for fast, professional 
results with un- surpassed 
ease. 

Ivex 65o pin versions have 
no feature limitations like 
other low cost products on 
the market. Fast expert 
technical support, free 24 
hour Knowledge Base on 
the web, and professional 
full -featured tools have 
made Ivex the preferred 
choice for designers. 

For larger designs 
use these Ivex Products 

WinDraft unlimited: $495 
WinBoard unlimited: $495 
Specctra autoroutes 

SP2 -i000: $650 
Ivex View unlimited $ 99 

Electronic Design Automation 

;ylJblrlJ.I 1lellaJ-JJJJ"J.1'J 
7 L 1. I 1 1 
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ANANI 

WinDraft® 
Schematics 

Full Featured 32 bit application 
Powerful hierarchical designs 
Easy single click editing 
Graphical part editor 
Windows functionality 
Advanced Bill of Materials 
User Definable Electrical 

Rules Check 
Common netlist formats: 

(Accel, Protel, Pads, 
wirelist, Spice 3f5, E more.) 

Import Orcad /SDT files /parts 
Visual PCB footprint browser 
Over 12,000 parts included 

WinBoard® 
PCB Layout 

.opinvmk' 

Multi layer designs (16) 
Surface mount designs 
Advanced Design Rule Check 
Electrical DRC check and 

Real-Time DRC 

Single click editing 
Graphical part E pad editor 
Hundreds of footprints 
Copper zone pour 
Output Gerber photo plot files 

Visit the Ivex web site for complete product 
information and download full function demos. 

www.ivex.com 
Tel: (503) 531-3555 e -mail: salesö ivex.com 

I ._w__ .- 

TM 

Ivex Spice/standard 
$99 Analog Simulation 

The Standard Edition includes 
Multi channel display 
Over 3,000 models 
Uses Spice 3f5 netlist 
Use with WinDraft 3.05 

Seven Analysis types: 
Operating Point, 
DC Sweep, Transient Analysis, 
Fourier, AC Frequency Sweep, 
Small Signal Transfer, 
Sensitivity. 

1M 

Ivex Spice /Adanced 
Analog Simulation $299 

The Advanced Edition has 

all the features of the 
Standard Edition, with 
these additional analysis types: 

Transient Parameter Sweep, 
AC Parameter Sweep, 
Distortion Analysis, 
Pole-Zero Analysis, Noise 
Analysis and Monte :arlo. 

, rill/ / 
DESIGN 
INTERNATIONAL 

ADV5_6 
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PCB LAYOUi 
Software For Windows - FREE 

O Download our board layout software 
O Design your 2 sided plated -through PCB 
O Send us your layout over the Interne 

O In 2 -3 business days, UPS delivers, 
your boards, often under $100 

I11 Fa 'PA ern s- 
runil.`.-iI11F?nlés - -11T_ln s: 7111111i (hlll 

:"- l J 
IC,1M \ 11: jil\ 

I If t- 
www.expresspcb.coni 

err= URETEf 
DIRECT FROM MANUFACTURER 
WE WILL BEP -ANY COMPETITORS PRICE" 

WORLD SMALLEST 
WIRELESS VIDEO CAMERA 

(BLACK & WHITE OR COLOR) 
TRANSMITS VIDEO UP TO1000FT. 

WE ALSO CARRY: 
COVERT VIDEO CAMERAS 

COUNTER -SURVEILLANCE PRODUCTS 
CUSTOM MADE 

VIDEO SYSTEMS 
IN HOUSE 

ENGINEERING DEPT. 
RUNS ON 9V BATTERY 

FOR UP TO 12 HRS. 

CALL FORCATALOG: 
SECURETEK 

7152 S.W. 4711H STREET 
MIAMI, FLORIDA 33137 
TEL.305.667.4545 
FA X_ 305.667. 1744 
vwwv.securetek.net 

DIGITAL STORAGE 

OSCILLOSCOPES 
WITH 

SPECTRUM 
ANAL YZER, 
DVM, FREQ. 
COUNTER, 
AND DATA 
LOGGER. 

VISA' 
1>r111111 

14:11 Log 
2,00 
10 

100 

u 

ur 
Ír 

e. 

PORTABLE 
MODULES 

CONVERT PC'S 
INTO 

MULTIPURPOSE 
TEST AND 

MEASURING 

INSTRUMENTS. 

1,47 ,. 0.6 ^ 1.. e n Vvpobk 
-0.iee guu 

-:im.. réal 
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1.(0..) :ODD 
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Why lug a scope around? Toss one of our modules into 
your laptop case or tool kit. For a multi -purpose test 
device, plug to a PC parallel port and use the PC 
screen. Continuous, delayed, or triggered sweeps can 
be frozen on the screen, printed out, or saved to disk. 
Frequency Spectrums DC to 25 MHz. 

Allison now provides PICO TECHNOLOGY Ltd. 
portable test equipment, including high -speed scopes, 
and multi channel data loggers. Pico and O -Scope 
modules accept standard probes and work with 286 or 
faster PC's. 

FEATURES: 
PORTABLE UNITS TO 25 
MHz 
USES PRINTER PORT 

USES STD. PROBES 

OPTIONS: 
PROBE SETS 
AUTOMOTIVE PROBES 
BATTERY PACKS 
SOFT & HARD CASES 

0-Scopes Made in U.S.A. Picos Made in U.K. 
Same Day Shipping 

Includes Cable, Software & Manuals 

0-Scope Ip (DC- 50KHz, single trace) $189. 
0-Scope II (DC- 500KHz, dual trace) $349. 
PICO (ADC 200/20) (DC- 10MHz, dual trace) CALL 
PICO (ADC 200 /50) (DC- 25MHz, dual trace) CALL 
PICO pc based data loggers from $99. 
Shipping within U.S. UPS Ground $7.50(Second day $11.50) 

SEND CREDIT CARD INFO., M.O., or CIIECK,OR CALL 

1- 800 -980 -9806 
Allison Technology Corporation 

2006 FINNEY- VALLET, ROSENBERG, TX 77471 
PHONE: 281- 239 -8500 FAX: 281- 239 -8006 

http: //www. atcweb. corn 
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Doppler Direction Finder 
SETTrack down jammers and hidden transmitters with ease! This is the 

famous WA2EBY DF'er featured in April 99 GIST. Shows direct bearing to 

transmitter on compass style LED display, easy to hook up to any FM receiver. The 

transmitter - the object of your DF'ing - need not be FM, ft can be AM, FM or CW. 

Easily connects to receivers speaker jack and antenna, unit runs on 12 VDC. We 

even include 4 handy home -brew 'mag mount' antennas and cable for quick set 

up and operation! Whips can be cut and optimized for any frequency from 130- 

1000 MHz. Track down that jammer, win that fox hunt, zero in on that downed 

Cessna - this is an easy to build, reliable kit that compares most favorably to com- 

mercial units costing upwards of $1000.00! This is a neat kit!! 

DDF1, Doppler Direction Finder Kit $149.95 

Wireless RF Data Link Modules 
RF link boards are perfect for any wireless control application; alarms, data 

transmission, electronic monitoring...you name it. Very stable SAW resonator 

transmitter, crystal controlled receiver - no frequency drift! Range up to 600 

feet, license free 433 MHz band. Encoder /decoder units have 12 bit Hohek 

HT -12 series chips allowing multiple units all individually addressable, see 

web site for full details. Super small size - that's a quarter in the picture! Run 

on 3-12 VDC. Fully wired and tested, ready to go and easy to use! 

RX-433 Data Receiver $16.95 TX-433 Data Transmitter $14.95 

RXD -433 Receiver/Decoder $21.95 TXE -433 Transmitter/Encoder $19.95 

World's Smallest TV Transmitters 
We call them the 'Cubes'.... Perfect video transmission from a trans- 

mitter you can hide under a quarter and only as thick as a stack of 

four pennies - that's a nickel in the picture! Transmits color or B &W 

with fantastic quality - almost like a direct wired connection to any 

TV tuned to cable channel 59. Crystal controlled for no frequency 

dritt with performance that equals models that cost hundreds more! Basic 20 mW model transmits up to 300' while 

the high power 100 mW unit goes up to 1/4 mi e. Their very light weight and size make them ideal for balloon and 

rocket launches, R/C models, robots - you name it! Units run on 9 volts and hook -up to most any CCD camera or 

standard video source. In fact, all of our cameras have been tested to mate perfectly with our Cubes and work great. 

Fully assembled - just hook -up power and you're on the air! One customer even put one on his dog! 

C -2000, Basic Video Transmitter $89.95 C -2001, High Power VtdeoTransmitter...5179.95 

CCD Video 
Cameras 

Top quality Japanese Class 'A' 

CCD array, over 440 line line resolution, not the off -spec 

arrays that are found on many other cameras. Don't be 

fooled by the cheap CMOS single chip cameras which have 

1/2 the resolution, 1/4 the light sensitivity and draw over 

twice the current! The black & white models are also super 

IR (Infra -Red) sensitive. Add our invisible to the eye, IR -1 

illuminator kit to see in the dark! Color camera has Auto 

gain, white balance, Back Light Compensation and DSP! 

Available with Wide -angle (80°) or super slim Pin -hole style 

lens. Run on 9 VDC, standard 1 volt p-p video. Use our 

transmitters for wireless transmission to TV set, or add our 

IB -1 Interface board kit for super easy direct wire hook -up to 

any Video monitor, VCR or TV with A/V input. Fully assem- 

bled, with pre -wired connector. 

CCDWA -2, B &W CCD Camera, wide -angle lens $69.95 

CCDP11-2, B &W CCD Camera, slim fit pin -hole lens $69.95 

CCDCC -1, Color CCD Camera, wide -angle lens .... $129.95 

IR -1, IR Illuminator Kit for B &W cameras $24.95 

I8.1, Interface Board Kit $14.95 

AM Radio 
Transmitter 

Operates in standard AM broad- 

cast band. Pro version, AM -25, is synthesized for sta- 

ble, no -drift frequency and is setabte for high power 

output where regulations allow, typical range of 1 -2 

miles. Entry-level AM -1 is tunable, runs FCC maximum 

100 mW, range 1/4 mile. Both accept line -level inputs 

from tape decks, CD players or mike mixers, run on 12 

volts DC. Pro AM -25 includes AC power adapter, 

matching case and bottom loaded wire antenna. Entry- 

level AM -1 has an available matching case and knob 

set that dresses up the unit. Great sound, easy to build 

- you can be on the air in an evening! 

AM -25, Professional AM Transmitter Kit $129.95 

AM -1, Entry level AM Radio Transmitter Kit... $29.95 

CAM, Matching Case Set for AM -1 $14.95 

1 GHz RF Signal Generator 

111e'.. o 
"x.®Ä 

A super price on a full fea- 

tured RF signal generator! 
Covers 100 KHz to 

999.99999 MHz in 10 Hz 

steps. Tons of features; 
calibrated AM and FM 

modulation, 90 front panel 
memories, built -in RS -232 
interface, +10 to -130 
dBm output and more! 

Fast and easy to use, its 

big bright vacuum florescent display can be ead from anywhere on the 

bench and the handy 'smart-knob' has great analog feel and is intelli- 

gently enabled when entering or changing parameters in any field -a 
real time saver! All.functions can be continuously varied without the 

need for a shift or second function key. In short, this is the generator 

you'll want on your bench, you won't find a harder working RF signal 

generator - and you'll save almost $3,000 over competitive units! 

RSG -1000B RF Signal Generator $1995.00 

Super Pro FM 
Stereo 

Transmitter 
Professional synthesized FM Stereo station in easy to use, handsome 

cabinet. Most radio stations require a who e equipment rack to hold all 

the features we've packed into the FM -100. Set Iraq with Up /Down 

buttons, big LED display. Input low pass flier gives great sound (no 

more squeals or swishing from cheap CD inputs!) Limiters for max 

'punch' in audio - without over mod, LED meters to easily set audio 

levels, built -in mixer with mike, line level inputs. Churches, drive -ins, 

schools, colleges find the FM -100 the answer to their transmitting 

needs, you will too. Great features, great price! Kit includes cabinet, 

whip antenna, 120 VAC supply. We also offer a high power export 

version of the FM -100 fully assembled with one watt of RF power, for 

miles of program coverage. The export version can only be shipped if 

accompanied by a signed statement that the unit will be exported. 

FM -100, Pro FM Stereo Transmitter Kit $249.95 

FM- 100WT, Fully Wired High Power FM -100 $399.95 

Mini Radio 
Receivers 

Imagine the fun of tuning into aircraft a hundred miles away, the local police/fire department, ham operators, or how 

about Radio Moscow or the BBC in London? Now imagine doing this on a little radio you built yourself - in just an 

evening! These popular little receivers are the nuts for catching all the action on the local ham, aircraft, standard FM 

broadcast radio, shortwave or WWV National Time Standard radio bands. Pick the receiver of your choice, each easy 

to build, sensitive receiver has plenty of crystal clear audio to drive any speaker or earphone. Easy one evening 

assembly, run on 9 volt battery, all have squelch except for shortwave and FM broadcast receiver which has subcarri- 

er output for hook -up to our SCA adapter. The SCA -1 will tune in commercial -free music and other 'hidden' special 

services when connected to FM receiver. Add our snazzy matching case and knob set for that smart finished look! 

AR -1, Airband 108-136 MHz Kit $29.95 FR-6, 6 Meter FM Ham Band Kit $34.95 

HFRC -1, WWV 10 MHz (crystal controlled) Kit $34.95 FR -10, 10 Meter FM Ham Band Kit $34.95 

FR -1, FM Broadcast Band 88-108 MHz Kit $24.95 FR -146, 2 Meter FM Ham Band Kit $34.95 

SR -1, Shortwave 4-11 MHz Band Kit $29.95 FR -220, 220 MHz FM Ham Band Kit $34.95 

SCA -1 SCA Subcarrier Adapter kit for FM radio.... $27.95 Matching Case Set (specify for which kit) $14.95 

PIC -Pro Pic Chip Programmer 
Easy to use programmer for the PIC16C84, 16F84, 16F83 microcontrollers by Microchip. All software 

- editor, assembler, run and program - as well as free updates available on Ramsey download site! 

This is the popular unit designed by Michael Covington and featured in Electronics Now, September 

1998. Connects to your parallel port and includes the great looking matching case, knob set and AC 

power supply. Start programming those really neat microcontrollers now...order your PICPRO today! 

PIC-1, PICPRO PIC Chip Programmer Kit $59.95 

Order Toll -free: 800 -446 -2295 
Sorryy no tech info or order status at 800 number 

For Technical Info, Order Status 
Call Factory direct: 716 -924 -4560 

FM Stereo Radio 
Transmitters 

No drift, microprocessor synthesized! Great audio 

quality, connect to CD player, tape deck or mike 

mixer and you're on- the -air. Strapable for high or low power! Runs on 

12 VDC or 120 VAC. Kit includes snazzy case, whip antenna, 120 VAC 

power adapter - easy one evening assembly. 

FM -25, Synthesized Stereo Transmitter Kit $129.95 

Lower cost alternative to our high performance trans- 

mitters. Great value, easily tunable, tun to build. Manual 

goes into great detail about antennas, range and FCC 

rules. Handy for sending music thru house and yard, 

ideal for school projects too - you'll be amazed at the 

exceptional audio quality! Runs on 9V battery or 5 to 

15 VDC. Add matching case and whip antenna set for nice 'pro' look. 

FM-10A, Tunable FM StereoTransmitter Kit $34.95 

CFM, Matching Case and Antenna Set $14.95 

FMAC, 12 Volt DC Wall Plug Adapter $9.95 

RF Power Booster 
Add muscle to your signal, boost power up to 1 watt 

over a Iraq range of 100 KHz to over 1000 MHz! Use 

as a lab amp for signal generators, plus many foreign users employ the 

LPA -1 to boost the power of their FM transmitters, providing radio ser- 

vice through an entire town. Runs on 12 VDC. For a neat finished look, 

add the nice matching case set. Outdoor unit attaches right at the 

antenna for best signal - receiving or transmitting, weatherproof, too! 

LPA -1, Power Booster Amplifier Kit $39.95 

CLPA, Matching Case Set for LPA1 Kit $14.95 

LPA1WT, Fully Wired LPA -1 with Case $99.95 

FMBA -1, Outdoor Mast Mount Version of LPA -1 $59.95 

FM Station Antennas 
For maximum performance, a good antenna is needed. 

Choose our very popular dipole kit or the Comet, a factory 

made 5/8 wave collnear model with 3.4 dB gain. Both 

work great with any FM receiver or transmitter. b 
TM -100, FM Antenna Kit $39.95 

FMA -200, Vertical Antenna $114.95 

ri 
RAMSEY ELECTRONICS INC. 

793 Canning Parkway Victor, NY 14564 

See our complete catalog and order 
on -line with our secure server at: 

www.ramseyelectronics.com 

¡Writs 1.4 
- ¡ E55 

ORDERING INFO: Satisfaction Guaranteed. Examine for 10 days, if 

not pleased, return in original form for refund. Add $6.95 for ship- 

ping, handling and insurance. Orders under $20, add $3.00. NY resi- 

dents add 7% sales tax. Sorry, no CODs. Foreign orders, add 20% 

for surface mail or use credit card and specify shipping method. 

MIMI/ER 
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B2 Spice AID 2000 
Mixed -Mode Circuit Design 

T -_T 

.900 030w 

PREP 

100 000 

low_pas_gd.ckt -Small Signal AC-0 ,rreame°cy m ) Dig Tut 3.ctd-timing dlegrem 
150 AD 250 3D 393 IDD I50 

:.1 

Build complex circuits in minutes with our intuitive schematic editor. 
Turn any circuit into a functional part with just a few simple clicks. 
Interpret simulation results with customizable graphs. 
Find exactly the part you need from our database of 4500 parts. 
Run an interactive Digital Simulation and view signals in the Timing Diagram 

Competitive Analysis 

Characteristics R2 Spice 

11) 2000 

EAyB 
Multisiin 
Personal 

1)1 ,.. 

Temperan. 

Transient 

Fourier 

Parametec,c, 

A( 1nP..- 

r- 

, I 

- 

\ l 

( 

Transient AMonte r' ark 

Visit our web site for a 
free trial. 

$99 Lite Version 

Beige Bag Software www.beigebag.com 734.332.0487 info @beigebag.com 
CIRCLE 319 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

New: Scibigice & Robotic Kits 
.. r The Millennium (B E AM STE P - " - 

As the 21st century commences, we launch our 21st 
year of providing award -winning, educational, electronic 
kits on Beginner, Intermediate and Advanced levels. 
All distinctive innovative and hands -on experiences for 
enthusiasts. The future is at robotikitsdirect.com. 

SUMOROBO 

Awards include: 

TURBO 

Beginner 

Beginner 
Soldering 

OWI-209K 
$19.95 

Multi- 
functional; 

90° Halogen 
light head or 

fluorescent lamp. 

Air. motto 
dri e or 

solar 
propelled (sold separatey i 

speedsler. 

OWI-6567 
$19.95 

Beginner 

KNIGHT II\ MAo2p 
Beginner 

Retreats 

9647 or attacks. 
$49.95 Sensor 

system & 
infrared beam to detect 

opponents 

OWI-9647 

7 O BEST 

ROBOT! Kl TS 
D I R ECT 

OWI-6577 

17141 Kingsview Ave. Suite B, Carson, CA 90746 USA 
Phone: (310) 515 -6800 Toll Free: (877) 515 -6651 
Fax: (310) 515 -0927 
E -mail: robotikitsdirect @pacbell.net Web: www.rohotikitsdirecLcom 

$19.95 

Air, 
motor 

drive or 
solar 

propelled 
(sold 

separately) with principles 
of viectricitc. 

e 

BEST VACATION 
Children's Produris 

visA OWI -215K 
$24.95 

Order M - F: -t 
8a.m. - 4p.m. PST 

r? ri;T op - 

Principles tonic s TOYS 
of radio s a 

wave 
technology. 

Tuner k salunie control. 
Ease assemble. 

.. r 

GOOD DESIGN AWARD 1998 

H.)I,T+J`4v 
QaM>rnarx 
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A Trained Computer Repairman 
Charges $100 An Hour and More... 

You Can Get That Training! 
Foley - Belsawis Totally New 

Computer Repair Course 
gives you the skills to 
start earning top pay 

You get these Foley -Belsaw 
Exclusives! At no extra cost! 

A+ Certification Test 
Preparation Tutor " 
Foley -Belsaw CD -ROM 
Learning Assistant 

Business Start -up 
Resource 

SPECIAL BONUS 
Inquire now and your course will 

come with a complete video 
rchive library 
of early printer and computer 
repair techniques... 
at no additional cost. 

Train At Home! 

No Experience faw 

Necessary! 
Get "hands -on "training in the 

exciting field of computer repair. 

Fully illustrated, easy to understand course 
gives you everything you need to succeed. 

The key to your success lies in providing a service 
that is in great demand. Even if you have no experience, 
you can become an expert in a few short months. 
Foley-Belsawis computer repair course is broken into 
small, easy to manage lessons. Each lesson is designed 
with your success in mind. After you complete the 
course, yowl have the expert knowledge to earn up to 
$100 an hour, or more! 

Latest technologies and insider knowledge 
available only to Foley -Belsaw students! 

Get the ìhands-oni experience you need in Computer 
Repair. Foley-Belsawis CD -Rom Learning Assistant - 
guides you through each lesson and is always right at 
your fingertips. The Test Preparation Tutor makes 
preparing for your A+ Certification as easy as turning on 
your computer. Foley-Belsawis inside knowledge gives 
you the practical experience to become a computer repair 
professional. Get started today! 

World leader in training since 1926, 
provides at -home, "hands -on" training 
in high- demand fields. 

FILM 
BEI,SRW 

There's not a more 
complet e- or affordabl :- 

PC Repair course that Null 

have you trained and job 
ready in such a short tine. 

Take the first step to top pay. 
Call for a FREE Opportunity Kit today! 

1- 800 -487 -2100 Ext #A0114 
or complete this coupon and mail to Foley -Belsaw Institute, 

6301 Equitable Road, Kansas City, MO 64120 -1395 

Yes! Send me one of the following Free Opportunity Ki's: 

Computer Repair, Maintenance, Upgrade, 321 NEW! 

Personal Computer Specialist, 325 
Professional Computer Programming, 323 

Professional Saw and Tool Sharpening, 332 

u VCR /DVD Service and Repair, 320 NEW! 

J Small Engine Service and Repair, 306 

TV /Satellite Dish Service and Repair, 322 

J Professional Gunsmithing, 340 
Home Inspection, 342 NEW! 

J Networking Specialist, 324 
Locksmithing, 307 

J Woodworking, 319 
J Upholstery, 308 

AC /Refrigeration, 343' 
J Electrician, 326 

L 

Name 

Street 

City 

Phone ( ) 

State Zip 

A0114 
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ABLE TV 
DESCRAMBLERS 

jYt' t .r ,u P HAMM( 

664 

CATALOG! 
BEST DEALER PRICING! 

" NTE1_ PRICING! 
30 DAY 'Fr' TRIAL! 

MONEY 
' GUARANTEE 

BACK 

xxxwatt 

2609 S. 156th Circle Omaha, NE 68130 QT. 
www.modernelectronics.com 121111. 

Build Your Own Intelligent Robot, We Make It Easy! 

Lynxmotion, Inc. 
104 Partridge Road 
Pekin, IL 61554 -1403 
www.lynxmotion.cOM 

Tel: 309 -382 -1816 

motion Fax: 309-382-1254 
sales @lynxmotion.com 

Visit our website or ask for our free catalog! tech @lynxmotion.corn 

CCTV OUTLET 
INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS 

SECURITY CAMERAS 
WIRELESS 
TRANSMITTERS 
MONITORS 
OUTDOOR CAMERAS 
HIDDEN CAMERAS 
ALARMS & ACC. 
OUTDOOR HOUSINGS 

WWW.CCiVCO.COM 

over 50 brands to choose from 
buy on line or dial toll free 

1- 800 -323 -8746 

$34.00 

3 Axis Motion Control System 
Complete, ready to run 

s 295.00 + 12.00 srn 
Build or adapt CNC mills. CNC routers, Robots, Etc. 
Includes: 3 Stepping motors (70 ovin 200 steps/rev). 
External board (connects to parallel port of a PC). Power 
supply. Cables, Manual and the MAXNC drive software. 
with linear, circular and helical interpolation, acceleration 
deceleration, full contouring, 'G' code programming, 
screen plot, code generation from CAD (CAM), and more. 

For more information, 
phone or write to: 

MAXNC 
6730 West Chicago 

Suites 2 & 3 
Chandler, AZ 85226 
Ph (480) 940-9414 
Fax (480)940 -2384 

CABLE BOXES 
I WE'LL BEAT ANY PRI 

1 YR WARRANTY 

FREE CATALOG 

30 DAY MONEY BACK 
GUARANTEE 

, WWW.CATVBOXES.COM 

1 -800- 765 -4912 

340 Fist 
Day cn, 

East 

Ohio 454m 
Street 

Tons of 
Electronics 
Get your FREE catalog today and discover 
some of the best deals in electronics. We 
have thousands of items ranging from 
unique hard -to -find parts to standard 
production components. Call, write or 
fax today to start your subscription to 
one of the most unique catalogs in the 
industry, filled with super values on 
surplus electronic and hobbyist 
type items. 

Checkout our 10,000 item on -line calalo hit , Ilwww.meci.com 

Order Toll free 

1-000-344-4405 1- 800.344-6324 
CIRCLE 250 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

The Pocket Pro rammer 
Only $129.95 

Ill 11 

]2 PIN 
29 Pet 
24 PIN 

ó 
_ 

= = ITONICS, r .......... INC. F 

E 

THE POCKET PROGRAMMER 2 

The portable programmer that uses 
the printer port of your PC instead of 

a internal card. Easy to use 
software that programs Eprom, 

EEprom, Flash & Dallas Ram. 27(C) 
/ 28(C) / 28F / 29F / 29C & 25XX 

series from 16K to 8 Megabit with a 
32 pin socket. Adapters available for 

Pic, PLCC, 5 -Gang, 874X, 875X 
MCU's, 40 -Pin X 16 & Serial 

Eprom's, 82/74 Prom's and Eprom 
Emulator to 32K X 8. 

Same Name, Address & Phone # 
for 16 Years... Isn't it Amazing ? 

Intronics, Inc. 
Box 13723 / 612 Newton St. 
Edwardsville, KS 66113 Add $5.00 COD 

Tel. (913) 422 -2094 Add $4.00 Shipping 

Fax (913) 441 -1623 Visa I Master Charge 
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New MILLENNIUM SALE on Our 
Best Soldering & Desoldering Tools 

DEN -ON SC7000Z Desoldering Tool 
Guaranteed to be the BEST Trans- 
portable Desoldering Tool you will ever 
own. Base Station Performance in a 
Portable Tool. Very High and Quick 
Vacuum. Quick cleaning filter. 

10% off of our 
Nationally Advertised 

Low Price of $395 
For a Limited Time 

$355.50 

Inspect your SMD work with the Stereo 
Zoom Microscope from Scienscope. 
Add different eyepieces and auxiliary 
lens to get various Magnifications, field 
of views, and large working distances. 
Several microscopes listed on our Web 
site as low as $495. 

GL- CO -PK4 
Regular Price $1364.00 
Millennium Price 

$1245.60 

DEN -ON SS -8200 Temperature Con- 
trolled Soldering Pencil is a hit with 
everybody who ventures to try it. It is 
small, lightweight, easy to use, tempera- 
ture controlled, and has a burn proof 
cord and long lasting tips. It also has a 
200W Ceramic Element that keeps it 
at a constant temperature. 

Special 
Millennium 

Price 
$95.00 

The Best Hot Air Tool available is the 
HG3002LCD by SteineL Temperature 
controlled from 120 °F to 1100 °F. Vari- 
able speed motor, Hot and Cool switch. 
LCD Readout for 
Accurate Nozzle 
Temperature control. 
Regular price $182.0 

Now $163.80 

EDSYN's 951SX Industrial Grade 
Temperature Controlled Soldering 
Station is by far their most popular Sol- 
dering Station. Sold 
nationally for as much 
as $164.95. 

Our Special Price 
$99.00 

Very REDUCED Price on the EDSYN 
ZD500DX. Save $200.00 on one of the 
Best Industrial Grade Desoldering Sta- 
tions available. Completely made in the 
USA by skilled USA workers. 
18 Month Warranty. 
Very Inexpensive to 
Operate. 

Was $749.95 

Now $549.95 

EDSYN's ZD906 includes a Desolder- 
ing Tool, a Soldering Pencil and a Hot 
Air Pencil. Shop air is required. Very 
small footprint required on your bench. 
Check out the Specs on our Web Site. 
18 Month Warranty 
Save 10% from our already 
low price of $1169.00 
New Millennium Price 

$1061.10 
Contract Manufacturers 
This Spot Type Hot Air Rework Station 
was made for you. Check out the specs. 
on our web site. Free Trials Available. 
Advertised Nationally for $5000. 

DEN -ON SD -3000 

Millennium 
PRICE 
$4250.00 

New Product from EDSYN 
97111A SMT Hot Air Station 
Precise adjustment for heat and air flow. 
Air automatically shuts off when pencil 
is placed in holder. Excellent for SMD 
work up to 80 pins. Easily converts to 
Powerful Solder Station ay 
w/large selection of tips. 

Our Regular Price $599.00 

Now $539.10 

Capacitor Wizard ESR Meter 
Will be on sale for a 
Limited Time Only 
Advertised elsewhere 
In this magazine for $179.95 
Must Mention this Ad 

Now $159.95 

Scienscope Video Inspection System 
Ideal for inspection, training, and/or 
documentation. Magnification to 540x 
& working distances to 13 inches. Specs 
are on web site. Mention this ad for 
10% Off regular 
Price of $2520.00 

Abe.. CCD a.va Je wa,IQ, 6®W CCD 
Cam, 11" mama. Met uPia.mv®YV. 
Fñ. agocrieó right. d Iris boom a.rd 

PDR/Xytronic 710 SolderLight 
IR Component Heating w/IR Hand tool 
IR PCB Preheating W/Bottom Heater 
All types SMD's and BGA's 
See Web Site for Specs. 
Millennium Madness 

$2395.00 

www.howardelectronics.com 
Visa - NI /C - Discover - .a /E - COD - Terms to Qualifying Companies 

30 Day Money Back Total Satisfaction Guarantee 

HOWARD EUXTRON-7%ft I C your esoldering Specialists I V 

6222 N. Oliver Kechi, KS 67067 www.howardelectronics.com 
Toll Free U.S. and Canada sales @howardelectronics.com 

1-800-394-1984 InteorFaxal(316) 
744 -1994 
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electronic 
design STU D 10 

The new fully integrated electronics CAD system with 
schematic, simulation, PCB, autorouting and 
CADCAM modules as standard. 

Brings the power of desk top publishing to EDA. 

Publication quality feature rich schematic production. 

New generation dynamic netlist navigator with project management. 

Superb quality CADCAM output, including R -274X and Excellon. 

4,ectronic 
STUDIO 

New Version 1.2 

Wizards automate key features. 

Compatible with TINA Pro 5.5. 

No pin limits! 

Electronic Design Slwao from $299 
Price excludes tax and slipping. 

30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 
Copyright ® 2000. 
Pnces & speciñcatiora subiect to change without notice. 

Quickroute Systems . r WEB www.dotqr.com 
Tel 212 937 szoo 
Email sales@dotgr.com 
Fax 212 937 5200 

QUICKROUTE 
SYSTEMS 

Ta 
WELLER SOLDERING STATION -MODEL WLC 100 

Variable power control (5 to 40 watts) 
Replaceable heating element $3695 
Quality light- weight pencil iron 

LOWEST PRICE 20MHZ 
insTEK 
OSCILLOSCOPE 
MODEL GOS -620 
Dual Channel - 20MHZ 
(INCLUDES PROBES) $299" 

insrEK FUNCTION GEN. 
WITH INT /EXT FREQ. COUNTER 

3 MHz, Digital Display 
MODEL 8216 $19900 4 

Visit Our 
Webaite At +. http:/Invw 
elexp.com 

RSR-- TELECOMMUNICATIONS TRAINER 

HANDS -ON TELEPHONY, LAN, CATV EXPERIENCE i 
WITH ONE SELF -CONTAINED UNIT 
T -Comm Trainer (TCM -100) $199.95 Only 
Lab Manual / Work Book 26.E $19995 ` ' Component and Supplies Kit 37.95 x, 
Tool Ka 119.95 MODEL TCM -700 

SCOPE PROBE so MHz 
SWITCNABLE X1, X10 

$12es 
ALLIGATOR LEADS gip 
SET OF 10 

DIGITAL MULTIMETER 
32 Ranges - 3' /z Digit 
MODEL MY -64 $2795 
AC /DC Volt/Current, Res. Cap., 

Frequency. Rubber Holster Included 

SWITCHES 
Milli Toggle SPOT 500 ea. 

SOLDERING IRON 3 -WIRE 
HIGH PERFORMANCE 

$55 #060501 

SOLDERLESS BREADBOARD 

830 tie points. MB102PLT 
model features 3 binding posts 

and aluminum backplate. 

Part No. 1 -9 10+ 
MB102 5.95 5.00 
MB102PLT 8.95 8.00 

PAD -234 
DIGITAL/ANALOG TRAINER 

Complete 
portable 
workstation. 
Variable and 

fixed power 
supplies, function generator 
digital VO, rugged design, 
high impact case. 

Assembled Kit 

$1501" $1111" 

HIGH QUALITY TOOLS 
With Cushion Grips and Return Spring 

Needle Nose Wire Diagonal 
Pliers Stripper _., Cutter 

$150 2" 

MOTION DETECTOR [-,,p 
$2 ea. -10 For $15 

PRESS -N -PEEL 

PC Board Transfer Film 

PNP Blue 5 Sheet .... $9.90 

PNP Wet 5 Sheet 9.90 

PNP Blue 20 Sheet .. 28.95 

PNP Wet 20 Sheet 28.95 

RESISTOR 

KIT 
1/4W 5% 
film. 5 pieces 

each of 73 
values. 365 
pieces total. 

$395 

DC POWER SUPPLIES 
MODEL HY3003 - DIGITAL DISPLAY 
Variable output, 0 -30 VDC, 0 -3 Amp $8900 

MODEL HY3003 -3 - TRIPLE OUTPUT 
Two 0 -30 VDC, 0 -3 Amp 
variable outputs plus 5V 3A 

fixed. Digital Display. 
$215°° 

LM555 io Min. 22C ea. 

LM741 lo Min. 270 ea. 

74LS00 io Min. 180 ea. 

7805 Regulator io Min. 300 ea. 

2N3904 10 Min. 60 ea. 

PN2222 10 Min. 6C ea 
Red LED T 11/4 io Min. 60 ea. 

Green LED T 1a/41D Min. 70 ea. 

Yellow LED T 11/4 io Min. 80 ea. 

Photo Cell 10 Mrt 650 ea 
100K Pot, r Shalt PC Ml.10 # 150 ea 

FREE CATALOG 

MORE 

Low -Priced 

Items In Our 

FREE 
256 -Page Catalog 

In NJ: 732 -381 -8020 
FAX: 732 -381 -1006 

365 Blair RoadAvenel, NJ 07001 -2293 

800- 972 -2225 
http: / /www.elexp.com 

email: electron @elexp.com 
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MCM 
What- fou want o 

f 
y, 

Prices effective July 18 through Sept 

You Must Provide This Source Code To Receive Discount 

MCM 
i" Color 
LCD 
Monitor 
Module 
Open circuit 
board has no 
case or housing 

allowing easy incorporation into automotive 
seat backs, custom panels and enclosures. 
Use for automotive multimedia and 
navigation systems, surveillance and 
video equipment 
3.5mm A/V 
input *Resolution: 60 -8855 383 (H) x 234 (V) 
*Requires: 

$ 19 12 C, 500mA 
*Dimensions: 
3 'x5 "xi ' 
CHECK 

OMANI Soldering 
Station 
Perfect for all types of 
board level and precision 
work LED bargraph 
display accurately shows 
temperature and setpoint 
*Temperature range: 
300 ° --790° 

Order # Reg. 
21 -147 $7,945 

11OW ONLY 

$5995 
00 

full line catalog at: 

Order# Reg. 
72 -4025 $6 

emm#0; 

13.8VDC 10 
Amp Power Supply 
*Perfect for servicing or operating high 
current autosound products Provides 10A 
output, 14A surge 
*Front panel fuse is 

easily accessible 

Order # Reg. 
72 -6623 $W5 

DMM with 
Logic Function 
3% digit LCD display 
meter measures 
AC /DC voltage to 600V, 
AC /DC current to 10A, 
resistance to 2000Mohm, 
capacitance to 20NF, 
transistor hrE and 
provides diode and logic 
test. Includes holster and 
test leads. 

NOW ONLY 

$39'5 
mult°comp 

ve 12 
Volt Relays 
These high current relays 
are commonly used for 
switching high current 
autosound, security, lighting 

and other custom applications. Tabs accept 
standard female quick -disconnects or 
commonly used four and five pin OEM 
relay sockets. *Coil voltage: 12VDC 145mA 
*Dimensions: 1" (H) x l' (W) x 1" (D) 
(less mounting tab) 

Order # (1 -9) (10 -24) 
Conl2ct Type Contact Current 
26 -533 $1.19 $0.99 
SPST 40A 
26-534 1.19 0.99 
SPDT 30A 

(25-up) 
Pins 

$0.85 
Four 

0.85 
Five 

SOURCE CODE: POP78 

CIRCLE 160 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

39 
Aluminum 
Tool Case 
Made of lightweight 
aluminum and 
designed to take 

r 
rough field use. Two 
inside pallets and 

adjustable compartments easily carry hand 
tools, small soldering equipment and test 
equipment. 
*Black finish NOW ONLY 
*Dimensions: 19" x 
1 e 6" $ 3495 
Or der# Reg. 
21 -3460 $5Ó 

03 
eSealed Lead 
Add Battery 
12 volt, 4.5 am /hour 
battery is ideal for 
security and other 
power back -up 
applications. 0.25" 

tabs accept standard quick -disconnects. 
Dimensions V" x 2(' x 4 ". 

Order # Reg. NOW ONLY 
29 -1335 $ 

$1 495 

ANIXTIVR 
Micro Board CCD Camera 
Compact open-board black and white 
camera *Measures 1 /<" x 1:4" x 1X" CCD 
image device 380 lines of resolution NTSC 
composite video output 1 2VDC, 330mA 

Order # Reg. NOW ONLY 
82 -2990 $( I$4995 
A Premier Farnell Company 
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De01.PE001 PO Box 1511 

Guaranteed to par Its own way Ant Arbor, MI 481061517 

Premium quality. Rated 6A/125V. All 
hardware included. 1/4" panel hole. 
SPDT or DPDT, on-on or on- off-on. 
100pcs m nimum. VISA or Master 
Card. Sorry, no COD. Order Toll -free. 

PIC MICRO TOOLS 
PROGRAM PIC'S IN BASIC 1 

B2 compatible! Phis can be used within 
MPLAB IDE. Includes FREE Proto board! 

Pic n' Basic Pro Compiler $129.00 

ALLPIC Plus Programmer 
Program PIC Scentx - Atmel 
Semi EEPROMS Includes 40 
Pin ZIF Complete $99.00 

PIC & Scenia Prot* lug Boards 
New Special design makes it easier to 
prototype PIC & Scents micros than 
any other prototyping boards! 
Starting at $9.95 

New! Experimenter Lab Board 
Several modela available! Built in 
Graphics LCD, Servos, Button Matrix, 
EEPROM, Solderless Bread Boards. 
For Beginners to Professionals! All 
boards will work with PIC or Scenix 
Complete Kits Starting at $49.95 

Educational Discounts Available! 

VISA Master Card Amencan Express 
To Order Call 1-800-773-6698 

- ad Money orders to Worldwyde.Com, 
Eight Mile Rd 5A3 -261, Livonia, MI. 48152 

.,.r us online http: / /www.worldwyde.com 

Do it yourself! 
No more waiting to have parts or repairs done. 

Easy to use -Free training. 
You'll be doing quality work 

Affordable-Six 
away. 

able -Six models 
starting at $995. - 

Versatile -Work 
metal -and wood 
or plastic. 

CNC adaptable limItttmat ./ 

Enjoy the freedom 
& cost savings of 

owning a benchtop 
machine shop. 

CALL TODAY! 
or ®Smithy. 

1- 800 -345 -6342 
Visit us at www.smithy.com 

Monitor Test E u m 

0 
Sweep rates to 64kHz 

G ray Scale /Color Bars & More 

"AutoScan" (auto rate switching!) 

TV /Stereo /S -Video units 

6 port "Burn -in" units ;,öw 
Portable & Bench units `lei 
Video units from $129.95 

'Computer models from $99,95/ 
FCC approved units 

1-800-466-4411,770-662-5633 

WWW.computermonitor.com 

Visa- MC- A!1XDiscover- On -line ordering 

GLO3dtZèO DilkBUT0RI 
%k qtr &Ararle Same." StSee 

Call Todayl --1- (800)582 -5116 
. 100p. SOOp, 

130 1.20 1.15 

1.40 1.35 1.30 
1.65 1.50 1.45 
2.00 L95 1.85 

PIC16C622 2.25 2.15 L95 
E8HC705C8A 5.50 5.00 4.85 
ATF89C52 4.00 330 
ó2S131 1.50 130 
GaIl6V8b 1.00 .95 
4mhz Rea. .45 AO 

20mhz Crystal .50 .45 .40 
CATV Remote 4.25 3.75 3.25 

Universal Remote Controls 
Order ®globaltechdfatrtbutors.com 

PIC12C508 
PIC16C54 
PIC16C56 
PIC16C621 

3.15 

1.15 

.75 

32 

4.50 

dgP7 4P' 
BEST MICROPROCESSOR STOCK DISTRIBUTOR WORLD WIDE. 

CONTROL YOUR WORLD. z 

Modular, Open Source Automation 

Digital input Controllers 
From $40 From$75 

X -10 Control 
From $47 

Event control software included 
Build Custom controllers for - " Home Automation 

"" Machine Automation 
** Security 

"" Robotics 
Low Cost Microcontroller boards kits & a . licalions 

[l R I p zortnco.com 
or eau 12061 282 -8081 

Underground Info! 
Hacidng Cracking Satellite Cable Phrealmg Micros 
GameBoy 1/O Smart Cards Emulation Hardware* Tods 

Plus More! Visit us on the web! 
Books & CD's; 
Backers Anarchy Cook Book 2000 $39.95 
Tie Hack & Crack Bible Vol.2 $39.95 
Hackers Gold CD Vol.1 $49.00 
Secrets of Dish Network Vol.1 $49.95 
CGS Secrets Vol.4 Book & CD $49.95 
Cable Test Devices Source Code & Plans $79.00 
PSX Secrets w/ MODCHIP Source Code $69.95 
Tie Ultimate Phreaking Guide $39.95 
Emulator Heaven CD $49.95 
Game Boy I/O - Servos/Relays /Sensors $49.95 

}hardware; 
PIC, Scenix, Atmel Programmer Complete $99.00 
ISO 7816 Smart Card Programmer $59.95 
Smart Cards (from) $ 6.95 
Prototyping Boards PIC á Scenix $ 9.95 

35¢ Switches 

Gateway Products Corporation 
Email: GtwyPrds @aol.com 

800 -830 -9195 

PIC Programmer Kits 

19ep5* 

CP 

Program all 8, 
18,28 &40 pin 
PICs in the 

12C5xx (12C508), 
14000 and 16C o (16F84) series 
(except 16C54-58). All campo- 

nents, PCB and Inseuctions included. Parallel port of 
PC is used with straight through (25 pin) cable (not nip - 
plieo). Kt use shareware which is downloaded from 
the web and n istered for $20. 40 pin ZIF socket rec- 
ommended (mai able for $11.95). For more info and 
Atmel progranTners visit www.elect onics123.com 

Video Cimera module 

CMOS Camera Module, Black & 
Whi :e, Size: 8.63 ":0.63"x0.59 "H. 
Low cost, low power and very 
small) Lens: '4.9, F2.8 FOV 56 
deg x 42 deg EIA 320Hx24OV. 
Scan: 2:1 interlace. 0.6" DIL 
Package. 5 pus. Pin 3 is 1V p -p composite video 
(75 ohm) 10 &andard video monito . Power 
Supaly, 5V +P- 0.5V. Current 10mA Needs 
low power aipply. "S &H to Canada is $7. 

Toll Free: 1 -8E8- 549 -3749 (USA &Canada) 
Tel: (330) 549.3726. Request a FREE catalog or visit us 
at: www.electron cs123 com for more products 

Amazon Electronics, Box 21 Columbiana OH 44408 

is er ( , merman xpress 
J., Order Cu 1-800-773-6698 

Send Money orders to: Worldwyde.Com, 
33523 Eight Mile Rd frAI.261, Livonia, MI. 48152 

, a u.n.cu- was -nzh nu NVIIM 

The Hack & Crack Bible 
on CD -ROM 

Includes =l1 Software, Documentation, 
Plans, and PCB Layouts! 

Unlock tine secrets of 
DSS & Smart Cards 
-Program lung & Schematics 

Cable Test Devices 

>unv Play:taticn 
-Mod Chip CD 3arkupsl:nulafiun 

Only 
$2915 

I :ukul, F,3;a i SNES Console Cartridges 

Feg , & yNt{F Emulation nn your l'(' ur M11aÇ 

Tor, -where W find them on the Interne0" 

ulnr Ika<'l'hrenk'J1nd!$' 

And 31r.rL linrr 
!'(' :t .-Pre Compatible CI)-RI)A! 

{Cc arrrpi 
5y1_<al? s/rr-G:ard,+.America. Ex r- 

To order, ca 1 Wotidwyde S 1800773 -6698 
213E! Rand-di Steet Farmington Hills, MI 08336 

Visit ,.s an ate web at www.worldwyde.com /hack 
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Video Scrambler 
HIGH PERFORMANCE 

ENCODE/DECODE SYSTEM 

CREATE OR RESTORE 

SCRAMBLED VIDEO 

AUTOMATICALLY 

MAKES THE PERFECT 

PORTABLE ENCRYPTION 

SYSTEM! 

OPERATES ON A STANDARD 

9 VOLT BATTERY 

phonic 

VO% 

/fax: Vasrvll EA v r r 

'MP op 
R.C. DbtrR.9tlsg P.O. las 552 South Bead, IN 46624 

Vigo 
MODEL VITR 

ias 

Press -n -Peel 
Transfer Film 

PC Boards in Minutes 

8.5" x 11" Shts. 
` Or Photocopy 
*`Use standard 
household iron 

1. LaserPrint* 
2. Press On ** 
3. Peel Off 
4. Etch 

Use Standard Copper Clad Board 
20 Shts $30/ 40 Shts $501 100 Shts $100 

Visa /MC /POICkIMO $4 S&H!Foreign Add $7 

Techniks Inc. 
P.O. Box 463, Ringoes NJ 08551 

ph. 908.788.8249 fax 908.788.8837 
www.techniks.com 

Vise Our E -Store On -Line! 

LASER MODULE 
Auto Power Control 
Collimated Laser 
Compact Size 
100,000 hr lifetime 
No Electronics Required 

Visible Laser Modules(835-670 nm) 
from 

m) 

TUL Modulated Laser Modules 
Line Generator Laser Modules 29 (US) 
Infrared Laser Modules(7&Y830 nm) 

POINTER 
Focus Adjustable 
Elegant Design 
Solid Metal Body 

Pen Style Laser Pokier (1500 ft vMfillay) 
Key Chain Laser Pokiest (1500 R visibility) 

Available Steiner and, bled( finish. 

World sur Toth. Askforfree catalog 
Tel:(418)204 8298 Fax:(418)598 7819 
http : /Mvnv.worldstarlech.com e -nail: ìnfoaworldstartech.corn 

$19.95 (US) 

www.jm-micro.com 

PIC In- Circuit Emulator 
for the PIC l6Cxx from $295 

PIC Programmer $155 

800552 (8051) Development 
Training System $235 

68HC11 SBC $120 

ROMY - -16 EPROM Emulator 
from $195 

Universal Microprocessor 
Simulator/Debugger (including 
Assembler, and Disassembler) 

$100 each CPU 

J &M Microtek, Inc. 
83 Seaman Rd, W Orange, NJ 07052 
Tel:(973)325 -1892 Fax:(973)736 -4567 

CONTROL 
IT 

Intec Automation Inc. 
www. microcommander.com 

10HIr Phone Recorder $69 
Records both sides of conversation automatically 

CABLE SECRETS!!! 
Build your OWN cable 

box "test" devices! 
Why pay $100.00 or more for a "test" device 
that someone else made? Make your own! 
Includes complete source code and plans 
for the most commonly used cable boxes. 
Unlock all of the channels on your box! 

Or start your own lucrative business! 
Complete source code $79.95 
Code for individual boxes $29.95 

DSS SECRETS Vol.2 
Step-by-step instructions on programming 
your own DSS access card. Unlock all channels 
on your own card! This is the most current 
information on the market! Includes software, 
plans, and hardware sources. Book & CD -ROM. 

DSS Secrets Vol. 2 $49.95 
PISA ,11a.cler-('ard Atrferr('anExpix. +'.s 

To order, call Worldwyde ' Woridwyde 4 1.800- 773.6698 
21365 Randall Street Farmington Hills, Ml 4136 
Visit us on the web at www.worldwyde.eom 

PIC PROJECTS 
Book & CD -ROM 

Many PIC Projects for Beginners & Experts! 
Includes Software, Documentation, and PCB Layout 

LCDs 
X10 - Home Automation 
Keypads 
Serial Port Interface 
On- Screen Displays 
Robotics 
Data Logging 
Serial- Parallel 
\rid ll:mç .Moor: 

Book & 
CD Only 

$2495 

mi PIC Programmer 
Programs all PIC16C55x/6x/7s/8x/9z, 
PIC 18FSx, and PIC12C devices. 
notions' 7.117 wdnnrnrn fm Sean R. PUY! 
Includes all necessary software. 

Only $39" 

Buy 
Both for¡ 
!MAN 

To order, call Worldwyde if 1 -800- 773.6698 
21365 Randall Street Farmington Hills, MI 48 :36 
Visit us on the web at www.worldwyde.com /pic 

Telephone Scrambler $159 ea. or2 for $149 ea. 
Se, UM phone conversations with this high tech "riling can' scram- 
bler. Th usanls of cales;fasy tonne tkm. Requires one at each end. 

Voice Changer Phone $99 
Disguise your voice with this phone. 16 Pitchr;Makr your voice 
deeper or higher. Men can sound like a women. easy to use. 

5 Hr. Phone Recorder Touch -tone decoder $159 
Records both sales of nmvers,nirm including phone numbers dialed 
Phone Information Recorder $169 
Recmis both sides of conversation along with the number dialed 
Rentals name and number d calkers vmryirees Calker ID aervk e I 

PC Telephone Recorder $119 
Use your Ik: to rec.ad phone calls. Windows 95, Sarni blaster 
compatible sound care 496 or higher P(: required 
Phone Tap detector $159 
Foxed your phone again phone laps.eavrs droppers and RF hop. 
Mini Bug Detector up to 2Ghz $119 
Detects RE `Bags. Video Transmitters and wireless microphones from 
5Mha to 2 CH, LED Bargraph and Audibly alarm 

VISAMCMoney Orders US & Canada Only 
NO CHECKS NO COD *Add $6.95 SM 

www.mscelectronics.com 
MSC Electronics 

PO BOX 461 Jessup, MD 20794 
(301) 497 -1600 

1174 FAX (301) 497 -1925 nladert3td 

Smart Cards in BASIC 
PROGRAM SMART CARDS IN BASIC 1 

Complete system! Program your own smart 
card appilications in easy to use BASIC! 

Smart Card Tool Hit $79.00 

Security Systems, Time Cards, Emulation 
Access Control' for Home, Office, Auto 
Computers, Robotics Programming 

Interface with any appilication! 

Tbol Hit comes complete with 
CyberMouse SmartCard Reader) Writer 
Developer Software Package 
Documentation on CD -ROM 
Technical manual in printed form 
3 Blank Smart Cards Ready to Program 
VISA Master Card American Express 

To Order Call 1-800-773-6698 
Send Money orders to: Worldwyde,Com, 

33523 Eight Mile Rd #A3 -261, Livonia, MI. 48152 
Visit us online http: / /www.worldwyde.cam 87 
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Trail Oazer® 
wireless joystick 

Omni -directional 
wireless Joystick 

20 feet Operating range 

Integrated wireless 
i mouse controls 

45645 Northport Loop East, Fremont, CA 94538, USA 

ljaTel: (510) 623 8832, fax: (510) 623 8849 

Email: sales @rfdevices.com 
Website: www.rfdevices.com I 6 New- Old- Stock, 

Tubes, Parts, 
swú.M 

IFIr oG Supplies, 
$7 Speakers, Rooks, 

Transformers, 

e Grill Cloth 6221 S. Maple Ave 
.4#414.. Tempe AZ, 85283 vatic ph. (480) 820 5411 

fax (480) 820 4643 1Xtç(tr, if fax (800) 706 6789 

;unuqr 

Jí1Ht/ 

Unbeatable 

PRICES! 

CABLE TV 
DESCRAMBLERS 

CONVERTERS FILTERS 
VIDEO STABILIZERS 

Tß[[ > 30 Day Trial 

FREE > Product Catalog 

L I3 > 1 Year Warranty 

100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 

Let us point you in 
the right direction .. 

crow 
Technologies 

Omaha, Nebraska 111111 

TOL F R E E 

888- 55L4 -ARROW 
888 - 554 -2776 

World's Smallest 
68HC11 

Microcontroller 
Module! 

Applications: 
telemetry 
microrobotics 
smart toys 
animatronics 
model railroads 
automate 

your home 
many others! 

MlcPostacnpllTM 
RoRyl¡¡iipúf. 

D ` 
E Actual 

N nulo E. Slze1 

11111111111 Mr," 
a 1965 TECHO OGICAL ARTS 

1 

20 
0000000000 00000000001 

REV[ 

tiny 1 -inch x 1.4 -inch 68HC11 module 
5V regulator, 8MHz crystal 
choice of 8K or 32K EEPROM 
plugs into your breadboard like a DIP 
SCI, SPI, OCs, ICs, timers, & more 
all 14 I/O lines and 2 interrupts brought 

out to versatile 20 -pin connector 
easy code -loading with Docking Module 
Starter Packages:* 

with 8K EEPROM ( #MS11SP8K) $49 
with 32K EEPROM ( #MS11SP32K) $60 

additional modules from $34 each 
Includes MlcroStampll, documentation, 

PC software, serial cable d Docking Module 

el!lllllllllllllll!I!III 
1111111111111 

tiny 2 -inch x 2 -inch 68HC11 module 
12 inputs /outputs plus 8 analog inputs 
RS232, 5V regulator, 8MHz crystal 
32K SRAM plus 8K or 32K EEPROM 
plugs into your breadboard like a DIP 
simple program loading from any PC 

motor driver & accessories available 
ideal for MicroMouse robot competitions 

8K Starter Package #MC11SP8K $75 
32K Starter Package #MC11SP32K $89 

Techc>tological 

Many other modules & accessories available. 
Visit our website at: 

www.technologicalarts.com 
sa l es O tec h n o l og ica l a rts. c o m 

Phone: (416) 963 -8996 
Fax: (416) 963 -9179 

Add $5 shipping & handling within Canada & USA 
Visa MasterCard Discover Amex 

-sman 
Battery 
Charger 

FOR GEL -CELLS or LEAD 
Features: Precision temperature 
reference & three mode 
Standard kit is for 12V 
selectable. Can be connected 
indefinately, will not overcharge. 
and measures 4"W x 5' 
enclosure included in kit. 
Complete Kit Only 
Assembled & Tested 
CA residents add 7.75% sales 

Foreign orders add 20 %. For 
send legal size 

MA Engineering 
2521 W. La Palma MK 

(714) 952 -2114 FAX: 

:i' °' 

ACID BATTERIES. 
tracking voltage 

charging sequence. 
it 1/2 or 1 Amp, user 

to the battery 
Weighs 2 pounds 

/z "D x 2' /s H. Finished 

$59.95 
$79.95 

tax. Sall: $6.50 (insured) 
more info or price list: 

SASE (55e) to: 

Anaheim, CA 92801 
(714) 952 -3280 

FCC License Preparation 

RADIOTELEPHONE LICENSE 
Electronics Tedl,Avionics,Marine & Radar 

Homestudy --Fast -Easy & inexpensive. 
Manuels -Audio- V ideo- pedisks -Q &As 

Guarantee Pass -see at www.wptfcc.com 
Details -800- 800- 755S.WPT Publications 

4701 NE 47ST,Vancouver,WA.98661 

BUGGED ?? 
Lei VEfDROPPtill ie unbelievably wideepreadl Electronic 
Devices with meting capabilities can be monitoring your 
telephone and room conversations RIGHT NOWT Are you 
sure you're sofa? FREE CATALOG tell, you feet) Includes 
Free Bonus details on fantastic opportunities now open in 
Counter -Surveillance field. Exciting, immensely interesting 
and EXTREMELY profitable (u- to 1250 hr) full /pert-time 
income. Cell Nowl 1 -800- 732 -5000 

- - 

PC BOARDS 
Low Cost, Precision -Made PC Boards 

From Your Gerber/NC Drill Files 

Put your CAD 
program to 
work for you! 

/s / /¡ ' papaP/In* 
Milling 
Drilling 
Routing ,----- 

www.pcbmilling.com FAX: (703) 818 -0071 

SINGERS VOCALS 
Unlimited. Low Cost, Instantly Available 
Background Music from Ongma/ Standard 
Recordings! Does Everything Karaoke 
does...Betler and ggives you, the - .- 
Thompson Vocal Eliminator' , 4.10 
Free brochure &Demo Tape.. 
LT Sound Dept PE 
7988 LT Parkway. Lithonia. GA '3 ',,D.í8 , 7 . i ..4, 
Inlcmcl -http: 'www.LTSound.com - 
24 Hour Detno:lnfo Request Line (770)482.2485 Eat 49 
When You Want Somethin Better Than Karaoke! 

CABLE TV BOXES 
i F 

,- 
- "o ' :ÿtV r -..i.. 

(WE'LL BEAT ANY PRICE!) 
30 DAY TRIAL' I YR. WRNTY. FREE CATALOG 

OTT. DISCOUNTS DEALERS WELCOME! 

1- 800 -785 -1145 
HABLAMOS ESPANOL 

Ia/SA 
I 

Y_/.SA_ Off. :, c.o.D 

PRIVATE CABLE SYSTEMS 
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Delivering Performance With Value 
e -manl: nio@aventods.com website: www.aventools.com 

MICROSCOPES CABLETESTERS 
System 703 System 707 Multi- Network Cable Tester Multi -Modular Cable 

Stereo Inspection Microscope Deluxe Stereo Microscope Part #25.102 Tester 

Part #26.703 Part #26.707 Price $94.50 Part #25.022 

Price $270.00 
Adjustable interpupilary distance 

between 2.5 (55-rim) and 3/4" (75mm 

Slide mount objectives for rapid magni- 

fication change 

Provides a long working distance of 6" 

at 10x magnification 

Built-in illuminator with articulating arm 

allows infinite positioning 

Weighted stand with 9" arm is fully 

adjustable 
Magnification 

5x, 10x, and 

20x 
5 year limited 
warranty 

22 PC Aven Personal 
Computer Tool Kit 
Part #15.014 

Price $296.09 
Selectable 20x or 40x magnification 

Bottom transmited an! overhead illu- 

minators 

Rotary turret mounted with posture 

click stop for easy poste change 

Precision rack and pinion focus 

45 degree inclined eye tubes 

Working distance 3.15" at 20n 

Incandescent 
(12v/10w) 

and Halogen 
(12v/10w) 

lights 

22 PC Aven Basic 
Electronic Tool Kit 
Part #15 019 

Professional Multimeter 
Part #25.015 

Price $335,75 

Quickly tests by auto scanning 
Suitable tor thin ethernet 
(BNC) /10 Base T, (UTP /STP) 
/356A /TIA 568A /TIA -568B 
/token ring 
Use attached remot terminator 
to test cable before or atter the 
cables are installed. Also 
allows you to test the ground 
of shielded twisted pair cable. 

TOOLKITS 

73 PC Aven Master 
Electronic Tool Kit 
Port #15 018 

Price $23489 
Includes super dril set 
Aluminum Case 

20 PC Precision Screwdrive.tSet 
With Interchangeable Blades 
Part #13 714 

Price $16.84 
This usefJl set contains 19 assorted 
Slotted/P-1 i kip /Staa/Hex/t3all 
point/Blades Special q:aick release 
designed. make blade changes cu /ck 

and easy 

Price $78.82 
Quickly test by auto 
scanning modular cables 
USOC4/USOC6 /USOCBt 
erminating with RJ45, 
RJ12 and RJ11 modular 
plug 
Comes with remote 
terminator, allows you to 
test installed cables. 

47 PC Aven Premier 
Compact Technicians Kit 
Part #15.004 

Price $132.83 

Digital Soldering Station 
Part #17.510 

Price $132.65 
Ceramic heater unit for quick 
start 
Temperature adjustment: 160- 

480 celcuis 
Six different tip sizes available 
as options 
Perfect for most soldering 
applications including SMD 
ESD Safe 

88 PC Premier Field 
Service Kit 
Part #15.006 

Moe $244.90 
Comprehensive assort- 
ment of tools for servicing 
electronics 
Double -sided care 

Perfectly Balanced Flourescert 
Lighting With A Precision 3 

Diopter Magnifier Lens 
Part #26.501 

Price $77.90 
45 inch extension arm 
The shade with handle lets you bring 

the light where you want 
3 diopter lens included 
Supplied with 22 watt circline tubo 
Color: Ivory 
All metal construction 

For your nearest distributor call: #1i- 800 -6241 -8170 
Fax: #1- 734 -973 -0097 e -mail: info @aventoDls.coxn OD Visa/Mastercard Accepte. 

CIRCLE 215 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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spyout /et. com 
Countersurveillance - Electronic Devices 

Purchase your video cameras from 
one of the largest importers in the U.S. 
NEW Waterproof Bullet Cameras Spy Pinhole 

Cameras starting at $790° Wireless Video 
Voice Changer 3 Hour Micro Recorder Shotgun 

Mic Locksmithing Bug & Phone Tap Detectors 
Phone Call Register UV Pens & Powder 
Realtime Telephone Recording Systems: 

12 Hour $1250°, 15 Hour $149°° 
GPS Vehicle Tracking System (nationwide) 

And much more 
www.spyoutlet.com 

Printed Catalog send $500 

SPY OUTLET 
2468 Niagara Falls Blvd., Tonawanda NY 14150 

(716) 695 -8660 fax (716) 695 -7380 

PROGRAMMERS 
OVER 50 
MODELS 

ADVANTECH EETOOLS NEEDHAMS DATA VO CE TECHNOLOGY HILO 
SYSTEM GENERAL CHROMA MODULAR CIRCUIT TECHNOLOGY XELTEK 

PROMAX EMR20 MEGAMAU MEGMMx4 SIMM/SIP TESTER PAPA 

CALL ADVANTECH LABTOOL 599 EETOOLS SIMMAX 
629 ICE TECH MICROLV 795 CHROMA SIMM/SIP 
650 EETOOLS ALLMAX + 
409 EETOOLS MEGAMAX 
509 EETOOLS MEGAMAX4 
369 XELTEK SUPERPRO II 

409 XELTEK SUPERPRO II P 

249 XELTEX SUPERPRO L 

165 XELTEK ROMMASTER II 

479 MOD -MCT -EMUPA 

739 STAG ORBIT -32 

359 MOD - MCT- EMUPA/R 
279 MOD -MCT- EMUP/R 

49 EPROM 1 G TO 512K 
69 EPROM 1 G TO I MEG 
99 EPROM 4G TO 1 MEG 

199 EPROM 16G TO 1 MEG 
89 EPROM 1 G TO 8MEG 

129 EPROM 4G TO 8MEG 
250 EPROM 8G TO 8MEG 

LABTOOL48 MICROMASTER SUPERPRO ALLMAX PLUS ROMMASTER2 

General Device Instruments 
Sales 916- 393 -1655 Fax 916- 393 -4949 BBS 983 -1234 

Web www.generaldeviee.com E -Mail iedevice @best.com 

Don't lose sight 
of Glaucoma. 

IE NATIONAL 
EYE 
HEALTH 
EDUCATION 
PROGRAM 

2539 W. 237th Sheet, Bldg. F, Torrance, CA 90505 Minimum Order: $20.00. Minimum she and handling charge 

y (800) (( TIMELINE INC. 55.00. Me ac sax~ xchecks, or-VISA. re.alchecksor 
Oder desk only. USA: 600 872.8878 CA: 800 223 9977 COD's. CA res s odd 8.25% soles lux Ws are not respon ó1e for 

. A 8 Technical Info: (310) 784.5488 Fax (310) 784.7590 
grrapph 

typographical r on. All 
r p«wjÌ 

subject prior 
Ple. we orders hop:/ /www.digisys.net /timeline Over 14 years and 32,000 customers and still growing change without notice 20`.r restocking fee for returned orders 

L10(111O CRYSTAL. DuSPL lYS HACKER CORNER 
Il 240x64 dot LCD with built -in controller. 

AND 4021ST-E0. Unit is EL back -lit. $59 ° ur 2 for $109.' or 
OPTREX. DMF5005 (non back -lit) $49. or2 for$89." 

20 character x 8 line 7X1.8 NH The built -in controller alloH's you to do text and graplrr, , 

Rockwell "Jupiter" GPS Receiver $690° 
Miniature t2.7S x 1.5" o .2S") 12 channel receiver engine. Supports NMEA 0181 and binary protocols. Sun-ions 
UGPS input in both protocols. Compatible with active and passive antennas. "Keep -Alive" educed power 
capability. Standard 2mm 2x 10 interface connector. Complete manual and interface documentation available. 
Compatible with most laptop software using NMEA interface. Suitable for wide range of GPS applications 
including- Handheld GPS. Automotive / Marine / Asiaion .Application.. Amateur APRS and Packet. Alphanumeric -parallel interface 

16x1 $600 20x2 $8.00 32x2 $8.00 
16x1 (lg. char.) $8.00 20x4 $8.00 40x1 $8.00 
16x2 $6.00 20x4 (Iq. war.) $10.00 40x2 2 for $20.00 
16x2 (lg. wee) $10.00 24x2 $8.00 40x4 $20.00 
16x4 $12.00 32x4 $10.00 4x2 $5.00 
5V wen reed Built-in C -MOS LCD driver 8 controller Easy 'microprocessor` power required li - oprr 

more 
Interface 98 ASCII character 

generator Certain models are backlit, call roc more Info. 

EMBEDDED 486 COMPUTER $79.°° 
Complete enhanced Intel 4IIhSX -33 based computer in ultra small x}VBHr nce. Ideal for embedded rations 

- 
P P operations 

or w a second computer. Features include: One lá hit ISA rlo 3 serial ports plus dedicated printer port Pantile! optical 
coupled adapter pan Built in IBM PC/AT keyboard port On bard VGA video and port tses standard MAIM up to 32 SIB 
6105 k PC /AT compatible 

Unit has a backup Ni -Cd battery system in case of power failure (5 min. backup time I and lockable from P Y sY PLS P 
cover to prevent floppy drive access. Mounting I interface provisions for standard 3.5" laptop Iloppv 
and 2.5 inch hard drives. Comes with very comprehensive manual. Graphics and alphanumeric- serial interface 

size MIr. once she Mfr. price 
6408480 (backlit) Epson $20.00 480x128 Hitachi $10.00 
640x400 (backlit) Panasonic $15.00 256x128 Epson $20.00 
640x200 Toshiba $15.00 240x128(bacldit) Optrex $20.00 
480x128(backlit) ALPS $10.00 240x64 Epson $15.00 

160x128 Optrex $15.00 

SONY Miniature Color LCD Display $ 29" 
I.Bcnl Iit.7 inch) u1111 I.CSI)10AKB 82-II v '_'_`;' $29°° 

(7E1,1, SITE TRANSCEIVER $2' 2I r t. 49'' 
se 

20eMHzabandwidthwof the 
designed fr 

trran ceiverpallows itnto 
an AMPS 

operate (onv all c666 chain els allocated. Theltransmit 
channels are 870.030- 889.980 MHz with the receive channels 45 HM1 below those frequencies. A digital 
synthesizer is utilized to generate the selected frequency. Each unit contains two independent receivers to 
demodulate voice and data with a Receive Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) circuit to select the one with 
the best signal strength. The transmitter provides a 1.5 watt modulated signal to drive an external power 
amplifier. channel selection is accomplished with a 10 bit binary input via a connector on the back panel. 
Other interface requirements for operation are 26 VDC (unregulated) and an 18.990 MHz reference 
frequency for the digital synthesizer. The units contain independent boards for receivers, exciter, 
synthesizer. tunable front end, and interface assembly (which includes power supplies and voltage- 
controlled oscillator) Service manual schematics and circuit descriptions included 

6" VGA LCD 640X480, Sanyo LMDK55 -22 S 19°O 
MOM 1TORS 1 

N o ri - E rs e l o s. end TT L 
Comes with pincer. I 2V at 1.4 Amp input Horizontal frequency 1516z. Ability Is do 40 and 80 column 

5 inch Amber $19.00 7 inch Amber $19.00 
9 inch Anther or Green $19.00 

5" COLOR MONITOR $29: "' 
* Flat Faceplate 320x 200 Dot Resolution CGA & Hercules Compatible 

12 VDC Operation 15.75KHz Rani. Freq. 60 Hz Vert. Sync. Fr. 
Open Frame Construction Standard Interface Connector Degaussing Coil included 

k 11 

2 for $49" :.1 

M6. Somhon 
4 INCH LCD MONITOR $49.0° 

Compact (4.4 - x 3.8" x 1.4') TFT active matrix LCD color monitor including 
fluorescent backlight. Analog RGB and composite sync input with switchable 
horizontal / vertical viewing. Low power consumption and long life backlight make 
it ideal for security and door phone use. Single 8 VDC supply and good resolution 
allow mobile operations or use with laptops. Standard ribbon cable - Molex 
connector interface. Complete specifications included. 

9" COLOR SVGA MONITOR $169P" Fully Enclosed - Tilt and swivel type. 

POs s 1<3AR CODE 
1 MAGNETIC CARL? READER $ 1 9 

Includesr20dwracter dot matrix d. vthfull al numeric bile k eelw;lhhilld numeric en ate 

7.5 VDC/0.5 Airy power supply stir lard 
with 

interface extension cord lithium battery and dAA -cone speaker N T S C C O M I O S 1 T E 4" LC C0 MONITOR $469 °Q HP bar code wand (BRCS 2300)$19.00 
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AMAZING DEVICES 
See Our "Action" Web Site at 

www.amazingl.com 
/ Experiment with and Construct Lasers, Phasers, Hypnosis, Mind 

Control, TESLA COILS, Time Travel, Rail Guns, Magnetic Cannons. 
Coil and Sleeve Guns, Super High Gravity Pulses, Explode Wires 

and Water, Antigravity, Levitation, Mass Warping, Magnetic Can 

Crushing, Plasma Propulsion, High Energy Radio Frequency Guns 

(Herf), EMP, Lattice Snapping. Force Fields, Ion Ray Guns and all 

Types of Electrical Pyrotechnics, Plasma and Neon Displays, Sound 

Blasters, Ultrasonics, Super Hearing, Long Range Transmitters, 
Jammers, Personal and Property Protection, Surveilance Plus Move!! 

Laser Window Bounce Listening System 
Powerful listening system, yet simple in operation. 

You shine a LASER at a window and intercept the 
reflected beam with our ultra -sensitive filtered OPTICA 
RECEIVER. Vibrations on the window from internal 
sounds and voices are now clearly heard. Range can 
be up to several hundred meters depending on the 
output power of the laser and optics used. 

LWB9 Plans and all Data for 3 Laser Window Bounce Systems $20.00 
LWB6K Kit of Complete 100' System with Visible Laser for Demo/Science Project ., $129.95 

PI 
, 
f i 

LLR30 Optical RECEIVER with voice filter $99.95 LLR3K Kit of Optical Receiver $69.95 

LLR40 Higher performance with low noise preamp, basic optics and delux headsets $199.95 

CWL10 10 mw ClassIllB Invisible IR LASER for 500'....$199.95 CWLIK Kit of LASER $149.95 

LM650P5 5mw ClassIllA Visible Red Laser Module for up to 100' $19.95 

LM650P10 10 mw ClasslllB Visible Red Laser Module for up to 200' $69.95 

ravi r o or 
Electrical charge reactions 
produce the effect of "anti 
gravity. You build a model 
craft from simple 
parts and levitate it 
with our ion power 
source. Battery or 
115vac operation. Gre 
science or fascinating earch project 
includes our gravity handbook. 

GRA3 Plans/Book $20.00 
GRA3K Power Source Kit $99.95 
GRA30 Assembled Above $149.95 

CONT - U sing 
Electronic Hypnosis 

Grffilae- 
lectronic circuitry induces hypnotic as 
well as ALPHA relaxed mind states. 
Place subjects under your control 

HYP2 Plans $10.00 
HYP2K Kit/Plans $49.95 
HYP20 Ready to Use $69.95 

MIND2 Plans for Mind Control $15.00 
IND2K Kit/Plans . $49.95 
IND20 Ready to Use $79.95 

eramagnetic Pulserbn 
omplex Magnetic waves \ 
re claimed to produce man 
earth benefits. Board level 
experimental device is sol %or 
esearch purposes only. 

HMAG10 Lab Assembled....$24.95 

ybemetic Ear! 
Provides that "extra edge° f , -i . 

many listening applications. 
Enhances 3 to 4x of normal. 

CYBEREAR $19.95 

Tesla Coil 
Produces 30" Sparks 

Create a spectacular 
display of nature own 
lightning. Many 
amazing experiments 
possible. See In actiok 
on our web site!! 

BTC4 Plans..$20.00 
BTC4K kit.._$799.95_ 
BTC40 Ready to use $999.95 

Smaller Version (8 -10" Sparks) 
BTC3 Plans..$15.00 BTC3K Kí.$349.95 
BTC30 Ready to Use $449.95 

ait Field Pisto 
Caution! Do not aim at people! 

Blast out rodents with 
high power ultrasonics. 

Handheld and battery 
operated with all controls. 

Rental units available. 

PPP1 Plans $8.00 
PPPIK Kit/Plans $49.95 
PPP10 Ready to Use $79.95 

Amazing Gravitron 
Remarkable true levitation 
without any tethering 
or external sources 
of energy. Winning 
science project. 
Includes self starter 

GRV10 - Anti Gravity Top $39.95 
GRV30 - Super Levitator $49.95 

Hover Board kLL 

28 pages of data related 
to the most revolutionary 
advance in transporta- 
tion. Cutting edge R&D 

HOVER Plans and Data $25.00 

Ultra Bright Green Laser visible over a mil !I 

30 to 50x brighter than the red pointers. Shirt pocket sized pen .55" x 

Full 5mw. Operates for hours from two "AAA" batteries. 
Call for pricing as we will not be undersoldllllllllll 

Ion Ray Guns 
Star Wars Technology 

'Directa 
Energy 

!sI 'xI ,I /, T 

tar Wars Technology Demonstrates Weapons 
Potential, Force Fields, lonMotors, Antigravity etc. 

Projects electric shocks without contactll 
onduct many weird and bizarre experiments. 

Handheld battery operated and easy to operate. 

10G719 Plans $10.00 
IOG7K Kit/Plans $99.95 
IOG70 Assembled/Tested $149.95 

Higher Powered Device 
IOG9K Kit/Plans $129.95 
10G90 Assembled/Tested $199.95 

6 Easy FM Xmtr Projects! 
Seger Sensitive Ultra Clear 1 Mile, 
Voice Tranemitler. 

2 I Mile* Telephone Transmitter. ma 
3 

Line Powered Phone Transmitter 
Never Needs Baaenesll 

4 Trackin9/Haming Beacon Beeping 
Transmitter 

5 Video /Audio Rebroadcasler 1 Mi. 

N/FM Radin Disrupter. Neat Prank! 
6 Discretion Required 

OMBOX Parts Above 6 Projects $49.95 
OMBOP Plans Above 6 Projects $10:.00 

Semi -Cond Burning Lasers 
10mw to 2 Watts of 
continous output!! 

Use for directed beam of heat, 
illumination source for 
night vision, laser window boun 
IR driver for ultra- bright green lasers. 

CWL5K Kit/Plans minus diode $199.95 
CWL50 Assmbld minus diode $299.95 
LD34 CW 3/4 W 980nm diode $249.95 

Nightstar Night Viewer 
Sees in total darkness 
35000x Light Gain 
Over 100 yds Recognition 
Built in IR Illuminator 
20 degree Field of View 
20 Hours Battery Life 
Spectral Response 810 -840 nm. 

NSTARIO - Ready to Use $239.95 

ini TESLA Coil 
Lights up a 4' fluorescent 
tube-all without any 
contact!! Yet only 
MTCIK Kit/Plans .95 
MTC10 Assembled $34.95 

elephone Line Grabber 
oom Listener 
ontroller and 
all Dlverter ,,....' ¡. ,..... ',;,. 

'sten to your premises. Break in to calls 
ontrol household appliances. Remote 
ial long distance calls -from anywhere!! 

TELCON4 Plans $10.00 
TELCON4K Kit/Plans $129.95 
TELCON40 Ready to Us $169.95 

Transistorized TESLA Coil 
Amazing and bizarre 
effects turn a normal light 
bulb into a spectacular 
plasma display!! With 
adjustable frequency 
control. Safe 12vdc input 

CL5 Plans..$8.00 TCLSK Kit/Plans $58.95 
CL50 Assembled and Tested $99.95 

Attention! High Voltage Modules 

Battery powered for hovercraft, plasma 
guns, anti gravity, force fields, pyroteçh 

MIMIMAX44KV $19.95 

MINIMAX33KV $17.95 

MINIMAX22KV $14.95 

acobs Ladder 
Pyrotechnical traveling fiery 
plasma expands over 3" 

before evaporating into space. 
Solid state circuitry with 
adjustable arc control. 115/ ; 

230 volt operation. Uses safe 
high frequency energy. 

ACK1 Plans $8.00 
ACK1K Supply, Mtg Blks, Ladders..$149.95 
ACK10 Ready to Use $249.95 

r3 Mi FM Voice Transmitter 
crystal clear performance. Many 
applications. Easy to assemble 

=MV1K Parts and plans `$39.95 

Shock Force Field Vehicle 
Object Electrifier 
Hand shock balls,wands. Mini . rcuit is easily 
hidden. Great payback for those wise guys. 

SHKIK Kit/plan $19.95 

Mind&Brain Controllers 
Incredible device Turbo charges memory, 
Boost mental powers, Controls stress, 
Speeds up healing 
processes and Uncover 
hidden potentials. 
High quality 
unit with 
many 
features. 

BWPLUS- APOLLO Ready to use..$186.95 
BWII- EINSTEIN Lower cost unit...5129.95 

Burning Cutting Lasers 
Current and Future Weapons Systeiltr 

We Stock Parts! 

LC3 Plans Poor Mans CO2 System.... $15.00 

LC7 Plans Lab CO2 System 30W+ $20.00 

LAGUN2 Plans Nd,Yag, Ruby 6Kw $20.00 

All Three Plans for only 525.0011 

atented Moving Light Concept Defies all Logic 
as It Appears to Evaporate into Spacell 

Duplicate the STAR WARS effect 

Replaceable Blades, Overide Switc 
Interactive Sound Module 
Available on Request 

vailable colors: "C " 
photon blue, starfire red 
phaser green, neon red 

S15K= C" Kit of 15" Active Length ....$24.95 

AB34K C" Kit of 24" Active Length $39.95 

SAB46K "C" Kit of 36' Active Length $99.95 

'Please add $10.00 for special handling 

Information Unlimited PO Box 716 Amherst N.H. U.S.A. 03031 

1 800 221 1705 Orders /Catalogs Only! Fax 1 603 672 5406 Information 1 603 673 4730 Free Catalog on Request 

Pay by MC,VISA,Cash, Check, MO, COD. Add $5.00 S&H plus $5.00 if COD. Overseas Contact for Proforma 
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No Rolls /Titters /Flickers / Fading ,/ 
Works on all Ns, VCRs, Beta, & Cable 
Gold Videc Connectors ft Cables Included 
1Year aaG 
Mooney Back Gu arantee 40 

00-512,1252 

NE\-EStPF\ 

00 -51 -2252 2609 S. 156th Circle Omaha, NE 68130 
..,. 

_ 
www.modernelectronics.com 

EZ -EP DEVICE PROGRAMMER - $169.95 
Check Web!! - www.m2l.com 

Past - Programs 27C010 in 23 seconds 

Portable - Connects to PC Parallel Port 
Versatile - Programs 2716 -080 plus EE 

and Flash (28F,29C) to 32 pins 
Inexpensive- Best for less than $200 

Correct implementation of manufacturer 
algorithms for fast, reliable programming. 

Easy to use menu based software has binary 
editor, read, verify, copy, etc. Free updates via 
bbs or web page. 

Full over current detection on all device power 
supplies protects against bad chips and 
reverse insertion. 

Broad support for additional devices using 
adapters listed below. 

Available Adapters 
EP -PIC (16C5x,61,62x,71,84) $49.95 
EP-PIC64 (62-5,72-4) $39.95 
EP- PIC12(12C50x) $39.95 
EP-PIC 17 17C4x $49.95 

-51(8751. 51) 39.95 
EP-11E(68HC11 E/A) $59.95 
EP-11D (68HC711D3) $39.95 
EP-16 16bn 40 in EPROMS 549.95 

P- 8( 02,3,4, .7,8 
EP-SEE2(93x.24x,25x,85x) $39.95 
EP-750(87C750.1,2) $59.95 
EP-PEEL ICT22v10 18v8 $59.95 
EP- 1051189C1051.2051) 9.'5 
EP -PLCC (PLCC EPROMs) 549.95 
EP -SOIC (SOIC EPROMs) 549.95 

Man Other Ada ters Available 

M2L Electronics 
970/259 -0555 Fax: 970/259 -0777 

250 CR 203 Durango. CO 61301. 
CO orders add 7% sales tax. 

http: //www.m2/.com 111111.0_ 

S.'SCONITEC 
Best for HIGH PERFORMANGE fieldwork 

One Pocket Sized Tool Dow It All With Expending Output Capability 
A universal multi -programmer combining Independent power supply with recharge - 
performance, flexibility and room for man- able battery / Uses PC printer port / Hex, 
sion. Optimal for use in the field. Small JEDEC, and binary file formats / Hex & fuse - 
enough to fit in your pocket it will output map buffer editor / Split & shuffle for 8 -bit, 
to a wide array of devices. 16-bit and 32 -bit targets / Runs under 
Feat, Versatile Field Programmer W1n3.1, 95, 98, NT/ 'Remote Control' by 

Programs 8 -bit and 16-bit EPROMs, EE 
DOE scripts / Designed for the future with 

PROMS, Zero Power RAM's, Flash, Serial added 
Pin Myer 9l / new 

demo 
so 

added every month / Device ist, demo soft- EEPROMS /GAL, PALCE, ATF/87xxx, 89m, ware and lifetime free updates from our PIC12/16/17Cxx / All DIL devices without website. adapter/ Lightning fast parallel data trans- 
fer (e.g. 27C512 readkompare 2 sed) GALEP /cable, Batt. and redheger3333.00 

PLCC adept. /8-bit PROMS /16-bit EPROM /GALS 
...._.._ ................ ,..........................._.. each $149.00 COMPLETE KIT GAL EP -Ill 

Pocket Multiprogrammer 
CONI1EC DATASYSTEMS . 1951 4th Avenue, Suite 301 - San Diego, CA 92101 Tel: 619 7024420 

ONLINE ORDERS: W W W DONREC DOM 

HOT NEW PRODUCTS!!! 
Phone and Internet Voice Changer - This device is 
new to the market and provides realistic sounding 
voices. It allows you to interface directly to your 
phone jack, or computer via patch cord and mic. In- 
tro price $129.95 

etlk P' 
,. 

w i r e l e s s k e y b o a r d - . 

100 feet range 

Pówer4ndicator 

Eic. ; . ̀  
In;egrated Touchpad 

104 -key functionality 

900MHz Wireless RF Technology 
No Line of Sight Requirement 
Encrypted Data Transmission 
Long Battery Life 

taatsdaa,kL 8615$atlqortlaopfatlraxsxG915t1 
4La10{11Mtt Fax 610.L73W1 EnaïSYa9AFDnKetms IRLwASDehxetme 

Low Cost PlCrnicro Tools 

New! PIGX1 
Experimenter/ 

Lab Board 
$49.95 to $199.95 

EPIC Pocket PICmicro 
Programmer - $59.95 

Program PlCmicros in BASIC! 
PicBasic Compiler - $99 95 

PicBasic Pro Compiler - $249.95 

PICProto Boards make 
prototyping with PlCmicros 

easy - $8.95 to $19.95 

muroC -ixg bald; o7nc. 

® Box 7532 Colorado Springs CO 80933 PM- 11 

(719) 520-5323 fax(719) 520 -1887 ® http: / /www.melabs -com 1111 

Phone Manager - Reverse Caller ID. Now you can keep 
track of outgoing numbers. Records length, time and date 
of call. Keep track of the children, the wife, or the phone 
company. Easy hookup via phone jack. $79,95 
www.electronickits.com - Over 200 Electronic Gadgets 
Carl's Electronics Inc. sales @electronickits.com 

Data Acquisition and Control 
The ADR series of interfaces allow control of 
analog, digital and relay UO via RS232 or RS485. 
Visit the web site for specs, applications and 
programs in VB, C, BASIC etc got» 871ß852 

www.ontrak.net 
Ontrak Control Systems Inc. J 

Do You Repair Electronics? 
Repair Databases for 
TV, VCR, Monitor, UL 

Audio, FCC, and more. 

- Over 76,000 records 
- Private user forums 
- Live on -line chat rooms 

RepairWorld.com 
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1 
14 Channel FRS Radio 

1 

(Family Radio Service) 
With CTCSS Subchannels 
Fanon / Courier # KF -310. A light- 

weight, palm -sized FM transceiver. 
Use it at shopping malls, amuse- 
ment parks or sports events. Up to 
a two mile range. Talk with another 
person who has an FRS radio set 
to the same frequency as your 
transceiver. Operates on 14 

channels, with 38 CTCSS sub - 
channels for each channel. 
Speaker/ microphone jack. Backlit 
LCD display. Aux. Power jack. 
Also features VOX voice activation, 
auto squelch and a power -saver feature 
which switches on after 8 seconds of inactivi- 
ty. Operates on 4 AAA alkaline or recharge- 

able batteries (not included). 1 Year mfg. 

warranty. FCC approved. CAT# KF -310 

$39 95 
each unit (not per pair) 

I Keychain Laser Pointer I 

2.5" long laser pointer with a keychain 
and snap -clip. Projects an intense 
solid red dot up to 500 yards. Perfect 
for sales meetings, lectures. 
A great gift item. 
Includes three 
LR44 
batteries. 

CAT # LP -506 10 for $45.00 

I Digital On -Timer 
Digital timer from Mr. Coffee'M 
Small modular design, no 
brand name or logo. Ideal 
for use in any product that 
needs to be turned on 
automatically at a specific 
time. Operates on 120 Vac. 
Switch loads ups to 10 amps. 
Can be switched manually. White plastic 
face. 2.48" X 1.77 ", with four digit LED 
clock. Overall size: 2.48" X 2.17" X 1.88" 
deep behind face. 0.25" qc terminals. 
Easy to connect and operate. Includes 
instruction sheet. 00 
CAT# MCT -3 $5 each 

QUALITY Parts 

FAST Shipping 

SDISCOUNT 
Pricing 

I"Ear Bud" Stereo Earphones' 

Miniature "in -ear" earphones 
for use with most portable 
CD, radio and tape players. 
3.5 mm stereo phone plug. 
32 ohm impedance. 
Large Quantity Available 

CAT # HP -6 

85¢ each 
10 for $7.50 

100 for $50.00 

Laser Level 

Accurate and easy to use for short and long 

distance leveling. Center the bubble, and any- 

thing that intersects the beam is at exactly the 
same height. Use it to match heights in large 

rooms or across buildings. Set and align electri- 

cal and plumbing fixtures, cabinets and shelves. 

Rugged, black anodized aluminum housing with 

pocket clip. Locking push button switch to pre- 

vent unintended actuation. 
Includes two AAA batteries. $ 16 each 
CAT # LL -1 

22 UF 450 Vdc 

125 
0.63" diameter X 1.6" long axial $ each 
electrolytic capacitor. 

CAT# 22/450VA 
10 for $10.00 

100 for $80.00 

16 Character X 2 Line LCD 
with Backlight 

Daewoo # 16216L -5 -VSO 
5 x 7 dot format. 
2.56" x 0.54" viewing area. 
3.15" x 1.41" module size. 
LED backlight. Includes 
hook -up /spec sheet. 

CAT# LCD -53 $750 
each 

CALL, WRITE, 
FAX or E -MAIL For A 

Free 96 
CATALOG. 

Outside the U.S.A. send $3,00 postage. 

3 Outlet Lighter Cord w/ 
Battery Monitor 

Three foot cord with LED 
lighted, fused, 10 Amp 
plug at one end and 
three outlet jacks at 

other end. Jack 
assembly has red, 
yellow and green LEDs to 
indicate battery condition. 
Can be mounted via mounting ears (4.7" cen- 

ters) or double -sided tape (included). Mounting 
ears fold out of way if not in use. 75 
CAT # CLP -44 $3each 

Ionizer 
Seawise Industrial Ltd. 
Model # SW750. Input: 120 Vac 

Output: 7.5 KV 60 Hz. The main 
component in a household ion- 

ization unit. 2.2" x 1" x 0.86" thick 
with a mounting tab that extends 
0.75" from the unit. 
UL recognized. 

CAT # SW -750 
$4 

each 

I Blue & White Ultrabrights I 

BLUE / water clear 1200 mcd 
45 degree viewing angle. ---17 

$3each 

CAT # LED -58 
10 for $30.00 

WHITE / water clear 1100 mcd 

CAT # LED -48 $4öö 
each 10 for $35.00 

Motorized Potentiometer 
Dual 10K Linear Taper 

Alps Electric # 726T- 10KBX2 
Dual 10K linear pot powered 
by a small reversible 6 Vdc 
gearhead motor. Pot and 
motor assembly are 1" square x 

1.7" long excluding shaft and 
bushing. 6 mm flatted shaft is 

0.5" long. 9mm threaded bushing. PC pins and 

mounting tabs for pc board mounting. 

$00 CAT # MPOT -10K 
each 10 for $35.00 

ORDER TOLL FREE 1 -8 - 
Sho ON -LINE www.allelectronics.com 

MAIL ORDERS TO: 

ALL ELECTRONICS CORP. 
P.O. BOX 567 VAN NUYS, CA 91408 -0567 

NO MINIMUM ORDER All Orders Can Be Charged to Visa, Mastercard, American Express or Discover Checks and Money Orders Accepted by Mail 

Orders Delivered in the State of California must include California State Sales Tax NO C.O.D Shipping and Handling $5.00 for the 48 Continental United 

States - ALL OTHERS including Alaska, Hawaii, P.R. and Canada Must Pay Full Shipping Quantities Limited Prices Subject to change without notice. 

MANUFACTURERS - We Purchase EXCESS INVENTORIES... Call, Write, E -MAIL or Fax YOUR LIST 

FAX (818) 781 -2653 INFO (818) 904 -0524 

E -MAIL allcorp @allcorp.corn (49 
01109401 
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Save up to 90% off list prices on 
thousands of goods and services! 

Why pay retail 
prices when you 

don't have to? 

pÚ010 VMEO 

WNOEESA 

& DISCOUNT 

"aril 
E 

by Warren W g ant 

CTROMCS 

No matter what you're looking for, 
you can get it cheaper with this 
newly updated for moo Buyer's 
Guide: Audio and Video equipment 
and materials, Electronic products 
and surplus, Professional 
Recording and specialty items, 
Computers and components, 
Stereos, CDs, Software, wireless 
telephone and Communications 
Equipment and almost anything 

else you could want. COMPUTERS 

Here you'll find carefully researched and screened sources 
that represent the best businesses with the best bargain prices. Plus, you 
will find unusual companies selling hard -to -find items. 

If you're looking for almost anything for yourself, your 
home or business -chances are you'll find a mail order 
or internet company listed that sells it at huge 
wholesale discounts. Company listings include 
complete address, phone, FAX, Email and Website 
addresses. 

COMMAND PRODUCTIONS 
Post Office Box 2824 
San Francisco, CA 94126 
Call toll free: 1- 800 -932-4268 

VISA =11! 

NEW! All 1300 ACTUAL QUESTIONS! 

FCC Commercial 
General Radiotelephone 

Operator License (GROL) 
Plus Ship Radar 

Only $18 l9 5 Plus $4.00 
shipping 

Compete FCC Element I, 2 and 8 Question Pools. 

Become an FCC licensed 

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN 
347-page Tests- Answers exam Guide covers everything you 
need to know to get your FCC Commercial Radiotelephone 
Operator License with Radar Endorsement. 
Newly revised multiple- choice exams cover all word -by -word 
questions covered on the actual FCC License exam. 
Revised 17th edition has complete information on every 
commercial radio license examination and how you can 
qualify...from the publisher specializing in FCC License 
training since 1969. 
Unconditional Money Back Guarantee. 

V /S r_ A 

COMMAND PRODUCTIONS FCC LICENSE TRAINING 
Post Office Box 2824 San Francisco, CA. 94126 

Call Toll Free 1- 800 - 932 -4268 
CIRCLE 232 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Do Thieves Want Your Computer? 
This Year 1.2 Million Desktop Computers Will Be Stolen. 

Protect Your Computer with PC Doberman Security. 
Thousands of PCs are equipped with security cards in North 
America and Europe. PC Doberman is the most comprehensive 
computer security available. Providing both anti -theft and access 
control in one package. 

Motion Detection 
Motion Sensitivity Control 
Unauthorized Access Alarm 
Time Lock Access Control 
Anti Password Hacking Alarm 
Minimum Password Length Feature 
Access Control and Disable Mechanism 
Warning or Continuous Motion Alarms at 85 dB 
A Log to keep track of when your PC is used. 
A Real Time Clock 

This commercial ISA bus card is easy to install under Windows 
3.1, 95 or 98 and DOS. A dozen Windows setup and dialog boxes 
let you configure the security to suit your needs. 
PC Doberman protects your computer at $99.95 
Mention this add and save $30.00 for only $69.95 
For a kit of all parts, PCB, Windows software and build instruc- 
tions save $40.00. A great deal at $59.95 
Shipping and handling charges of $6.00 applies on all orders with- 
in continental United States and Canada. Elsewhere $11.00. 
Canadians add GST /HST. Ontario residents add PST. All funds in 
US dollars. Checks or Money Orders accepted. 
Microdev 363 Dale Crescent, Waterloo, ON, Canada, 
N2J 3Y6, Tel: 519 -746 -6819 Fax: 519 -746 -7292 

sales @microdev.com http: / /www.microdev.com 

RF Data Module 
AM Transmitter 

Sub Miniature module 
SAW Controlled 
No adjustable components 
Lori current - 22.5mA 

Supply 2.5 -12Vdc 

AM Receiver 
Compact Hybrid Module 
Very stable 
CMOS,TTL output 
Patented Laser Trimmed 
5Vdc. 0.8111A (HRR6) 

FM Transceiver 
.Only 23 x 33 x I I imn 

Up to 40.000bps data rate 
Up to 450ft. range. 
5V operation 
418MHz or 433MHz FM 

RS232 Transceiver 
3o ire RS232 interface 

19 2Kbps half duplex 
4 t 8MHz or 433MHz FM 
7.5- 15Vdc. 20mA 
TXRX Status LED's 

AM Transmitter 
Range up to 250ft. 
SAW controlled stability 

Wide supply range 2 -14V 
CMOSTTL input 

418MHz or 433MHz 
Range up to 300ft 

CMOSTLL data input 
7 x I I x 4uun ' 

ANI -TXI -xxx .... S12.60 

2kHz data rate 
Sensitivity -105dBm 
38x 12 s2min 

ANI-1111R6-xxx... S16.33 

5V CMOS logic interface 
Fast InIS enable 
Ponser saying feature 
Camer Detect output 
BiM -xxx -F 587.36 

Up to 40011. range 
1/4 Dave ant. on board 

User data packetizing 
58 x 40 x 15mm 

CV'PHERNET.... $139.30 

Loo current. 4nuA typ 
Up to 4kHz data rate 

Small: 17 x I Imm 
.4!1 -RT5- xxx..., S12.10 

,¡tl ABAó OM Free Catalog 

tel: (416)236 3858 
fax: 1416)236 8866 

www.abacom -tech.com 
MasterCard I VISA 
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www. web -tronics. corn www. web -tropics. corn 
fHI h Performance Auto Ranging DMM New to our DMM line -up and possibly (probably) the best (WM value 

ONLY 
8n 

iroef.lncludes: A eaimgar G ypf! Auto Ranging! Dino Hold! T mperature Prob& ; requency Test! Continuity Test! AND MORE' 
a dd FF eases Or tas actin 

Auto Ranging: For easy. precise fo range 
selection 

DC Volts: up w IOOOV 
Range Hold Control: allows for manual selection of your ten AC Volts: up to 750V NOW IN 
range AMPS: up to 20 Amps (AC & DC) STOCK! 3 -I/4 Digit LCD Display: Reads up to 3260. Easy to read display. Resistance: up to 30M ohm 
Function Dial: Easy to use to select measurement type or turn unit Continuity Check: with audible signal 
ff. (signal sounds if resisance is less than 20 

4 Jack Plug -ins: Safety design with different capacities for different 
ohms. Display read[ actual resistance). SI9903 functions. Frequency: (IKH. to 300KHz) displays #C 

Diode, Continuity Check Push -Button: For niggling between both digital and bar graph reading Specifications 
diode check and continuity check. Transistor hie Test: Display shows Accuracy 
Low Battery Indicator: Advises you when its time to change approximate hie value based on test Vdc: =1.0 5 di[is 
battery condition of OuA base current and Vice of Vac. ±1.5% reading +8 digits 
Extra Long M" Test Leads: Helps get to hard [o reach places approx. 3V, Ado. ±1.2% reading aS digits 
Screw -On Alligator Clips: Convert one or both probe tips to Temperature Test Measures from 0° to Aac ±1.5% reading +5 digits 
alligator 1832' F (probe suppied!) Resistance: ±I.5% reading n5 digits 
Fuse -Protected Circuitry Diode Test Tests if diodes are shorted or Frequency: ±3.0% reading +5 digits 
Built -In Stand: Makes one hand operation easier. open Temperature: ±I 0% reading +6 digits 
Shock Absorbing Rubber Carrying Cue: with convenient pro be 

I 

P 
t Impedance: IOMohm (VdcNac): Re two AAA 

storage clips and hanging tab. Helps protect the DMM from damage if e 
I001Ìohm on 300 mVdc range batteries sold separately. 

cddentally dropped. 
over 

/2GHz RF Field StrengthAnalyzerN\ 
Frequency Range: I00KHz to 
2.060MHz IONLY 
Narrow Band FM (NFM),Wide 

1.58 Band FM (WFM), AM and Single 
Side Band (SOB) Modulated Signal i 

May Be Measured 
PLL Tuning System for Precise 
Frequency Measurement and 
Tuning Navigate 
LED Backlight LCD (192192 do ts Easy to B 

ych Engine 
Built-In 

eldeandnBat 
Counter 

Includes a 
5eaorks 

All Functions are Menu Selected W 
for PC Interface and #3201 J 

That R mspdded Constantly 
Printer 

f CCD B &W Board Cameras 
ASIC CCD Area Image Sensor / Detailed Specs 

Extremely Low Power Consumption on the Web 

0.5 Lux Min Illumination 
Built -In Electronic Auto Iris for Auto Light Compensation 

VM1030PA -B 30mmx3Ommx25mm, Pinhole lens, I2V 539.0' any qty. 

VM1030A 30mmx3Ommx26mm, Standard lens, I2V 039.OÓ any qty. 

VM1035A 42mmx42mmx25mm, Standard lens, 12V with back light 
compensation $49.00 any qty. 

VMCB21 44mmx38.5mmx28mm, with 6 infra -red LEDs, I2V 549.00 any qty. 

VM1036A 32mmx32mmx25mm, Standard lens, 12V, reverse mirror image 
feature $49.00 any qty. 

Measures: $299' 

www. web -tronics. corn 
Removable Hard Drive Rack 

For IDE /Ultra DMA Hard Drives ONLY' v 
We Sold Over 14,000 in 1998! 
This product can be used with any .ylli 
3 -112 IDE hard drive up to I" high. 

It includes an electronic keylock mrf q,y, 
for safe removal and insertion. 
Made of ABS 707 fireproof plastic. 
Use this product to protect 
sensitive hard drive data. take your 

H- 10C -IDE hard drive between work and 
home or even set up different users with their own hard drives that 

they physically insert every time they use a PC. Other models available 

from C.S.I. include RH I O series and RH2O series. which are 
interchangeable within the same interface design (IDE or SCSI). Other 
Models are Available. See www.web-tronics.com under "hard 

ive and accessories" for more details and pictures. 

$149' 

Removable Hard Drive Rack with 
Auto Door And Cooling Fan ONLY 
Auto door on the outer frame 
ABS material of outer frame. High efficiency 
cooling fan 
Worldwide patent pulling function 
handle 
CE Approved 
Coating iron bottom cover 
For IDE interface 
For I" high 3.5" HDD f Not compatible with our RHIO & RH2O yMp -27 Compatible with our RH17 -IDE model. M R 

In Business 
Since 1971 

(ITullet CCD CamerasB&W and Color 
Smart Rugged Metal Housing Detailed Specs 
Extrememly Low Power Consumption 

On the Web 12 Volt 
CCD Area Image Sensor for Long Camera Life 
Ballt -In Electronic Auto Iris for Auto Light Compensation 
No Blooming, No Burning 
0.1 Min Lux Illumination (BBW), 1 Lux Min Lux Illumination (color) 

VMBLT1020 B &W,2Imm(D)x5Smm(L) :49. any qty. 

VMBLT1020W B &W Weatherproof, 21 mm(D)x58.5mm(L) 79 any ggty- 

VMBLTJC19BW COLOR! Weatherproof, 17mm(D)a$Smm(L)'139 ' any q 

COLOR CCD Mini Board Cameras 
Low Power Consumption 
1 Lux Illumination 
Internal Synchronization 
12Volts 
400 TV Lines 
Built -In Electronic Auto Iris for Auto Light Compensation 

VM3010PA 33mmx33mmx 18mm, Pinhole lens '99.00 any qty. 

VM3011 -A 45mmx4Ommx24mm, Standard lens, single board '89.0fì any 

\3010 -A 33mmx33mmx32mm, Standard lens '99.. any qty. 

etailed Spec 
on the Web 

eyyf' 2.4 GHzA/V Sender /Receiver S stem 

Wireless FM transmission of video 
(color or B/W) and sound (stereo or 
mono) up to 150 meters (line of 
sight) 
Directional Antenna Design 
optimizes performance 
Use with remote cameras or any 
input (satellite TV, cable etc.) where 
wireless transmission is desired.View 
on aTV set. 
Performance through walls varies 
depending on construction methods 
etc. 
Each set includes a plug-in power 
supply for the transmitter & receiver. 
7 segment LED displays channel (1 -4) 
on receiver & transmitter. 

ow On Sale 

erN. 

CSIHTR2400 Includes One 
Transmitter 6 One Receiver with 
Power Supplies $ 1 09.00 
CSIHTR2400TX Extra 
Transmitter /Each Receiver will 
Monitor up to 4 Transmitters $89.00 

See more detailed specifications at 
www.web- tronics.com in the / 

CCD camera setcien. / 
Our Most Sophisticated DMM We Sold Over 700 Last Yearl 

with RS -232 Interface & Software, 3 -3/4 Digit, 4000 Count, Auto- Ranging 

with Analog Bargraph K Type Temperature Probe Included 
Pulse Signal for Logic 
& Audible Test 
Continuity/Diode Test 
Logic Test 
Auto Power OFF/ "Keep ON" Model' 
Fused 20A Input with 
Warning Beeper 
Back Light 
Data Hold /Run Mode 
Safety Design UL1244 & VDE -04I I 

Protective Holster 
Silicon Test Leads 

True RMS Mode 
IOMHa Frequency Counter 
Time Mode with Alarm, 
Clock, and Stop Watch 
Dual Display 
10 Location Memory 
Min. Max, Avg and Relative 
Mode 
Decibel Measurement 

and Ind. Measurement 
emperature Mode (C/F) 

NOW 
LY 

reg 69 

More 
Details on 

our 
Web Site 

PROTEK 506 

Details at www.web- tronics.com 

Mini CCDs (B/W & Color) 
Sensational NEW Design for Small 
Observation Cameras. Smaller and Better 

Ultra Miniature Design 
Black & White Versions Only 25mm x 
25mm 
Color Versions Only 32mm x 32mm 
Available in Standard Lens or Pinhole 
Lens 

All Include Pre -Wired Cable Harness for Video & Power 
12V Regulated Power Supply Required (120mA typical 
power consumption) 
0.1 LUX Rating (B/IM, 1 LUX (color) 
CCD Area Image Sensor for Long Camera Life 
Back Light Compensation Circuit he Web 
Built -In Electronic Auto Iris Lens 

VMCW -H 11 A 32mmx32mmx3Omm, Color CCD with standard lens, pre- 

wired cabling I2V DC Power 139.x"` /' 129.01 5 or more 

VMCW -H12A 32mmx32mmxl9mm, Color CCD with pinhole lens, pre-wired 

cabling, 12V DC Power Input 139. "i /'129. '' S or more 

VMPS -718A 25mmx25mmx3Omm, B/W CCD with standard lens, pre - 

wired cabling, I 2V DC Power Input '59. ", / .49. " 5 or more 

VMPS -250A 25mmx25mmxl5mm, B/W CCD with pinhole lens, pre -wired 

cabling, 12V DC Power Input '59. / '49. :: S or more 

VCC -3232 32mmx32mmx3Omm, CMOS COLOR, std lens, see web for 

specss79.00 / °72.40 5 or more / 
new/ Hot Air SMD Rework\ 

Station WOW! ONLY $489 
Similar Systems Cost 100s More! 

ONLY 

$489 

#S R -979 
For technicians, service /repair depots and assem- 

bly rework.We also stock a selection of nozzles 

for QFP, SOP & PLCC devices (see our website 
for selection details). Hot Air temperature vari- 
able from 100 °C to 400 °C (212 °F to 754 °F) 
power consumption: 275w max.Auto cooling fea- 

ture cools system after shut off to extend ser- 

vice life of heating elements and handle. One year 
limited warranty from C.S.I. 
Comes with QFP Nozzle (0.68" x 0.68 ") 

noWtk O'Scope Offer 
30MHzl ONLY $299! 
Industries Best Price! 
See web for specs 

Dual Channel 
Dual Trace 
Vert Trigger 
I Year C.S.I. Warranty! 

Manufactured for CSI by a leading 
O.E.M. manufacturer. See our 
ebsite for detailed specifications! 

3000 Series Digital R/O Bench Power Supply 
(-Low Cost Single Output i-3 Amp 

High stability digital read -out bench power supply 
featuring constant voltage and current outputs. 
Short- circuit protection and current limiting 
protection is provided. Highly accurate LED 
accuracy and stable line regulation make the 3000 
series the perfect choice for lab and educational use. 

Line Regulation: 2x I 0 
_" 

+ I ma 

LED Accuracy: Voltage ±1% +2 digits 
Current ±1.5% +2 digits 

Wave Line Noise: <_ 
I mvrms 

Dimensions: 291mm x 158mm x (36mm (CSI3003 ) 

CSI3003: 0- 30v10 -3amp 
Digital RIO Bench PS, 

I x 10'4 +5mv Load 
Regulation 

$99.00 S /$89.00 

tea 

AS 
LOW AS 

$89 

CIRCUIT SPECIALISTS, INC. 220 S. Country Club Dr., Mesa, AZ 85210 800 -528- 1417/480- 464- 2485 /FAX: 480 -464 -5824 95 

CIRCLE 233 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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WIRELESS MOBILE WORKSTATION is a Hackers Bonanza! 
llronix T5000 mobile terminal with 2Meg. PCMCIA Mom card. 

This is a super device we would really like to know more about 
Our people ore working on it and this is what we know so far: 
This unit Is built like a brick pizzeria. Case is polycarbonate & 
sealed from rain, dust & drops. It has a 75 key OWERTY 
keyboard which curiously seems to be mapped one key off. 
These units were just replaced by a fortune 500 company that 
was using them in the doily operations. They must require 
some external Input for the correct keyboard mapping. 
Probably a security measure? The flip up cover holds a 
transfiective Samtron UG24D02 monochrome LCD display that 
we think is 640 x 240 pixels. Size:7.3 "W x 2.751-land displays 
16 shades of gray also has a white E/L backlight. Each has an 
internal Motorola Type RPM4051 Rodio Packet Modem with built 

in nip up antenna. we oeiieve n operares on the ARDIS or similar network. There is also an RS -232 serial 
port / bar code wand port & a port fora hand held laser scanner. When powered via the external jack: 
10VDC O up to 800mA. Draws about 175ma after boot. Originally powered by a 7.2V, NICAD pock which 
has been removed. The battery compartment is external & could easily hold an alternate power source. 
We believe there is an internal modem as the unit sports an RJ -11 style connector as well tip and ring 
connections. The 800552 processor boots MS DOS ROM Version 5.00 to an A: > prompt. The screen 
indicates an Internal memory of 640K. A 2meg. PCMCIA memory card is also supplied. Operating temp 
from -4 to +140F From there on your on your own. All units are tested for boot up otherwise sold as an 
experimenters package. T5100 $49ea., or 3 for $129 

A VERY COOL COLOR CAMERA, "The ROVING EYE CAM" with Ultra Compact 
PAN and TILT, AUTO IRIS and AUTO FOCUS to boot? 

Another super quality color conference camera designed as port 
of a high end system from PidureTel. The unit consists of a 
camera head attached to a base PC board. The attachment Is 
via a moveable mount. There are two tiny stepper drives which 
create the pan and lilt motion. The tilt stepper is mounted to the 
PC board.The pan stepper is unmounted and attaches to the side 
on your base or enclosure. We assume the camera Is 
controllable via serial commands however we have no into on 
how to do it. Anyone who con tell us can have some free 
cameras. Specs: 400 lines O !lux, pwr required is 12VDC O 
500mA. size of head Is: 5.5' diam. x 3.2'H, The attached PCB is 

° 3W' x 4L' x 1.3'H. Oh, and did we mention Its auto focus and auto 
iris too? Composite video output. We think it has S video also. Check our web site for further details as they 
become avaitoble. Order now, the price goes up when we get the serial commands. Removed and tested. 

SPECIAL MAY PRICE MINI -R2D2 CAM $149ea. or 2 /$289, or 5/$499 

t VISA, MC, AME DISCPVE , CdO, OAi LINÉ 
I ORD R. 800 10-4077 TEC t 603-618-249911 

FAX:! 603- 44-78 5 E-MAIL s !es@ripsunlínT reo 
,400 BEDEORD SPREET , 

1 
MANCfESTER,I, NH 031 / 1 

NEW! LCD COLOR, TFT, ACTIVE MATRIX DISPLAY, 
Super 56" VIEWABLE AREA. Pro System w /Custom Case, 12V gel cell battery, A/V cables & charger. Finally, exceptional quality & 
affordable LCD monitor. Perfect general purpose color /B &W monitor. NTSC. Fully 
compatible with all cameras, camcorders, VCR's 
etc. Use as a rear view system with any video 
camera with its built in, mirror image function. 
Completely enclosed unit. Adj.color, contrast, bright- 
ness & volume. Internal stereo speakers! Std. 1/4 x 
20 Tripod socket & a tilt down stand for table top. 
Inputs audio ILARI &video on std. 1/8' mini jocks. 
External 12VDC0600mA on std. barrel connector. 
5.6', TFT active matrix LCD, 76.8K Pixels, CCFL back- 
light, 270cd /m Cumin., 500mw audio out on std. 1/8' lack. 50mV min. std. line level 
audio in. Size: 6.4'W x 5.25-H x 2.2D' New, first quality. Pro accessory kit Includes: 
luggage quality, custom padded case with dual removable strops for shoulder 
and /or holding at waist level for, hands free viewing. Built into the case is a 12V Gel 
Cell, rechargeable battery & o complete set of A/V cables. Incl. AC pwr adapter & 
battery charger. GM- TFT56,...$299ea. PRO KIT, GM- ACCYTFT.$45 

SECURE ON -LINE ORDERING, WWW. RES U N LTD4 U. C OM 
CIRCLE 246 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD o MIMI -. 

RELAYS LIGHTS MOTORS 

MEAStRU 
TEMPERATURE PRESSURE LIGHT LEVELS HUMIDITY 

1111114IPUT 
SWITCH POSITIONS THERMOSTATS LIQUID LEVELS 

MODEL 30 $79 
PLUGS INTO Pc NUS 

24 LINES DIGITAL I/O 
CRANK L. 

ten A /0/ IN 

Is MIT COUNTER 

OP TO 144. IMP /SEC 

MODEL 45,....... $189 

MODEL 100....... $279 

12 OTT 100 KW A/0 
4 ANALOG OUTPUTS 

3 amen COUNTERS 

24 DIGITAL 1 /O 

' MODEL 40 $109 

11S2741NTEIDACE 

2S LINES DIGITAL I/O 
a ANALOG INPUTS 

PWM OUTPUT 

RS-232 INTERFACE 

S WGITAI I/O 
a ANALOG INPUTS 

2 ANALOG OUTPUTS 

2 COUNTERS -24 BIT 

MODEL 150-02 .... $179 
Ila. 
TRMS. 20 AM 

12 BIT A/0 
OPTO -ISOLATED 

COMPLETE OMM::: 

MODEL 70 $239 

RS-2321N1LRFACE 
18 SIT A/0 
S OMIT 

UP 10 60 SMPi SEC 

Prairie Digital, Inc. 
PHONE 608- 643 -8599 FAX 608 -643 -6754 

GIHCLE 219 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Start A Career With High Wages, 
Excellent Benefits and Job Security!! 

With UCANDO'S extraordinary maintenance training programs you 
can quickly and easily enter a high paying field as a maintenance 
technician for a very small investment of time and money. 

RC-M ONLY $165 RC-M is a 15 hour training 
course on relay ladder logic systems. Includes a 5- 
part video and workbook. Great Value! 

PLC-M ONLY $198 PLC-M is 
a 32 hour training course on 

PLC systems. Includes (2) 4 -part video's and 
workbook. This training is valuable. 

-l -wssusoc1:, 

HYD-M ONLY $209 HYD-M is a 32 hour course 
on Fluid Dynamics. Includes (2) 4 -part video's 
and workbook. This Module is a must. 

SC-M ONLY $215 SC-M is a 
32 hour training course on AC & DC Servo 
Controllers. Includes (2) 4 -part videos and 
workbook. Learn everything you need about 
AC and DC servo Control Systems. 

Electronic Training Videos: Basic Electronics, Digital 
Electronics, TV Repair, LASER and Fiber Optic training videos 
available at very affordable prices starting at Only $39.95 each. 

For information or to place an order call: 

1 -800- 678 -6113 
www.ucando -corp.com 

UCANDO VCR Educational Products Corp., Greenville, OH 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 

$400 WEEKLY ASSEMBLING electronic 

circuit boards /products from home: For 

FREE information send SASE: Home 

Assembly -PT Box 216 New Britain, CT 

06050 -0216. 
EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! Assemble 

Products At Home. Call Toll Free 1 -800- 

467 -5566 EXT. 1190 

CABLE TV 
CABLE TV Descramblers. One -piece units. 

Scientific Atlanta, Jerrold, Pioneer, and oth- 

ers. Lowest Prices Around. Precision 
Electronics Houston, TX Anytime. 1 -888- 

691 -4610 
PAY TV AND SATELLITE DESCRAMBLING 

2000 EDITION. $16.95. Hacking Digital 

Scrambling Systems Ill (NEW) $29.95. 

Scrambling News Online $40.00. Pay TV 

Series CD (Vol. 1 -10) $59.95. Everything 

listed here $99.95. Free catalog. SCRAM- 

BLING NEWS. 863 -646 -2564. www.scram 

blingnews.com 
Descramblers, Converters, Activators, 
Rft's, Ftg's, Bullet Snoopers. All Options 
Explained, Best Prices, Services, 2 yr. 

Warranty, Free Catalog. 1- 800 -854 -1674 

www.resourceleader.com /aapc 
NEW! Jerrold and Pioneer wireless test 

units $125 each, also 75DB notch filters 

$19.95 each, quantity pricing available 
please call KEN ERNY ELECTRONICS 24- 

hour order and information hot line 516- 

389 -3536. 
ROCK BOTTOM..DEALER..DISCOUNTS! 
125 CH. VISION MASTER PLUS.. "DE- 
CODE'S EVERYTHING PERMANENTLY" 
TEST CHIPS & ACTIVATORS 1- 888 -675- 

3687- 201 -386 -1145 
ALL CABLE TV BOXES. WE'LL BEAT 

ANY PRICE. 30 DAY TRIAL 1 YEAR 

WARRANTY. FREE CATALOG! WWW. 

CATVBOXES.COM 1- 800 -765 -4912 

Poptronics 
Wireless & Electrical 

Cyclopedia 
'nb .[lcclii7:\ 

c'sckgirdi'. 

'..-. 
ETT1- Wireless & Electrical 
Cyclopedia $4.99. Step 
back to the 1920's with this 
reprinted catalog from the 
Electro Importing Company. 
Antiquity displayed on every 
page with items priced as 
low as 3 cents. Product 
descriptions include: Radio 
components, kits, motors 
and dynamos, Leyden jars, 

hot -wire meters, carbon mikes and more. The 

perfect gift for a radio antique collector.To order 
ETT1, send $4.99 (includes s &h) in the US 

and Canada to Electronic Technology Today 
Inc., P.O. Box 240, Massapequa Park, NY 11762- 
0240. US funds only. Use US bank check or 

International Money Order. Allow 6 -8 
weeks for delivery. MA11 

CB- SCANNERS 
CB Radio Modifications! Frequencies, 
kits, high -performance accessories, books, 

plans, repairs, amps, 10 -Meter conver- 

sions. The best since 1976! Catalog $3. 

CBCI, Box 1898P, Monterey, CA 93942. 

www.cbcintl.com 

MISC. ELECTRONICS FOR SALE 
T & M ELECTRONICS. Large variety of elec- 

tronic parts since 1966. Visit our Web site at 

www.tandmelectronics.com 

PLANS -KITS -SCHEMATICS 
ELECTRONIC PROJECT KITS: $3.00 cat- 

alog. 49 McMichael St. Kingston, ON., K7M 

1M8. www.qkits.com QUALITY KITS 

AWESOME KITS: Ion Propulsion Motor, 

Stepper Driver, Solar Robot, Scrolling Clock 

and more! Catalog $1.00. LNS 

Technologies, PO Box 67243, Scotts 

Valley, CA 95067 www.techkits.com 
AM Tube Radio Kits. TRF and Superhets. 

Visit our website at www.ghostmoon.big 
step.com 

One tree can make 
i,tXX)ÁX 0 matches. 

One match can burn 
1,000,000 trees. 

REPAIRS -SERVICES 
BRAKE Alert is a control module that con- 

nects to a vehicle's third brake light. Brake 

Alert senses when the vehicle stops quick- 

ly and flashes the third brake light to attract 

attention to the vehicle behind. Brake Alert 

can be purchased from web site at www. 

brake -alert.com for $29.95. 

SATELLITE EQUIPMENT 
FREE Satellite TV Buyer's Guide. Best 

Products Lowest Prices Fastest 

Service! Dish Network, DirectTV, C /Ku- 

band, including 4DTV. Parts Upgrades 

Accessories! SKYVISION - 800 -543 -3025. 

International 218 -739 -5231. www.skyvision.com 

TEST EQUIPMENT 
Browse our Web site and check out the 

"Monthly Special ". TDL Technology, Inc. 

www.zianet.com /tdl 
FREE Catalog. Electronic Test instruments, 

new and used, wide selection, lowest 

prices. GEOMA. (608) 462 -4222. 

FEEittmirsis 
PCB Artwork 
Made Easy! 

PRINTED CIRCUIT DESIGN SOFTWARE 

For Windows and DOS 

Layout - Autorouting - Schematic - Circuit Simulation 

Visit our Website @ www.pcboards.net 

For free DEMO and Information 

PCBoards (800)473 -7227 

211014th Ave. South (205)933 -1122 
Birmingham, AL35205 

Perfect for the Pro or Hobbyist! 

ELECTRONIC GAMES 
BP69 -A number of interest- 

ing electronic game projects 
using IC's are presented. In- 

cludes 19 different projects 
ranging from a simple coin flip- 

per, to a competitive reaction 
game, to electronic roulette, a 

combination lock game, a 

game timer and more. To 

order BP69 send $4.99 clear- 
ance (Includes s &h) in the 
US and Canada to Electronic 
Technology Today Inc., P.O. Box 240, Mass- 

apequa Park, NY 11762-0240. US funds only. 

Use US bank check or International Money 

Order. Allow 6-8 weeks for delivery. MA07 

Get your copy of the 
CRYSTAL SET HANDBOOK 

Go back to antiquity and build the 
radios that your grandfather built. 
Build the "Quaker Oats" type rig, 
wind coils that work and make it 

look like the 1920's! Only $10.95 
plus $4.00 for shipping and han- 

dling. Claggk Inc., PO Box 12162, 
Hauppauge, NY 11788. USA 
Funds ONLY! USA and Canada - 
no foreign orders. Allow 6-8 weeks 
for delivery. MA01 

rLEARN ELECTRONICS REPAIR, 
Home study. Learn to repair, service, and I 

install stereos, TVs, VCRs, camcorder's, 
sound/lighting systems. Free 
literature: send or call now. 

CALL 8002234542 I 
The School of Electronics 
430 Technology, Dept. ELJ 341 
PCDI, Norcross, GA 30092 J - as - - 97 
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ADVERTISING INDEX 
Poptronics does not assume any responsibility for errors that may appear in the index below. 

Free Information Number Page Free Information Number 

A & A Engineering 88 

- Abacom Technology 94 

ABC Electronics 76 

215 All Electronics 93 

- Allison Technology 78 

- Amazon Electronics 86 

315 American Eagle Publications .. 70 

- Andromeda Research 70 

Arrow Technologies 88 

295 AVEN Tools 89 

- Big Bang Electronics 69 

319 Beige Bag Software 80 

- Carl's Electronics 92 

290 C &S Sales, Inc. 74 

CCTV Outlet 82 

133 CircuitMaker CV2 

233 Circuit Specialists 95 

- CLAGGK, Inc 13, 21 

Cleveland Inst. of Electronics .. ..35 
231 Command Productions 68 

232 Command Productions 94 

Computer Monitor Maintenance 86 

Conitec Data Systems 92 

EDE Spy Outlet 90 

130 Electronic Workbench CV4 

Electronic Tech. Today 59 

205 Electronix Express 84 

EMAC Inc 28 

Engineering Express 70 

318 Foley -Belsaw 81 

Fort777.com 68 

Future Horizons 70 

- Gateway Products 86 

- General Device Instruments 90 

Globaltech Distributors 86 

Grantham College of Eng 66 

237 Howard Electronics 83 

225 Information Unlimited 91 

Intec Automation 87 

- Intronics 82 

309 IVEX Design 77 

J &M Microtek 87 

139 Jameco CV3 

Page 

Lynxmotion 82 

M2L Electronics 92 

160 MCM Electronics 71, 85 

250 Mendelsons 82 

296 Merrimack Valley Systems 73 

- Microdev 94 

- microEngineering Labs 92 

Midwest Laser Products 70 

Modern Electronics 82 

220 Mouser Electronics 66 

MSC Electronics 87 
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111111 ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS 

COMPUTER PRODUCTS 

1.800794.9100 
www.jameco.com/pep 

Click on this URL to receive 

your free shipping and 

special product pricing! 

Free Shipping on Your First Order! Just Mention VIP# PT1 

Call for details - Certain restrictions apply 
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The world's most popular 
simulator just got better. 
MULTISIM SCHEMATIC CAPTURE AND SIMULATION 

Flexible Symbol Editor CD 
To add or modify symbols for any component. 

Power Meter Crk 
Works just like with a real Wattmeter. 

1000 New Components 
New families include Electromechanical, Connector, 

Wideband Opamp, and Tiny Logic. 

Editable Footprint Field 
Add or change default footprint values directly 
from the schematic. 

New Analyses 
AC sensitivity and DC sensitivity help determine 
the stability of your design. 

Multiple Instruments CD 
Now you can have more than one copy of an 

instrument on the screen at once. 

Enhanced Wiring 
Improved connections to pins and more intelligent 
autowiring. 

Analysis Wizards CD 
Guide you through an analysis, making it easier 

than ever to take advantage of these powerful 
functions. 

Virtual Instruments 
Includes oscilloscope, function generator, 

multimeter, bode plotter, word generator, and 
logic analyzer. 

9 Powerful Analyses 
To analyze circuits in ways just not possible with real 

instruments. Includes DC,& AC operating point, 
transient, fourier, noise, DC sweep and Ac & DC 

sensitivity. 

5,000 Components 
Wide selection of commonly used components, all 

complete with simulation, symbol and footprint 
information. 

Full- Featured Schematic Capture 
Industry's easiest -to -use design entry is ideal for 

generating high -quality schematics. 

Changes on the Fly 
The world's only simulator that lets you tweak your 
circuit during simulation for instant feedback. 

Analog and Digital SPICE Simulation 
Fast, accurate SPICE simulation with no limit on 

circuit size. 

Custom Model Support 
Edit existing models to create new parts, or import 
components as SPICE models from vendors. 

multisinn$399 
Call for upgrade pricing 

ULTIBOARD POWERFUL PCB LAYOUT 

Fast Autorouting Multi -layer autorouter with configurable options for 
customized performance. 
Real -Time DRC Automatic Design Rule Check prevents costly errors by 
monitoring the size and clearance of pads, vias and traces. 

Ideal for all Boards Built -in board editor to create any shape board up to 
50 "X 50 "in size, with as many as 32 layers. 

Multiple Output Formats Outputs to the formats you need including 
Gerber, DXF, plotters, printers, and more. 

Tight Integration with Multisim Supports forward and back annotation 
with Multisim, so that the programs share important design information. 

Flexible Editing Full support of power and ground planes, with or without 
thermal relief.'Reroute while move' to move copper without losing connectivity. 

For a FREE demo visit www.electronicsworkbench.corn 

Call 1- 800 -263 -5552 
Save $100 when you order the Personal Design Solution 
(Includes Multisim and Ultiboard ). Electronics 

WORKRFNÇ[H 
DESIGN SOLUTIONS FOR EVERY DESKTOP 
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